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Bureau of Land Managcnicnt
Saloon Diatsict Ofilce
1717 Fabsy Road SE
Salent, OR 97306

Dear Sits:

The Lion County Board of Comxrevaonca appiedate thc opportunity to respond to
the Salem Diatnet Draft Resource Mansement Plan sad B omental fmp.ct Statement.
The Board conaideta the cetationolip betwesa our agendeato be. poabive end cooatnictive
paitnerthip. We parilatiarlyapprecistethe working relationshlpdlrectedtoward community
revitalization and otstd.00r recres.tion development in esetein Lion County.

The planning jason that impacts the residents of thin County the moat senously is
the major reduction in Allowable Sale Quantity (MO) to about 57% of the no change
sltemadve. This reduction will result in aigniScant reductions In loSIng and mill jobs as
wall as reduce the aetsicu provided by the Cetinty. Ultimate&y,the tax base will decline and
public inreice demandwflj increase that to the seduction in fknillywage jobs In lion County.

We believe that there ate good reasons to increase the MO above th*t projected in
your Preferred Alternative (PA). Rather than elaborate in this letter, please refer to the
response received ixn the Aseociatica of 0 & C Counties for comments reflecting those
of the Lion County Board of Consuionera.

The recreation development in the Outrtzvffle Creek and Green Peter Reservoic
areas is very much soppoited. The future dsvelopmet of the BLM peninsula acscent to
the reservoir Ia believed to bc a very important enhancement to the pczenrial recreation
experience in this area. The development of a hiking trail o,er the h1l from Crabsree
Like to Quartzville Creek likely would be a project that the Board would wholeheartedly
aipport. We would like to have more information on this as the planning procese
progoessea. Likewise, the dedication of the Quaxtzvnte Creek rOad as a "National Bark
(buntry Byway" ii supported by this Board providing the other comniercial uses are not
limited by this designonion.

December 21. 1992

273

POSSIBLE QUESTIONS FOR MR. BIBLES
DECEMBER 16, 1992

From what we have seen of kjilderness Society and State
Forestry comments on the BLM Resource Management Plans (RMP)
there seems to be one area where comments are lacking: the
economic side.

From my perspective the coat side of the planned activity is
not addressed. There are two aspects of this: biological and
Financial.

The biological perspective is this. The most valuable
species in our west side forests is Douglas-fir. It is bent
darted in open ground and grows best without shade.
Clearcutting and planting genetically improved stock is good
biology. The RMP assumes that somehow it aill be possible to put
the 12-18 green trees to be left per acre in clumps so that the
Douglas-fir can be free to grow. The possibility for this seems
quite remote. As a consequence there will be shade. at least for
a part of each day, cast over the area from the green trees.

In partially shaded areas there are other species in the
west side forests that are better adapted to these conditions.
They are species like the true firs and western hemlock. These
are trees with slower growth rates and the wood produced is of
lowe: value. So, the effect of the planned management activity
in to produce less volume and the volume produced is of lower
value. The State's comment on the proposed silvicultural
management in that it is an untried procedure and strictly
experimental.

This cor:cern leadm to these questions: How large is the
margir: of error in the growth predictions that you have for this
new type of silviculture? In your growth calculations have you
factored in the slower growth rate of the shade tolerant species
that will likely make up future forests? Is your calculations of
income to counties have you factored in the lower value of the
timber to be produced?

The economic concern is two pronged. The first is mentioned
just above--lower growth rates and lower valued wood. The second
is the value of the green trees that are left. Somewhere between
$10,000 and $45,000 per acre will be represented in the left
green trees in the form of stumpage value foregone. The trees
are to be left and not harvested. This in effect makes each acre
worth that such. In the preliminary spreadsheet I show what
amount of future harvest will have to be on an acre just to carry
different levels of Investments at a very modest lntsrest rate;
higher rates would only make the figures higher.

The questions that come out of this: Have you shown clearly
to all concerned what the actual cost of this new management

Comment Letters from Federal, State, and Local Governments

system really is? The RMP uses very high future stumpaqe values
to show that the cost is minimal. They assune that stunpage
values will more than double in the near future; OSU planners
for the McDonald Forest aye using much more modest increases, in
thy way of 1% per year.

The answer to thin question will be that we eye ig::oring all
the othe: values, none of which are amenable to quantification in
market terms of dollars ar:d cents. So they may, for example,
that n:avinn the spotted owl and the murrelet produces a value in
excess of all forenone tinber values. Sc. our real question is
whether a majority of our society really knows and understands
what the costs are of saving species that are listed as
threatenend my endangered, In every county and municipality the
runt of foregoing timber harvest and forest growth will be
enormous, and costs will continue to increase with time. Isn't
thy SLM bound to let each citizen know the cost side of their
vies ye wy-lI an the side which protects certain wildlife? Make
rip mistake, the RNIP i000sem Costs an every citizen of Oregon no
matter where they live. The difference in cost between the old
plum and the preferred alternative should be clear!>' mhown on -

both a per capita and a total basis.

Finally. is the process of letting the public know the costs
00 l'y plan, two additional aspects of cost need to he addressed.

Tha ftate argues cogently that BLP will need greatly
lr!-:-vamyd budgets to carry out this new management, that it will
be rr!urh sore costly in terms of manpower to effect. Are you

y.ri mood that with thy Er:.:dget deficit reductions which we hear
are to he put in place that you can succeed in: getting the
rrecx'cvary inCreases ir: the BPS budget?

Tie effect of reduced tinier harvest must result in one of
t:.:c adjuot:::ents in the way we meet our building material needs.
Eithyy we irrport timber fro:r other countries or use substitute
natyricic In the first case we export our environmental
g:rot'lems overseas to meet society's needs. In the second same a
shift to other materialo--steel concrete, aluminum--all of which
von fnreoil fuels that result in significantly higher environ-
nryntal impacts than well tended Forests and the products
therefrom.

Lie urge that the final MMP-EIS address these questions in
fort hr a qht man ner

/1, .,

'7 -

Bureau of Laud Management -2- December 21, 1992

The Board very much appredates the efforts of BLM personnel in providing
information and ssistarxre to Lien CoOnty. We urge yoc to consider our views and look
forward taco outcome that will provide stablittyand the best. posaibic quality ollife for Lion
County residents.

Sincerely,

Lll'lN £01 ." csARD0F COMMISSIONEilS

'7'z-/
(cis3) zmlu-9q7Z

RI S :.,.",:,, 'asionec

DvidmidCcemiaenoner
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Appendix I!

Van Hemming - Diatrict. Manager
Salem District DIM
1717 Fabry Rd. SE
Salem, OR 97306

December 21, 1592

RE 'Pb. Salem Di.trict Advisory Council Comment. en th. SIX
Salem Di.trict Land Ui Plan and Preterr.d Alternative.

Dear Mr. Manning:

Plmaee find attached the report of the DUI DaI.m Digtrict
Advisory Soard regar,hng the Di.triot Land 0.. Plan & Preferred
Alternative.
Am yOU are aware we have had many work .eseion.. I do believe
that our report represents a minimum of 500 hour. of work. We
discUssed and studied the variou, position, presented. The
report reflect. the concern. reached after much delib.ratien.
Therefore, we as a Council reaffirm our prior work to you. The
footnote. are reflective of som, members of the Advisory Council.
The Advisory Council ha. requested that I direct the following
concern to you.
1) The ASQ in the preferred alternative will re.ult in a

negative return of investment for the 0 9 C Counties. Theee
counties have invested more than one billion dollare on
timber re.ource management since the 1960'a. Some portion
of this money will be lust heøauae the timber can nut be
harveeted. Thetef Ore, the ASQ in the PA will result in a
negative return on investment far the countie. (one-third
of their 75% estimated at one billion dollar. since the
1960'.). If thee. fund, had been investad in timber they
could have been epent in the cesmunities for other aervicea.

We request that the 5114 mitigate this loss and lessen the
coiimunity inatability by reducing the rotation age. the
Council feel, that 13 1g45P could be gained by moving from a
So year to a 60 year rotation for the 0994A.

We believe the BLM has a responsibility to the people of
these communities. It should mitigate the impact of these
abrupt changes in management policy.

Respectfully submitted,

Gratis Robertson, Chairperson
Salem District Timber Advisory Council

Appendix 11-2

The DLX .hould attempt to control ll insects and di
by all mean, in order to prevent their
We mo,t make our own best judgment, without being totally
constrained by the Indang.red Specie. Act, People end
ccem,umity .tabilitj are factor, that are not being
sufficiently accounted for under present interpretations of
the ISA.

Community Stability: Approximately 50% of Oregon is held by
the federal government. Traditionally much of this land has
been utilized for economic activity. This activity provided
employment in the high wage base forest products area and
the numerous support activities. Presently Oregon's economy
is 38% timber based. These jobs which are in the rural
sectors of the state account for almost 100% of the
employment base. (The rural sectors have been defined as
those areas outside the greater Portland, Eugene and Bend
triangle.)
There are strong influences being exerted on this state at
the national level regarding the uses of the federal lands.
The west and the northwest in particular have experienced
tremendous pressures to redirect the utilization from
economic activity to environmental, recreational and
aesthetic values.
The northwest is unique regarding the impacts from the
recreational and environmental movements which were driven
by the affluent 1980's. The impact of the reduced timber
cut and effect on the people and communities of Oregon is a
very real concern. Within the last 3-5 a monumental shift
has taken place in natural resource allocation. This shift
has had a massive effect on the people and communities of
Oregon. Their viability and welfare is a very real concern.

2

IDIOT 2. - TIXSU

DEWERDIX. OmECTIVT Ilanage lands alloCated to timber production to
optimize yield and maximize economic return.

IW8AGEMENT GUTDEIThES. Zetmblieh a scientific non-agency team to
review non-suitable commercial fureet land designation on large
land areas. Set rotation length to maximize economic return to the
public. Seat 0? exceed Oregon lamest Practice Act guidelines.
Implement an aggressive program to impro,e/maj.ntp.jz foreet health,
apeci.fioal,ly to control insects ella dia.a.. iflfactiong, gas

pra.crth.d firs eOn,i.tent with state law. Continue to participata
in the Oregon .tcte sTates on f erect fire control. Reap the annual
timber sate level mear recent b.Latorical. .evule ae in current plan,

its gaswiaq se and

yseord i%hl4yImY Sth*&I the
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Crass MEn.
Mary's Peak
Sandy River
Wi1lias Lake
Soguap Meadows
Ceolyn'e Crown
Middle Santisa Terrace
Huh Peak-Moon Cr.
Sheridan Peak
Ala Canyon
Elk Creek
Neetucca River
The Butte
Saddleback Nba.
Little Sink
Valley of the Dient.
I.. Crass fltn.

aquina Head
elt Praije

Rickreal Rld;s
.arch Mm.

Wilisautta River Parcels

ISSUE 5 - SPECIAL AJEAN(
ZNERAL OSJECTPVE. Provide special Nlneg.sent for sl-ctsd BUI_sdOintecered

lands to prevent irreparable damage to important historic, cultural Of scenic

yalues to protect botanical or fish end wildliFe resource, or other nature1

systems or procellee; and to protect life and safety f roe natural hazard..

MAJACEMERI CUXDEI,ISES. Provide special ansaeaent for the areas listed under

PA' on the attacked matrix..

B

B

I
F
I
B

F
T

F
I
I
I
I
I
F
B
I
P
B

F
F
B

F ERA
F
F
x
F 150 acres
F ERA
F
F ERA

F
no spec. doug.

F Ci
x
F ERA
F ERA
F ERA
F
F
F Cong. dccii.
F
F
F
F

Alsee Say Island
Tempo
Walker Slat
Wells Ieland
Wilboit Springa
White Rock Yen
Shafer Creek/Crab.
Pellowatone Creek
Forest Peak
North Santiem

ISSVZ 4 - TEREATENED UD ZIDMTGZS1EII SPTCERs
GENERAL OSTECI'IVE. Protect fsdsraUy listad thraatan.d or
endongepud plant and animal habitats and manage resaurcas to
prevent future fedaral listing of plants and anistis as threatened
or ertdsngursd Ipsoiae.

MAIIACESTT CUIDELrNg, Manage all aIZ4=admjsj,t. lands to support
tIle conservation and protection of all federal candidate, state
listed, and buyaau sensitive apenias and their habitats. Mitig*te
whera economically fsa.jbla.

Past Locust s5agest_passtioee sious va e-ij__format nagt of fadsel 3ds.Esoatie Lw that t. L,. swosab maw..t 55 proposal by th s Is ma, tgs. Step 1*

3151.5 ha 4- dcv a..5 Is this dixeot vt

dreslopcd Lwse5 the 4.Oe.4.5nep P and I apaofs

Potential SOacill Areas

feep managing timber in secondary cone.

F F F
F P - sell, exchange
I I F nOACEC
I F F
I I F eanaga timber
F I F
F I I ERA/cM
I F - nospec.
F I - nospee.
F F F

deal;.
desig.
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'Vt OJM l'tGS'PPSR P8 07

EsRUE 2/3 - OLD GROWa Mm RAPET?.? DIVERSIT?

VaTS WAS 7 TO 2

IQIJORZTY OPX21ZT

SERRSLL OBXCTIVZ. Rstaih, aAnt*in or rsastabliih old-growth
and/or mature ermst habitats within ths 3.AmitS of the amnagiweect

guid.Linow to west variouS cb.ctivma. and manage h*bitat

-to support popuiatioi of native wildlife ap.civa.

KANA.GT GUZDZLV1EI. throogh suo-y.az rotation maintain I

puruSnt of the total districts land has. in old growth cyâls.

iotitt opuUai
OENERAL OSTICTEVE. ii.. as above.
IW1AGEMmT GUIDELINEN. Through aoO-ysar rotation s.intajn I

percent of thu total di.triat'e 3.azrd base in old growth 300 rear

o3.d forest at eli tines.

-opEBArmG CONCEPT.

034 growth end other sstaaid.e should don. together - that is

dual purpose.

s r-- abSohNt is ' majociby ad

froc m liatloc 'a Asa.wsrLei _- *sadd he 5th.ad .Bay ton.tI.etivus psligt ad the Wusmast Amom abs1I ash ha use on this.e'pon*csehe1...it., - era ow.... islAm. Duftimsa
we2seiR rtaiog abusEd sot be
Is dAsheliha setdwIhEs woRse math e *1iLmq Inftdwe t. skon that beweu.t se ha

cut th a t mEdar Imawet sec'pmL..a ToRus..The was Cd_Ifl eras. us Uukige Amwith irse* ilpastaR Skies aM eabse spithal

bibihat onehasthe asSie 1* IieX. altsrietbe
shaeld s1Ro in ha bebiAmt dhawusi over past

Dcc.0315d I - sects couson alternatives criteria;
F = preferred by Advisory Council

Altetitativea

A B C C B Ed
Sxietin* SDerial Areas

12/11/1992 1439 5030433030 TIn G_t InW'4PER PAGE 04
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Appendix II

ISSUE 6 - VISUAL RESOURCES

GENERAL OB.TECTIVE. Manage BU0- dninistered lands to reduce visual

impacts of management activities and to enhance visual (scenic)
quality.
MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES. Provide yEN classes I through IV management

using allocations in th. current REP (approximates alternatives B).

ISSUES 7 £ S page 2
ISSUES AND $ - WATES/RIPAIIAN/WAX!i QUALITY

GENERAL OIJZCTXVE. Establish riparian .anagemt areas (INAs) on peonial

streams, iskee, ponds and other waters, to meet Oregon Forest Practices Act

requirements, Oregon water quality standards and to retain biological

diversity in these high Talus habitat areas.

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES.

For allowable timber eels quantity calculation purposes, use the following

EMA widths for pereonial streams:

ERA width1
25' (ninisus)
NO. (average)
75. (average)

100' (average)
140' (averege)
160' (average)

Lakes, pond. 100 (average)
end ether waters

1Distance from edge of water in feet. Actual iNs widths would be
determined by on-the-groond riparian vegetation, terrain and stress
characteristita. 5om-perial strs would have ERAs designated if
beneficial uses warrant.

Within first and second order ribs, harvest coercialiy valuable tress in

accordance with Oregon Pereut Practice Act (OFPA) requirmoenta.

Within third and higher euler Ribs, consider no lands "avaiiable for

intenSive tikber momagement (i.e. offered for sale es part of tbs

allowable sale quantity). See. timber harvest say occur, however, te

achieve reSource management objectives. These eetivitiae sep include road

construction and yarding corridors across screams and ripsrian sense to

facilitate timber harvest outside the Rib. Timber harvested in yarding

corridors would be left or saved into the water to provide fish habitat.

In adjacent to Ribs, modify timber hsrveet as necessary to protect

vegetation within the Ribs.

Legging, rend building and site preparation methods would be designed to

inisize the musher and/or cii, of mass soil movement. to maintain the
integrity of the Ribs.

Activities such as mining, recl'ea..iou and ORV use would he regulated to

protect water quality.

Appendix 11-4
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The vote we. I to 3. WORITY OPINiON

GENERAL OBIICTIV!. Istablish riperisn asns.gioent areae (ERM) on
perennial. streams, ).akae, ponds and other waters, to neat Oregon
Forest Practices ACt requirements, Oregon Vatex quality standards
and to retain biological diversity in these high value habitat
areas.
MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES.

All activiti.s would b. daeignsd to meet oVned Oregon Forest
Practices Act (Gill) requirements end Oregon water quality
Standards,

baa
en sius ii sseeii

Astivitià 5 Sa
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ISSUE 9 - RECREATION RESOURCES

GENERAL OBICTXVES. Provide davelop.d and dispersed recreatio

opportunities.
MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES.

Continue to manage 12 .xisting developed sites. Within thee

eitaa, consider no lands available for intensive ti*b.
management. Some harvest may occur for purposes of removin

dead, down or dying trees and removing trees for purpose c
expanding recreation facilities
consider develOping 11 potential recreation sites but continu
to manage the sites using a partial timber harvest regime.

3 Do not designate the following areas as special recreatic
management areas (5PM?.) Nestucca River, Cabtree Lake an

Ms.rys Peak.

Designate Green Peter Peninsula as an SRMA: prepare

coordinated resource management plan, develop recreatic
facilitieS, manage timber using a partial harvest regime.
(S votes for this option: preference for size was 4 for 40
acres and 1 for 2,100 acres)
Designate Mt. Rood Corridor as an SARA: prepare a coordinate
resource management plan, continue to manage developed



Issue 9 page 2

recreation facilities, no planned harvest our timber within
1/4 mile of Highway 26.

Continue to manage 7 existing developed trails (3 trails are
in special management areas; 4 trails are in areas managed for
timber production).

Develop th. potential Nestucca River trail (located within
the riparian zone) and the potential Green trail
(located with riparian zones, fragil. sites and areas managed
for timb.r 'production.

Do not chang, management plans on areas continguous to
existing or proposed trail..

page 1

ISSUE 10 - LCND TENURE ADJUSTMENT

GENERAL 0WTCTIVE. Mak. land tenure a_ju.taents to improve

management efficiency and benefit resource program obj active..

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES.

Establish the following land tenur, adjustment zones:
zoOs 1 - This zon, includes areas currently identified as
having high public resourc, values and other efficiently
managed lands. Generally, they would be retained in public
ownership.

Zone 2 - This zone includes areas that are suitable for
exchange because they form discontinuous ownership patterns,
are Leis efficient to manage than zen. 1 lands, and may not
be accessible to the general public. Wher, appropriate
opportunities ar. identified, these BLm-ad*inistsred lands may
be exchanged for ether lands in Zones 1 or 2, transferred to
other public agencies, or given som, form of cooperative
management.

Zone 3 - This zen. includes lands that ar. scattered and
isolated with no btown unique natural resource values. Zone

3 lands ae available for use in exchanges for private
inholdings in zen, 1 (high priority) or zone 2 (moderate.

Comment Letters from Federal, State, and Local Governments

ISSUE SA - WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS (revised)

cENtRAL OB.IECTIVE. Manage designated wild and scenic rivers.

MANAGEMENI GUIDELINES.

Manage four congressionally-designated river segments

consistent with their designation and approved, site-specific
management plans.
Do not study additional river segments for suitability and do
not provide interim protection for additional river segment..

Issue 10 page 2

priority). They are also potentially suitable for disposal

through sale if not important values are identified dr2zg

disposal clearance reviews and no viable

exchange proposals f or them can be identified. Zone 3 lands

would also be available for transfer to another agency or to

local goverflm.nts as needed to accommodate community

expansion and other public purposes.

Use the following guidelines in initiating and/or reacting to

specific land tenure adjustment proposals:

i. Exchange DCC lands to acquir. lands which would enhance timber

management opportunities.

2. Exchange public domain lands to benef it one or more of the

resources managed.

Sell and/or lease DCC lands (other than available commercial
forest lands) and public domain lands that meet any of the
criteria of ?LPMA section 203(a).
In zones 2 and 3 lease or convey lands under the Recreation
and Public Purpoaes Act to provide appropriate facilities or
services (e.g., recreation sites, rural fire stations, and
water treatment plants).

Appendix 11-5
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isSUE 11 - RURAL INTERFACE AREA MANAGENENT

GENERAL OB,7ECTIE. Manage aIx_administered lands in rural

interface areas to achieve agency
management objectives for those

lands while addressing conflicts with neighbors.

MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES. ELM forest management actions within 1/4

mile of rural interf ace areas shall be governed by compliance with

the Oregon Forest Practices Act and the requirements of Land

Conservation and D.VeloPmeflt Local msnaqement is encouraged to

work with adjacent property owners
to addrese concerns and with

local government to identify RIA concerns of ELM.

December 17, 1992

Mr. Van Manning
Bureau of Land Management
Salem District Manager
1717 Fabry Road S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97306

SUBJECT: SALEM DISTRICT RESOURCE M7,NAGEMENT PLAN AND
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

Dear Mr. Manning:

Based on the information in the R.M.P. and E.I.S., the following
are Our comments.

1. Preferred alternative

We feel that it is essential to buffer first and second
order streams with a minimum buffer of 75 feet. In reference to
ephemeral streams, headwater Streams, and steep draws with gradi-
ents of 25 per cent or more, a 50 foot no-burn, undisturbed
buffer of ground vegetation should be incorporated in the unit
prescriptions. These small tributaries constitute greater than
79 per cent of the total stream mileage on the western side of
the Cascades.

If we can control the quality of water entering these small
streams, it will carry on down to the larger streams where 200
and 300 foot buffers are incorporated for fisheries. It is time
to go to the top of the ridge, at the source of sediment loading
to improve water quality.

With the new 1993 revisions on domestic drinking water
standards, we feel that aerial herbicide spraying should be
discontinued. A more direct application should be used. Aerial
fertilization is also a concern with the new regulations.
Buffers should be used when applying fertilizers. A 100 foot
buffer should be used throughout the management area.

Sinderely,.

I
Bill Liht -
Water Source Supervisor

cc: Dan Bradley, Water Superintendent
Hank Wujcik, Water Source Attendant

IMPCT. STA/HS/psw
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Ph. ELM should etteept to control all insect. end di
by all mains necessary in order to prevent their 4.

We must sake our own best judgments vitheut being totally
constrained by the Endeng.rsd Species Act. People and
oowiaunity stebility Cr. factors that are not being
sufficiently accounted for under present interpretations of
the RCA.

CommunitY Stability: ApproximatelY
50% of Oregon is held by

the federal government. Traditionally
much of this land has

been utilized for economic activity.
This activity provided

employment in the high wage base forest products area and

the numerous support activities.
PresentlY Oregon's economy

is 38% timber based. These jobs which are in the rural

sectors of the state account for
almost 100% of the

employment base. (The rural sectors have been defined as

those areas outside the greater
portland, Eugene and Bend

triangle.)

There are strong influences being exerted on this state at

the national level regarding the uses of the federal lands.

The west and the northwest in particular have experienced

tremendous pressures to redirect the utilization from

economic activity to environmental, recreational and

aesthetic values.

The northwest is unique regarding the impacts from the

recreational and environmental movements which were driven

by the affluent 1980's. The impact of the reduced timber

cut and effect on the people and communities of Oregon is a

very real concern. Within the last 3-5 a monumental shift

has taken place in natural resource allocation. This shift

has had a massive effect on the people and communities of

Oregon. Their viability and welfare is a very real concern.

ASSOCIATION OF 0 & C COUNTIES

December 16, 1992

Mr. Van Manning, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Salem District Office
1717 Fabry Road, SE
Salem, OR 97306

Dear Mr. Manning:

We welcome this opportunity to provide written comments on the
Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement
(DRMP/ElS) for the Salem District.

Eroose of O&C Lands

By way of introduction, the Association of O&C Counties
(Association) 5 an organization whose membership includes all lB
Oregon countieS in which the 2.5 million acres of Oregon and
California Railroad Revested Grants Lands are located. In order
to understand the Association's point of view relative to the
management of resources on these lands, it is necessary to briefly
recount the unique history of these lands, which were set aside
long ago for the purpose of providing local community stability
through the dominant use of these lands for timber production.

Beginning with the 1866 grant, the Revestment Act of 1916, and
the 1937 O&C Organic Act through the present, these lands have been
statutorily recognized as having a local purpose and they are to
be managed for the stability of local communities and industries
through the production of timber under the principles of sustained
yield.

The 1937 Act directs the Department of the Interlor to manage
these unique lands under the conservation principles of sustained
yield primarily for timber production and only secondarily for
other, limited purposes listed in the Act. The Federal Land Policy
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and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) specifically exempts the O&C
lands from the provisions of FLPMA in the event of conflict with
or inconsistency between FLPMA and the O&C Act insofar as they
relate to the management of timber.

The dedication of these lands to local purposes has inspired
the counties, since 1953, to forego one-third of their statutory
share of receipts (50 percent instead of 75 percent) through annual
riders on Department of the Interior Appropriations Acts. The
counties' annual relinquishment of one-third of their statutory
entitlement has been based on the understanding that the foregone
county monies would be appropriated for protection and intensified
sustained yield timber production. This money was "invested" by
the counties with the expectation that they would receive a
"return" on their investment through increased harvest levels in
future decades. Nearly one billion dollars of otherwise county
revenue has been so appropriated since 1953. The federal
government has, until recently, lived up to its part of the
bargain, too. The result is that a highly productive, well-
balanced forest has evolved that is second to none in the world.
It has been estimated by the BLM that there was approximately 50
billion board feet of merchantable timber on these lands in 1937.
The latest inventory stands at 49.7 billion board feet. With over
40 billion harvested since 1937, surely something has been done
right and the concept of sustained yield timber production has been
proven.

Judicial Affirmation of O5C Act

Recent judicial opinions have affirmed that the O&C lands are
reserved for purposes different from other federal lands. Other
federal lands are typically managed to accomplish national
objectives. The O&C lands are to be managed for the benefit of the
local economy and to promote community stability. Timber
production is the dominant use for these lands.

This policy has been clearly and unmistakably confirmed by
the U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals in the 1990 case,
Neadwaters vs. BLM. In that case, the Ninth Circuit stated,

Nowhere does the legislative history [of the DEC lands[ suggest
that wildlife habitat conservation or conservation of old growth
forest is a goal on a par with timber production, or indeed that
it is a goal of the O&C Act at all."

This position has been clearly stated in previous cases by the
Ninth Circuit. In 1987, the Court acknowledged "...the primary use
of the revested lands is for timber production ......O'Neal vs.

This ruling was consistent with the prior statement of the
Court that "[i[n 1937 Congress passed the O&C Sustained Yield

Mr. Van Manning, District nanager
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lands in your district is reduced as proposed in the Preferred
Alternative. Thousands of individuals will be thrown Out of work
and the ripple effect throughout these timber communities will be
devastating. In addition, the revenues flowing to the 18 counties
from sales of timber off these lands will be correspondingly
reduced. At the very time when local governments need additional
funds to deal with the tremendous human costs of reduced O&C
harvests, those governments will have fewer funds available to meet
the needs. This severe problem would coincide with rising adverse
impacts from the recent property tax limitation provision of the
Oregon constitution, which limits the ability of local government
to raise revenues to replace lost O&C monies or other decreasing
monies. (This results from the fact that many DEC counties receive
a very small portion of the $10 per thousand dollars of assessed
valuation available to all local governments because of their
lesser dependence on property taxes historically.) This
Association and the Association of Oregon Counties commissioned an
analysis of the social impacts of timber harvest reductions in the
O&C counties with Dr. Robert Lee of the University of Washington.
(Lee, L. G., P. Summers, H. Birss, C. Nelson and J. Zientek, Social
Impacts of Alternative Timber Harvest Reductions in the DEC
Counties. University of Washington, 1991). Among Dr. Lee's many
important findings were that the incidence of spouse or child
abuse, alcohol or drug abuse and other manifestations of social
stress increase in response to rising unemployment, at the same
time that local providers of services in these areas find
themselves with diminished capacity to respond to those in need.

Dr. Lee's findings also discuss the impact of unemployment on
individuals and suggested that the quick fix of timber worker
retraining advocated by many may be easier said than done. He
stated, "People experiencing high levels of stress often suffer
from impairment of the cognitive functioning required for
retraining or making other changes in their lives. Extreme work-
related stresses can produce symptoms resembling the 'delayed
stress syndrome' from which so many Vietnam veterans suffered.
When coupled with stress originating from the blaming of loggers
and other wood products workers, loss of way of life, and betrayal
by government, many individuals are likely to suffer from both a
loss of self-esteem and an impaired capacity to recover. Their
capacity to make rational decisions about retraining, moving, or
shifting occupations can be substantially reduced by such an
accumulation of stress."

But, assuming that the individual displaced worker is able to
work his way through and resolve these problems, there are still
severe difficulties in viewing Oretraining as the complete
solution to the social and economic problems likely to result from
the large reduction in the ASQ as proposed in the Preferred
Alternative. The facts concerning retraining contained herein are
discussed more fully in a memorandum filed with the Endangered
Species Committee (ESC) on February 18, 1992, titled "OSC Counties'
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Act.. .which provided that most of the 000 lands would henceforth
be managed for sustained yield timber production." Skoko vs.
Andrus.

In 1986, the Solicitor of the Department of the Interior
rendered an opinion dealing with the 000 lands, in which he said,
in part:

"The freedom conferred to the Secretary
[of the Interior].. is limited in one
important way on certain federally-owned
timberlands in western Oregon. There, any
decision about managing northern spotted owls
must be measured against the dominant use of
timber production.

"Plainly, on lands subject to its
provisions, the O&C Act creates a dominant use-
-the production of tinier on a sustained yield
basis.

"In deciding whether to establish a
program for managing northern spotted owls on
O&C timberlands, the Secretary, then, must
first decide if it is possible to do so
without creating a conflict with the dominant
use there--timber production. . . If a program
for mananing northern spotted owls conflicts
with producing timber on a sustained basis in
O&C timberlands, the 080 Act will preclude the
application to that realty. As the 000 Act
instructs, on revested or reconveyed realty
classified as timberlands in western Oregon,
timber production is dominant." [Emphasis
added.

The Association is concerned that the DRMP/EIS contains no
mention of this critically important history, nor makes any
reference to the important judicial decisions which have been
handed down relative to the O&C lands over the years. In fact,
except for a listing in Appendix 1-A, the document all but ignores
the 000 Act.

Social and Economic Conseauences

The Association is also very apprehensive about severe
economic and social consequences which would follow from a decision
by the Bureau to manage the 000 lands as set forth in the Preferred
Alternative (PA) in the DRMP/EIS. Many of Oregon's communities
will be devastated if the Allowable Sales Quantity )ASQ) on the DEC

Mr. Van Manning, District Manager
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Post-Hearing Memorandum in Support of Exemption Requested by BLM."
Affidavits and exhibits in the record of the ESC hearings
substantiate the points raised in these comments. The BLM is
already in possession of these supporting materials.

Of the thousands of timber and wood products workers who have
lost their jobs in the last three years, most have been unable or
unwilling to obtain job retraining. There are insufficient funds
to serve those currently unemployed and additional funding in
significant amounts is unlikely to serve a flood of newly
unemployed.

The typical worker who actually is able to enter a job
retraining program is male, 43 years of age, has been in the wood
products industry for over 16 years, and has a 12th grade
education. Thirteen percent of those who entered such programs are
high school dropouts and another 12 percent are over 55 years of
age. Many workers laid off from the timber and wood products
industry have spent their working careers in that industry and have
lived their entire lives in communities where the wood products
industry is economically and culturally dominant.

Of those who do make their way into job retraining programs,
the placement success has been relatively good. Any increases in
unemployment, however, will result in a reduced placement rate.
One expert has stated, "Dislocated workers are already being
absorbed into the job market at nearly the maximum rate possible-
-the job market is already saturated with dislocated workers,
whether retrained or not."

In addition, for those who make it into retraining, then
complete retraining, and are placed, there is almost always a
substantial reduction in wages from those earned in the wood
products industry. In Lane County, the average is $2.00 per hour
reduction. In Douglas County, the average is a $3.50 per hour
reduction. In Coos County, the average wage reduction for those
lucky few who make it into and out of retraining is $4.64 per hour.

The costs of retraining are substantial. The most obvious
costs are the direct retraining costs. These range from $3,500 to
$5,449 per worker trained. Other costs include PELL grants, which
run from a few hundred dollars to $2,600 per worker trained, and
unemployment benefits, which normally are $259 per week for
anywhere from 15 weeks to 39 weeks, to exhaustion of benefits. In
Coos County, the average time on unemployment is 32 weeks; that is
expected to increase to 48 weeks in 1992.

From the foregoing, the following conclusions are inescapable:

- Funding is adequate to provide retraining to only one-
third to one-half of those currently unemployed.

- Substantially increased funding is not available.

Appendix 11-7
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- For those who are served, the job placement rate may
decline in the future.

- Any increase in unemployment will be met with lower
retraining success rates.

- Those who are placed in new jobs suffer substantial wage
reductions.

- Job retraining is expensive.
These are very real and severe economic and social

consequences and all effort should be made to mitigate againmt
these impacts.

Recommendation for Proposed Action

The O&C Act, its history, and the judicial decisions which
have been rendered relative to it and the impact on local
government revenue and services, lead us to the conclusion that the
most appropriate alternative for the Bureau to select for the
Proposed Action is Alternative B. Essentially, this would continue
the current land use allocations coupled with the advantage of an
updated timber inventory. We urge you to give Alternative B
careful consideration when deciding upon the Proposed Action for
your Resource Management Plan.

However, if it is determined that compliance with the
Endangered Species Act (ESA) precludes the adoption of Alternative
B, the Association can reluctantly accept the Preferred Alternative
on the condition that certain changes are made to provide for an
increase in the ASQ. We condition our support of the Preferred
Alternative because of our view that the Preferred Alternative goes
beyond the requirements of the ERA and represents an exercise of
discretion by the BLM that is not allowed by the O&C Act. It is
our firmly held position that the O&C Act requires that the timber
harvest be set at the highest sustainable level to meet the
statutory requirement for community stability and that deviations
from such harvest level can only occur in response to other
mandatory federal laws such as the ESA. While we are not opposed
to management for non-timber values, such management should occur
within this framework. As it stands, the Preferred Alternative
does not appear to recognize the constraints of the O&C Act, nor
does it appear to solely couple reductions in harvest levels with
the requirements of the ESA.

All this having been said, it may be that the philosophy of
the Preferred Alternative, "ecosystem management," can still be
utilized within the proper statutory framework. This would depend
in large part on whether harvest levels under the Preferred
Alternative could be increased to bring them more closely in
compliance with the harvest levels required by the community
stability requirements of the O&C Act, while not exceeding
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We have also suggested to the State Director that guidance
with respect to programmed timber harvest activities within the
RNA be re-examined. As we understand the guidance, the only timber
harvest permitted within RMA5 is harvest of trees in support of
resources other than timber and for limited crossings of RMAs for
logging roads and yarding roads. In other words, acreage within
RMA5 is not included in the base acreage used to compute the ASQ,
and a programmed timber harvest will not be taken from RNAs. We
wish to point out that the Oregon Forest Practice Act Rules provide
for growing and harvesting timber within riparian management areas
to the extent that certain standards of protection are met. The
Oregon Forest Practice Act Rules contain very specific guidelines
for the numbers and sizes of conifer trees to be left per 1000 feet
of stream length for riparian management areas of varying width.
While full sustained yield production is not possible under the
state rules, at least some timber production is permitted. If
silvicultural systems applicable to the Old Growth Emphasis Areas
(OGEA) and/Or Connectivity Areas (CA) were applied to the RMA5, we
estimate that the ASO could be increased by an estimated 1.6 MMBF.
As we understand, two key building blocks of the conceptual
framework around which the Preferred Alternative was developed were
that "resource use and protection can occur in harmony" and that
"stewardship is essential to long term ecological health and social
well being." You have implemented these concepts in your
management program for both the OGEA5 and CA5 and have provided for
the progranuned harvest of timber on a sustained yield basis from
such areas. If the concepts of management noted above are
appropriate for OGEA5 and CA5, then certainly the concepts are also
appropriate for management of RMAs, including the programmed
harvest of timber on a sustained yield basis. Therefore, we have
recommended to the State Director that the guidance with regard to
RMA5 be amended to provide for programmed timber harvest from such
areas subject to the rules for live tree retention set forth in the
Oregon Forest Practice Act Rules.

In summary, if Alternative A guidance for RMAs were
substituted for Preferred Alternative guidance to allow a reduction
in acreage allocated to RMAs, and if such guidance were also
amended to permit a programmed timber harvest from RHAs, such
changes should result in an aggregate increase in the ASQ of an
estimated 4.6 MMBF.

Minimum Harvest Ane (NSA)

The concept of minimum harvest age was adopted in planning
for the 1980's and its use has been continued in planning for the
1990's. The only issue is the youngest age at which timber will
be subjected to regeneration harvest. From our examination of the
DRMP/EIS, it appears that the NSA was set at 50 years. However,
a sensitivity analysis carried out shows that an increase in ASQ
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restrictions imposed by the ESA. This would require a very careful
balancing of obligations by the Bum.

Opportunities to Increase Allowable Sale Ouantity
Based upon our review of the information set forth in the

DRMP/EIS, we believe strongly that several opportuniti,es do exist
for moderate increases in the ASO to the point where the required
balance might be achieved. These opportunities relate to the
allocation and management of riparian areas, the choice of minimum
harvest age, adoption of departure from the nondeclining harvest
level, and updating the timber inventory. The increase in ASO to
be expected from these opportunities should serve to lessen the
impact on timber dependent communities of the precipitous drop in
ASQ proposed in the Preferred Alternative. The increases, if
sufficient, would also serve to insure that management is in
compliance with the O&C Act. These opportunities, and projected
increase in AGO, can become reality within the planning guidance
through modest changes in such guidance without upsetting the basic
concept around which the Preferred Alternative was designed. We
have requested the State Director to make such changes to the State
Director's Guidance. Each of the opportunities will be discussed
separately.

Ri..r n Ma a.eme t Areas RMA

We see an opportunity for change within the Preferred
Alternative guidance for riparian area protection to provide for
an increase in the AGO. Under Preferred Alternative guidance
applicable to riparian areas, some 40,600 acres have been allocated
to RMAs and thereby segregated from acreage available for
programmed timber harvest on a sustained yield basis. This large
acreage dedicated to riparian area protection amounts to a 74
percent increase in the acreage allocated for similar purposes
under the current plan. According to the DRNP/SIS, all alterna-
tives meet the minimum legal requirements for the protection of
riparian areas, thus as few as 24,300 acres of RNA5 as designated
in Alternative A meet legal mandates. This being the case, it
appears that the allocation of 40,600 acres to RMAs, as proposed
in the Preferred Alternative, amounts to significant overprotection
of one resource to the detriment of another. We suggest that a
more reasonable and balanced approach would be to substitute
Alternative A guidance for Preferred Alternative guidance with
regard to RMA allocations. If Alternative A guidance were used,
some 16,300 acres of forest land could be restored to the sustained
yield timber production base. According to the sensitivity
analysis addressing different levels of riparian protection, the
ASQ could be increased by 3.0 MMBF by this action. We have
recommended to the State Director that Alternative A guidance for
RMAs be adopted for the proposed Resource Management Plan (RMP).
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could be realized if the NSA constraint was released. This
increase amounts to 18.9 MN5F. The data in the DRMP/EIS does not
indicate to what age the MSA would drop if unconstrained. If
releasing the constraints on NSA would require regeneration harvest
of timber less than 40 years old, we recommend that the NSA be
constrained at 40 years. Other options to consider would be to set
MBA at one age class lower than the NSA used in the Preferred
Alternative or at the age of first merchantability.

We have recommended to the State Director that the guidance
for the Preferred Alternative be amended to include one of the NSA
options described above. Such a change could add upwards of 18.9
NMBF to the ASQ and help make a most difficult timber supply
situation for timber-dependent communities and industries in the
Salem District more tolerable.

Departure from the Nondeclinina Harvest Level
Departure from the nondeclining harvest level is not something

that public land managers normally decide to do but there are times
and circumstances when it may be the wise thing to do. We believe
that now is the time to consider departure from the nondeclining
harvest level for the General Forest Management Areas (GFMA) in
order to provide for a temporary increase in ASQ during the next
decade.

The amount of forest land available for intensive timber
production has been drastically reduced under the Preferred
Alternative. Under the current plan some 84 percent of forest
lands were dedicated to intensive timber management; the Preferred
Alternative for the 1990's dedicates only 30 percent of the
forested acres to intensive timber- management--a significant
reduction indeed! The current ASQ for the Salem District ±8 239.0
MMBF; the AGO proposed by the Preferred Alternative 5 136.0 MMBF
--a 43 percent reduction! Add to this scenario the reduction in
timber output from the national forests in the vicinity and timber-
dependent communities in western Oregon are faced with a dismal
outlook for the future.

One way to help alleviate the situation, and to ease the
impact of such a large reduction in ASO, is to adopt departure from
the nondeclining harvest level to permit a one decade increase in
ASQ. Such an action would help provide for a transition from the
high harvest levels of the 1980's to the reduced harvest levels
projected for the future. We note that paragraph 3 of the March
15, 1983, O&C Forest Resources Policy Statement provides, as
follows, for departure from the nondeclining harvest level:

"3. The allowable cut determination shall be
based on nondeclining harvest level over time.
PBpartures from the nondeclining harvest level
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may be oermitted in any direction. Any
increase shall not exceed the long-term
sustained yield capacity of the land; decreases
shall be economically and/or biologically
justified and timed so as to minimize impacts
on dependent industries and communities."
(Emphasis added.(

We do not know exactly how much the ASQ might be increased by
departing from the nondeclining harvest level, but suggest that a
11.4 MMBF increase might be a reasonable estimate based on a
departure of ten percent. We note that the original proposed State
Director Guidance required a sensitivity analysis for departure
from the nondeclining harvest level for the Preferred Alternative.
However, this requirement was apparently dropped because the
DRMP/EIS does not indicate that such an analysis was undertaken.
It should be carried out to establish the level of increased ASQ.

We have recommended to the State Director that the guidance
for the Preferred Alternative be amended to require departure from
the nondeclining harvest level in order to add to the ASQ and
contribute to community stability.

gpdatina Timber Inventory

The DRMP/EIS indicates that the inventory of forest lands to
estimate the volume of timber present and the age class
distribution of such timber was current as of October 1, 1986, and
that the timber inventory was updated current to October 1, 1990,
for purposes of computing the ASQ for the various alternatives
described in the DRMP/EIS. The updating was necessary to account
for depletion of existing timber inventory due to timber sales and
for accretion of timber inventory due to growth in order to arrive
at an updated starting inventory for ASQ calculation purposes.

If the proposed RMP is implemented on October 1, 1993, as
planned, five years will have passed since the timber inventory was
completed. We recommend that the starting inventory for the
purpose of calculating the ASQ for the proposed RMP be updated
current to October 1, 1993. This should not pose a problem because
of the fact that little or no timber is likely to be offered for
sale during F. Y. 1993. Also, we wish to point out that for the
past five years timber sale offerings have been substantially below
the volume of timber that should have been offered for sale in
accordance with the timber management plan approved in 1983.
Therefore, it appears that accretion of timber volume will far
exceed depletion of timber volume and hence the net effect should
be a starting inventory volume substantially greater than the
starting inventory volume used to calculate the ASQ for the various
alternatives described in the DRMP/EIS. Secause a higher starting
inventory volume should have a positive effect on the ASQ, we

COMMENTS SPECIFIC TO:

SALEM DISTRICT DRAFT RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

AND ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT - AUGUST 1992*

VOLUME I

Summary

The allowable sale quantity (ASQ) is discussed under the topic
of "Timber" (page Xiii) and reported as a total for the commercial
forest land base. The ASQ is also reported similarly in Table S-
1. We believe it would be helpful if the ASO were reported by land
allocation and by intensive management practice. For example, we
understand the total ASQ to include production from the General
Forest Management Areas (GFMA), the Old Growth Emphasis Areas
(OGEA) and the Connectivity Areas (CA). In addition, the
production from the GFMA5 is made up of the base volume plus volume
derived from the several intensive management practices. We
suggest a tabular display be used to report the ASQ on both a cubic
foot and board foot basis; we also suggest that the long term
sustained yield (LTSY) be displayed in the table. See Exhibit 1
for an example of such a table.

We believe it is important to keep the ASQ segregated by land
allocation because of the difference in assumptions used to compute
the ASQ for such allocations. We also believe it is important to
identify for each intensive management practice the ASQ contributed
by such individual practices.
Chapter 1

We were disappointed that the Draft Resource Management Plan
and Environmental Impact Statement (DRMP/EIS) was published for
public comment without a discussion of the O&C Sustained Yield Act
of 1937 and the relationship of said Act to the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA). The O&C Act is a unique piece
of legislation which has guided the management of the O&C lands of
western Oregon for over 55 years. And as you know, the O&C Act was
accorded a special exemption by Sec. 701 of FLPMA insofar as the
management of the timber resource is concerned. The purposes of
the O&C Act and the Sec. 701 exemption are very important to this
planning effort and need to be discussed in these planning
documents.

"It is not our intent to make a detailed page by page review of the
entire Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement. Rather, we limit our comments to several specific
items/concerns that we feel need to be addressed.
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enphasize the importance of updating the timber inventory to
October 1, 1993.

Opportunities Summarized

This Association is very concerned about the large drop in ASQ
proposed in the Preferred Alternative. We are not convinced that
such a drastic reduction in ASQ is absolutely necessary. Rather,
we do believe that there are ways to increase the ASQ above that
proposed in the Preferred Alternative, and still adhere to the
basic conceptual framework used to design the Preferred
Alternative.

We believe that modifications to the Preferred Alternative
with regard to rlparian area protection, minimum harvest age,
departure from the nondeclining harvest level, and updating the
tinber inventory to October 1, 1993, could add at the least an
estimated 34.9 MNBF to the ASQ. As noted above, we have requested
the State Director to revise the policy to permit the changes we
have recommended.

Comments on DRMPJEIS

We have attached hereto comments specific to the Salem
District DRMP/EIS which are included in and make a part of this
response by reference.

We are grateful for the opportunity to comment on these
critically important issues. The future of much of western Oregon
is dependent on the decisions which you and the other districts
make relative to the management of these lands for the next decade.

Sincerely,

Rocky McVay
President

Attachment

We believe this is important because the Resource Management
Plan (RMP(, once adopted, will become the blueprint for managing
BLM lands in the Salem District for the next ten years. As new
managers come upon the scene, their first action will be to become
intimately familiar with the RMP in order to effectively carry out
their duties and responsibilities. Without some discussion of the
O&C Act in the RMP, the full significance of the O&C lands and the
purpose of these lands will very likely be lost. This is of
serious concern to the eighteen USC counties, particularly after
having invested nearly one billion dollars of county funds in the
O&C lands during the past 40 years to pay for a level of intensive
management that very likely would not have been undertaken
otherwise.

We urge you to include a discussion of the O&C Act and its
purpose in the plan. we suggest that you review some of the
mailers published early on in this planning effort which discussed
the U&C Act and the relationship to PLPMA. Sn our opinion, Chapter
1 seems to be the appropriate place to include such a discussion.

Chapter 2

Included in Chapter 2 is a section entitled Cost of Management
(page 2-41) which addresses n a very general way the costs likely
to be associated with implementing the various alternatives. A
distinction is drawn between "traditional timber management" and
"non-traditional timber management" with the Preferred Alternative
considered as non-traditional timber management. The discussion
points out that costs of traditional timber management "would be
consistent with past management costs for this purpose" but that
"costs of non-traditional timber management as proposed in the
Preferred Alternative... .would be much higher per unit of timber
sold than for the other alternatives." In fact, the document
states that "preliminary cost estimates Indicate that these costs,
in the first decade, would be about 2.8 times traditional costs per
unit output."

Unfortunately, the discussion of the cost of implementing the
Preferred Alternative stops at this point and the reviewer is left
to ponder the question of increased costs and the budget needed to
implement the plan. we feel the abbreviated discussion of costs,
particularly when costs of the Preferred Alternative are projected
to be so much higher, is a serious oversight in the DRNP/ESS. We
recommend that you remedy the oversight in the proposed RMP/FESS
with a full and complete discussion of the costs of management for
the chosen Proposed Action together with an estimate of the budget
requirements needed to implement the plan.

Chapter 3
Appendix 11-9

No comment.

S-1 9-2



Appendix II

Chapter 4

In our opinion the Section entitled "Effects on Timber
Resources" (page 4-58) does not adequately analyze the effects
other resources have on the timber resource nor are such effects
quantified in terms of ASQ reductions. As you point out, "The ASQ
depends on (1) the number of acres available for timber production,
(2) the intensity of management, (3) the site quality of the land,
and (4) the initial inventory." Accommodations for other resources
are moat likely to affect the number of acres available for timber
production and the level of management on such lands. For example,
allocation of suitable commercial forest land (SCFL( to special
area designations will reduce the land base available for timber
production and this action will result in a reduction in ASQ;
allocation of SCFL to the biological diversity concept of
management will influence the type of timber management practiced
on these lands and this, too, will result in a reduction of the
ASO. What is needed in this section of the proposed RNP/FEIS is
a discussion, resource by resource, of the likely effects that
enhancement and/or protection of each such resource will have on
the availability of SCFL for timber production purposes and the
impacts that such reductions of SCFL will have on the ASQ. It is
our opinion that you must address the effects of the various
resources on timber production in order to meet the requirements
of the National Environmental Policy Act just as you must address
the effects of timber harvest on the variety of other resources
being managed. (We suggest you review the Medford District
DRNP/EIS and the way that Medford handled "Effects on Timber
Resources.")

In addition to a discussion of the effects of the various
resources on timber production, we recommend the inclusion in the
proposed RMP/FEIS of a table showing for the Proposed Action the
acreage of Suitable Commercial Forest Land (SCFL) allocated for
enhancement and/or protection of each of the several resources
together with the reduction in ASQ attributable thereto. Alterna-
tive B should be the starting point (acres of SCFL and ASO) with
incremental reductions of SCFL and ASQ until the level of the
Proposed Action is reached, we chose Alternative B as the base for
comparison because Alternative B is the alternative which most
closely reflects compliance with the purpose and intent of the O&C
Act. See Exhibit 2 for an example of a table to array the data.
We make this request because we believe that decision makers and
the public need to know with some precision the amount of timber
production which will be forfeited in the enhancement and
protection of resources other than timber.

Table 4-23 shows the ASQ for the several alternatives for six
different time periods. We direct your attention to our opening
discussion in the Summary. We suggest that Table 4-23 be
restructured to permit detailing the ASQ by land allocation, i.e.,
GFMA5, OGEA5 and CA5, and that for the GFMA5, the ASQ be
disaggregated to the intensive management practices. We also
suggest that the long term sustained yield (LTSY) be displayed for
each alternative. The reason we ask for the LTSY is because

Chapter 4

We suggest you include a sensitivity analysis in Appendix 4-
A to determine for the Preferred Alternative (and/or Proposed
Action) the ASQ for a departure of ten percent above the nondeclin-
ing harvest level, provided that the resulting increase in ASQ does
not exceed the long term sustained yield capacity. We sugqest you
also determine the highest level of departure permissible during
the first decade which is within the LTSY constraint.

Fert. MMCF
14MSF

Stand Con. MMCF
MMSF

Genetics MMCF
MMBF

OGEA MMCF
MS4BF

CA MI4CF
MNBF

TOTAL MMCF
MNBF

LTSY MNCF
MNBF
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consideration of a departure from the nondeclining harvest level
is constrained by the long term sustained yield capacity of the
land.

Chapter 5

No comment.

Chapter 6

We note that you have dropped the term "dominant use" from the
glossary, even though the term was included in the glossary for the
Analysis of the Management Situation published in January, 1991.
We urge you to include the term in the glossary for the Resource
Management Plan. After all, the term "dominant use" has more
relevance to the management of the 0&C lands than does the term
"multiple use" which has been included in the glossary.

VOLUME SI - APPENDICES

Chapter 1

No comment.

Chapter 2

We suggest you include in Appendix 2-A a description of the
procedures used to compute the allowable sale quantity for the
Preferred Alternative (and/or Proposed Action). We believe this
is necessary in order to describe how the following components were
handled in computing the allowable sale quantity: (1) retention of
a portion of the stand at harvest; (2) development of stands with
multiple canopy layers; (3) maintenance of widar tree spacing by
means of a series of density management cuttings; (4) management
on longer rotations; and (5( expected timber yields from stands so
managed.

Since the current timber volume for the Salem District is
based on a 1987-1988 timber inventory, we suggest you also include
in Appendix 2-A a description of the procedures used to update the
timber inventory to the present time and a tabular display of the
results of the update.

Chaoter 3

No comment.

5Preferred Alternative (and/or Proposed Action)

S-s S-6

Exhibit 1
Allowable Sale Ouantity by Land Allocation and Practice

ALTERNATIVE

Land Allocation/Practice NA A B C D S PA*

GFMA

Sase MMCF
MMSF

PCT MMCF
1411SF



(Baseline)

Less:

Air
Soils
Water Resources
Biological Diversity
Vegetation
Riparian Zones
Wildlife Habitat
Fish
Special Status Species
Special Areas
Cultural Resources
Visual Resources
W&S Rivers
Recreation
Energy & Minerals
Rural Interface Areas

Total Reduction

Proposed Action

BLM RESOU1RCE MANAGEMENT PLAN

SALEM DISTRICT - TILLAMOOI< COUNTY RESPONSE

Although there is a recognized need for forest land management
on an ecosystem approach, the aggregate Allowable Sale Quota
(ASQ) for all Districts fails to meet the requirements of the O&C
Act of 1937.

There is a concern about the level of yield within Tillamook
County to ensure the economic sustainability of the wood products
industry in the immediate ares.

BLM should assume primacy in the management of its lands and
not relinquish control to other agencies who manage for a single
resource.

The management of O&C lands and Public Domain lands should be
delineated separately, with each land category managed to
recognize the differing statutory mandates.

We support the management technique proposed for OGEA-2 and
urge that it be implemented at the level proposed. Research and
monitoring is encouraged during implementation to allow the
application of this technique within other OGEA's where
appropriate. The use of this technique in such areas on a
continuing basis would assist in achieving the goals of the c&c
Act.

The implementation of OGEA's should correspond to any
reduction in the size of DCA's in the Final Spotted Owl Recovery
Plan or in federally listed critical habitats.

In areas where BLM is emphasizing management for purposes
other than timber production, BLE should consider land exchanges
with State and private owners, and should work with all forest
land owners to identify areas where resource values and economics
could benefit from these types of land exchanges.

If any anadromous fish becomes listed as a TOE species there
could be substantial negative economic impacts. Therefore if
listing of coastal runs is to be avoided, fisheries enhancement
measures should be among the highest priorities, and federal land
managers should remain aggressive and committed to fisheries
habitat enhancement.

Areas set aside under Riparian Management Areas (SMA's) should
be limited to the minimum regulatory widths adjacent to rivers,
lakes and streams. The proposed plan includes within the Land
Use Allocation for ROSA's large areas outside the minimums
established by state and federal rules for riparian setbacks.

Although the plan doeS propose that actual ROSA widths would
be delineated by lOT's and be determined by on-the-ground condi-
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Ida A. Lane, Vice Chairperson

*AVailabie for intensive management

1Q
Kenneth M. Burdick, Commissionef

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

tions, this approach may be subject to challenge on the basis
that any reduction in width could not be made without a supple-
mental EIS, because the Land Use Allocations in the p1an were
driven by an EIS. In other words, a party in a NEPA action or
other court challenge night argue that, because the RMA's were
delineated under a Land Use Allocation based on an Environmental
Impact Statement, those widths could not be changed (reduced)
from a more restrictive category to a less restrictive category
without reopening the environmental review process for each
location where such reductions were later proposed. Obviously
such a supplemental EIS would not be practical for the many
locations where this would be expected to occur, and the Land Use
Allooation would become intractable and permanent for RMA's.

If, on the other hand, Land Use Allocations for ROSA's were
based on the regulatory minimums, there would be nothing to
prevent BLM from later expanding those widths because conditions
on the ground required such expansion of an ROSA. In such a case
going from a less restrictive to more restrictive application
would be defensible and could be accomplished without reopening
the EIS process.

There is a great deal of confusion and inconsistency within
the RMP on this issue. Management intent should be more clearly
stated. The land Use Allocation for ROSA's should either reflect
only the regulatory minimums or eliminated altogether in favor of
an approach which views riparian management as an operation
function of Plan implementation.

Appendix Il-li

Exhibit 2

Effects on Timber Production Resulting From

Enhancement of Other Uses

(Alternative B Comoared to Pr000sed Action)

ACRES (SCFL(* MMCF MMBF

Alternative B 264,900 43.9 280.5

BOARD OP COMMISSIONERS
Tillameok County Courthouse

201 Laurel Avenue, Tillamook, Oregon 97141

December 21, 1992

Van Manning, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
Salem District Office
1717 Fabry Rd. SE
Salem, OR 97306

065: 1610 (080.4>

Dear Mr. Manning:

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the
proposed District Resource Management Plan. Enclosed please find
our comments and recommendations.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have any further
questions.

Sincerely,

LI'C MII'
lrr
COMMISSIONERS
K.M. Burdick Tillarneck County (503)842-3403
,J.A. Dove Land of Cheese Trees and Ocean Breeze

l.A. Lane FAX 842-2721



Bureau of Land Management
Salem District Office
1717 Paltry Road SE
Salem, OR 97306

Dear Sirs:

The Lion County Board of Commissioners appreciate the opportunity to respond to
the Salem District Draft Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement.
The Board considers the relationship between our agencies to be a positive and constructive
partnership. We particularly appreciate the working relationship directed toward community
revitalization and outdoor recreation development in eastern Linn County.

The planning issue that impacts the residents of Lion County the most seriously is
the major reduction in Allowable Sale Ouantity (ASQ) to about 57% of the 'no change
alternative'. This reduction will result in significant reductions in logging and mill jobs as
well as reduce the services provided by the County. Ultimately.the tax base will decline and
public service demand will increase due to the reduction in family wage lobs in Lion County.

We believe that there are good reasons to increase the ASO above that projected in
your Preferred Alternative (PA). Rather than elaborate in this letter, please refer to the
response received from the Association of 0 & C Counties for comments reflecting those
of the Linn County Board of Commissioners.

The recreation development in the Quartzville Creek and Green Peter Reservoir
areas is very much supported. The future development of the BLM peninsula adjacent to
the reservoir is believed to be a very important enhancement to the potential recreation
experience in this ares. The development of a hiking trail 'over the bill' from Crabtree
Lake to Quartzvllle Creek likely would be a project that the Board would wholeheartedly
support. We would like to have more information on this as the planning process
progresses. Likewise, the dedication of the Quartzvilie Creek road as a 'National Bark
Country Byway' is supported by this Board providing the other commercial uses are not
limited by this designation.

December 21, 1992

CiC23
Dean Bibles, State Director
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. Box 2965
Portland, Oregon 97208

Dear Mr. Bibles:

Benton County offers the following comments on the Western Oregon Draft Resource
Management Plans/Environmental Impact Stste.menrc (dated August 1992). Our
substantive comments are directed at the Salem District Resource Management Plan--
Environmental Impact Statemenf. The Salem BLM District includes the Alsea Resource
District ofwhich a total of 57,000 acres are located in Benton County.

Ba

Benton County supports the efforts of the Bureau of Land Management, through these
draft Management Plans to provide a sustainable approach to resource management for
the plans' anticipated 10 year implementation period. We note that the Salem District
Plan calls for a 50 percent reduction in annual timber harvest activities within the Alsea
Resource District. This reduction in harvested timber will have a considerable impact on
the forest industry and wood processing employment within Benton County. These harvest
level reductions will accelerate reductions in the local labor force employed in forest
industries, transportation, and wood processing. Industry wide employment reductions are
a continuing consequence of uncertainty of future timber harvest levels on federal land
within Oregon's coastal region and labor force restructuring throughout the forest mdustry.
Since January 1992. total employment within Benton County in lumber product industries
has declined by 130 positions (source: Labor Trends, State of Oregon Employment
Division, Dec. 1992).

The Salem Disrnct lesottrce lelanagement PlanjEnvironmental Impact Statement
addresses the relevant legal mandates, provides for the continued flow of commodity
resources from the former Oregon and California Railroad Lands, and actively protects the
natural values on these public lands. These issues are difficult to balance in light of
competing public objectives and commodity resource priorities. However, in recognition of
the need to balance complex public policy objectives and assure the continued flow of
timber from BLM resource lands in Western Oregon, the Benton County Board of
Commissioners supports the Preferred Management Alternative for the Alsea Resource
Area as discussed in the draft Salem District Resource Management PlanfEnvironmental
Impact Statement (dated August 1992).
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LINN COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

HASTAH DAVE S9EUDT JOEL FOEDICK

Las, CoCs,ss. ,ALm E. WYATT
P.O. e ISO. Ah.'5'. f,n,i97ss1 AtheI,i.t,.iie. Oases,
(SSO) 967.*25 FAX SOS-SOil

December 21, 1992

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
180 NW 5th Street

Corvallis. OR 97330-4777

(503) 757-6800
FAX (503) 757-6893

' Bureau of Land Management -2- December 21, 1992

The Board very much appreciates the efforts of BLM personnel in providing
information and assistance to Lion County. We urge you to consider our views and look
forward to an outcome that will provide stability and the best possible quality of life for Lion
County residents.

Sincerely,

Lfl4 CO

3.-I Fosdick,

Pd f
David' ' ' dt, Commissioner

ARD OF COMMISSIONERS
1

By eliminating the current uncertainty about harvest levels on BLM lands in Benson
County, this draft plan will have a positive impact on private sector forest based industrtes.
And as soon as possible after formal adoption of the Management Plan for the Alsea
Resource Area, it is vital to llenton Coanty's economy that timber harvest contracts and
other forest management activities consistent with the approved final plan be Initiated.

Below, we have commented on specific issues within the Salem District Resource
Management PlanJEIS that have direct implications, or of particular concern, to Benton
County.

The alem District Resource Management Plan defines interface areas as concentrations
of private land zoned in 11020 acre parcel confiuratiom that adjoin BLM lands in Benton
County. Benson County works in close cooperation with BLM staff as well as with other
public other agencies concerned with natural resource management to avoid conflicts
between residential home dwellers and forest management activities. Benton Coun',
through its Comprehensive Plan and Development Code, has specific provisions to limit
land uses that are inconsistent with forest management activities and discourage
construction of non-resource dwellings in its Forest Conservation-80 and Forest
Conservation-40 zones. The county also requires that any new dwelling be set aback at
least 300 feet from resource lands.

Benton County is currently revising its Forest Ordinances and zoning standards to be
consistent with the new Goal 4 forest protection requirements of the Oregon Land Use
Planning Program. The Salem District BLM office has provided a detailed map that
identifies all BLM holdings in Benton County. This map has allowed county staff to
precisely identity the location where significant portions of the Alsea Resource Area abut
private forest land holdings in Benton County. This information will bean important
planning tool as Benton County up-dates its resource zoning arid addresses the designation
of Small Scale Resource Land Zones (i.e. secondary lands) daring the next eighteen
months.

Consistency of the Salem District Draft RMP/EIS with the Benton County
Comprehensive Plan

Based on review by the county's Development Department, tire Salem District Plan's
Preferred Alternative is consiStent with the Natural Resource and Hazards Element (pp. 7-
25) and Parks and Recreation Element (pp.58-65) of she Benton County Comprehensive
Plan.

.Recreatiojial issues Addressed by the Sslam District Draft Mangement Plan--
Increase BLM Recreational facilities in Benton County

Economic diversification by Benton County's rural communities into a variety of non-
timber dependent activities has been underway for the past decade. In Alsea and the
Lobster Valley area, recreational activities are bringing a much needed infusion of tourism
and visitor generated cash expenditures to communities that have no other local
employment opportunities and lie outside commuting distance to employment in Corvallis,
Albany, and Philomath. The Alsea River corridor, Lobster Creek, and the Mary's Peak
area have some of the most outstanding fishing, hunting, and outdoor recreation
opportunities of the entire Coast Range. Toarist based visitor days so Benson County are
on the increase with the Benson/Corvallis Chamber of Commerce reportinga 17 percent
increase in motel occupancy rates for the summer of 1992 over past years. Tourism is an
important element of Benson County economic diversification strategy and isis important
to build on the opportunities available in the BLM managed Alsea Resource Area.

IS ti - - I' J
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Benton County, in response to increased demand along the Alsea River, is establishing a
new campground facility. There also may be new opportunities for shared management
and maintenance of recreational facilities by Benton Coanty, BLM, and the Alsea District
of the United States Forest Service. Benton County staff are prepared to work together
with Salem District ELM staff and staff representatives from tite Siuslaw National Forest
on this issue.

In response to the growiop demand for recreational opportunities by both Willamette
Valley residents and tourists, the text of the Draft Plan should clearly slate how new or
improved recreational facilities (e.g. campsites, trails, interpretive kiosks) and the proposed
Multiple Use Area on Mary's Peak will enhance public recreation opportunities. The text
included under Chapter 4--Environmental Consequences (pp. 55-58) suggests that ELM
contemplates reductions in recreational facilities In the Alsea Resource Area. BLM and
Forett Service camping facilities are already at or near full capacity for macli of the year.
In order to be consistent with the Salem District's Draft Plan's goal of reducing detrimental
impacts to communities arising from redactions in annual timber harvest levels,
enhancement of recreational opportunities and new facility construction should he mode
high priority in the Alsea Resource Area.

. ount Sn, Ott tlt i.n I d-si n. ran Wil. rScenic Waterwavi
in the Alsea Resource Areg

Benton County, based on ct>ncerns expressed by private property owners located along (he
Alsea River, supports the Draft Plan's decision under the Preferred Alternative to not
include any portion of the Alsea River or Lobster Creek for consideration as a federally
designated Wild or Scenic River.

Designation of a Benton County Contact Person

Benton County puts a high priority on inter-agency coordination of land use planning and
policy development activities. Please feel free to contact Roger Irvin, Director of
Development, if you or your staff have any further questions regarding these issues.

Sincerely,

Ps5, 3

management and provideacoeprehensive, long-tern frameworto for restoring
forest systems to levels that mimic pee-settlement structure and function,

GEBOIRAL CONMEIFTSi

To attain a comprehensive management strategy and achieve a sustainable eareet
ecosystem, the BLM needs to Ill identify tise ecosystem variability that 0005Cc
naturally within each watershed under its jurisdictiOn, 121 clearly define the
short and long-tern goals for replicating the natural scale, pattern, and
composition af various seed conditions wthin their lend base, 131 identify
the variation, intensity, and significance of the principal natural factors
reepcnsibae for creation of pee-settlement forest conditions, and (4) develop
clearly defined implementation strategies for each land ose ailooatioo,

Each District management scheme, which e000mpaeees its mapped land use
allocations (GFMAC, uilAm, OGEA5, and CAd in conjunction with particular
management cbjentives, needa to reflect the landscape level pattsrna resulting
from disturbance regimes of varying frequencies, durations, and intensitien -
none of the draft Rap/Eons adequately deecrube how the conversion of existing
old-growth focests mm managed foreat systems with old-growth charaoterintioe
will provide for the compositional, functional, and structural attributes or a
natural forest ecosystem.

While using deferred ha rvest and long rotations in some management areas,
extended rotations in other areas, and applying strncturel retention in none
con-deferred OGEA5 and GAs, the preferred Alternatives still allocate
approximately 75% of ELM's forest lands (1,662,000 acres) to the commercial
timber bane over the long-tern and propose commercial harvest of 302,0 acres
of remnant old-growth fcrests (greater than 200 years old) with full
implementation of the plan, It in important to mate the t xc uncut, natural
old-growth forest cxtside cf the Special Management Area designation will be
left ,inharvested following implementation of the preferred Riles.

Given the short supply of uld-growth Corset systems in western Oregon and the
critical status of some wildlife species dependent on cr closely associated
with old growth ecceystems, the Service escananende that the District naintcio
counting ald growth, where possible, for the life of the plan. This wanid
allow greater options for mamageeent of old growth dependent species in future
planning efforts.

- SPECIFIC COMMENTS,

Watershed Macaasment. The "Preferred Alternative" predicts that proposed
managent activities will degrade current conditions within 16 analytical
watersheds (0 60%) in the nalem District. With 6 watersheds eopected to
decline significantly, the Service feels that reallncaticn cf management
presoriptione are necessary to avert damage to an imrtant resource bane and
avoid potential impacts to aquatic habitat and water quality. Stand
management activitiee. much as harvest preecriptmonn, silvincltural methods,
nod rotation frequencies, need to be tailored to particular watershed
charsxteristics and conditions to minimize impacts and address fish and
wildlife epecisa of concern. This may require establishing wider buffere
clang stream channels, reducing harvest levels, and limiting mew road
construction.

United States Department of the Interior

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVJCE
Portland Field Station

2600 SE. 98th Avenue, Suite 100

Portland, Oregon 97266

MEMncnsWUsI

Dxommbnr 21, 1992

TO, nalcm Diotrict Managur, uuccau of land Nanugemunt, nalem, OR,

A TN, Von Manning

FROM C Field uoparviaor, Portland Timid Offico, Portland, On.
1/

SUBJECT, Revico of Draft Onvirocc,omtol Impact ututement (1015) and proponed
R0000rcu Management Plan t4P) for tic catmn Dixtriot.

Thu 0. u. Fink end Wiidlifc Scrvioc Sarvinc) offvra tin fohiawiog nnrr,cotu
for your 000nimratioc in prupariog the final anT/nm for thu calno Diatriot.

Wx0000nund tic natem otuff for organixiog a oomph en array of icformotionaod
formulating no comcptionat draft docununt. tntngrating aoologioai, coonomir,
and nodal 0000ideroti000 for the nnnagcnmnt of 329,000 amrna of forcctlamd,
idnotifindannuitable for timbcr produotioo, prcecnta a challenging tank.
The draft Rap/nt a illuctretnu aconooientionn effort to balanoc local
intcrantn snot 0000urna cc wall ax a oocnitcnot ta rrotore bt.olngioai divnreity
and old-growth formot charactorietiru through tioibcroanagcncnt and habitat
protnotiOfl.

ud (,, whkc.-)od, ',,yddr,p,

Tic Oocvioa nupportn tho noncau of Land Mnnogmnnnt'e (aLan) cffortn to manage
inn re000con laodn fran on c000yoicm pnroportivm and ta broad me ite noope to
include valuea bnyood timhcr produotion. Land menagars nunh ne the nLx havc
been given apublio trout to nointaic tIc natural nynteme 1n thcir marx at
noif-000tnining invoin. Maintaining a full array of productive cud ixatihy
cooayntcoo, Which rcplioatn tic variety and dintribotioo of cngi000l
landaoapna, will pronidm the valoce cupporting apnoice obwndomoe,
prndortivity, and divurcity and thu prodoctc of auntaioud tt.o,bcr produotioo.

franklin mm al , 1901, etote that habitat divcratty 000tributcn to annlogioai
otubility, which in turn 000taims tic natural components of n format nyntec.
Water yiclde, onil and fungal productivity, hxtxrognoeity of nioroohinate, and
finh and wildlife popolatioun con bx soetainod in perpetut.ty with eooingirmlty
a 0000 maongxmcnt praotioce. Taut timber managumeet praoticée with ciegie
fncuu obj xotivce, oh ort rotati000, emdolcareut hornont raginus iava
frogmantad cud deutroyxd habitato, nttcccd tic morrant aga wad npntisl
diotribotioc of plant 000000mitixc, loyalty nod regionally xotirpntod numwroun
forcnt-dcpcodentnpaoioa, and rnndcrcd onrtain apcoimn nuhonrahim to
notinction. nLM' a prop oaal 00010 income anodnl plea for future foreat

Old Growth Emchanic Arcac tOGIAn( - It in diffinult to datermine, fran the
information provided, whcthxr or not the proposed 80-year harveet dafarmnct
for 000A-1 allncntinos will providm adequate time to determine what rmnugcocmt
prnnnioca can affeetively oreate aid-growth oharaotnriatios. Sufficient data,
whiOh supports a rxaaooabto lunch of ccrtaimty for attaicing old-growth
oharacterintice, nxads to be gathered prior to ragoneratioe harvest of tin
130,900 acrea nllocatnd as deferrad conAn, The aervice rsroenceode that until
odcguataioformatt.00innanablinhcd to jwntifycomearnisl hnrvaat, thu 001An
bn cooludcd from Selxn'a "allowabln cot" oatrulationa )AnQ(.

Parametnro for detxrminiog the 'benoheark" choractmnbatine of aid-growth
a tructure end function onmd to be astabhiahcd prior to thm initiation of trot
harveatiog progradla in the 53,000 cores of "non-defmrced" DOERs (001A-2,
000W-I) - The Ocrvice rer000cendc dcferring iowxdiate regeceratien harvcet in
mom-dxfmrred OGEAS, i.e. nbc Nnatu000 OGnA, until peer-reviewed rriteria have
be no establinhad.

Thu uervica does euppnrt limited eupurinantatino in younger, eveo-agmd ntandx
in thn intecant of goiciog a broadac booed data-ent end developing operati000l
guiduhines fur eatablinhiog old growth charaoteristioa. Toacncloratc tin
davolopocot of old growth oharnnnhriotion, innovativceiividuitwral aotivitien
omd multiple npcnien regennrationnaongunxnt are e000urngnd onasnall arSOn
to gain the ecpirical On ta and cotfidonor level a necessary for manipulating
habitat OO c large sonic.

000xrol Forest smanagmmcnt Rcenn (GFMAa(. Timber managmmect antuvitine
following ho event nxed to Cocos on re-establishing greater vmgstati.oO
heterogeneity bxtweco rotatioca to support granter wildlife diversity in tho
GFOA0. Thn nervier cocourogen thu one of silvioultural systems that xtrivc to
reorcate (or retain) thn nonpoamtioo, ntruoturc, and function of the naturol
syatno bxing harvcctad. RetcotiOn nf structural nonponents hive trxso
(conifers and hardwoods), onage, large woody dxbria) and rrgeceratiom of
naturolaprcieeninnxintocbcveaod petturno that rxncmblx the ntand and situ
aro fully eupportmd by the Ncrvicc - Otruotaral and foectiooalretentiOO
nyntcma of far the potnotiul to insure iong-tnrn aitx productivity and
euctoinabla tio,bnr yinlde a000aintmoaccc of habitat ntOhes, biological
divoraity, sod natural c000yutxm pranced.

ciponian Moeageecmt Amos )R)lAn( . Of the 414 wildlife species denrcibnd in
Ornun (0905), 065 (359 spanima I use riparion cones no watlande during part of
their life cyolac. With suni a heavy reliance on wet arcma by a sigoifincot
portion of the vxrtrbvate npxciac, it seems appropriate that the ELM nttcopt
to camntain the iotegrity of rip arian aye teas to the greatest no tent pooniblo.
The Oalxm plan indinatea that only 20 peronnt of thuxa0004 order and lorgur
etcoanc within the Din tnict's 000agcenot orca ann in good or optimal condition
and 42 pnroxot ore iomioimal noodition )pcgn 3-IS). ciparioo habitat aloog
noultecetroama (first order, paronnial and iotcroittcnt( tcnds to bo in tin
poorunt000ditioo. Thunx000ditiOne can generally be attributed to noad
construction and format nemageoxot peontinse.

Tim niop/ula demoribne the ioportaoom audvnluee of riperian000ee ix the

oontent of perennial etreac syxteme, but noly refars to firut and esnond ordor
hnadwaterstreane in the content of impacts incurred through tinbec harvent
ootivitiae (page 3-37). The ROOP cemda to caplain how headwntxr stream
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conditions affect downstream conditions and overall system integrity. 0000mb
and Hagar (1992) and Boeohler and McAllister (1992) indicate that 25 species
of riparian obligste vertebrates seem to be sensitive to timber harvest in or
adjacent tn riparian areas in Oregon. Nine of these sre associated with
headoateretrealos.

Declining fish stocks throughout the Pseif in Wcrthwsst can be attributed to
degradation and loss nf critical habitat. The potential of s stream to
support fish production is directly related to the quantity and quality of
aquatic and riparian habitat. Changes in riparisn areas through vegetation
removal increases water temperatures snd siltation rates in spawning gravels,
decreases food availability, depletes supplies nf largs-wnody debris, and
ultinately reduces overall productivity in the systee.
The Salem District ham an opportunity to becnes proactive in the restoretion
of stream and riparian habitats. Populations of fish and wildlife can be
eopocted to increaee in direct proportion to Riparian Management Area
speoificottons and managenent guidelines.

Given the value of stream systems to fish and wildlife populations and the
degraded condition of most drainage systems in the Salee District, the Service
supports optimal proteotion of fisheries and wildlife habitat in riparian
cones and recommends incorporation of the riparian management portions of
Altnrnative'E" into the Preferred Alternative. This would establish ninio,un
buffers along both perennial and intermittent streams end limit harvest
activities within SliAs in accordance with stream order. It is further
suggested that Nest Management Practioes be developed and applied for
protection of headuater areas end first and second order intermittent streams.

THREATENED AND ENDAISGERED SPECIES.

General Ccrments,

The following comments are provided as part of informal consultation (1-7-93-
I-lID) pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, ss
encoded. The Sureau has requested informal consuitetion on the Resource
Maougeennt Plans. The Servioe will be providing en informal consultation
document by January 15, 1993. The Service anticipates that formal
consultation 11 be initiated by the Bureau uses an alternative is selected.
It is nor understanding that o biological assessment (NA) will be forthcoming
on the list species prior to initiation of formal consultation, We reoommmnd
that the NA include an evaluation of effects to proposed species, and Category
1 candidate species.

The federal status of several species are incorrectly noted in the Draft Em.
The needed changee are noted under Specific Comments. the final document
needs to reflect the recommended corrections and reevaluate Cf Cents of the
alternatives fur each species with an incorr set federal status.

The document states the Recovery Plans for the beld eagle and peregrine feb00
are being implemented on NLM lands. Development of site-specific management
plane have been recommended in the bald eagle Recovery Plan and are equally
useful in the management of peregrine falcons. The biological assessment
should clarify whether site-specific management plans will be developed for
these species. Nenause management on ELM land 5 alone may not be sufficient to
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spec id status species. In addition, species such as Luicinussulohurmusvar.
hi000dii should be inoluded.

puoc 3-44, Aninals. The Service recommends that a statement be made regarding
the current level of monitoring end invsntory for each speoiss in this

Paqe 3-44. Pereorine Falcon. As recovery of this species progresses, therein
potential for additional syries to be established. To assure that new pairs
are adequately considered during the evaluation of project iepaots, therewi 11
beaneed for periodic inventories of potential habitat. The Nureau shuuld
cocperatm and 000rdinate aith the Oregon Department of rich and Wildlife on
000duoting perindio inventories and monitoring of productivity at seisting

Table 3-12. Sceciel Stetue Scecies. The earbled murrelet was listed as
threatened on October 1, 1992. The Oregun chub was proposed as endangered on
November 19, 1990. Table 3-12 should raflact the correct status noted ebcve.
Prior to publication of the final d000nent, the Service recommends thet the
Eornau check the status of the Oregon chub, western snowy plover, nod
petitioned species, i.e. western pond turtle, spotted frog, northern red
legged frog, and bull trout, for their current status.

Page 3-47. Nold mauls. The presence of communal night meets on NLM lends
ahould be discussed. See comments for Page 2-10.

Page 4-47. Nald mauls. This seotioo only evaluates the availability of
potential habitat for the bald eagle for each alternative. nines increases in
recreation, road construction sotivitiss, and activities related to timber
harvest nay contribute to harassment and disturbeuca of bald eagles, mensures
which will be implemented to avoid and minimise impact should be addressed in
the final EIS and in ths biological ssseesmsnt.

Appondis 2-32. Leasable Mineral Resources Oil and Gas. The document states
that ths Mineral Leastng Ant of 1920 provides that all publicly owned oil and
gum resources be open to leasing unless a specific land order has been issued
to close the area. Plmassesplain what is a specific laud Order, whether
therm is more than uns kind, or a brief description of the process involved in
initiating one.

Morbled Murrelmt. The sections nuvering marbled eurrelets need to be sopanded
end correc ted to address the murrelat's Federal "threetsned status. More
research needs to be undertaken to determine what habitat charaoteristics are
important for murrelets. Current definitions need to include acceptable
ranges of suitable habitat. The currant definition is tuo narrow and
sinplistio.

yoga 3-47, Marbled Murrelst. A description of habitat should be presented.

P500 4-48, Marbled Murrelet. The desoription of murrelet habitet is unclear,
confusing, and incomplete. The '120 years and older with light to moderate
overstory' description lacks suf Ci ciant spec if icity to define suitable habitat
requiremmota. Given the current population status and availability of
habitat, it is espected that ieplecmntation of any of ths proposed
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reduce threats to Federally listed spent ss such as the bald eagle and
peregrine falcon, the Service encourages the development of site-specific
management plans in coordination and cooperation with adjacent private
landoenmrs and the Oregon Dspartmemt of Fish and Wildlife wherever
practicable. -

The Draft states that beld eagles may be negatively affected by road
management, recreation development, and off-road vehicles; and that peregrine
falcons may be negatively affeoted by road management, reoreation development,
ninorel seploration and development, and off-road vehicles. The Service also
perceives that timber harvest activities, gracing allotments, mud increased
recreation pressure and/Or development hays the potential to adversely effect
listed and proposed species. The biological assessment should indinats what
measure a, i.e. initiation of inventories, dmvsinpoent of buffers or site-
specific management plans, consultation with the Service, etc., will be
implensuted in assure that these acitems would not edversely affect listed
species.

monitoring of the species status em ELM lends cill be important to provide
sony warning of ad verse ohangs. More specificity is needad in outlining
monitoring programs for listed, proposed and candidate species. The
biological aeseesaent should indicate how listed, proposed, and candidate
species status will be monitored and funded, the frequency of monitoring, and
purpose of monitoring, m.g. occupancy, productivity, and/Of epecif to thrmatm.

Opecific Comments:

P505 2-1S to 2-lb. Sceotel Status Sceciee Hebitot. This section pruvides a
good concise description of how projects which may affect Federally listed
spmciss and critiosl habitat will be handled. The Servise recosmends that the
biological assessment provide additional details on bald eagle areas which
will be protected. The terms "protected" and'mamagsd' should be cleerly
defined. Does 'protected" imply that no type of habitat manipulation is
allowed, e.g. prescribed fire? Can an area be "eanaged' sod not be part OC
the ASQ? It is unclear whether the habitat sites mentioned include communal
win tsr roost areas, such as along the Lower Culunbim Rivcr near North
Scappocse Creek and Raymond Creek. The as areas have been identified as bold
eagle communal roost areas in the Working Implementation Plan fur maId Eagle
Recovery in Oregon and Washington (WOW, 1989). The final EDO should be
eopaoded to resolve these uncertainties.

Chacter 2 Sceci-1 Stotus 00sf tee Habitat. The definition of "proteoted" and
"managed" should be eeplained. Protaction is advisable for Category 1
opsoims. Hosever, in sums cases, e.g. seral species, protention may require
aotivm eanagemant to SaintainacaOtaio degree of natural disturbance, e.g.
firs, to prevent rapid vegetational 000nsunity changes. The Service siso
rmcommmods that monitoring be entended to all Federal candidate Category 1
spmoias. With Category 1 species, available information tmdtoates listing is
warranted. If Category 1 species are not adequately monitored end protected
from adverse effects, the Service may need to evaluate the oppropriateneam of
encrgency listing.

Peas 3-42. Plants. The Bureau should sepsnd on their list of special status
species. All Federal candidate Category 1 spsnias should be considered

alternatives would negatively impact the aurrelat. In the long tern, only
liotted imoreasms in murrelat habitat apsespeted. This is likely not
compatible with the recovery goals for this species.

Ore000 Chub. The 51.0 needs to essees the effects of its proposed nanageesot
ollocatioms on watershed end stream conditions within the chub's range end
propose remediation measures to offset any negative impacts.

Sannitive SoopigS. The REP needs to clearly define thm scope and oPiteria
used for sits-speoifto protection of species that ney be threatened or
jeopardiesd by timber harvesting activities within all of the land use
allocatioo categories. mnoreased funding allocations to supper t inveotocy
work, field ansmssments of species habitat needs, end monitoring pro grams Se
he rmquirmd to insure that no nanegenent actions will contribute to future
listing of any sensitive species.

Scotted piijm.

General CoeOeOts:

Several portions of the draft Resource Management Plan are not consistent with
thm draft Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl and rsise potentially
serious concerns for the survival and recovery of the spotted owl. Thesm
include management sotivities within the large areas managed for older foreet
species (OGOA5), diepereal within the network of OGEA5, and soppleemoticg
critically low populations in some of the large OOEA5. Tb see ieaumsw ill be
discussed separately, though they contribute to the overall impacts 0f the S?P
on spotted ouls.

neveral activities are proposed in deferrsd OGEA5 that appear inconsistent
with the draft Recovery Plan and other proposed management schemes. These
include management activities within wider second growth that ourrsntly meet
at least dispersal condition aod deferral of regeneration harvest for 80 years
rather than withdrawal of the lacge blocks. The SlAP statos that management in
deferred OGEA5 will improve the future diversity of the stands, may speed the

reoovmry of suitable spotted owl habitat, and will only 0000r incorcen tip

non-suitable habitat. Standards or guidelines should be provided toensore
aotioms will be limited to appropriate situatiens.

The RMP does acknowledge the increased risk to spotted Owl cau5ed by the
uncertainty associated with the human macagmeaot of forests to speed the
development of older-forest characteristics and the uncertainty that
ailvicultural aysteas will be succeauful in re-creating suitable habitat.
Similar risk and uncertainties apply to the nanagenent proposed in the
deferred OGEA5, non-deferred OGEA5, and connectivity areas. This risk mhould
be evaboated and discusaed. Again, standards or guidelines should be provided
aithin the RMP to allow evaluatinu of the risk and impact to the recovery of

thm spotted owl.

The relatively short rotation and genera 1 managenant prescription for the
Sostucca River O0EA appeure incwnsistmnt with the maintenance of suitable
spotted owl habitat. Given the young, intensivelp-managed condition of ths
current Corset ic this araa, intermediate treetmant to aoceleratm the
development of stand diversity may be justified. However, given the critical
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location of this block at the extreme north scm end of Federal ownership in the
Oregon Coast Ranges, development and maintenance of a viable spotted owl
population in this area is crucial to eventual recovery of epotted owl
populations in the northern Oregon Coast Ranges. Therefore, long term
management should be altered to maintain suitable spotted Owl habitat at the
macmum level possible within the Nestucca River OGEA.

Large scale salvage within the Ae also carrisc oncertainty for the future
condition of habitat within the OGEA5. Given the lack cC knowledge concerning
the development of forests follnwing catastrophic events, it is difficult to
determine ths level of stand legacy necessary to mimic natural recovery or
apeed development of natural cccditicn. Therefore, large-seals salvage
increases the uncertainty and risk of development of future old growth
oharacteriatice. The 014? should include an evaluation of the potential impnct
of salvage cc future habitat condition.

Given the currently low populations of spotted owls, especially in the Oregon
Coast Ranges physiographic province, dispersal between the large deferred
OOEA5 and between provinces is critical to maintaining distribution and
viability of spotted owls. The preferred alternative allows reduced diupmreal
condition i or an one pacified tine before all capable quarter-tnwnehips reach
50-11-40 condition. More infernotion is needed to fully evaluate the impact
of the 00? on diapereal. Given the already critically low pcpulations and
habitat levels in the Oregon Coast Ranges, any limitation on dispersal
condition in the ehort term would enucerbate the concern. The potential
synergistic effects of low habitat, low population, and reduced diepercal on
the survival of spotted owls should be addressad in the MM?.

The draft Recovery Plan includes provisions to provide additional habitat nod
protection for spotted Owl paire Outside of the large blanks of habitat, where
populations w thin the large blocks ore too low tcensore abort-term
stability. This conespt ehould be incorporated into the POP. The current nod
short-term population condition within the deferred OGEA5 should be evaluated
to determine the internal stability of theme population clusters, end
supplemented at levels to ensure cluster stability. Additional sites should
be provided to maeimies the cluster effect. Ohort and medium term cluster
otability ia even sore critinal in light of the already limited dispersal
condition in the Oregon Coast A anges sod impacts of the preferred alternative
to the development of diepersal condition.

The PM? should contain an asemsement of the viability of the spotted owl under
the preferred alternative. The aeseeemest should evaluate the viability of
the spotted owl in the short term, lowest point in the habitat dsvslcpncnt,
and long term. Improved habitat amounts and conditions 100 years in the
future are of little value if the epotted owl populations are eotirpated
before habitat recovery. While the document included mestioc of risk in
several areas, it contains no evaluation of spotted owl viability. The
Mofelvey model is 0usd Only to compare the altereativea, not
evaluate viability.

The monitoring section of this document should be expanded and increased to
include specific proposals with thresholds, trigger points, and courses of
action. With this POP, the BIM is attempting to manage fcrests ix a manner
different from all previous efforts. As a result, management prescriptions

Pace 2-35. Column 1. Parauroph 6. The document indicates that the
connectivity areas are intended to provide for timber harvest within the
000tect of requirements for existing and future T/E apecise. It also
indicates that critical habitat will be maintained in its current condition.
The term "critical habitat' should be defined. The following disouseion
weaumes this means designated epotted Owl critical habitat. This
mtatemsnt/gwidelise should be altered to indicate that critical habitmt ohould
be allowsd to improve in enndition, mot be maintained at eurreet levela.
Current level s are alecady below adequate in eons critical habitat units.

a 2-35. C.lun 2. Par.r .h 3. This paragraph indicates that 80 to 100
acres will be "protected' around known nest sites outside of OGEA5 and
c000ectivity areas. The RMP should provide the standards under which theos
sites will be protected. C ore areas of pairs or resident singles should bs
proteoted around each core area regardices of the nesting status and in all
land use allocations. Eighty to 100 acres of suitable habitat, not just
acree, should be protected through withdrawnl, oct just deferral, fore nreaa
should be maintained regardless of the occupaocy of the mite. This will
provide opportumities to manage spotted Owls in the landscape. Management,
particularly regeneration harvest, should not occur within these core areme.

paus 4-39. Column 1. Parauraeh 1. Provide information on the quality and
diutribution of suitable habitat, beyond simply statimg that there will be
more suitable spotted owl habitat under the preferred alternative after 100
years than currently available. Replacement of meeting quality habitat with
forests meeting minimal foraging quality may still remult in a reduction in
the viability of spotted owls. This problem is intensified if a substantial
portion of this habitat is soattered, and further eeacerbnted by the
checkerboard ownermhip pattern cocacon to ELM lands. Provide information on
the extent to which this development of habitat is dependent on the ability to
create or speed the development of suitable habitat through eilvicaltural
practices, an as yet unproven assumption.

Poue 4-39. Column 1. Parauraph 4. Rather than assume that density management
in the preferred alternative would not negatively affect attainment or
retention of suitable habitat condition, the RMP should contain am asmemement
of the risk of negatively affecting suitable habitat in light of the
meperimestal nature of the deceit y management prescriptions.

Pauc 4-40. Table 4-13. As demonstrated in this table, while the amount of
-habitat may increase in the long term, there is a short term loss of suitable
habitat, entendiog to at least 50 years in some areaa. The accompanying teot
should discums the effect of the short term loam of suitable habitat in the
planning area on spotted owl viability. While the long term eocditions are of
interest, the short term impacts and an evaluation of conditions at the
looest" point are oritical to asasssing the impacts to the species. Future

habitat is of little was to the specisa umless adequate popwlations eurvive to
take advantage of the habitat. This emotion ehould include a discussion of
short and medium term sffeets, and the lowest point.

poem 4-42. COlumn 1. Parourarh 4. This section should provide am aeseesment
of the effects of the preferred alternative on spotted owls in the Oregon
Coost Macgee province, rather than simply highlight the importance of BLM
lands to spotted owls in this province.

Comment Letters from Federal, State, and Local Governments
include numernue theoretical components that are mm yet untested. Many nf
these prescriptions have the potantial to affect lie ted species, particularly
if the prescription foilo to produce the deemed condition. Therefore, the
rink Of fail are carrion soricue conooqoences. The OLM diucuesos the concept
of adaptive nanagonont in the RN?, but fails to carry that discumsion to
opecific monitoring. Givon the nonmeguennes of failure, monitoring plwno
ohoold have spool fin threeholda and trigger pointe, and specified cour000 of
action if thresholdu are conceded. In addition, sopenimontal and theoretical
procedures should not be implenented onlous monitoring io included. If
monitoring in not funded, harveot should not proceed.

Tie final rule deeignwting critical hubitat for the northern upotted owl
(final rule) wan pohliehed on January 15, 1902. The cOP should contain a
diocuoninu and ovaluation of the impoots of the ON? on designated spotted owl
critical habitat.
Specific Cocmeotol

Pose avi i. Coluno 2. Land T000re. 0 & C focoet land should not be cooloded
from onohongee for bode to be maccged for ningle non management purposes
relative to liotodopooion. such a limitation up yearn to conflict with
unction 7(a((l( of the Act that roqoicos all Fed oral ag000iun to ... utilioe
their wothoritiec in forthernnne of the purposon of thie Act by carrying oat
proranu for the conservation...' of lintedeponiou. The Ant further defi000
000nervotionao "...the use of 011 methods and prooed0000uhiohar000005sacy
to brim g an endangered opecios or threatened upooles to the point at which the
00000rcu provided purooant to this Act are no longer nencoenry. Ouch coa0000a
nod pr005duree inc ludo, but ure not limited to ... habitat acquisition and
maintenance .....(aleo relative to Page 2-38.)

Pago 2-34. Column 1. pnrnqruph 6. The RM? 050014 describe how the abort term
caowgonont objective of pmnvidiog for T/E spocise dependent on or associated
with old-growth foroot ecoayatemm wi 11 be net on the SOfA-b omens, ue emoted.

Page 2-34. Colunc 2. pomaumunh 2. The restriction of denoity 0000gament to
ntaoda not currently nuitoble for apottod 0010 ie an cane llsnt nafegoord for
short tore management.

Page 2-34. Column 2. Pamauranh 4/5. The location of the Neetuona River OGEA
noinoidus With a ICR in the draft Recovery Plan. The prop need nanage000t
within thm OGIA appearo 100000 blent with the droFt Recovery Plan. While some
0000leruted density management in thie wren night help improvo conditions for
opottod owbo in the ohort tarn by accelerating the development of stand
diversity in this hnavily m000ged area, the 150 year harvent rotation and
harvest pr000ription 0000 i00000i flcwt with maintaining old growth
ohwrwctor ictica Ic thoaroa. Thie area is the furthoot north block of Fodoral
land in the Oregno Coast Raogee and ia oritirel to the eventual recovery of
npotted 001 populationo in that portion of the provinnu. Thia area ohou ld be
managed Os w deferred 000A none stands reach euitable habitat condition.

P000 2-35. Column 1. Pumnnroch 3. The preseono and preocriptione for the
OGfA-3 in the Crabtreo Creek amee shoo ld provide improved dispersal potential
in thie area.

P500 4-42. Column 2. Parwgranh 1. This paragraph and the following diacueomoo
mention the nond for nu00000ful dispersal between theem large habitat bloom.
Ac discuesod in the geoeral comments, the Ru? should indicate how this
critical diopemoul will be maiotainod.

Puge 4-43. Column 1. Pereorach 1 & 2. Very lilt 10 information ie provided to
allow evaluation of the impact of the preferred ult000utive on dispersal
000dition. The 0141' should providea000pbote analysis of the impact of the
preferred alturoatuvm, compared to altercative 1, 00 diepereal conditioc and
50-11-40. Thin ahould inolude short macrn, low point, and long tern impact
000ly000, ae well me inpacta on a provinciol hunia.

page 4-46. Column 2. Paragcwnh 4. Provide rationale or documentation for tho
etetement that inolation "in ont thought likely mc km m fuotor" wader the
preferred alternative. Cur000tly lb ore is no grounds or basis pmovided for
thin etat0000t. Sivco the previ000 di0005sion of diaperawl condition and tha
level of 'management' in the nrmo of concern, isolwtionwppearu to be a
legitirnato threat.

P000 4-47. Colomo 1. Poraoranh 4. The d000mect ahoold include an evaluatino
of the level of rick to the debility of spotted owl populations 004cr the
prcfcrrod alternative, rather than simply qonlify the rink an higher thee
Alternative I. Rink Is oritical to the feterci notion of whether the preferred
ulternntivciuuuffiniont to moot the eLM objectives of contriboting to tho
recovery of the 000thero upottod Owl.

Many of the 0000erce for lbs cuitability of hnbitat under Alternative C, aunh
as the uncertainty as000iated with the honan mama foment and the unnertainty of
thos000ese of proposed silvinultural eyetomo in recrcstimg soitablm habitat
01cc hold for the Preferred Alternative. Thie nhOuld be evaluated relative to
the riot of foilure of the SOP.

hrnerndis 2-0, Paga 2-25. Lund Ownerohin hdlustmeot Criteria. The inolneicm of
ecdacgered or threat000d apecica habitat in the criteri'a for evaluating loud
ecguisitioo or diuposal is nonsistant with emotion 7(n))l) of the Endangered
Species Ant, but oppeurs enmowbot in conflict with previous etatenente
relative to 010 laude and laud tenure.

Aprendio 2-41, Pago 2-53. Column 1. The 0144 should provide ito own monitoring
program for spotted Owls in the event thatarecovery plan in not edopted
immediately. Munitoriogia a criticol pact of any plan, but carries aven
greater weight in a p1mm that incomparuten camer000 unteoted pr000dumea that
potentially impent hated speciee. To be effective any monitoring plan nuat
innbude throoholda that will trigger re-ovaluntion and ceplicim 000mnee of
antionif threoholde are 000mcdad. 000itoring plane should be developed prior
to the adoption of the SN? to allow adequate evnlnotion of tmpacte of the
momitoning to all nupectc of the 01OP. All actions should be tied to adequate
monitoring. If nonitoricg is nut funded, actinne affecting the liutedopooieo
ohould nut proceed.

SUMMARY COMMENTmI
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Appendix II
The draft BliP and 518 collectively provide the reader with a considerable
amount of ininreation that generally describes the proposed actions and
empected results. In our opinion, the final documents would be considerably
improved if they indicated, 1) a clear description of the long-term goals; 2)
measurable short-term objectives and standards for each major resource issue,
that if attained would lead to the daaired future condition; 3) a detailed
monitoring plan to assess the RMP s impact on the seasurable objectives,
including check points and/or milestones that signal the failure of a
prescription end the need to change direction, and 4) a discussion of the
funding needs to implement 1, 2, and 3 and the degree to which that funding
could be smpected.

Further, the Service strongly suggests that the selected or preferred
alternative include, 1) protection of riparian habitats on all streams,
including all first and second order/perennial and intermittent streams, 2) a
comprehensive re-evaluation of emisting old-growth and mature stands and
interior old-growth habitats to insure the short-term maintenance and long-
term enhancement of viable populations of old-growth-depsndant wildlife
species; and 3) structural retention timber management systems to support
greater spacies diversity on the landscape.

Relative to the threatened northern spotted owl, the NSF differs significantly
from the draft Recovery Plan. Specifically, the Service is concerned about
the impacts of proposed managsmsnt activities within the deferred OGEA5,
provisions for dispersal between the OGEAs, and the lack of a viability

meat, given the continuing lose of habitat in the intermediate-term.
The Service rscends that the preferred alternative include limitation, on
the management in the OGIA5 and thresholds for dispersal condition on all
forested lands. Given the untested nature of many of the proposed
ailvicultural prescriptions, the Service recommends that a detailed.
sensitive, monitoring plan he developed and required prior to implementation
of the plan.

Fish and Wildlife Service staff offer these csnts in a spirit of
partnership with the Salem District staff. The Bureau of Land Management has
an smciting and unique opportunity to become a leading force in the
restoration of forest ecosystems in Western Oregon. We once again want to
cormand the Salem District for recognining the need to manage their lands for
biodiversity and ecosystem viability.
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process that provide adequate safeguards to assure that site-specific projects
implementing the AMP will not adversely impact currently degraded watersheds. More
specifically, our environmental objections include the following:

The high potential for further water quality impacts and beneficiel use
degradation in several streams and rivers that have serious nonpolnt
source pollution problems and/or are water quality limited;

The lack of riparian zone protection for first and second order stresms
which may contribute to violations of water quality standards ONOS) and
impacts to beneficial uses;

The potential for adverse impacts to fisheries related to the prediction
that 18 of the 27 analytical watersheds in the planning area will decrease
in condition under the PA;

s The direct health and safety impacts of prescribed burning in rural
interface areas and the indirect alr quality impacts of the District firewood
program;

The use of an arbitrary ten year timefrarne to distinguish between
short-term and long-term resource impacts which could result in
inaccurate impact assessments for biological populations with
implications for adverse population or community-level effects;

The potential for impacts to threatened species listed under the
Endangered Species Act, including the northern spotted owl and the
marbled murrelet; and

The lack of AMP direction regarding future environmental analysis for
site-specific project proposals.

The following additional information and clarification is requested:

Preparation of sufficiently-developed management giadance to facilitate
water quality analysis and to ensure that the esisting water quality limited
streams and rivers and other waters do not sustain violations of water
quality standards and do not experience additional degradation of
beneficial uses;

s Establishment of riparian zone protection for first and second order
streams;
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REPLY TO

ATTNOF: WD-126

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
REGION 10

1200 Slob Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98101

DEC18 1992

Van Manning, District Manager
Salem District
Bureau of Land Management
1717 Fabry Road S.E.
Salem, Oregon 97306

Dear Mr. Manning:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviswed the draft Salem
DIstrict Resource Management Plan (RMP) and Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Oregon. Our review was conducted in
accordance with our responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act and
Section 309 of the Clean ,81r Act, which directs EPA to review and comment on at
federal draft and final EIS's. EPA provided scoping comments on the Proposed State
Director Guidance on July 18, 1988, and on the draft Prototype Monitoring Plan on
November 15, 1991.

The draft RMP/EIS presents seven alternatives that could direct BLM land
management activities on the District's 393 600 acres of federal land and 27,800 acres
of reserved mineral estate in Benton, Polk, Lincoln, Tillamcok, Yamhill, Washington,
Columbia, Clackamas, and Marion Countiea, Oregon for the next ten years. The
Preferred Alternative (PA) includes provisions for an annual sale quantity (ASO) of 21.5
million cubic feet (138.5 million board feet (MMBF)] of timber, a 42 percent decrease
from current ASO. The final adopted AMP will replace and supersede the Westside
and Eastside Salem management framework plans.

It is clear that the development of this draft RMP/EIS required a significant level
of effort by BLM staff. They should be commended for addressing such a broad
range of issues through a variety of management objectives for the many resources
found on BLM-administered lands. EPA is pleased to see discussions regarding
biodiversity and global climate change in the draft RMP/EIS. These are difficult issues
to address in a programmatic document and BLM should be commended for
addressing them as a part of this planning process. EPA is also pleased to see an
increased emphasis on protective land use allocations such as special management
areas.

However, EPA has several concerns with other aspects of the proposed action.
EPA is rating this draft EIS EO-2 (Environmental Objections-Insufficient Information).
Our environmental objections are based on the lack of sufficient development of Best
Management Practices, a monitoring plan, and a cumulative watershed effects analysis
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Clarification of the need for and criteria for use of prescribed burning in
rural interface areas and an expanded discussion of mitigation measures
related to the District firewood program;

Documentation of consultation actteties under Section 7 of the
Endangered Species Act; snd

Clarification and direction for future project environmental analyses to be
tiered to the RMP.

We appreciate the opportunity to review and provide comments on this draft
AMP/EIS. An explanation of the EPA rating system for draft ElSs is enclosed for your
reference. This rating and a summary of these comments will be published in the
federal Bsgleler. If you have any questions about our review comments please
contact Sally Brough in our Environmental Review Section at (206) 553-4012.

Sincerely,

cc: D. Dean Bibles, BLM State Director
Bob Saunders, RMP/EIS Team Leader

Charles E. Findley
Director, Water Division

Enclosures: Draft EIS Rating System
Review Comments
Impact Definitions
Riparian Policy



U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
Review Comments

Salem District, Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
Resource Management Plan (RMP)

and
Draft Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Oregon

December, 1992

INTRODUCTION

As noted in our trarrsniiffal letter we have several concerns about the proposed
action. We have identified several issues in the draft RMP/EIS that need clarification,
revision or an expanded discussion. We offer these comments in an effort to
strengthen the RMP/EIS and provide the public with a clearer picture of the
environmental consequences of the proposed action and the opportunities for future
public involvement with site-specific projects. A detailed discussion of our concerns
and recommendations for the final RMP/EIS is presented on the following pages.

WATER QUALITY

Water Quality Standards and Beneficial Uses

The Salem district has a large number of waterbodies that are water quality
limited and/or have serious to moderate nonpoint source pollution (NPS) problems in
four drainage basins (page 3-12). Of particular concern to EPA are:

Pedee. Rowell-Gold, and Quartzville Creeks which have high watershed
condition index (WCI) ratings that indicate a high level of disturbance and

Tualatin River, Yamhill River (including the major North and South forks).
Pudding River, Panther Creek, and Rickreall Creek which are water
quality limited.

EPA is pleased that the draft RMP/EIS has used the 1988 Oregon Statewide
Assessment of Nonpoint Sources of Water Pollution (NPS Assessment Report) to
identify the waterbodiea with serious NPS pollution problems and the Oregon's 1992
Water Ouality Status Assessment Report (305(b) Report) to identify waterbodies that
are listed as "water quality limited" or lack beneficial use support in areas where timber
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(nutrients - aoila). DEQ has a consistent monitoring program in place on the Tualatin
River.

Because of the Water Quality Limited status of the Tualatin Basin any timber
harvest plans need to be accompanied by a detailed plan for controlling NPS pollution
and details on how the cumulative impacts of timber harvest may influence the Tualatin
water quality when other known impacts are taken into accounted. The TMDL
addresses waste load allocations (WLA) from point sources. NPS allocations (load
allocations = f_A's) need to be factored into the TMDL to account for planned fimber
harvests.

Pudding River

The Pudding River is a water quality limited river and the TMDL is nearly
completed. The major assessment parameters (criteria) are dissolved oxygen
saturation, nutrients, fecsl coliform and enterococci. The Pudding River has high
nutrient concentrations that exceed standards during the summer months. Other
problems include turbidity, sedimentation, and erosion. Impaired beneficial uses are
warmwater and coidwater fish, other aquatic lite, and water recreation and aesthetics.

The probable causes for NPS impacts in the watershed include: landslides,
surface erosion, riparian vegetation and bank disturbance, and elimination of
vegetative cover (thermal protection). The current land use in the watershed includes
irrigated and non-irrigated agriculture, animal waste management, nursery crops,
livestock grazing, forestry, mining aild urban development.

The water quality limited atatus of the river reaults from intensive agriculture and
forestry uses. Any proposed timber harvest in the watershed may result in increased
degradation of water quality. Logging actreities need to be accompanied by a detailed
plan for controlling NI'S pollution. Nonpoint source allocations (load allocations - LA's)
need to be incorporated into the TMDL to account for existing NPS5 and future
planned timber harvests.

Panther Creek end Yamhill River

Panther Creek a tributary to the North Yamhill River (both in the Yamhill
drainage basin) has an overall rating of severe (by Observation) for water quality, for
water quality conditions affecting fish, and for water quality conditions affecting overall
aquatic habitat. The major factors affecting water quality are severe sedimentation
conditions. The impaired beneficial uses are domestic water supply, irrigation water,
coldwater fish and other aquatic life, wildlife, water recreation and aesthetics. The
probable causes for the water quality ranking for NPS problems are landslides, surface
erosion, riparian vegetation end bank disturbance, flow alterations and road location.

Comment Letters from Federal, State, and Local Governments
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harvest and road construction is proposed in the draft RMP/EIS. A summary of our
concerns about these waterbodies follows.

Pedee Creek

The overall water quality rating and stream quality conditions affecting aquatic
habitat for Pedee Creek are severe (with data). The rating is based on low dissolved
oxygen and low flow. The beneficial uses that are impaired are warmwater fish and
other aquatic life (invertebrates etc.). The major cause for the problems is water
withdrawal. The BLM WCI for Pedee Creek compares well with the Oregon's
assessment. However, both direct and indirect logging impacts in this watershed
could exacerbate the water quantity problem by affecting the mater balance in terms of
timing of release and quantity.

Quartzville Creek

Ouartzville Creek has a water quality rating, aquatic habitat rating, and effects
on fish rating of moderate (with data). These ratings are based on nutrient inputs and
sedimentation. The impaired beneficial uses include cold and warm water fisheries,
other aquatic life, municipal water supply, water recreation and aesthetics. The
primary reason for impaired beneficial uses is the removal of vegetation. The major
watershed land use is timber management. The WCI for Quartzville Creek relates well
to the Oregon Assessment ratings. However, the activity causing moderate
impairment of water quality in the watershed is timber harvest, If further timber harvest
occurs in this watershed, water quality would be expected to decrease. Careful
consideration of sediment management in the watershed would be needed to protect
further degradation of water quality.

RowellGold Creek

This creek has been identified as being impaired based on recent conversations
with the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) nonpoint staff. No information is
available in the 1988 NPS Assessment Report for this stream.

Tualatin River

The Tualatin River is a water quality limited stream with a completed total
maximum daily load (TMDL). The TMDL is in place for phosphorus. The assessment
parameters that are exceeded include: dissolved oxygen saturation, dissolved oxygen
concentration, nutrients, algae, fecal coliform and enterococcus. Nutrient levels
exceed standards over much of the Tualatin River 100% of the time. Other pollution
problems include sedimentation, streambank erosion and inStream debris, Impaired
beneficial uses are domestic and municipal water supplies. The sources of the
problems are agricultural, municipal, urban runoff and high natural background inputs
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The Yamhill River is water quality limited with a completed TMDL. The
parameters that were elevated and resulted in the TMDL include: dissolved oxygen
saturation, dissolved oxygen concentration, Ph, nutrients (asp. phosphorus), algae,
fecal coliform, and enterococcus. Nutrient problems are especially critical during the
summer months during low flow conditions. The Yamhill River also has NPS related
problems resulting in a ranking of severe with data. The nonpoint problems include
toxic pesticides, temperature exceedances, sedimentation, reduced flow, and
increased plant growth (instream). The major causes for these problems are erosion,
water withdrawal, wastes discharge (point source), animal waste inputs, landfill
leachates and chemical use. Watershed land use patterns include: irrigated and
non-irrigated agriculture, animal management, nursery/orchard, harvesting, road
construction, timber management, and camping and swimming and general
construction. The major forks of the Yamhill River, the North and South Yamhill, are
also rated as severe for NPS problems and are considered to be water quality limited.
This should be of concern since activities resulting in water quality degradation
anywhere in the basin are potential problems for the entire Yamhill watershed.

Without careful management of timber harvest in the watershed the Yamhill
River could continue to show degradation in water quality. The TMDL has a strong
emphasis on controlling point source pollution through WI_A. The addition of inputs
from logging and associated practices could result in increases in NPS pollution.
Sedimentation is already a problem in the watershed.

Rickreall Creek

Rickreall Creek is considered water quality limited by DEQ. The NPS ratings
are moderate by observation. The ratings are based on turbidity, low dissolved
oxygen, sedimentation, streambank erosion, and low flow. The impaired beneficial
uses include: municipal water supply and coidwater fishery. Causes for the problems
include; water withdrawal and reservoir storage and release and recent fires. Land
uses within the watershed are agriculture, range, and urban runoff. Though forestry
was not listed as one of the major land uses, increased logging will require best
management practices to avoid increasing the water quality problems.

BLM Activities in Water Quality Limited Watersheds

Timber harvest and road construction in these watersheds may be implemented
without exceeding the water quality standards NQS) or causing beneficial use
impairment. However, the primary methods for preventing standards impairment are
not developed sufficiently in the draft RMP/ElS.

Appendix 11-17
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The draft RMP/EIS states that

..Water quality limited streams would not be adversely affected by BLM
management activities under any of the alternatives. Changes in water
quality from BLM management activities would not exceed state water
quality criteria (page 4-10).

However, of the 27 analytical watersheds in the planning area, 18 are projected
to decline in overall watershed condition (page 4-1 1) with the Preferred Alternative
(PA). Further, the future WCI shows that two water quality limited streams, Rickresll
and Pedee Creeks, would be adversely affected by the PA. Out of the 18 watersheds
showing a decline in watershed condition, six will decline to a significant degree. The
six watersheds and the percent of the watershed administered by BLM include:
Rickreall Creek - 32.6 percent, Table Rock Fork - 60.3 percent, Clear Creek (Kilchis) -
47.3 percent, Kilchis Frontal - 30.3 percent, North Fork Siletz- 40.1 percent, and Mill
Creek - 5.8 percent. This information appears to contradict the quote from above.
The final RMP/EIS needs to explain how it concludes that water quality standards

QS) would not be exceeded and water quality limited streams would not be
degraded further. Our concern is increased by the fact that BLM administers a
significant percentage of five Out of the six watersheds that will decline to a significant
degree.

The basis for our environmental objections is that timber harvest and road
construction may occur without an adequate cumulative watershed effects (CWE)
analysis of site-specific projects and that timber harvest deferrals may not occur in
already degraded watersheds in response to these analyses. EPA is also concerned
that water quality monitoring plans are not sufficiently developed to verify that Best
Management Practices (BMP) are effectively preventing adverse water quality impacts.

A CWE analysis process should be developed for inclusion in the final RMP/EIS
(see following paragrxphs). Since implementation of BMPs represents the major form
of mitigation the final RMP/EIS needs to discuss how effective the BMP5 have been in
the past. Judicial reviews of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) cases have
supported not only the need for identifying mitigation measures, but for discussing
mitigation measure effectiveness as well.

Federal Consistency, Clean Water Act, Section 319

The federal consistency provisions of Section 319 provide an opportunity for
state and federal agencies to coordinate their activities and cooperate in achieving
state water quality goals.

The draft RMP/EIS appropriately utilizes the NPS Assessment Report to identify
existing water quality conditions on the Salem District and compare them to those
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should also be described. If not, a schedule for completing such
validation should be included.
A BMP outlining specific parameters applicable to project-specific CWE
analysis, such as water quality monitoring results, equivalent clearcut
area, road density, or beneficial use impairment identified in the NPS
Assessment Report and the 305(b) Report.
A BMP outlining a more conservative site-specific project planning
approach when CWE analysis tools are not available, are under
development, or have not been validated. When adequate tools and
monitoring data are not available to predict future water quality impacts,
timber harvest and road construction activities should be reduced to
provide for an extra margin of safety and water qualify protection.
A description of how CWE activities will be coordinated among adjacent
landowners through such things as annual meetings to coordinate road
construction and timber harvest plans and/or cooperative agreements
and land management objectives regarding desired future conditions for
water quality, riparian zone protection, and activity deferrals.
A EMP with a commitment to activity deferrals when the CWE analyses
identify probable beneficial use impairment.

Water Quality Monitoring Plan

Concerns

A monitoring plan with water quality elements was included in the draft
RMP/EIS. A detailed monitoring plan is critical for successful long-term
implementation of EMP5 and protection of water qualify and beneficial uses. While
BMPs are intended to protect water quality, they must be monitored to verify their
effectiveness.

The monitoring plan should be complete and well organized with carefully
chosen sampling parameters and sampling sites. Coordination with other local, state,
and federal agencies is important to avoid duplication and to foster efficient use of
limited resources. Sampling priorities should be consistent with problem areas
identified in the NPS Assessment and 305(b) Reports and other data.

An important component of AMP implementation is the commitment to conduct
monitoring. Increasing demands for resources can result in decreased monitoring
efforts. EPA believes that timber sale volumes and associated programs xhould be
reduced proportionately if annual funding is not sufficient to support monitoring. EPA
would like to see criteria outlined in the final RMP/EIS that clarify how this commitment
will be met during RMP implementation.

Additional information

Appendix 11-18
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estimated by the WCI, a BLM cumulative effects analysis. We support this use of the
NPS Assessment Report. However, additional uses of the NPS Assessment Report
should be developed for the final RMP/EIS. The NPS Assessment Report, in
conjunction with the 305(b) Report and other data, should be used in the final
RMP/EIS to establish:

Desired future condition on a stream-by-stream basis from which AMP
accomplishments can be measured.
Criteria and priorities for cumulative effects analyses.
Priorities for water qualify monitoring programs.
Criteria and priorities for watershed activity level plans.
Priorities for watershed rehabilitation programs.
Best management practices and thresholds and decision criteria for
watershed harvest deferrals.

Watershed Cumulative Effects

AMP implementation

The draft RMP/EIS discusses potential cumulative water quality impacts.
However, EPA is concerned that the draft RMP/EIS does not specifically describe the
nature of future CWE analysis to be conducted for site-specific projects during AMP
implementation. Until the WCI ix validated and peer reviewed, it cannot be used with
confidence for site-specific projects. Road construction and timber harvest may need
to be deferred pending the outcome of cumulative watershed effects analyses for site-
specific projects. Any CWE analysis used for site specific projects should be
scrutinized to the same extent as the WCI and also be subject to the scientific
process. To be meaningful, CWE analyses also need to be considered and watershed
protection measures implemented by all major land owners in a watershed.

The Eugene District draft RMP/EIS contains a BMP directing that where
cumulative effects analysis predicts degradation beyond District thresholds, defer all
timber sale units in any watershed until substantial recovery has taken place"
(Appendix 2-2). EPA supports this direction and recommends it for inclusion in the
final RMP/EIS for the Salem District. This draft AMP/EIS states that activities may be
deferred (page 2-7) but a deferral commitment was not found in the BMP appendix.

Additional Information

The final RMP/EIS should include the following:

1. A description of the CWE analysis that will be used for future site-specific
projects during AMP implementation. The extent of analysis validation
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Additional Information

The final AMP/EIS monitoring plan should include written standards for
sampling design, monitoring parameters, analytical techniques, statistical methods,
reporting units, location of sampling, indicator species, budget, and procedures for
using data or results in plan implementation; and availability of results to interested
and affected groups. The monitoring plan should also have a clear feedback
mechanism which enables the use of monitoring results to adjust standards and
guidelines, BMP5, standard operating procedures, monitoring intensity, and project
implementation (including timber sale administration) at first detection of adverse
effects. Provision of such an adjustment process will ensure that BMP5 and
management strategies will improve in the future and that unforeseen adverse effects
are identified and minimized. Lastly, the monitoring plan should include validation of
the WCI and any other cumulative effects model or index intended for predicting the
water quality effects of site-specific projects.

Helpful resources for the development of water quality and biological monitoring
plans are:

Monitoring Guide/Thea to Evaluate Effects of Forestry Activities on Streams in the
Pacific Northwest and Alaska, EPA/910/9-91 -001, May 1991.

Rapid Bioassessment Protocols For Use in Streams and Rivers,
EPA/444/4-89-001, May 1989.

The monitoring plan may also be improved with the addition of:

Identification of a measurable desired future condition (DFC) for each
stream or subwaterahed which adequately protects the beneficial uses.
The DFC can be expressed in terms that best describe the beneficial use
(e.g. percent fish habitat capability). DFC5 are needed to ensure that
future water qualify accomplishments are measurable.
On-site inspection to monitor BMP implementation by appropriate
specialists as well as timber sale contract administration. Site review may
be rendomized (e.g., random number table).
Aiparian Management Area (AMA) monitoring to asaeea long-term large
organic debris contribution to stream systems in such terms as quantity,
size, species, and delivery rate.
A fisheries monitoring protocol based on identification of sensitive
populations and habitat types and prioritized/stratified by stressors and
resource risks.
A research/monitoring program to determine the effects of spatial and
temporal segregation of harvests on sediment and hydrology.
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In July 1991 Oregon adopted narrative biocriteria as part of its WOS. The state
is in the process of developing the implementation guidance for the biocriteria and is
selecting appropriate reference sites in various ecoregions in the state. Once this
framework is in place, the BLM should coordinate its monitoring locations and
protocols to allow comparison with the reference site conditions. This is necessary in
order to determine whether the WOS for protection of biological integrity of the waters
are being met. Provisions for this coordination should be spelled out in the EIS, In
addition the state expects to adopt numeric biocriteria in 3-5 years. The BLM activities
will be expected to meet these WOS once they are adopted.

Riparian Zone Protection

Concerns

Since the draft RMP/EIS provides inadequate protection for RMA5 in first and
second order (hesdwster intermittent and perennial) streams, WOS may not be met
and beneficial uses may not be protected. The final RMP/EIS needs to include full
protection of first and second order streams.

These first and second order streams are important in maintaining downstream
system Integrity and water quality as well as providing fisheries and amphibian
habitat/refugia. Disturbed first and second Order streams may become sediment
sources to downstream areas. In addition, loss of woody vegetation along these
fieadwater streams may eventually lead to reduced large organic debris in
downstream reaches. EPA agrees with the Medford draft RMP/EIS statement that the
greatest opportunity for improving stream conditions through AMA prescriptions is on
first, second, and third order streams.

EPA has a number of concerns regarding first and second order streams. First,
the largest percentage of riparian vegetation removal is along first and second order
streams. Most of BLM's lands are along these headwater streams. Our concerns are
heightened by the fact that "about 42 percent of the riparisn zones are in minimal
condition.., and .. .riparian habitat in smaller streams has a higher percentage of acres
in minimal condition" (page 3-35).

Second, AMA widths are too narrow and could be weakened through road and
yarding corridor development. Under the PA, timber harvest could occur in riparian
zones for road construction, yarding, or habitat improvement; however, the draft
RMP/EIS does not outline under what conditions these activities could take place.
The Aoseburg draft RMP/EIS states that "RMAs of less than approximately 95 feet are
considered inadequate for proper riparian function, and RMAs smaller than 150 feet
are considered to be functioning less than optimally." (page 4-42).
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Due to the way in which the WCI is applied, it is essential that it be validated.
Until then it should only be very cautiously used as a resource in important project
level decisions.

Additional Information

The WCI does not provide an adequate assessment of synergistic and/or
cumulative effects for site-specific projects. It appears to be quite subjective and may
produce variable results. The final RMP/EIS should provide greater explanation
regarding WCI assumptions as well as selection of index constants. In addition,
several index factors may distort actual resource impacts.

The major missing component is a way of characterizing uncertainty in the
estimates. This requires a methodology for making and evaluating field measurements
end assessing uncertainty. Standard methodologies for propagating uncertainty are
Monte Carlo methods, Latin hypercube methods, and first-order uncertainty. Monte
Carlo methods are becoming common in risk and uncertainty analyses; references
abound in the environmental literature (e.g., Smith and Freeze, 1979). Latin hypercube
methods are a subset of Monte Carlo methods (Iman and Shortencarier, 1984), and
first-order uncertainty methods are described in Benjamin and Cornell (1970). These
methods all require data with which to evaluate the uncertainty in independent
variables (the components of each index).

Aeferences

Benjamin, JR., end CA. Cornell, Probability Statistics and Decisions for Civil
Engineers, McGraw-I-till, New York, 1970.

Iman, AL., and M. Shortencarier, A Fortran 77 program and user's guide for the
generation of latin hypercube and random samples for use with computer
models, Rep. NUAEG/CR-3624, SAND83-2365, prepared for U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission by Sandia National Laboratory, Albuquerque, N.M.,
1984.

Smith, L., and A.A. Freeze, Stochastic analysis of steady state ground-water flow in a
bounded domain, 2. Two-dimensional simulations, Water Resources Research,
15(6), 1543-1559, 1979.

Best Management Practices

The achievement of WOSs for NPS activities occurs through the implementation
of EMP5 designed to achieve WQS5, WOSs are the means by which BMP
effectiveness is measured. While BMPs are intended to protect water quality, they
must be monitored to verily their effectiveness, If found ineffective, the BMPs must be
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revised. Therefore, the final RMP/EIS should not rely solely on the application of
BMP5 to satisfy the Clean Water Act. Since the use of BMP5 does not guarantee
compliance with WOS, the final RMP/EIS should discuss the effectiveness of BMPs
with illustrations of specific project examples and/or monitoring results. For example,
the final RMP/EIS could discuss the degree of risk of BMP failure as welt as any
history of BMP success as illustrated via effectiveness monitoring in similar project
areas.

Fisheries

Concerns

The Salem Detrict manages land in drainages where 33 of the American
Fisheries Society stocks of concern are naturally spawning and rearing. The draft
RMP/EIS states that salmond species at risk or of special concern would improve
under various treatment alternatives. For example, on page xvi, BLM "management
is expected to contribute to an overall long-term (200 year) 86 percent increase in
potential production of coho salmon and an 81 percent increase in steelhead in
streams affected by habitat on ELM administered lands.' However, watershed
conditions are expected to decline in 18 of the draft RMP/EIS's 27 analytical
watersheds. The draft document admits that 40 percent of coho salmon habitat and
26 percent of chinook salmon habitat is in minimal condition and that "[F]ull recovery
is not expected for 200 yesrs' (page 3-39). In addition, the Methodology for
Assessing Effects on Fish Habitat and Populations in Appendix 4-0 assumes that
Streams are fully seeded and have an adequate number of adult fish under both short
and long term population estimates (Appendix 4-35). The mechanisms by which
resource increases would occur are not provided. To manage and conserve the
fisheries resource, landscape level plenning is required.

We are concerned that fish production potential was tied in part to the
installation of fish habitat improvement (e.g., instream structures) and hatchery
stocking programs. Beschta et al. (1991) determined that the restoration of vegetation
adapted to riparian environments and the natural succession of riparian plant
communities is necessary to recreate sustainable salmonid habitat and should be the
focal point for fish habitat improvement programs. They further state that because of
frequent negative effects, structural alterations to stream channels should generally be
eliminated as a fish improvement strategy. Studies have not shown a relationship
between stream improvement projects and salmonid population. Therefore, fish
production should not be related to capital investment in 'stream improvement'
projects. Hatchery fish may negatively affect native fishes through genetic
modification, increased intra and inter-specific competition, and altered migration
patterns and timing. Rather than provide short-term solutions to habitat degradation,
landscape level planning should be undertaken to reduce further habitat degradation
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Third, the draft RMP/EIS relegates first and second order streams to a lower
level of protection thsn higher orders. This is inconsistent with the Oregon WQS and
with EPA's regional Riparian Area Management Policy. A copy of this Policy is
enclosed for your information.

Additional Information

Tree diameter was selected as a measure of riparian zone health, The final
RMP/EIS5 should indicate how diameter thresholds were selected. Tree species and
density data should also be provided. In addition, factors that may limit future riparian
zone maintenance and production, such as water table alteration should be described,
These parameters should be incorporated into the riparian component of the WCI. To
best assess management effects, the riparisn index should be sensitive to species,
diameter, density, and environmental modifiers/stressora. Since the draft RMP/EIS
determines RMA age and size based on the Timber Operations Inventory for adjoining
upsiope trees, the final RMP/ElSs should address the inventory's accuracy in
predicting RMA parameters.

In addition, the final RMP/EIS should clarity bow the average widths shown for
RMAs will be utilized in on-the-ground analysis. Specifically, the final RMP/EIS should
identify how site-specific riparian resource management would be documented and
consistently implemented. The draft document states in a number of places that
riparian zone widths would be determined by on-the-ground characteristics. In
addition, 'First and second order streams would have RMA5 designated if perennial or
if the beneficial uses warrant.' (page 2-5). EPA recommends that the final RMP/EIS
include both the documentation and the mechanisms to fully protect all beneficial uses
for riparian areas, including wetlands and first and second order headwater,
intermittent, and perennial streams.

Watershed Condition Index

The WCI is a reasonable method for comparing watershed effects among the
RMP/EIS alternatives, although future refinements could improve its effectiveness. It is
one of the most complex approaches EPA has reviewed for evaluating watershed
effects in a programmatic land management plan.

EPA's greatest concern a that the WCI should not be considered a substitute
for evaluating cumulative effects on a project-by-project basis during RMP
implementation. In addition, it may be inappropriate to compare the index among
different watersheds. The large spatial scale of the analytical watersheds used in
applying the WCI could mask significant resource degradation.
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and implement district-wide restoration strategies (e.g., restoration of off-channel
habitat).

Retention of riparian areaa along third order and greater atreama and the
placement of instream atructurea will not lead to anticipated population increases The
fish habitat assessment assumes that riparian tree size and fish production are directly
related. However, acute and chronic stressors such as upstream sediment inputs may
continue to degrade fish habitat. Impacts such as sedimentation persist and
accumulate in downstresm, low-gradient habitats over periods of decades or even
centuries. In addition, migratory species may be limited by habitat utilized at a single
life history stage.

Additional Information

The Salem District is responsible for the maintenance of sensitive species
habitat and the restoration and sustainable management of the resource. To address
these issues, EPA supports development of coordinated activity management plans.
The final RMP/EIS should provide greater detail regarding plan coordination and
implementation mechanisms.

In addition, chronic system stressora, such as unstable slopes, landslides,
roads, and mining activities that may further degrade systems pripr to recovery are not
addressed. For example, the draft RMP/EIS indicates that debris torrents and
landslides have affected channel integrity. The final RMP/EIS should indicate whether
these inputs are ongoing and whether further logging would occur in the same
geomorphic setting. The final RMP/EIS must address both past and future
management scenarios to adequately assess long-term enhancement of anadromous
fish streams. It should provide greater information on specific mechanisms of habitat
recovery and aquatic species augmentation.

The Fisheries Productivity Rating System needs further explanation. Detail
should be provided regarding the related factors analysis, rating system assumptions,
and level of baseline data collection. For example, temperature data should include
time of collection, stream order, location, and maximum, minimum, and average
temperatures. In addition, clarification should be provided regarding the statement
"several streams were excluded (in the evaluation) because the current potential was
low."

The draft RMP/EIS lists several fish species of concern. However, information
and documentation (e.g., genetic integrity, diversity) regarding these species are
absent. The final RMP/EIS should include:

(a) a comprehensive biological survey;
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Drinking Water

The draft AMP/EIS states that the agency's goal is to provide treatable water at
the point of intake from its watersheds to public water systems serving local
municipalities. In addition, coordinated watershed plans would be prepared for
community water systems where a significant portion of the watershed is administered by
BLM.

This goal should be restated. The goal of watershed management in watersheds
providing surface water to public systems serving municipalities, is to assure the needs
of the users are addressed and to protect comprehensive water quality. Public water
systems must meet increasingly stringent public health criteria required by drinking water
regulations. A drinking water treatment coat strategy that protects the public health and
is economically end environmentally sound is a necessary component of a watershed
plan. The interests and concerns of watershed managers, water system
owners/operators, and the drinking water consumers must also be incorporated into a
water management plan. Consequently, watershed plans will be prepared in conjunction
with and for community water systems where BLM administers a significant portion of the
watershed.

An important consideration in some BLM districts, would be mining. If mining
activities on ELM lands cause significant increases in the concentrations of metals in
streams that supply public water systems, this could force these systems to install
expensive treatment systems to remove these metals. This is a possibility which should
be explored thoroughly in the final RMP/EIS5 for districts with significant mining activity.

AIR QUALITY

The air quality analysis is based primarily on compliance with the Oregon State
Smoke Management Plan (OSMP) and the State Implementation Plan (SIP). Blanket
statements regarding compliance with applicable plans and regulations do not inform
the public or decision makers of actual anticipated air quality impacts A broad
screening level quantitative assessment of air quality impacts is needed to illustrate
that burning can be done in compliance with applicable plans and regulations.
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(b) identification of watersheds supporting productive or valuable remnant
populations or communities of native fishes, amphibians, and other
aquatic blots; and

(C) delineation of a well-distributed network of least disturbed watersheds for
conservation of biotic diversity.

Adequate fisheries information is needed to realistically evaluate management
alternatives. For example, depressed or declining populations may be unusually
sensitive to habitat aiteration and degradation. Final RMP/EIS coverage of fisheries
resources should be comparable to that provided for terrestrial species. Sensitive and
priority habitats should be identified.

Recovery and restoration plans should be developed based on a watershed
analysis, NPS Assessment, and 305(b) Reports. In addition, fish habitat and sediment
yield should be utilized to establish/predict habitat quality. The final RMP/EIS should
include a table summarizing those sub-watersheds where a timber harvest emphasis
would occur. Treatments that may further induce population declines should be
avoided.

Frissell (1992) ststes that preliminary analysis of spawner count data available
from the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife for the period 1986-1990 suggests
that watersheds having a high proportion of their drainage basins within roadless
areas support a disproportionately large percentage of southwest Oregon's remaining
viable wild salmon stocks and much of its important chinook salmon fishery. In
addition, recent research indicates that chum salmon are perhaps the most sensitive
to logging impacts of the ansdromous salmonids. Restoration plans should include
identification and preservation of potential refugia. In addition, management
treatments should be based on the location of sensitive species and current watershed
conditions.
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Sensitive Air Quality Areas

The draft RMP/EIS (page 3-6) states that "the Oregon Smoke Management
Plan (OSMP), a part of the SIP, identifies strategies for minimizing the impacta of
smoke from prescribed burning on the densely populated, designated, nonattainment,
and smoke sensitive areas within western Oregon." The text needs to discuss in
greater detail and define what is meant by the terms nonattainment, designation, and
smoke sensitive. The regulatory significance of these terms should be disclosed in
detail in the final RMP/EIS.

Map 5 in the draft RMP/EIS shows the sensitive air quality areas in western
Oregon. The map and the discussion in the final RMP/EIS could be improved if each
of the sensitive sir quality areas were labeled. The text should identify the sensitive
areas that are most likely to be affected by the future site-Specific activities in the
Salem District. This discussion should also clearly describe why each area has been
designated and the significance of each designation.

Regulatory Requirements

The final RMP/EIS should provide a description of all applicable regulatory
and/or permit requirements. The Clean Air Act and SIPs require that prescribed
burning not cause or contribute to violations of National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAOS) or Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) increments. In addition,
burning may not cause visibility impairment in federally-designated Class I areas. The
air quality discussion must demonstrate that the proposed action will not cause or
contribute to any violations of the NAAQS, that it will not cause air quality to degrade
by more than any applicable Class I or Class II PSD increments, and it will not cause
or contribute to visibility impairment.

Oregon Smoke Management Plan

The draft RMP/EIS indicates that all prescribed burning activities will comply
with the OSMP. The final RMP/EIS needs to fully describe what the OSMP is, what it
allows, what it prohibits, and what is protected. The final RMP/EIS should discuss
how effective it has been, since its implementation in 1972, in reducing air quality
effects. Any monitoring that has been completed to document the effectiveness of the
OSMP should be described. Aithough moat problem bums or intrusions can be
attributed to unpredicted shifts in meteorological conditions compliance with the OSMP
could still result in intrusions. For example, drift smoke from a prescribed burn can be
carried by night time drainage winds into designated areas. The if net RMP/EIS should
discuss whether the OSMP contains provisions to prevent or minimize these types of
scenarios.
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The air quality discussion in the final RMP/EIS should also discuss whether
different permissible burning conditions exist for different subareas within western
Oregon and more specifically within the district. Different burning conditions could
affect the amount of allowable burning activity under the OSMP and SIP. This in turn
would affect the kinds of site preparation that could be considered at the site-specific
stage. Any potential burning restraints of this type need to be discussed and fully
disclosed in the final RMP/EIS.

State Imolementstion Plan

The final RMP/EIS should also describe the SIP and its provisions for
prescribed burning. The relationship of the SIP and OSMP should be clearly
presented. Any restrictions that the SIP could impose on prescribed burning, separate
from the OSMP, should be discussed.

The draft RMP/EIS States that "prescribed fire smoke emissions will not be a
factor in meeting air quality standards fOr PMIO in western Oregon." The finsl
document needs to provide the basis for this statement. How do the predicted tons of
biomass consumption compare to emissions of regulated air pollutants? More
importantly, how do the predicted tons of emissions compare to the amount of
particulates from prescribed burning that are assumed in the current SIP calculations.

Prescribed Burning

The draft RMP/EIS presents a breakdown of the kinds of burns included in
prescribed burning activities. Table 4-1 shows the biomsas consumption by alternative
as well as the tons of consumption by burn type. Based on our review of the six draft
RMP/EIS5 a number of types of burns are identified: underburn, pile burn, broadcast
burn, ecosystem burn, and other burn. The air quality discussion in the final RMP/EIS
should be expanded to fully describe these types of burns, explain the burn
characteristics, and present the purpose of each type of burn. For example, is
ecosystem burning the same as or similar to underburning? Which types of burns are
hot and which types are cooler. The temperature of the fires has an effect on amoke
dispersion characteristics.

Another concern with the type of burn is the increased amount of underburning.
EPA understands that underburning is used to reduce undesirable fuel loads without
damaging desirable residual vegetation. Due to the cooler burn temperatures with
underburning, combustion is incomplete which results in greater particulate emissions.
The final RMP/EIS should discuss how the emission estimates for each type of burn
are calculated. How will the proposed increase in underburning (increased
particulstes) affect the present consumption rate and the emission reduction since the
baseline period was established.
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Particulate concentrations that exceed human health standards have been
measured up to three miles downwind of a prescribed burn. The final RMP/EIS needs
to discuss human health standards and the impact of prescribed burning on people
living in RIM and other downwind communities. We believe that this is a significant
issue due to the provisions of the OSMP, PA RIA policy, and the increased use of
underburning.

Alternatives to Burning

The draft RMP/EIS indicates thst not all timber harvest units require treatment
by prescribed burning. This discussion should be expanded in the final RMP/E1S. A
number of alternatives for removal of slash exist that do not involve burning. A
general discussion of the types of options would provide useful information.

The draft RMP/EIS indicates that no treatment or mechanical treatment could
result in a higher fuel hazard. However, logging residue can be reduced by harvesting
systems directed toward maximum utilization of slash material recovery excluding the
trees/fiber left for ecosystem! biodiversity purposes. We suggest that the final
RMP/EIS include a goal to improve harvesting systems by provide economic incentive
for increased slash utilization. Use of slash material is dependent on the capability
and efficiency of the forest industry to process low grade fiber. The final RMP/EIS
should provide some discussion of the economic and technological feasibility of
improved slash utilization and the effect on fuel hazard.

Finally, the final RMP/EIS should address how the decision to burn or not to
burn is made. Is this a market driven decision? What are the economics of forestry
burning? An analysis of the coat of burning compared to the costs of mechanical
removal are warranted. The decision criteria that have been used in the past should
be described. More importantly the final RMP/EIS should present the criteria such as
cost, siMcultural considerations, sir quality considerations, market demand for low
grade fiber, and ecosystem considerations that should be evaluated in the future
regarding prescribed burning decisions.

Firewood Program

The draft RMP/EIS notes that [A}Iternatives to burning have helped reduce
emissions. (page 3-7). One of these alternatives is a firewood program. However,
the indirect effect of the BLM firewood program may contribute to reduced air quality.
'Firewood axles would be permitted under all alternatives." (Appendix 4-145)
Therefore, mitigation measures for the firewood program should be considered.

Firewood mitigation measures exist. EPA encourages ELM to consider
incorporating the following mitigation measures in the final RMP/EIS.
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We are concerned about the effects of smoke from underburning on nearby
residents and visibility. Typically underburning involves lower fire temperatures which
allows the smoke to hug the ground and not attain vertical dispersion. The final
RMP/EIS should provide more discussion about the human health and visibility effects
from underburning. It should also focus discussion on how regulatory requirements
deal with underburning. The final RMP/EIS needs to clarity whether underburning is
covered by the OSMP.

Alternative burning techniques exist that can be used to reduce the impact of
forestry burning on air quality. These techniques optimize fuel arrangement, fire
ignition for rapid and complete combustion, and mop-up techniques. We believe that
the air quality discussion would be improved by including a more expanded discussion
of what practices BLM has been using and any additional techniques that could be
used in the future to minimize air quality impacts associated with prescribed burning.
This expanded discussion should focus on the different types of burning proposed in
the RMP. More specifically, are there ways to effectively deal with the potential
problems associated with cooler underburning type fires.

Finally, the draft RMP/EIS notes that "[P]articulate emissions from prescribed
burning have not been shown to be a major contributor to any nonattainment area
problems. Under all alternatives, air quality impacts associated with BLM administered
activities are normally of very short duration and would have no short or long-term
impacts on regional air quality." (page 4-7). Again, the final document needs to
provide the basis for this statement. Further, this brief analysis should not be used as
the basis for concluding that future site-specific prescribed burning proposals will have
no effect on local sensitive air quality areas or Rural Interface Areas (RIA5). Individual
prescribed burning proposals require site-specific analysis of conditions unique to the
project under consideration. The fact that prescribed burning on the Salem District
has a small overall effect on regional sir quality has little applicability to such site-
specific analyses.

Rural Interface Areas

We are concerned that the OSMP and the PA will put people in the RIA areas at
risk. RIA5 are defined sa BLM land within 1/4 to 1/2 mile of 1 to 20-acre lot or that
have residential development. Alternatives A, B, C, and Preferred will permit
prescribed burns in these areas. Another related concern is that one of the primary
purposes of the OSMP is to keep smoke from forestry burning activities out of densely
populated areas. Compliance with the OSMP will put smoke into areas outside of
large urban cenfera and potentially into smaller communities and individual residences
in the rural environment. With underburning smoke is more likely to remain close to
the ground and remain in low areas longer than would be expected with a hotter pile
or broadcast burn.
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The Wenatchee National Forest, Naches Ranger District Personal Use
Firewood Environmental Assessment (EA), included several innovative mitigation
measures to reduce the emission of particulates associated with woodstoves. The
mitigation measures have been implemented and they include: (1) a requirement that
pieces larger that sight inches in diameter must be split at least once prior to removal
to facilitate drying of the wood; (2) the firewood gathering season is closed
September 30 each tear to assure that firewood is not collected when wet, and some
curing time is available prior to burning; (3) educational and informational materials
that highlight firewood gathering and burning practices that minimize effects on air
quality are provided with firewood permits; and (4) a requirement to implement a
cooperative arrangement with the local air quality agency on public information and
education on firewood use and/or enforcement efforts on woodstove burning
regulations.

IMPACT DEFINITIONS

The draft RMP/EIS uses the life of the RMP as the basis for defining short-term
and long-term time frames for impact conclusion as required by the Council on
Environmental Quality (CEQ) Regulations Implementing the Procedural Provisions of
NEPA. The draft RMP/EIS defines short-term as ten years or less and long-term as
greater than ten years. However, application of a ten-year time frame is not universally
appropriate for all resource categories. Our primary concern is for the biota found on
ELM administered lands. A considerable range in life spans exists. Using ten years to
define short-term impacts means that some populations of fish and birds, for example,
could experience adverse effects for several generations. This could result in major
population and community level impacts.

The definitions of short-term and long-term impact would be greatly improved if
the time frame for adverse/beneficial effects was tied to the natural life spans of
individual species rsther than the arbitrary number that has been chosen. The
Department of Interior has consistently used such an approach in the Outer
Continental Shelf jOCS) lease sale EISs. These OCS lease sale EISs are not site-
specific, they cover large planning areas and the activities in those areas for several
years so they are analogous to a RMP/EIS. The OCS impact definitions are based
partly on the length of one generation for each species or group of species evaluated.
Thus, the time frame of the impact is tied biologically to the species affected. We are
enclosing a copy of the OCS impact definitions for your information and consideration
for the final RMP/EIS.

In the case of air quality and water quality impacts ten years is not an
appropriate time frame for assessing air quality, water quality, or aquatic habitat. A ten
year time frame does not comply with regulatory definitions. We suggest that the
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definition for short-term water and air quality effects should be consistent with state
WQS and the StP. At a minimum short-term air and water quality impacts should exist
during the course of specific activities and should be held to the shortest practicable
period of time.

SPECIAL STATUS/THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES

Consultation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS)

Since activities conducted under the AMP could affect threatened or
endangered species, the final RMP/EIS should include the Biological Assessment and
the associated U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) Biological Opinion for the following
reasons:

NEPA requires public involvemant and full disclosure of all issues upon
which a decision is to be made;

The CEO Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of
NEPA strongly encourage the integration of NEPA requirements with
other environmental review and consultation requirements
(40 CFR 1502.25); and

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) consultation process can result in
the identification of mandatory, reasonable, and prudent alternatives
which can significantly affect project implementation.

The potential effects on listed species are relevant to the subsequent project-
level decisions. Both the Biological Assessment and the EIS must disclose and
evaluate the potential impacts of the proposed action on listed species, such as the
peregrine falcon, bald eagle, northern spotted owl, marbled murrelet, and Columbian
white-tailed deer. Information and related management guidance regarding the recent
listing of the marbled murrelet should be added to the final document.

The final RMP/EIS and Record of Decision should not be completed prior to the
completion of ESA consultation, If the consultation process is treated as a separate
process and the FWS identifies necessary changes in plan implementation which have
not been evaluated in the draft RMP/EIS, a supplement to the RMP/EIS could be
warranted.
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mineral exploration and development project proposals is gathered from project
proponents, the coordination and resolution of consultation activities cannot be
delegated to a private party, even though the nondiacretionary nature of some
activities could make resolution of project activity impacts on listed species difficult.

WILD AND SCENIC RIVERS

The draft RMP/EIS recommends different numbers of wild and scenic river
segments for designation under the various alternatives. Alternatives no-action
alternative (NA) and A recommend no river segments, and Alternatives B and C
recommend three, Alternative D recommends four, and Alternative recommends five
segments. Alternative PA recommends two river segments for designation (page 2-4g).
These differing recommendations raise a question regarding how river segments are
evaluated and recommended for wild and scenic river designation. The differences in
the alternatives are in management direction and objectives; the physical qualities of
each of the river segments under consideration would seem to be the same under
each of the alternatives. Therefore, if a river segment is both eligible and suitable for
designation, the final RMP/EIS should clarify how it is possible to recommend a given
segment in one alternative and not in another.

In addition, not all streams eligible for wild and scenic river designation are
studied for suitability in the draft RMP/EIS. The document notes that there will be
interim management of BLM land within a half-mile corridor of these streams in order
to protect their Outstandingly Remarkable Values. While the text describes some of
the elements included in this interim management, such as exclusion of timber harvest
in riparian areas and restriction of leasable and salable mineral development, it does
not give a tinieframe for the "interim." The final RMP/EIS should define the expected
time during which these streams will be managed under AMP interim management
direction and identify when suitability studies and possible recommendations will be
made regarding these streams.

In September i99i Oregon revised its WQS to add an antidegradation policy
under 340-41-026. The policy defines what will be considered Outstanding Resource
Waters (ORW) and sets forth a process for nominating and designating such waters.
This process is ongoing. The language in the standards states that "The Commission
may specially designate high quality waterbodies to be classified as Outstanding
Resource Waters in order to protect the water quality parameters that affect ecological
integrity of critical habitat or special water quality values that are vital to the unique
character of those waterbodies." Priority water bodies for nomination include Wild and
Scenic Rivers. With the potential listing of various salmon species as threatened or
endangered, it can be expected that critical habitat for these species will be
designated as ORW. Waters so designated may not have the water quality lowered
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Coordination and Consistency

The draft RMP/EIS presents a great deal of information regarding the northern
spotted owl. Since the concern and controversy regarding this species has spanned a
number of years, federal agencies, and court cases, there are a number of plans and
proposals that address owl populations, habitat, and management. The document
should better outline how the alternatives and management direction compare to
existing and draft reports and recommendations, such as the Draft Recovery Plan for
the Northern Spotted Owl, FWS (1992); Final EIS on Management for the Northern
Spotted Owl in the National Forests, USDA Forest Service (1992); Endangered
Species Committee Record of Decision (1992); Alternatives for Management of Late-
Successional Forests of the Pacific Northwest, Scientific Panel on Late-Successional
Forest Ecosystems (1991); A Conservation Strategy for the Northern Spotted Owl,
Interagency Scientific Committee (ISC) (1990).

For example, the final RMP/EIS should compare how the connectivity areas in
the AMP compare to the 50-11-40 rule outlined in the ISC report. The draft document
states that

The ISC originally developed the 50-11-40 criteria as a standard to evaluate
dispersal habitat across the landscape. This approach works well in the case of
the U.S. Forest Service where there is contiguous federal land ownership.
However, over much of the planning area, the BLM administers only halt of the
forest lands. (page 4-43)

The implication of this discussion is that the 50-11-40 criteria do not apply well to
Bureau lands. However, the ISC was convened through the cooperation of three
federal agencies, one of which was the BLM. Presumably, the ISC was aware of
federal land ownership patterns as it formulated its recommendations. Therefore, the
final RMP/EIS should clarify the similarities and differences between the AMP
connectivity areas and the expected results of application of the 50-11-40 rule and the
rationale for choosing one strategy over the other in the final RMP/EIS.

Finally, the final RMP/EIS should address management direction for timber sale
areas exempted by the Endangered Species Committee in 1992.

Nondiscretionary Activities/Minerals

The draft RMP/EIS seems to be inappropriately delegating consultation
responsibilities regarding nondiscretionary activities, such as locatable mineral
exploration and development. It states that such activities "which might jeopardize
federally Usted threatened or endangered plants, may have to be resotved between
the FWS and the claimants." (page 2-9). Compliance with Section 7 of the ESA is the
responsibility of federal agencies, such as the BLM. While important information about
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except on a short-term basis. In addition, land managers will be expected to fully
participate in the development of management plans to protect those waters.

ACCESS

The draft RMP/EIS notes that easements and reciprocal right-of-way
agreements provide access to 90 percent of agency lands (page 3-6). It would be
helpful if the final RMP/EIS also gave an indication of how much access the BLM
provides to intermingled landowners through federal license agreements, easements,
and reciprocal right-of-way agreements. One of the assumptions used in Chapter 4 in
the comparison of the alternatives is "[D]uring the ten-year life of the plan, new roads
would be constructed across BLM administered lands by private parties under the
terms of existing reciprocal right-of-way agreements." (page 4-23), However, the
document makes no estimate of the miles of road that might be constructed by private
parties.

The document indicates that new "...timber harvest roads would be kept to the
minimum necessary for management" (page xiii) and that "[A]ll roads would remain
open for administrative use, forest products removal, and access for mineral
exploration and development." (page 2.11). Two concerns arise related to this
management direction.

First, the draft RMP/EIS calls for the use of an interdisciplinary process to
develop the overall transportation systems and the establishment of road management
objectives. However, it does not address cooperation with other landowners. The
final RMP/EIS should outline how the BLM will coordinate and cooperate with adjacent
and intermingled landowners in order to plan, build, and maintain the permanent road
system and accomplish road management objectives. For example, similar to the
BLM's authorization for cooperative road programs, the Forest Service Road Right-of-
Way Construction and Use Agreement (Cost Share) program is also based on
authorization from the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 1976. The Forest
Service program includes requirements for annual meetings with road use partners in
order to discuss timber management activities; road use needs; road Construction
plans and standards (including surtacing); and maintenance obligations. The final
RMP/EIS should clarify whether the BLM road program includes similar coordination
methods that assist in accomplishing road management objectives.

Second, the draft RMP/EIS mentions road closures in a number of contexts
throughout the document in conjunction with various management oblectives. For
example, on page 2-28, the draft RMP/EIS notes that [A]ccess management,
including closure, would be applied to reflect biodiversity and multiple use needs.", and
on page 2-41, the draft RMP/EIS addresses roads and recreation sites and notes that
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if 'maintenance of such facilities is not adequately funded, some of them may be
closed.....The term 'closed appears to be used in Iwo ways in the draft RMP/EIS; it
can mean either administratively closed (using such means as gates or other barriers)
or obliterated (restored to the natural land contour and vegetation). Since both the
economic coats and environmental costs of the two methods of closure may differ
substantially, the final RMP/EIS should clarify which method of closure is appropriate
related to specific issues and objectives. In those cases in which the road will remain
on the permanent transportation system but in which road use will be restricted by an
administrative closure, the final RMP/EIS should address non-traffic-generated
maintenance needs that will ensure that culverts remain unobstructed and ditches are
cleaned in order to prevent road 'blow outs' during winter storms. In addition, the
document should address road maintenance priorities that can guide decisionmaking
when funding is not adequate for complete road system maintenance.

The discussion of road issues for Alternative C notes that where

"road construction is needed, road density would not exceed that needed if
clear cut harvesting were planned. It may be preferable to use more expensive
logging techniques than to build additional roads, provided the sales could be
sold above the cost of sale preparation." (2-28).

This is also stated for the PA on page 2-36. Many foresters contend that partial cut
and shelterwood systems often require greater road densities than clearcut systems.
In addition, partial cut and shelterwood systems may have higher per unit sale
preparation costs. Therefore, the final RMP/EIS should further explain how this road
density objective will be achieved. For example, the document should clarify whether
use of helicopters is an option for accessing and harvesting timber sales. If so, the
final RMP/EIS should include a discussion of noise impacts that could be associated
with helicopter use, including the noise levels that might be experienced by those who
live or recreate in the vicinity. This is important because helicopters at 500 feet are
comparable to sound levels of heavy trucks and city buses heard from the street. This
could be significant in areas of very low ambient noise levels. One source of
information on helicopter noise effects in non-urban areas is the draft and final
National Surface Water Survey - Western Wilderness Area Lakes, Environmental
Assessment, EPA 910/g-85-125 and EPA 910/9-85-126, March 1985 and April 1985.
[Copies may be borrowed from the EPA, Region 10 library at (206) 553-1259.]

TIMBER MANAGEMENT AND SILVICULTURE

The final RMP/EIS should clarify the BLMs philosophy regarding the annual sale
quantity (ASQ) and identify whether it considers the ASO a goal or a mandated level of
timber production. In addition, the draft RMP/EIS assumes that there will be sufficient
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The socloeconomica analysis concludes that the reductions in timber harvest
associated with the PA would be expected to result in significant reductions in
employment and income in the affected area. The Kiamath Falls draft RMP/EIS
provides a somewhat more complete picture in that it provides an estimate of the
state-wide effects of the BLM and Forest Service land management alternatives. We
recommend that the final RMP/EIS for Salem District include an analysis similar to
what is found in the Kiamath Falls RMP/EIS. We would also recommend the analysis
be expanded to include more information on other sectors of the economy,

The current analysis appears to be a static analysis; it implicitly assumes that
other sectors of the economy do not change over the analysis period and thus shows
the potential effects of the BLM and Forest Service activity in isolation from the rest of
the economy. The analysis would be substantially more useful if BLM entered as
inputs to its input-output model current forecasts of how other sectors of the Oregon
economy are expected to change over the next decade. It is entirely possible that this
more holistic economic analysis would show that the regional economy is likely to be
employing more people over the next decade; jobs lost in the timber industry may be
replaced by jobs created in other sectors of the economy.

A secondary benefit of doing the type of expanded analysis suggested above is
that it might provide a picture of what types of jobs might become available in the
future and what types of job training or vocational training would assist displaced
timber workers in finding new long-term employment. This, in turn, would allow the
final RMP/EIS to discuss and evaluate options for Federally sponsored displaced work
assistance that might be used to mitigate the adverse employment impacts of the
selected management plan. Although such assistance may well be outside the scope
of the authority of BLM or the Forest Service, it is not outside the scope of the
authority of Congress. The CEO Regulations encourage the evaluation and
consideration of alternatives not within the jurisdiction of the lead agency [1502.14(c)].

Finally, the final RMP/EIS5 could also be improved if the degree to which the
economic activities on ELM managed lands are likely to be economically
self-supporting was addressed. A quantitative analysis of each "revenue and cost"
stream would allow the audience of the RMP/EIS to understand the magnitude of the
subsidies involved and to determine whether continuing these subsidies would be
good public policy. In addition to timber harvest revenues, this analysis should include
such items as grazing fees and mineral royalties.

FUNDING

The draft RMP/EIS states that "timber sale volumes and associated programs
would be reduced ii annual funding is not sufficient to support the relevant actions
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funding for forestry activities, such as reforestation, thinning, tree improvement, and
fertilization, in support of the ASO level (page 2-41). Since these activities contribute
to the ASO, the final document should identify silvicultural management priorities that
could guide activities should they not be sufficiently funded during plan
implementation. This is particularly important since estimates indicate that
management costs under the PA could be 2.a times higher than traditional coats per
unit output (page 2-41) and the draft RMP/EIS assumes that reforestation under the
PA mill use oniy genetically improved reforestation stock.

The final RMP/EIS should consider timber sale economics as a management
concern for analysis in response to the full public disclosure intent of NEPA and in
response to the national controversy regarding below-cost timber sales. The draft
notes that growth enhancing practices, such as precommercial thinning, forest
fertilization, and pruning will be utilized. (page 2-10). The Appendix Sensitivity
Analysis on page 4-2 indicates that both precommercial thinning and fertilizstion tend
to have negative present net values. Therefore, the final document should provide
clear descriptions of key assumptions regarding intensive management practices,
Interdisciplinary Team costs, sale preparation, timber pricing, product valuation,
discount rates, rotation lengths, road and access coats, and road maintenance.

EPA supports the proposal in Alternative C encouraging agreements that could
be '...pursued with private landowners and other land management agencies to
optimize the extent and distribution of old growth restoration and retention areas while
minimizing undue impact on multiple resource use' EPA would also like to
encourage coordination with adjacent landowners regarding timber management
practices, particularly harvest activities. For example, many public agencies and some
private companies have adopted guidelines requiring regeneration on adjacent parcels
to be of a certain size (e.g., trees 4 1/2 feet tall) or stocking level before adjacent
timber sale units may be harvested.

SOCIOECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The CEO Regulations state that "When an environmental impact statement is
prepared and economic or social and natural or physical environmental effects are
interrelated, then the environmental impact statement will discuss all of these effects
on the human environment." (Section 1508.14). The proposed action will affect small
timber communities in western Oregon, the entire state and the Pacific Northwest
region. The draft RMP/EIS has evaluated the environmental consequences of the
proposal. EPA is providing comments and suggestions on ways to improve the
analysis of the social and economic effects.
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assumed in the plan." (page 2-41). We are concerned that the PA and alternative C
will be costlier to implement since they both contain more nontraditional timber
management approaches. The draft RMP/EIS indicates that for these two alternatives
the costs of nontraditional timber management would be approximately 2.8 times
higher per unit of timber sold than for the more traditional timber management
alternatives.

The final RMP/EIS needs to describe in greater detail: how ELM funding levels
are established each year; whether allocations are based solely on the amount of
timber cut; whether each yearly allocation is "ear marked" for specific uses; and what
effect this more costly nontraditional timber management will have on the funds
available for a variety of noritimber harvest activities. Management of BLM
administered lands involves a variety of activities including; data gathering, research,
monitoring, cooperation with agencies for management of resident wildlife; completion
of management/activity plans; maintenance of recreation facilities; and education
programs. The final RMP/EIS needs to describe in greater detail how a funding
shortfall will affect the variety of activities included in this plan. Will all activities be cut
back equally if funding is not sufficient? Do some management activities have a higher
priority for completion than others? Will all resources be equally or adequately
protected if funding is less than anticipated or needed?

CONSISTENCY AND COORDINATION

While the Appendix discusses agency efforts to work with state agencies and
counties on ways to make the RMP consistent with plans, policies, and programs, of
other agencies, the document does not discuss what effort was made regarding
National Forest Land Management Plans for adjacent Forest Service lands (Appendix
1-E, page 1-23). It other federal lands are key to the success clan alternative, the
final RMP/EIS should clearly outline what types of coordination and cooperation will be
a pan of plan implementation.

The draft RMP/EIS briefly discusses agreements that ". . .may be pursued with
private landowners and other land management agencies to obtain en optimum
distribution of old growth restoration and retention areas while the impact on timber
harvest and other resource uses." (page 2-26). This presents a strong incentive for
the BLM to pursue coordination, and if possible, consistency efforts with its adjacent
landowners, both public and private. The final RMP/EIS should further outline and
discuss the purpose, scope, and specific management activities that could be covered
in such cooperative agreements.
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The CEO regulations encourage tierirlg of NEPA documents.

Agencies are encouraged to tier their environmental impact statements to
eliminate repetitive discussions of the same issues and to focus on the actual
issues ripe for decision at each level of environmental review (8 150828).
Whenever a broad environmental impact statement has been prepared (such as
a program or policy statement) and a subsequent statement or environmental
assessment is then prepared on an action included within the entire program or
policy (such as 5 site specific action) the subsequent statement or
environmental assessment need only summarize the issues discussed in the
broader statement and incorporate discussions from the broader statement by
reference and shall concentrate on the issues specific to the subsequent action.
(40 CFR § 1502.20)

While programmatic documents, such as AMPs, provide important management
direction, they do not contain sufficient site-specific detail to substitute for site-specific
analysis for individual projects implemented under AMP direction. For example, in the
draft AMP/EIS, under all alternatives, 'air quality impacts associated with BLM
administered activities are normally of very short duration and would have no short or
long-term impacts on regional sir quality." (page 4-7). While the programmatic AMP
partially addresses potential air quality impacts in the region, its brief analysis should
riot be used as the basis for concluding that future site-specific prescribed burning
proposals will have no effect on local sensitive air quality areas or RIA5.

The draft RMP/EIS implies that there may be a second level of planning activity
between the AMP level and the individual project level. If activity level planning is
another decision-making point in BLM activity scheduling, such decisions are subject
to the provisions of NEPA, as are individual project decisions, such as new land use
authorizations, timber sales, land adjustments, mining activities, and consideration of
silvicultural treatments (including site preparation and prescribed burning proposals).

Further, the final RMP/EIS should provide specific direction regarding the
preparation of tiered NEPA documents. The draft RMP/EIS refers a number of times
to future tiered EAs, but this should not be construed as a directive to prepare solely
EAs for individual projects. In some cases, EIS5 or categorical exclusions (CE) will be
more applicable. Therefore, the final AMP/EIS should identity the criteria for
determining what sort of NEPA documentation will be required for future projects (EIS
vs. EA vs. CE). In addition, it should provide guidance for the scope of analyses
expected in these tiered documents to clarity what analyses and issues are considered
completely addressed in the RMP/EIS, and what analyses and issues should be
further considered based on site-specifc resources and conditions.
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This document establIshes Region 10 EPA policy on the management of nparlan areas,
primarily those affected by nonpoint source (MPG) activities. EPA recognises that riparian
areas kerve many important functions and possess numerous values, including a major
role In maintenance of the quality of the Nation's waters. The national intent of Congress
to protect and improve the Nation waters Is established in the Clean Water Ac.
Riparian areas can provide many uses, such as; recreation, forage, and timber. EPA

recognIzes that riparian areas can be used for these and other activities il management
practices are implemented that protect or restore natural functions.

This policy will:

Alert local, state, and federal land managers, owners, and users to EPA'S
concerns in the riparian area planning and management process

AssIst the states in Region 10 with the implementation of rfpanan area
protection or improvement in their management programs

Provide guidance to Region 10 personnel in the execution of EPA'S
responsibilities under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)n,

Clean ibir Acte, and the Clean Water Act.

DEFINITION

Ripanan areas are zones that influence and are strongly influenced by an adjacent aquatic
environment. They occur as complete ecosystems or as an ecotone between aquatic and

terrestrIal ecosystems but have distinct vegetation and soil characteristics becauseof
seasonally free and unbound soil moisture, These areas are associated with nveise lakes,
reservoirs, and intermittent, or perennial streams. They may also be adjacent tosprings.

seeps, wetlartds1 and ephemeral streams.

Topographic relief and presence of deposilional soils most strongly influence the extent
of water regimes and associated riparian zones. Thus; the boundary of a riparian area
vanes from site to site and must be determined for each specific location. Some riparian

areas are defined as wetiands. Others are not, because they do not possess the
necessary hydrologic water regime, a predominance of hydric sofa, or a prevalence of
hydrophytic vegetation as described in the Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating
Jurisdictional Weifands.
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Monitorino of Ricarlan Areas

EPA believes rlparlan area monitoring should be a high priority for any NPS
management program. Monitoring Is critical for land managers to evaluate
their success In meeting their objectives for euproving and protecting
nparlan areas and water quality. When monitoring results indicate violations
or other problems, adjustments can be made in the practices Implemented
on the riparlan area and the entire watershed ("feedback loop'). EPA will
actively promote environmental monitoring at a lavel consistent with the
condition of the riparlan area and the sensitivity of the designated water
uses.

Public Education end Involvement in Rioarian Areas

EPA will use reviews of Section 319 grant proposals, NEPA documents.
program and project plans, conferences, prepared presentations,
information exchanges, and distribution of written materials to increase the
awareness of and responsibility for healthy ripaflan areas. EPA will also
encourage and support efforts that directly involve people in local activities
to protect, improve, and restore healthy riparian areas. The goal of these
actions Is to have a motivated, educated public who understand the value
of and critical need for healthy riparlan areas.

Site-Soecific Presciiotion

EPA will encourage and support innovative solutions to site specific
problems fi riparian management

I
A RESOLUTION IN SUPPORT OS" CONTINUgD MANAGEMENT

OF 0 & C TIMBERLANDS

Whereas, the Bureau of Land Management has requested public inputon ata ten-year land and resource management plan, and
Whereas, the health, peace and safety of the people ofCounty are affected by the alternative selected by thethe management of 0 & C timberlands, and
Whereas, the natural resources provided through aggressjvsanagement of federal lands under the 0 & C Sustained Yield ActIf 1937 has contributed to social and economic stability in 18Jestern Oregon counties, including Douglas County, and
ihereas, the Counties have invested more than one billion dollars:o fund intensive forest management on these lands with theixplicjt expectation of an ongoing return on this investment, and
thereas, 0 & C lands continue to provide a reliable employmentase for many Oregon communities, and
hereas 0 & C lands also provide diverse and sustainable habitator fish and Wildlife, clean air and water, and Outdoorecreation opportunities and
hereas, these lands should continue to provide economictability, healthy and productive forests and reliable employmentace,

iserefore, be it resolved that the City of Drain supports theantinued managemefl of these lands in accordance With the 0 & Cistained Yield Act of 1937 to provide a Stable and predictableevel of timber harvest for Oregon communities While Consideringther resource values, and

it resolved that We support the principles of multiple use forlese 0 & C lands Which include management for timber, Water,lcreatjon and Wildlife, and
I it further resolved that we encourage legislation that Wouldact a balance management plan into law by the Congress of theuSed States of America and remove management decision from thederal court system.

ssed by the City Council, of the City of Drain, 'ouglas County,egon this 14th day of December, 1992.

Douglas
SLM for

TEST: _)__
Bill Ewing, CitL,Admjn.Cy CDt-
1.O c(f l
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December 22, 1992

D. Dean Bibles, State Director
Bureau of Land Management
P0 Box 2965
Portland, Oregon 97208

Dear Mr. Bibles,

I fee! compelled to register my concerns with the Preferred Alternatives outlined in the
Resource Management Plan and Environmental Impact Statement whtch will result na ten-year
plan for the BLM lands.

As is noted by BLM staff, the Preferred Alternatives will have a negative impact on key
Oregon industries such as timber and agriculture.

I do not understand how we have come to this predicament. BLM lands have been used for
decades as multiple use lands that provide a base for economic activity. It now appears there
is another agenda that would take productive lands and set them off for recreation, etc. Where
was the public input that led to the Preferred Alternatives. Can they be altered at this time?
Have you considered the key industries, the County governments and the regional public in
your decisions?

II would constitute u serious set back of our economy if these plans were to go from draft to
final with little change. I request that this train be stopped dead and the public be called in as
a partner to assure realistic uses of the public BLM lands. Please change the timetable for
consideration of public comment, and work much closer with the public in reaching conclusions
such as Preferred Alternatives.

Gene Timms
Senate Republican Leader

OREGON STATE SENATE
SALEM, OREGON

97310.1347
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United States
Department of
Agriculture

Dear Mr. Bibles:

I appreciate the opportunity to review and comment on the six draft Resource
Management Plans/EnvirOnmental Impact Statements you recently sent out for
public corenent. I have attempted to coordinate and consolidate the reviews of
the documents done by Foreet Supervieors and by this office; the eocloeed
papers and letters constitute my response to the draft documents.

Overall, I am impressed with the depth and thoughtfulness of the draft piano;
your staff and all those involved are to be commended. However, I do have none
concerns about how the draft Resource Management Plans deal with the northern
spotted owl. The draft Resource Management Plans propose to adopt a different
approach for management of the northern spotted owl than either the 151
strategy or the draft Recoveey Plan. Because of this we empect to hmve to
compensate with a new alternative in our Suppleeent to the FEDS on management
for the northern spotted owl.

I believe either the ISC strategy or the draft Recovery Plan provides a cession
basis 6 or cooperation in meeting spotted owl recovery needs and achieving our
agency land menagement goale end objectives. As you develop your final plane,
I recoesnend that we cork together to develop plans that will be compatible eith
the Recovery Plan developed by the Fish and Wildlife Service, and thus avoid
differences or impacts between our agencies that could result in less than
optimum results f or both spotted owl recovery and effective management of
public lands.

Sincerely,

Regiori'al Forester

Enclosure

Cosonendationa:

The ELM should be eoeueended f or the major shift toward a more multiple-use
management esphasis.

we wish to thank those ELM employees who helped us with information during our
review. In every ease, that assistance helped us understand mere of the
protection being offered to the spotted owl.

We apprewiate and commend ELM for their continued support and conduct of
spotted owl-related research, both within the ELM and cooperatively with ethers
inwluding the forest Service.

Background:

In lanumry 1992 the Forest Service completed a Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEDS) with a preferred alternative to manage according to the ISC-
Strategy. The FOlD contained a Spotted Owl viability assessment for each of
the five alternatives analysed. A primary element of that asses sment was the
assumption that the ELM would ' . manage their lands with a level of spotted
owl protection sinilar to that of the ISC Strategy" (FEIS 304-45). The
Supplement to the EIS now being prepared will use a viability assessment based
upon the aseumption that the ELM will manage according to the preferred
Alternative in the Draft Resource Management Plans (RMP5) . As a result, a
modification of the Preferred Alternative will likely be necessary.

We have compared the Preferred Alternatives for the Draft RHP'S with the bC
Strategy. Relative to the ISC Strategy, the Draft RED's:

a Result in 62,000, or 0 percent, fewer acres of owl habitat at year 10 and
71,000 fewer acres at year SD. Similarly, there is a 4-percent reduction
in old-growth sfter 10 years, a 6-percent reduction in old growth after 105
years, end a 6-percent reduction in 'blocks' of habitat in 15 years;

Do not protect home-range siae areas (Category rio HCAB) for all
currently known and future pairs of spotted owls in the Oregon Coast Range
Area of Concern;

* Do not adopt the 50-11-40 rule bit instead describe management that will
delay, for 40-50 years, the developeeot of forest stand conditions which
meet the dispersal standards set forth in the ISC Strategy. This results
in 385 fewer quarter townships eeeting the 50-11-40 rule at years 30-40,

* Schedule timber harvest on 143,000 acres within HCf,e. The scenario put
forth for the silvicultural creation of suitable habitat for the northern
spotted Owl Over S number of decades is presented as if the outcome ie
certain. Some acknowledgement of the risk should be included. It in
uncertain whether biologists can adequately describe owl habitat, whether
prescriptions can be written to awhieve that habitat, whether such
preecriptioms can be successfully implemented, whether monitcrisg will be
designed and implemented that will measure success of the implementation,

Ferest
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COMMENTS FROM THE U.S.D.A. FOREST SERVICE, REGION 6
ON THE SIX BUREAU OF LORD MANAGEMENT

WESTERN OREGON DRkRT RESOURCE MANAGENEEFF P1,0265
END ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEEOENTS

3. Timber Modeling and AEQ Cnlculati000
(Salem District Plan(

Forest Pest Management

5. Rural Interface

6 Coosnenta from the DiskiyOu and Rogue River National
Forests (Medford District plan(

7. Cooanents from the Siskiyou National Forest
(Coos Say District Plan(

0. Coeoeentc from the Winema National Forest
(Elamath Falls Plan)

9. Coenoents from the Siuslaw National Forest
(Salem, Eugene and Cons Say District Plans(

end whet her monitoring will result io appropriate adjustments to
treatments.

Viability Rating and Mitigation:

It appeare that theee differ ences will affect the viability of the northern
spotted owl on the National Forests. The ISC ". - concluded that the Owl is
imperiled over significant portions of its range..." and ". in some portions of
the owl's range, few options for managing habitat remain open.." CISC page 1)
The ISC also reported that "The situation for dispersal habitat on ELM lands is
not good and getting rapidly worse, We consider the ELM lands to the weak link
in the proposed strategy...' (Gas on A Conservation Strategy question

666 (
Thus, because of the breakup of normal dispersion patterns and the

reoiltant risk of isolation of the coast range, eubstantial corrective actions
in order to ensure long-term viability On National Forests may be required. If
so, mitigation would likely focus on increasing the siem of NCP,e en the Suuslsw
National Forest reid at critical links between physiOgraPhiC provinces to
increase the future population of spotted owls in order to increase
probabilities of successful movement of owls among physiegraPhic provinces.

Recommendation:

The Forest Service and ELM are currently working on LIE's that include
management strategies for the northern spotted owl. We recoessend (1) that the
ELM adopt a strategy for managing the northern spotted owl which ie consistent
with the ISC Strategy and/or the Recovery Plan, and (2( that strategy be
incorporated into the Resource Menagement Plans.
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Mr. D. Dean Bibles Contents: Page

State Director
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2. NEPA-Related Coeeeents

Since all of the RMp's/EIS's are similar coeeesns apply to all of the
documents. -

Documents seem to be well written, easy to underetand, and have all of
the parts mandated by the CEQ regulations for implementing NEPA (40 CFR
1500-1008). They also make good use of maps charts, graphs, and pictures.

Documents are set up to make a wide variety of decisions, much the way
the Forest Service did during the first round of Forest Plen development.
With a purpose and need of providing a "... comprehensive framework for
allocating and managing the natural resources in the area Within the
principles of multiple use and sustained resource yield" )Klamath Falls
Resource Area RMP end SIS) , the BLM is forced to look at a broad list of
itaues and a broad range of alternatives. Had they been able to build on
previous plenning efforts and narrow the scope of this analysis to the
"things that need changing," they may have had a much less cumbersome
planning process.

The documents never spell out clearly what decisiona will be made as a
result of this analysis. At a glance, it appears that decisions are being
made about management direction for a variety of resources, land
allocations are to be made, areas of critical environmental concern are
being selected, and possibly some recoeeeendations are to be made regarding
Wild and Scenic River suitability but a reader must really search to figure
these things out.

0. The BIS's discuss effects on global climate. We have taken the
approach to date that this is outside the scope of our analyses and that
there is too little information avai lame to provide a reasonable estimate
of effects.

3. Timber Modeling and ASQ Calculation (Salem District Draft Resourcm
Management Plan)

The methods used to model timber are described in Chapter 2 and Appendices
2-A to 2-0. In general these sections are well organiesd, clear, and
concise. The methodology for estimating empirical yields, projecting
future yields, and assigning timber harvest methods and silvicultural
treatments for a given alternative appear logical and sound. The
eeplanation and rationale for the genetic "tree improvement" program is
written in terms that the general public should understand.

Appendia 2-f describes the meet Management Practices and the classification
system used to identify unsuitable and restricted ground. The recommended
practices for eaoh classified area are also clearly explained. There is no
table shooing the acreage within each land classification, however. This
table would help the reader determine the significance of these restricted

4. Forest Pest Management

A. GENERAL COMNEXiTS

We are impressed with the change in emphasis for 8tH management
that these Resource Management Plans indicate. In general, the plans
appear to be genuine first efforts to develop something approaching a
sustainable ecosystem management program. They certainly do not
represent "business as usual."

The documents are quite well organised and obviously represent a
great deal of work.

In our opinion, the practice of defining a program or concept at
the beginning of the documents and subsequently using an acronym or
only the onatuale of that program or concept is confusing, needlessly
obscure, and extremely annoying. It would be much better to avoid
these kindo of shortcuts altogether. lose of the fully spelled-out
words would flake the documents much more readable.

The documents need editing. In particular, the spelling of
scientific names should be checked thoroughly. For example Phellinus
the genus of the moat important forest pathogen in western Oregon, is
spelled "Phillinue" several times in the Roeeburg District Plan.
Also, references need to be checked. Some that appear in the texts
are not listed in the respective References Cited sections.

B. SPECIFIC COMWhNTS RgI,ATIVE TO VEGETATIQNJINSECT ROW DISEASE MANAGENENT

When referring to competing vegetation management, all Resource
Management Plans are tiered to the 5LM's 1989 SOS, !WEfAn
Oregon-Management of Comoeting Vecetation. Noxious weed references
are tiered to the 1987 Suppleeent, and Record of Decision, to the l98d
RIO, porthwest Noxious Weed Control. This appears to be a reasonable
approach, and we believe that the documents to which they are being
tiered are of good quality.

In our opinion, none of the Resource Management Plane adequately
addressee insect and disease concerns. Coverage is superficial and
vague, and the plans, as written, strongly imply that insects and
diseases are not important. We are particularly concerned about the
following points,

a) Insects and diseases are not mentioned in any issues Or
concerns. Forest health is mentioned peripherally, but the
insect and disease components are, for the most part, ignored.
Existing Conditions of ineects and diseases in management areas
are not addressed or are superficially addressed (with the
exception of the Klmsath Falls Resource Area Plan), and
quantitative data (which are available) are not included.
Monitoring of insect and disease effects will be impossible since
there is no base line for comparison. Little or so effort is
made to project effecre of new management practices on future

The harveat scheduling and 531 calculations for this Draft Plan are based
on a premise that the 000-Oecliming-Yield constraint limits harvests for
the first decade. Given the emerging concerns over threatened and
endangored species, watershed protection, and other cumulative effects,
this premise may be false. Os moot National Forest land a in western
Oregon, the first-decade harvest acreage is moot limited by the
requirements to meet eoistiog stondarde and guidelines. In the past few
yearn the available timber managemeot acreage has declined, with the
removal from the baso of relatively undeveloped areas (mg., spotted Owl
ECA's, etc.). The areas that recoin in the base are gsoerally heavily
impacted by past cutting and cannot be harveetnd nor at their long-term
sustained-yield level. On BLM lands, which are ofteo intermingled with
private 000crahips, thearshott-term harvest limitations nay be am severe.

For Alternative 0 only, a data base model was ussd to ensure thor the
50-11-40 requiremect for spotted owl swaB met. We t000mmend that you
sepacd this model to include other "cumulative effect" factors which may
limit your harvest leval in the coning decade. This model could oalculato
the allowable harveat acreaga for each relevant subarea of the listriot for
thm romiog dooadc)o) end be used in conjunction with the TRIM-PillS model.
Alternatively, a short-term linear progreuuoimg model )F000L010 or SARA)
mould be uned to determine the potmntial harvest acreage by subarea and
typo im tha first few dooadca of the plan.

besot and disease impacts. S000 of the proposed management
changes will affect insect end pathogen populations profoundly.

We believe that significant insects and pathogeoa should receive
treatment as inportant concerns or planning considerations under
at least the "timber production practices" issue raised in all
the plans. Specifically, laminated root rot end bugles-fir
beetle should receive coverage inweatside District plans (where
they presently receive only brief mention) - Pine bark beetlea,
dwirf mistletoes, Axmillnris root di seasa, end annosun root
disesne should be addreseed in the Klamath Falls Resource Area
plan. They are discussed in the draft but should be addreoaed ic
much greater detail.

b) Many of the plans refer to insects and diseases as "natural
components of the ecosystem" and seem to ieply that, under that
rm0500icg, thoro is little need to consider their menagemeot.
While it in true that iosecta and pathogeni are natural ecosystem
corepooenta, so arm fires, vegetation that conpeteawi th treen,.
animals that consume treea, heavily stocked etande, etc. We

suggest that insects end pathogens are "agcota of change" that
should concern the forest manager just as much as those other
forces thet managers traditionally attempt to influecce. There
certainly will be cases where active management of insects and
diseases will not be desirable hot, in such cases, a competent
manager should know the consequences of the no-action
alternative. An the plans now stand, this will not be the case.

0) The plans repeatedly indioate that control methods will be
applied to insecta and pattogona if large outbreaks develop. We

believo this is a poor way to manage insects and disemees. The
preferred method of maneging populati000 of insects and pathogeon
in to use a prevontion approach with the goal of never allowing
epidemics to dovmlop. Integrated pest management techniques,
including silvicultural manipulation of atands to prevect the
development of conditions favorable for damaging population
incresacs, ia our preferred method.

The plan a address the coed to practice very intensive foreotry
00 areas beiog manoged primarily for the timber production
objective. Thinning, use of genetically ouperior planting stork,
competing vegotatios management, etc., aro advocated as methods
toiocrease production. lOse of proper management techniques for
insects aod diseases should be include Gas inpor rant methods for
reducing timber growth loss and mortality.

0) Effects of insects and diseases on manageneot objeotives other
than timber production are hardly mentioned at all. At the very
lsast, the potential impacts of insects and diseases on these
obj ertiveo showld be outlined end estimated.

f( These docomeots do not contain an accepted defioiticn of
"forest heolth." Wecocsidcr a dosired state of forest health is
a ccnditioo where biotic and abictic ioflue000s (i.e., insects,
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diseases, atmospheric deposition, fire, silvicultural treatments.
harvesting practices) do not threaten ecosystem austainability
and attainment of management Objectives for a given forest unit
now or in the future. Other definitions exist. All the BIN plans
refer to ieiproving and promoting forest health. However, most of
the plans do not indicate how the term is defined. Several of
the plans suggest that various activities (such as retaining a
certain number of trees following a harvest, for example) will
ensure forest health. As most of the plans are now en tten,
there is no way to judge whether such statements have any
meaning. We suggest a single, coherent definition be adopted and
used in all the plans.

Landowner surveys within the Non-Industrial Private Forest 1SIPFI ownership
group, recently completed by Washington and Oregon, indicated the land ethic of
these individuals is high. Forest Service programs focused at enhancing good
land stewardship by the landowner has had good acceptance. Data regarding
timber supply and rates of conversion indicate that this landowner group has a
willingness to manage their lands for cossnodities. These results are not
consiatent with the distance/conflict theory of the Bureau of Land Management.

Conflict Avoidance through Buf faring

The conclusion from the analysis is that if Federal lands are buffered with
minimum management prescriptions, conflicts with local landownrernwi 11
minieioed, Given the hested debate on the multitude of issues facing land
management agencies. this is not a likely result. It would be more appropriate
to consider a direction in dealing with conflicts which staten -that conflicts
will occur and that a project success will be based on project selection,
building a public involvement process that gains consensus on the objective,..
and clearly defining the decirion space for the manager.

Direction to Counties on Secondary Lands

The State of Oragon has given new direction to the counties mandating that they
designate the Secondary Forest Land Zone by .Ianuaey a, 1993. This will reducs
the number of potential residences. Any allocations by the Bureau of Land
Management should be reflective of this change.

forest Service Objectives

Forest Service objectives in regards to the Rural Interface are to implement
the policy given by Congress to work through and in cooperation with State
Foresters in implementing Federal programs affecting non-Federal forest lands.
It is important to the Forest Service role to operate its programs affecting
non-Federal lands within the regulatory framework of State end local
government. The Forest Service will provide assistance to develop

- eultipla-resource forest management plans that meet landowner objectives and
provide sound stewardship of all natural resources. Programs such as curd
development will help look at framing our future land management decisions. On
the National Forest, decisions for Special Use Permits will consider local
government direction to avoid unnecessary encumberances.
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5. Rural Interface

Dnitsd Stats. Forest RO

Department of Service
Agriculture

Reply to: BIN Draft Plane

Subject: Rural Interf ace

TO: Director, land Management Planning

The purpose of these cosenents is to aid in the response by the Forest Service
to the Bureau of Land Manageement Draft Resource Management Plans for the State
of Oregon.

The Bureau of Land Management Draft Plans for each of the districts in Oregon
are tiered to the Medtocd District Draft Management Plan on the issue of Rural
Intsrf ace. Rural Interface is an issue that has been identified as affecting
decisions of federal and state agencies in formulating land management goals.
Theouy from the draft manageeeot plane on Rural Interface states that if a
change is the social values for an area occur, 'traditional activities' will be
curtailed or have a greater coat. Nationwide, there are changing social values.
The Overall increase in population is a primacy factor. This increase is
coupled with a shift in the rural portions of states from those faxiliee that
earned a living directly from the land to the families that choose to reside in
the rural setting without a tie economically to the land base. Taken together,
the aocial value nysten for rural arear has shifted.

The differences between the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management on
ths issue are reflective of the mission for eaoh agency. Central to the Forest
Service mission is the focus on the people element and the role they play in
land management. Programs for the Forest Servios range through the continuum of
human in teraction wi thin ecosystems that begin in the urban environment and
grade outward to the low level of interaction found in the wilderness. Because
of these program elements, the Foreet Service disagreen with the analysis on
Rural Interface and the decisions in land allocations that are based on that
analysis.

Analyeis Methods

The analysis is based on the premise that conflict between the agency and the
public is directly related to distance of management activities from
reSidences. Potential lot sire along with the distance from the property
boundaries in then used to develop the degree of potential conflict to land
management activities.

Thin is too simple to reflect the complicated interactions within the Rural
Interface. Ad stated in the document ICh 3-123), counties' efforts t coning
large lot rise have been unsuccessful in facilitating public land management
activities. Conflict still occurs regardless of distance. Public involvement,
type of activities, history of relationships, and timing of activities also
ploy a role in estimating the degree of conflict.

9. Cocesenta frim the Siuslaw National Forest (Sales. lugene and Coon Say District Plans

Data: 12/14/92

DEC0
4o7r. W. Research Way
P.O. Box 1148
Cornailis. OR 91339-1148

Reply to: 1920/1950 Date: November 25, 1992

Subject: Revise of BLM Resource Management Plens by Sissies Nstionel Forest

To: Regional Forester

We here revieeed three of the BLM Resource Management Plans end Environments)
impect Statements--Salem, Eugene end Coos Bey Districts. This reviee has been
coordinated emong the appropriate Renger Districts chose comments are attached.

The overall impression is there has been excellent work on developing planning
procedures end describing the cork in very readable NEPA documents. We ore
gied to see the BLM has adopted an ecosystem msnegement objective for the
Preferred Alternative and has done an admirable Job of publicizing thst intent.

The RIM and Forest Service are presently faced with very similar lend
management csncerss, e.g., maintaining healthy ecosystems In the Coast Range
164% of Seieo District is in the Coast Rangei, mana0ir:g for recovary of
threatened and endangered species associated eith mature/old growth conifer
forests, evaluating streans for Wild & Scenic River status, and improving
protection of aetersheds end fish resources. However, the lao agencies conduct
separate planning processes eith different methods for cisssifyieg lands and
addressing management requirenents. The intermingled land ownership patterns
in the Coast Range will require more coordination If em went to reach some
common goals for ecosystem management.

Some of our concerns related to Inconsistent approaches 1-0 management include
the fyi being:

There are epparent differences In hon the Siuslaa NF and BLIf will
nanege habitat for nortl,ern spotted owl. The Preferred Alternative in the
Salem DistrIct RhIP indicates lands within DesIgnated Conseruation Areas are
included in old-growth emphasis areas iOGEAsi. Management of OCEAn
includes long-rotation timber management 1150-300 yearn> and thinnings for
density management. The '50-11-40' guideline from the Interagency
Ocientif it Cononitfee report, "A Conservation Strategy for the Northern
Spotted 05(0, appears not to be adopted. These dIfferences could affect
our abli ity to meet rwcovsry goals for the spotted owl end could conflict
with expectations for access across adjacent FS land.

The Salem District lands In General Forest Management Areas IGFMA1 mould
be managed primarily for timber productIon wIth traditional methods of
7S105 year rotations, 40-acre harvest units, reforestation aith
genetically Improved seedlings when available, fertilization of all
suitable stands, prescribed fire for site preparation, and, ehen needed,
herbicide to provide planting spaces and reduce coopetiog vegetation.

p.sran-as,.n

United States Forest Sissies
Department of Service National
Agriculture Foreat



The Sissies HF is currently exploring new ways of managing timber lands to
be more responsive to ecosystem management objectives. We strongly support
the ELM proposal to manage the GFM.A for landscape level diversity and to
plan to leave acne large, live trees in harvest areas. We would encourage
BLM to explore additional ways to manage the forest lands for diversity and
to address ways to reduce fragmentation of mature/old-growth ecosystems.

3. The ELM appears 't be using different assumptions than the Sluslaw NP
used for estimating effects of alternatives on fish habitat qusiity and
resulting fish numbers. information provided in Chapter 4 of the Sulen
District EIS shows there are no expected differences in habitat quality
between alternatives (excluding Alternatives NA and Al. although the
alternatives are designed with varying widths of Riparien Management Areas
(RHA) along streams. This gives the impression that the BLM assumes larger
RMA widths, with the potential to provide greater quantities of large woody

debris for stream strsCture. are not expected to provide greater benefits
to stream condition. This approach differs from our current understanding
of fIsh habitat management.

More specific ccomnwnts related to the Coos Bay and Eugene Districts are
included In the attached letter from the Mepleton Ranger District. Some

specific coasnents about the Salem District NW era:

I. Designation of an ACEC on Marys Peek is consistent with our established
Maryn Peak Special interest Areu. We would encourage son. coordicution on
potential trail developments end any recreation developments planned for
Parker Creek.

2. The Corvallis-to-the-Sea trail planning effort Is well underway at the
Aiseu Ranger DistrIct, but the Salem District EIS indicates that trail is
not included in the preferred alternative (Table 2-5). We encourage Bill to
reconsider that proposal.

If you have any questions about these comments, please contact Harriet Plumley
1790-7079) or myself.

ting Forest Supervisor

cc: R.Lawis. RO-PE&A

Enclosures (21

Memorandum

To: District Manager, aureau of Land Management, Salem Dimtrict off ice,
Salem, Oregon

From: Chief, aranch of Engineering and Economic Analyeie

Subject: Comments on the Sales District Draft nasourns Management Plan hod
Environmental Impact Statement IRMP/EISI

The aureau of Mines is very concerned over the definition used to designate
mineral potential i this mOP/EGO. In footnote 1 of Table 3-37 Ip. 3-7ul, the
low potential definition automatically include. all'araae where there is
inaufficient information to make a determinatico of the mineral potential.'
We feel this assumption is unsupported by any geologic evidence and is a grave
error which would unjustly exclude potentially mineralized areas from futurs
sxaeinmticn simply because there hue been no previous discovery or
exploration.

Tins number of mineral ccnnoditiws identified within the Salon District and
hated on page 3-76 of the document auggeats there are a wide variety of
mineral deposit types in tha area and therefore good potential for future
mineral development. Lack of recent local mineral activity is a poor criteria
for the conclusion that no minerals are prweent. The cyclic nature of the
mining industry, heavily depreseed mineral prices, and environmental
regulations have severely restricted mineral eaploration and developsent
prsaently. ma a renult mineral activity is eomawhat curtailed.

We believe it is critical that as muck land as possible remain available for
future exploration and possible development. Closures to mineral entry must
be carefully considered. This includes not only closure of the land on which
the deposit is located but alec sites of critical access routes into
potentially nineraliced areas.

In light of the rarity of economically attractive mineral locaticnm and the
inccnaequential ispacts of mining, considering succmseful reclamation
techniques used today, multiple land use concepts demand consideration of
mining activitiee above other rescurces in almost every inmtance.

lchn A. Ncrberg

784
United States Department of the Interior

BUREAU OF MINES

WEStERN FIELD OPERAISONS CENTER
EAST 360 3RD AVENUE

SPOKANE. WASUINQTOT4 09202.1413

Fe.,nee.2,ln4aJ

.3afluary 4, 1993

UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

Fnrest

Reply cx: 1900 Data: November 17, 1992

Subject: -. Sales District Resource Menagessnt Plan

To: Forest Supervisor

We have reviewed the Sales District Resource Management Plan and Environmental
Ispart Statement for eajor cnnflicts with our Forest Plan. In general it
appears their plan would bs consistent with the current Foreat Plan. Os

recognize the Sales District is etteapting cx take an e000ystee approach for
eanaging their lands. It appears the Sales District is utilizing different
binlngical parameters, sndels and eeecisptions than our agency and the Fish end
Wildlife mervics when it coxes to analyzing the effects of their alternativs nn
listed species, By not recognizing the differences in approach between
agencies two concerns are raised fnr us.

The first concern relates to access across NPS lands. Upon isplementetion, 5114
will have expectations to utilize or develop access across lands we sanage.
Since they would bo following different parameters, it is possible their
proposals for access may be inconaistsnt with the Final Environmental Impart
Statement on Monagnaent for the Northern Spotted Owl. in the National Forsato.

We are alec concerned that by following different conservation efforts on
listed species our ability to plan and isplesent conaervetino/recxVerY efforts
will continue to be delayed. The best example is the effects of the Cod

Squad findings have had xc both planned aalea and acceptance of the EGO for
eanageaent of the northern opotted owl.

I believe their finul EIS should recognins that adjacent land sanegsent
agencies are following different strategies for eunaging listed specten.

COON? .3. FRISCH
District Rungor

Caring for the Land and Snrving People

OELNA JONES
muScncvOs COUNTY
nJ$TOJCT 5

Ova Boom

December 21, 1992

Siusluw
National
Forest

-lOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
SALEM, OREGON

973 10' 1347

Waldport Racger District
P. 0. Box 400
Waldpnrt, OR 97394
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D. Dean Bibles
State Director
Bureau of Land Management
P.O. BOx 2965
Portland, OR 97208

RE: Draft Resource Management Plan & Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mz. Bibles:

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on your draft plan;
however, I ass skeptical of the impact public input will have on
this draft.
As I look at the Fret nrred Alternative in the variouo BLM arean I
eec a continuation of the boo of the public lands uee that will
deter the economic welfare of Oregon and the nation. Certainly,
it should be clear today that the government cannot afford to spend
deficit tax dollars to maintain set maiden while removing
productive lands for recreational purposes. However, it is clear
from the draft plan that the BLX4 ia doing just that. Bow were the
Preferred Alternatives arrived at? Was the public involved? In
Oregon, the Pref erred Alternatives will eliminate thousand. of
timber related jobs, limit mining activities, restrict grazing and
off road vehicle access and lock away rivers.

I would like to sen a great deal more public involvement in thia
planning process. I would like to ace theme decisions driven by
public opinion in the part of Oregon that will be harmed by the
decisions. The current approach appears to meet an agenda from out
of the region or out of state. These public lands have been
depended upon for a major portion of the Oregon economic base.
THis ten year plan will have a major impact on our state's economy
and deserves a thorough public study, inspection of data, and
consideration of the opinion of those closest to the resource.

Sincerely,

Delna Jones
State Representative Appendix 11-29
District 6
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BARBARA ROBERTS
GOVERNOR

RECEIVED
DEC I 81992

Bureau of Land Management
Salem, OrO9Ofl

Mr. Van Manning, District Manager
Bureau of Land Management
1717 Fabry Road, S. S.

Salem, OR 97306

Dear Van

Enclosed you will find the State of Oregon's Final Coordinated
Response to the Salem District's draft Resource Management Plan and
Environmental Impact Statement. We have also attached copies of
six position papers, state agencies' final comments and the Oregon
State University Report. This response represents the State's
final review of concerns that eleven state agencies, the public and
interest groups, and Oregon State University have expressed to us
over the last several months on BLM's draft plans.

I encourage your District staff to feel free to contact the
Governor's Forest Planning Team to gain a full understanding of
specific concerns and recommendations that we have outlined in our
response.

I thank you and your staff for the field trips and discussions
afforded the Governor's Forest Planning Team over the last year.
We look forward to continuing this cooperation with your District.
If you have any question about the State's final response, don't
hesitate to call.

Sincerely,

Anne Squier
Senior Policy Advisor for
Natural Resources

OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
TEE STATE OF OREGON'S FINAL COORI)XNATED RESPONSE

December 18, 1992 To TEE

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT'S
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Governor's Forest Planning Teas has completed the Final
Coordinated Response to the Bureau of Land Management's draft
management plans for the Eugene, Salem, Medford, Coos Bay, Roseburg
Districts, and the Slamath Falls Resource Area. Preparation of
this Coordinated response is part of Governor Roberts' commitment
to be aggressively involved in federal forest planning and working
within the spirit of cooperation Outlined in the Memorandum of
Understanding signed between the State, Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and the United States Forest Service.

key issues addressed in the State's Final Coordinated Response to
the six BIN plans are summarized in the following sections.

Ecosystem ManaGement. The State endorses BL,M's overall
ecosystem management approach by using biological diversity tomanage their lands. While biological diversity will require long-term experimentation, research and intensive evaluation and
monitoring, the State believes that it will create over time a moreecologically sustainable, productive, healthy, and resilientnatural ecosystem. The State believes that people and communities
are key elements that must be considered when implementingecosystem management.

Land Use. Land use conflicts between BLM and rural interface
residents have increased over the years. The State recommends that
BLM become more active in local land use planning. This means BLM
should actively participate in Oregon's statewide land use planning
program by coordinating its efforts with various state agencies andlocal governments.

fish and Watersbed Manaqemet. The State Supports ELM's
strategy to manage and monitor by analytical watersheds. Waterquality and quantity, fish and Wildlife habitat, and wetlands
should be enhanced, maintained if in good condition and restored
where conditions have been identified as declining. Sensitive fishstocks must be protected on BLM-admjnjstered lands. BLM shouldprotect riparian areas and monitor conditions over time.Cooperation between landowners is essential Within multiple
ownership watersheds to achieve the desired conditions.

lUr Oualjty. ELM plans should more specifically address howthe proposed increase in use of prescribed burning will meet state
and federal air quality standards. Continued cooperation between
the State and BLN regarding air quality is encouraged.
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Bocio-eoonomjc. BLM'S draft plans have not sufficiently
addressed the social and economic implications of their preferred
alternatives on Oregonians. 5181 needs to more specifically address
local impacts of district plans on community stability,
concentrating on the social impacts. Job multipliers should be
further evaluated. Monitoring of the socio-economic conditions
created by implementation of the preferred alternatives needs to be
addressed.

Road ManaGement. The State recommends that each Bill district
develop a comprehensive road management plan. The plans would be
used to manage access which in turn would improve wildlife habitat,
water quality, and recreational opportunities.

Special Plant and Tree Species. ELM should expand its
inventory of sensitive plants and implement standards for
protection including monitoring. BLM should aggressively follow
the interim management plan for managing Pacific yew.

Tribal Comcarns. Lands administered by many BLM districts
were used by Native Americans and contain historically significant
cultural and spiritual sites. The State believes BLM should
identify, during project planning, these sites and protect them
during implementation of management activities.

standards and Monitoring. The implementation of biological
diversity by BIN will mandate a comprehensive monitoring program,
including a dedicated funding source. This is critical in
determining whether the expected future conditions are being
accomplished. Specific, measurable standards must be a component
of the total monitoring package. The State recommends that BIN
strengthen its standards and monitoring program in the final plans.

Budoets. Adequate funding is essential for implementation and
monitoring of Bill's biological diversity strategy. Dedicated funds
for expanded intensive management programs being proposed are
needed. The State believes that BIN budgets should not be
necessarily linked to allowable sale quantity levels.

Petalled State Final Coordinated Response. Questions regarding the
State of Oregon's Final Coordinated Response should be directed to:
Governor's Forest Planning Team, 155 Cottage Street, Salem ON
97310, Phone: (503) 378-8127
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Tourism and Recreation. The State recommends that ELM expand
recreational opportunities on its lands. This would include
increasing/expanding developed recreation sites, increasing
dispersed recreational opportunities, building additional trails,
and protecting scenic quality along state/federal highways and Wild
and Scenic Rivers.

Timber ManaGement. While the State supports BLN's new
biological diversity emphasis, we question predicted harvest levels
anticipated from various land allocations. In particular, growth
and yield assumptions may not meet the timber volume expected from
lands within the timber base. Increased dependence upon intensive
management practices to produce the predicted allowable sales
quantities must be accompanied by stable funds for implementation
and monitoring. Forest health should be more adequately addressed
in the final plans.

Wildlife ManaGement. BLN needs to more explicitly explain how
they intend to improve habitat (cover, forage and road management)
for deer and elk. BLM should further protect other wildlife,
especially sensitive, threatened and endangered species. The State
supports the creation of older stand conditions through approved
silvicultural practices. The State urges BIN to comply With the
Final Recovery Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl and continue
consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to reach
consensus on the best way to provide for the recovery of the
northern spotted owl and other threatened and endangered species.

Old Growth. BIN districts are proposing various techniques to
maintain/produce older-aged forests. The State supports BLM'B
overall approach to maintain and protect old growth stands through
biological diversity. Old growth-dependent speciem must also be
protected when harvesting old growth in the general forest land
allocation through landscape diversity and accelerating older
forest conditions on adjacent BLN lands.

Livestock ManaGement. The State recommends that BIN develop
detailed allotment management plans for every grazing allotment.
of conoero is livestock's impact on fish and wildlife habitat, big
game, and riparian-dependent species. The State encourages range
improvement projects to increase forage and water developments
which should help draw livestock away from riparian areas.

Minerals and EnerGy. BIN should acknowledge and preserve
access to state-owned mineral rights. BIN should further recognize
the value of mineral and energy resources when making land
management decisions.
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STATE OF OREGON'S FINAL COORDINATED RESPONSE
TO

BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
DRAFT RESOU5CE MANAGEMENT PLANS

AND
DRAFT EBVIRONNENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

I. INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Land Management administers 2.5 million acres of
land in western Oregon including parts of Elamath County. In
total, this accounts for approximately nine percent of the forest
land base in western Oregon. Fish and wildlife, domestic water,
timber, recreation, grazing, and minerals are just some of the
many values found on these lands. Revenues from managing BLN
resources contribute millions of dollars each year to Oregon
counties for schools and roads. The importance of BLN lands to
the people of Oregon cannot be over-emphasized.

Recognizing a need to coordinate State responses to federal
resource management plans, the Governor's Forest Planning Team
was created in 1987. This team, which includes representatives
from twelve state agencies, has worked together over the last
five years to develop coordinated responses to major federal land
management planning documents.

Nest recently, the Governor's Forest Planning Team has worked
closely with five BLN districts (Nedford, Salem, Roseburg, Coos
Bay and Eugene), one Resource Area (Klamath Falls) and the State
Office in Portland in an effort to better understand BIN's
planning process. The State also conducted six "open houses"
scattered throughout the state to solicit input on BLN's draft
plans. Comments received from the publics' review of the State's
Proposed Coordinated Response have also been considered. Input
from the public, state agencies, and Oregon State University form
the basis for the State's final response.

The following document is the State of Oregon's Final Coordinated
Response to the six draft Resource Nanagement Plans (BlIPs) and
Environmental Impact Statements (EISs) . The State's final
response represents a consolidated response to the six draft BlIPs
and EIS5 and includes comments appropriate to specific issues by
districts/resource area. Individual state agency comments and
Oregon State University's Report have been attached for review.

We appreciate the cooperation that BLM districts, the Klamath
Falls Resource Area and the State Office have given the State
Team in understanding the planning process. This kind of working
relationship strengthens the ability of the State and BIN to
develop resource management plans acceptable to Oregonians and
the Nation.
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II. MAJOR ISSUES

coevstem Manacement. Now will BLM implement ecosystem
management that responds to creating sustainable, productive, and
healthy ecosystems while still producing goods and services?

Lend Use. How can BLM better address problems encountered
in managing rural interface areas? Has BLM met the federal
consistency requirements of the National Coastal Zone Management
Act and Oregon's Coastal Zone Management Program? Has land
tenure been adequately addressed? HOW has State ownership of
surface/subsurface ownership rights been handled?

ytch and Watershed MenaceRen. How will RIM use analytical
watersheds to measure cumulative effects of management
activities? How will riparian areas and wetlands be protected?
How will fish habitat be protected and enhanced?

ir Ouality. How should RIM address the use of prescribed
fire as a forest management tool in terms of the potential
impacts on air quality?

Tourism and Recreation. How should BIN manage for
recreation, visual resources, and Wild and Scenic Rivers?

Timber Manecement. Are BLM's timber growth and yield
assumptions valid? How will silvicultural practices be used to
support projected harvest levels? Will BIN be able to produce
the harvest levels predicted by land allocations? Has BIN
adequately addressed forest health?

Wildlife ManaGement. How should RIM districts manage for
big game habitat? What snag levels should RIM provide for
cavity-dependent birds and other wildlife? Row should sensitive,
threatened and endangered wildlife species be managed?

Old Growth and Mature Forest. How will BIN manage its
forests to maintain old growth and mature forest composition?

Livestock ManaGement. How will BLM manage its grazing lands
to produce forage for livestock and wildlife while protecting
other resource values, in particular riparian areas?
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--DISCUSSION OF MAJOR ISSUES--

A. Ecosvtem Manaoemeflt. Now will RIM imolement ecosystem
mantoement that responds to creatino sustainable, productive. and
healthy ecosystems while still producina coods and services?

1. Concepts and Principles

Managing lands and resources based on ecological principles has
been emerging as a new view in scientific literature, research,
and in public policy. This view is seen as being not only
biologically sound, but also more attuned to public expectations
and values of doing a better job at managing our natural
resources. It makes sense for programs and organizations to work
under a systems concept which includes peopie, animals, soils,
plants, water, climate, with the processes of nature working
together as a whole.

The concepts presented in this section and in the State's paper,
titled, Ecosystem: A Coordthated State Response To BIN's Resource
Manaoement Planp (Appendix 1), were derived from literature
searches, field trips, and discussions with researchers and land
managers on defining principles and implementation strategies for
ecosystem management.

The State believes that the guiding principle of ecosystem
management is to create a more ecologically sustainable,
productive, healthy, and resilient natural ecosystem. How to
meet this objective is a complex issue land managers must face.
One thing is certain, however, a change is needed on how we have
traditionally managed our resource lands. We believe that change
may be achieved through the careful application of ecosystem
management.

The Revested Oregon and California Railroad Grant Act (O&C Act)
and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act are the two major
pieces of legislation that govern the management of ELM lands in
Oregon. Within these laws, ecological principles define
management constraints, management approaches, and predictions of
those ecosystem responses necessary to ensure proper maintenance
of sustainable systems. People will continue to play a major
role in this ever-changing ecological system.

Another law which has influenced management on not only BLM lands
but other federal, private and state lands is the Endangered
Species Act. This Act requires the protection and recovery Of
species determined to be endangered or threatened, regardless of
other legal mandates.
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Minerals and EnerGy. How should BIN recognize and manage
its mineral and energy resources?

Secio-Rconomic. How will the adopted plans affect economic
opportunities in surrounding communities? What impact will the
plans have on socio-economic stability in the planning area and
statewide?

Road Maneqesent. How should districts/resource areas manage
their road networks to promote compatibility with resource uses?

N. Special Plant and Tree species. How should RIM protect
special status plant and tree species?

N. Tribal Concerns. How should BIN districts protect
traditional Tribal Cultural and spiritual sites?

o. standards and Monitoring. Does RIM have measurable
standards and a comprehensive, aggressive monitoring program to
determine whether plans are meeting short and long-term expected
future conditions?

P. BudGets. What budget will BIN districts need to carry out
the preferred alternative? How should tne districts react if a
smaller budget allocation occurs?

2. Goals of Ecosystem Manaoement

The State's comments on 5126's biodiversity strategy are based on
the following five objectives:

Maintenance and restoration of biological diversity at four
levels of organization: geographic scale, genetic
composition, communities and ecosystems.

sustainability of components and processes of ecosystems
over time and long-term productivity and resiliency of such
ecosystems.

Contribution to the basic needs of people and communities
who depend on the land for subsistence, livelihood, end
social and spiritual development.

Consideration of sensitive ecosystems such as wetlands,
riparian zones, and fragile sites.

Provide consistent linkage between forest health and
ecosystem management.

Intensively monitor and evaluate implementation of
biological diversity to determine if short-term goals are
leading to long-term expected future conditions.

3. Consistency with Leaal Mandates and Authority

BLM manages 84 percent of its land in western Oregon/Klamath
Falls Resource Area under the Revested Oregon and California
Railroad Grant Act (O&C lands) and Coos Bay Wagon Road (CBWR)
lands. The remaining 16 percent are referred to as Public Domain
lands managed pnder the direct authority of the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act (FLPMA). The O&C/CBWR and Public Domain
lands have different legal mandates on how they should be
managed. RIM has stated in its preliminary planning documents
that it would make planning decisions consistent with these laws.

While it is conceivable that, with the requirements of the Clean
Water Act, the Clean Air Act, and the Endangered Species Act,
Public Domain and O&C/CBWR lands could be managed similarly: it
is not obvious that they should be so managed. The mandates are
different: the management approaches to protect and enhance may
be different; and, the beneficiaries of these approaches are
different.

5124 draft plans have not explained the rationale on how their
biological diversity-based preferred alternatives are consistent
with its legal mandate for O&C/CBWR lands. The relationship
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between the preferred alternatives' ecosystem management concepts
and existing laws governing the management of O&C/CBWR lands need
to be clearly articulated in each final plan.

4. State's Recommendations

Biological diversity principles used by BLM in developing their
draft plans represent a holistic approach to managing resource
lands. We commend BI.M on this effort.

The State's comments on biological diversity, found in the draft
plans, are based on principles found in our position paper
(Appendix 1). These principles are described below.

Expected Future Condition. BIN RNP5 should identify and
examine the expected future condition for biological
diversity. Expected future condition goals should relate to
the compositional, structural, and functional attributes of
ecosystems and should include a regional perspective. BIN
districts need to express in greater detail what the
expected future conditions will be from implementing the
preferred alternatives.

Prescriptions. SliPs should include specific, measurable
prescriptions or standards which when implemented would work
toward meeting the expected future condition. While
prescriptions are part of each draft plan, it is not clear
how they will meet the biological diversity short- and long-
term goals.

Ecosystem Condition. RMP5 should provide information on the
current condition of ecosystems and their compositional,
structural, and functional attributes to establish "baseline
conditions." Plans need to identify areas of concentrated
biological diversity and ecosystems (e.g., old growth) at
high risk due to human activities. "Baseline conditions"
should be used to monitor trends in biological diversity
over time and to make necessary adjustments in plans.
Standards and monitoring plans for evaluating whether they
are being met need strengthening.

Research and Adaptive Management. The SliPs should detail
how BIN plans to integrate management, monitoring, and
research to continually apply adaptive management and
improve the scientific basis for ecosystem management. This
has not been sufficiently addressed in the draft plans.

Ecosystem Monitoring. RMPS should include specific
monitoring questions for measuring whether management
prescriptions are meeting the expected future conditions.
For example, is forest age class distribution within a
certain forest allocation moving toward or away from the
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and activities of these agencies. BIN plans should explain
in more detail how they plan to coordinate their biological
diversity program with adjacent landowners and more broadly
on a landscape level.

S. gummarv

The State applauds BIN's biological diversity strategy as it
recognizes the forest ecosystem from a holistic perspective
rather than the traditional single-emphasis management. Each
draft plan evaluates the important components of biological
diversity and attempts to predict both short- (10-year) and long-
term (100-year) expected future conditions. The concern over
fragmentation, due to ownership patterns and past intensive
management practices, may be mitigated by the application of the
Designated Conservation Areas (DCA5) grid, Old Growth Emphasis
Areas, Conductivity Areas, special areas, and other allocations
which promote an older forest structure. Intensive long-term
monitoring will be essential to determine if BIN's biological
diversity strategy is meeting expected future conditions.

Many questions remain to be answered by the scientific community
and land managers on how to successfully manage lands using
ecosystem management. 8114's ecosystem management approach will
be very helpful in answering these questions over time.

B. Land Use. How can 8114 better address orobi ems encountered
in manaqtnq rural interface areas? Has BIN met the federal
consistency requirements of the National Coastal Zone M&naoenen
?ct and Orecon's Coastal Zone Nanaoeiaent Prooram? Has lane
tenure been adequately addressed? Now has State ownership Of
surface/subsurface ownership riohts been handled?

1. aural Interface

BLM has identified the management of rurBi interface areas as one
of eleven major planning issues to be addressed by each district
and the I(lamath Falls Resource Area.

The term "rural interface" refers to those areas where 8114-
administered lands are adjacent to or intermingled with
predominately privately owned lands zoned and/or used for
agricultural, forest, rural residential, and other resource and
nonresource purposes.

Owing to the close proximity of BIN holdings with other lands and
population growth in these areas, BIN, private and other public
landowners are expected to experience increasing levels of
conflict with one another over the management and use of their
respective ownerships.
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expected future condition? BIN plans should integrate
management, monitoring, and research to continually apply
adaptive management and improve the scientific basis for
ecosystem management. BLN districts need to develop more
comprehensive, monitoring plans to measure the long-term
commitment of ecosystem management.

Ecosystem Dependency. BIN operates under laws and
regulations which require production of goods and services
of all types. People are part of, and are dependent on,
8114-managed ecosystems. 8124 plans should describe the
linkage and dependency (social, economic, spiritual) of
local and regional communities, groups, industries, etc., on
ecosystems within each land allocation.

Threatened and Endangered species. RNP5 should reflect the
special considerations BIN is providing for ecosystems that
contain endangered, threatened, and sensitive species. This
includes meeting the requirements of various recovery plans,
as well as ecosystem management provisions for preventing
species from being listed. Special emphasis should be
placed on the recovery requirements of the spotted owl and
provisions for anadromous fish. BIN has developed its
strategy for meeting the requirements of the Endangered
Species Act for the spotted owl and other species. Whether
this strategy is sufficient to meet the upcoming legal
mandates is unknown at this time.

silvicultural Practices. BIN plans should identify the
silvicultural practices and the cause-and-effect
relationships which will lead to the goals of
biodiversity/ecosystem management. This includes guidelines
for: timber harvest and road management, achieving species
diversity, retention and restoration of old growth and other
successional stages, rotation ages, vegetation control,
stand conversion, artificial regeneration and genetic
improvements, hardwood management, fertilization, and
prescribed fire. BIN has presented some innovative forest
management approaches to managing its lands in response to
protecting sensitive, endangered and threatened species plus
other resource values.

Coordination. BIN should clearly specify methods for
coordinating biodiversity and ecosystem management goals
with adjacent forest landowners. Specifically, BIN must
coordinate with the forest Service and relevant state
agencies to assure that activities to achieve
regional/landscape biodiversity are compatible with plans
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Taken together, the draft resource plans state that rural
interface conflicts affecting the management of 8116 lands in
Oregon are becoming greater, with the most extensive problems
occurring in the Nedford District. One of the most visible
results of this development is that wildfires over the last
several years, particularly in southern Oregon, have destroyed
and/or threatened increasing numbers of lives, resources and
structures in rural interface areas.

Statewide, BIN has calculated there are approximately 194,000
acres of BIN land lying adjacent to private lands currently zoned
to allow development on 1 to 20 acre lots.

LN's Response to Rural Interface Problems

The preferred alternative in each district's draft plan
conceptually treats the rural interface issue in the same manner.
Each district proposes to establish a buffer area on its lands
which lie adjacent to private lands zoned With minimum lot sizes
ranging from 1 to 20 acres.

Within these buffer areas, BIll management activities would be
altered where feasible to mitigate the concerns of nearby
residents. Examples of the kinds of special management practices
undertaken by BIN in the interface buffer include restrictions on
public access, road building, harvesting methods and frequency,
and application of herbicides and pesticides.

State's Recommendations

The State's review of BIll's interface strategy is based
principally on a policy paper titled Recommendations to SIX For
Manaoinq Rural Tnterfsce Areas, transmitted to BIN from Governor
Roberts in December 1991. (Note Appendix 1) The paper, which 8114
encouraged the State to produce, formally acknowledges that the
problem of rural interface areas involving BIN lands is a matter
of critical State concern.

The paper calls upon BIN to enter into a special partnership with
the State of Oregon so that the rural interface problem can be
addressed comprehensively rather than in a fragmented,
uncoordinated manner. Unlike other states, Oregon presents BIN
with a unique opportunity through its recognized statewide land
use program and related initiatives by the Department of Forestry
and other agencies to deal with rural interface areas.

The State's paper contains six specific recommendations aimed at
enabling BIN to join with state and local governments in
achieving significant progress on various aspects of the
interface problem, including policy development, agency
coordination, information exchange, and conflict resolution.

9
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Unfortunately, after review of the six draft RI4P5/EISs, it is
disappointing to note that ELM apparently rejects a proactive
approach described in the State's paper for dealing with rural
interface areas.

The State believes that BLM's passive strategy of relying on
uniform buffering of federal lands will do little to alleviate
new inappropriate developments in rural interface areas. This
strategy further will severely limit BLM's opportunities to
implement effective forest management programs on these interface
lands.

The state urges BLM to incorporate the following recommendations,
as described in the State's interface paper and the Department of
Land Conservation and Development's comments to the RMP5
(Appendix 2), into the final resource management plans.

(1) BLM should act consistently with Oregon laws, policies, and
programs adopted to protect the State's forest land base for
timber production and Other forest uses.

)2) BLN should increase its participation in Oregon's statewide
land use planning program. This could be accomplished
through establishing joint State and BLM working groups to
further ELM's involvement in the statewide land Use program
and other related State efforts to address rural interface
problems.

ELM's State Office should provide policy guidance to
districts for addressing rural interface issues.

BLM, in 900peration with the State of Oregon, should
establish and apply a revised definition of rural "interface
areas" which takes into account existing uses; current
federal, state and local plans; and other land use factors.

ELM should incorporate the rural interface issue into its
agreement with the State of Oregon for monitoring the
implementation of BLM management plans.

2. Federal Consistency

Four ELM districts (Salem, Coos Bay, Eugene and Roseburg)
administer lands covered under the federal consistency
requirement as provided in the Coastal Zone Management Act.
Under the Act, any federal activity, Within or outside the
coastal zone that affects any land or water use or natural
resources of the coastal zone must be carried out in a manner
which is consistent, to the maximum extent racticab1e, With the
enforcement policies of the State's federally approved coastal
management program. The mandatory enforcement policies contained
in the Oregon Coastal Management Program are:
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Second, an In-Lieu Land selection settlement haa occurred between
the State and ELM within the last year. The State, according to
the Courts, is allowed to select 5,202.29 acres of BLM Public
Domain land. Our concern is the lack of mention of this
settlement in the Land Tenure section for the preferred
alternatives. We request that language be inserted which clearly
states BLM's responsibility to accommodate the State's selection
within the requirements of the law. (Note Division of State Lands
response -- Appendix 2.)

Lastly, O&C and Coos Bay Wagon Road lands that are suitable and
available for timber production should not be exchanged for
unsuitable or single use lands. These lands should be retained
for forest production.

4. Navioabilitv

None of the draft plans acknowledge existing or potential State
ownership claims on navigable waterways within BLM districts.
Language, noted in Division of State Lands response, should be
include in each final plan regarding navigability.

C. . a.. Watershed a.emmt. How w Se .. cal
w.tersh-ds 0 easue cumu atv- - fects of ana.e ent
activities? Now will riparian areas and wetlands be protected?
How will fish habitat be Drotected and enhanced?

One of the State's goals is to ensure that ELM restores and
protects riparian-dependent and upland resources. This is
consistent with ELM's direction in the Federal Land Management
and Policy Act, the O&C Act and other federal and state laws. It
is also consistent with BLM's long-term objective to maintain and
enhance watersheds that currently are in good condition while
improving those identified as declining. The comments and
recommendations that follow are based on this goal.

Rivers, streams and lakes, and their riparian areas are valuable
resources. Within their area of influence, they provide habitat
for wildlife and fish and furnish domestic water and recreational
opportunities such as boating, swimming, and fishing.

ELM's Fish and Wildlife 2000 -- A Vision For The Future has set
several objectives for improving water quality and riparian area
and watershed conditions in Washington and Oregon. The goal,
according to this plan, is to improve nearly 656 miles of
streams. Evaluation and monitoring is also emphasized as a major
component of the program.

Maintaining and enhancing fishery resources, as noted in all of
the draft management plans and the ELM's Fish and Wildlife 2000,
is an admirable undertaking. Careful management of riparian

12
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The Statewide Planning Goals adopted by the Land
Conservation and Development Commission:

Acknowledged city and county comprehensive plans and land
use regulations: and

The statutory authorities and regulations of selected state
agencies.

A preliminary analysis of a federal agency's consistency
determination is made by the State following review of the draft
plan or project being proposed. The Xina, consistency
determination by the State of Oregon is made following release of
the final environmenta): impact statement on the adopted plan or
project.

Based upon preliminary analysis, it appears that the draft RMP5
for the four districts are consistent with Oregon's Coastal
Management Program.

Nowever, formal State concurrence with ELM's determination of
consistency cannot be made at this time due to a lack of specific
documentation in the RMPS which demonstrates that all of the
applicable mandatory state authorities listed in the Oregon
Coastal Management Program have or will be met.

For the purposes of its final federal consistency determination,
ELM will need to document in the final EISa how the selected
management alternative for each RN? complies with the statutory
authorities and regulations of the Oregon Coastal Management
Program. Until such an analysis is conducted and incorporated
into the final RMP5, full concurrence by the State on ELM's
consistency determination with the Oregon Coastal Management
Program cannot be made. (See Department of Land Conservation and
Development's comments on federal consistency -- Appendix 2.)

3. Land Tenure

BLM districts have inventoried and categorized their lands
according to resource value (e.g., timber, wildlife, wetlands),
land status (e.g., O&C or Public Domain) and ownership pattern
(e.g., scattered or blocked). We have three concerns on how
districts have addressed land tenure.

First, there seems to be no uniformity on how districts have
categorized their lands. Coordination between adjacent districts
is lacking and land tenure maps included in the plans are
difficult to interpret. We strongly recommend districts develop
common criteria and coordinate among themselves land tenure
decisions to interject uniformity into the process.
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areas combined with manipulating harvest schedules in watersheds
and instream improvements should help protect the fishery
resources in western Oregon. As a general rUle, ELM should not
substitute restoration, enhancement projects or mitigation for
adequate protection of riparian dependent resources except when
damage from essential activities is unavoidable. ELM's proposed
biological diversity strategy should help to achieve the expected
future conditions desired in watersheds.

1. F9sh

A State goal is to restore and protect fish stocks. Declining
fish stocks in the Columbia, Snake, and several southern Oregon
rivers will require an unprecedented effort by resource managers
to reestablish acceptable wild fish populations. This effort
must include cooperation by all landowners on the management of
watersheds and, in particular, riparian areas. ELM needs to be
an active player in this long-term program.

Many studies are underway (some 270 on the Columbia River system
alone) to examine the causes for declining fish runs in the
Northwest. Preliminary theories on why fish runs are declining
range widely from dam construction to deteriorating conditions of
our watersheds. Many believe it is a combination of many
factors, all interrelated, which have led to the problem.

The types of fish habitat enhancement projects over the next
decade are generally not enumerated or described in the draft
plans.

Fishery concerns which BLN can influence in their land management
decision process include: watershed management (including
riparian area protection), forest management practices, and
grazing.

Sensitive Fish Species

Several of the listed sensitive fish stocks, which have been
noted by the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) as
occurring on the various B1,M-administered planning areas include:
chinook salmon (Lower Columbia River and South Coast fall run
stocks), chum salmon, coastal cutthroat trout (anadromous
Columbia River basin stock), coho salmon (Lower Columbia River
and South Coast stocks), Oregon chub, Jenny Creek sucker, redband
trout, Lost River and Short-nosed sucker just to name a few.

Of particular concern is declines in fish production in the
Illinois River. Winter steelhead are of special concern as this
stock has been petitioned for threatened or endangered status
under the Endangered Species Act. The basin's fall chinook
salmon and coho populations have also declined.
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BIN has surveyed its lands and has concluded that aquatic habitat
on some of its lands is not in good condition. These conditions
will seriously influence ELM's ability to improve habitat for
sensitive fish stocks occurring on their lands.

The State recommends that BLM conduct a survey to identify
declining fish populations and develop recovery plans for high
risk populations. BLM should take aggressive action to improve
sensitive fish habitat working closely with the State, other
federal agencies, Tribes, and interest groups. 8124 should
describe more completely how their preferred alternatives will
impact sensitive fish stocks, and what steps would be taken to
mitigate adverse impacts.

2. Water Quality and Quantity

a. Water Quality

A State goal is to ensure that BLM meets or exceeds state and
federal water quality standards. The draft BIN plans have stated
that they meet federal and state water quality standards;
however, several districts have identified streams that do not
currently meet these standards. Best Management Practices (BMP5)
have been included in each ELM plan which present general
prescriptions for meeting water quality.

The State believes that the BMP5 listed in the draft plans
contain few measurable standards and varied widely between
districts. Furthermore, standards are neither clear nor specific
enough to be used in monitoring water quality. No information is
provided in the plans to show how managers will make
determinations regarding water quality and erosion potential for
forest management activities.

Further concern has been expressed over the lack of information
on landslides. Landslide prevention is a critical component to
maintaining water quality on forest lands. BIN has identified
fragile sites (unstable soil areas) through its Timber Production
Capability Classification inventory. While we assume that the
inventory included the identification of potential landslide
areas, protective standards for these sites have not been clearly
described in the draft plans.

We believe BLM districts have not sufficiently addressed
potential landslide problems. The draft plans surprisingly lack
information regarding slope stability which is needed for, among
other things the location of waste disposal sites.

The State recommends that BIN districts strengthen their
commitment to water quality through the following:
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3. Water Quantity

A State goal is to provide a sustainable amount of water to meet
the needs of Qregonians and fish and wildlife resources.

Successive years of drought statewide have elevated concerns over
the availability of water. Most BLM plans have addreBsed
streamf lows, beneficial uses, community watersheds, and ELM
wells. However, additional information is needed to strengthen
the discussion on water quantity.

The State makes the following recommendations:

The final plans should acknowledge the limits on the
availability of surface water and address surface water
quality problems.

Districts should describe watershed improvement and stream
restoration activities which increase low season flow.

District plans should address ways to conserve and reduce
water consumption and soil compaction.

BLM should expand their discussion concerning the
availability of groundwater and groundwater quality
problems.

Final plans should provide a more thorough discussion of the
potential effects of the alternatives on water yields and
streamf lows. Qther recommendations are outlined in Water
Resources Department's response (Appendix 2).

4. Watershed Manaoement

Oregon's Strategic Water Management Group has developed a
watershed management goal for the State. This goal, in part,
notes that a watershed management strategy must enhance and
restore watershed ecosystems in order to optimize the natural
resources of the State for all beneficial economic,
environmental, and social uses.

BIN districts have divided their lands into analytical watersheds
using a watershed condition index to measure current and future
conditions. The State supports this strategy, in principle, as
it should help BIN to achieve State objectives for water and
wildlife resources on lands they administer.

Planning by analytical watersheds serves several very important
functions. First, it allows district specialists the opportunity
to plan management activities on a much smaller, more workable,
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BIN needs to make EMPs more specific to assure that water
resources objectives are being met. BMP language should
include conditions for which aMPs are applicable.
Supporting policies and documents also need to be consistent
with the aMPs.

Consistency through coordination in implementation and
monitoring are needed not only within a district but also
between districts. The State recommends that BLM develop
more comprehensive standards utilizing such expertise as the
Forest Service (SiuslaW National Forest), State Department
of Forestry and others in identifying (using GIS) and
protecting potential landslide areas.

Where streams do not meet State water quality standards for
temperature, BIN should not allow activities, (e.g.,
grazing) which would increase temperatures over the long
term.

Temporary (one-season) temperature increases would be
permissible from the following activities, restoring or
improving riparian areas or in-stream habitat; stream bank
protection; required transportation system crossings;
harvest corridors; structures associated with putting water
to beneficial use; or other essential activities such as
fire suppression, flood control, or administering ELM lands.
Water temperature increases from these activities should be
minimal and adequately monitored, especially for cumulative
effects. Temporary disturbances should be scheduled when
adverse effects to beneficial uses would be minimized.

BIN should evaluate future road design, construction, and
maintenance standards to ensure protection of water quality.
As noted in the Oregon State University response, adequate
culvert sizes (consider 25 and 50 year flood) are necessary
for draining runoff. Catastrophic road failures from poor
road design and plugged culverts, can have a major impact on
downstream channels, riparian area values and fisheries
resources. The Oregon Forest Practices rules are currently
being revised to consider larger culvert sizes on private
lands.

The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) has conducted
intensive monitoring of water quality in several basins in
western Oregon since publication of ELM'S Analysis of the
Management Situation. BIN is encouraged to contact DEQ for the
results of these monitoring programs especially on streams
running through 5124 lands. (Note DEQ comments in Appendix 2.)
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geographic setting. Second, districts have a better opportunity
to monitor the cumulative effects of all management activities on

water quality and quantity, fish, wildlife, and recreation, plus

other resources.

5124's methodology of using an index to measure the cumulative
effects of various current and future management practices within

individual watersheds has merit. The condition of watersheds
could be used to determine where forest management activities

could or could not occur. However, the State is unclear how the
key watershed condition indicator used in the plans (the
watershed condition index) was generated; how it was used in
management planning; how it will be used in standards,
guidelines, and monitoring; and how it will be validated.

The State is concerned about predictions in the draft plans'
preferred alternatives that some watershed conditions will
decline over the life of the plans or even worsen from existing

poor conditions. For example, the Salem District predicts that
in 16 of its 27 analytical watersheds (67 percent), conditions
will either decline to a "minor" or "significant" degree over the

short-term under the preferred alternative. According to BIN'S
Executive Summary; Western Oreoon Draft Resource ManaGement
Plans/Environmental Impact Statements, 45 watersheds "probably"
will have declining conditions over the next ten years under the

preferred alternatives.

The State fails to understand how declining watershed conditions
will meet water quality and other resource objectives set forth

in the draft plans or even state and federal water quality

standards. It would seem that basin-specific prescriptions to
restore or enhance water quality (e.g., sediment and temperature)
and aquatic habitat have not been adequately addressed.

Recothuendatior5 on watershed management and condition index that
BIN districts need to consider when they develop their final

plans are listed below.

In order to obtain more significant data from evaluation and
monitoring, 6124 should subdivide analytical watersheds
greater than 10,000 acres into smaller, more manageable
units.

5124 should set watershed icpact standards to help guide
forest management activities. Standards should address
maximum soil compaction, erosion rates, equivalent clearcut
area, and relative percentages of seral stages. If
standards are projected to be exceeded, proposed projects
within a watershed should be reevaluated. Similar
adjustment would also occur if monitoring determined
standards are not being met.
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0. 8tH should display severely impaired streams identified by
DEQ's 1988 Oregon Statewide Assessment of Nonpoint Sourcea
of Water Pollution within analytical watersheds. This would
better indicate existing on-the-ground conditions in the
many subwatersheds within a single analytical watershed and
provide more meaning to BLM predictions of future watershed
condition.

Watersheds should be classified and prioritized according to
current functional and ecological conditions and importance
for maintaining viable wildlife populations. Watershed-
specific standards should be developed, in cooperation with
adjacent landowners, to restore or maintain watershed
conditions. A proactive approach say be used which would
include establishing riparian management areas of sufficient
width to achieve restoration on streams in poor condition.
Districts should place a high priority for restoration on
these watersheds. The State and Other interest groups
should be included in restoration plans. We commend the
Medford District for adopting an aggressive approach to
watershed/riparian area restoration by developing watershed
management plans for 28 streams.

BLM should anilyze the relationship between calculated
watershed condition indices and current flow and water
quality conditions. This should enable Bill to test the
validity of the rating system. BLM should use existing
environmental assessment information to validate watershed
condition index values as much as possible. Additional
discussion on how 8tH developed and used the watershed
condition index in their planning process should be included
in the final plans.

1. Management activities should be monitored in each watershed
to determine the cumulative effects on water, soil, fish,
wildlife, and other resources. It will be difficult to
accurately monitor watersheds where BLM manages only a small
portion of the land base. The State strongly encourages
cooperation and communication between landowners in multiple
ownership watersheds. Cooperative ventures should involve
evaluation of watershed condition, land management planning,
and watershed monitoring for protection of water supply,
water quality, and fish and riparian-dependant wildlife.
Monitoring of multiple ownership watersheds further would
serve as a benchmark for comparison with other watersheds
with greater 61W ownership.

We commend the Redford District for recognizing watersheds and
riparian areas with high cumulative effects. The district has
deferred some 28,000 acres from harmful activities for the next
ten years because of poor watershed conditions.
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BLM needs to define an expected future condition for their
riparian management areas and provide management directed at
maintaining or restoring this condition. The State
recognizes that riparian systems are dynasic and change with
time due to catastrophic floods, wind, and other natural
ecological processes.

standards should be established for all stream orders and
should reflect functional and ecological differences between
stream orders. At a minimum, these factors should ensure:
long-term supply of large woody debris recruitment, snags,
shading, water quality (temperature, turbidity),
microclimate, floodplain protection, and critical habitat
for wildlife and sensitive species.

Riparian area management needs to be addressed at the
watershed or landscape level and should reflect the current
conditions of watersheds,

Restoration of riparian areas identified in "poor" or
deteriorating conditions should be a high priority.

a. Riparian areas in "good" condition should be maintained in
good condition.

Riparian management areas (RMA5) should be an appropriate
width to meet water quality atandards, supply potential
large woody debris (loading of complex wood structure in
stream) and down wood (tons/acre in riparian management
areas), and recognize and manage for sensitive riparian
dependent species within a landscape context.

Buf for widths may vary depending upon overall watershed
condition, stream order, beneficial uses, eCoregion, impact
to sensitive species, and physical characteristics
within/adjacent to streamside area. Critical components
that should be considered when developing buffer Widths
include, but are not limited to, overall watershed
condition, shading (water temperatures), sedimentation and
turbidity, nutrient recycling, large woody debris, snags,
and critical habitat for wildlife and sensitive species.
SiR recognized some of these important ingredients when
developing their riparian area protection policies.

Concern has been expressed over protection Of intermittent
streams, mainly stream orders 1 and 2. Some have suggested
(more accurate mapping is needed) that these streams may
comprise as much as 79 percent of the total stream miles on
6114 lands in western Oregon. The State recognizes that
these smaller streams serve an important function for fish,
wildlife and water quality. Greater knowledge through
research on the importance of these streams to fish,
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5. ioarian Area Manaoement

Water and associated streamsida vegetation supply a unique
ecological function. Riparian areas have their own distinctive
environment and provide habitat for many fish and wildlife
species inhabiting BLM lands. Riparian areas also function as
corridors between Bill's Old Growth Emphasis Areas and other
anchors of biological diversity within a landscape context.

The State's goal for riparian areas is to protect, maintain and
restore (where necessary) long-term aquatic productivity and the
functional and ecological values of adjacent terrestrial areas
directly influencing aquatic systems. This should be
accomplished by establishing standards for relevant factors which
affect attainment of the State goal.

8tH districts have inventoried streabs within their specific
administrative area. Stream miles by order, acres of riparian
area (mostly order 3 and above), pollution type and severity, and
vegetative classes have been identified and summarized in the
draft BLM documents. We commend the districts on this effort, as
it should set the stage for programs designed to improve
watershed/riparian ecosystems.

We would recognize the Klamath Falls Resource Area's commitment
to produce a Watershed Management Practices Guide. While the
content of this guide was not outlined in the draft plan, it
could serve as an innovative approach toward meeting desired
water quality goals. One item that we would encourage the
resource area to reevaluate in their guide is the protection
standards proposed around lakes which is less than other weStern
Oregon BIll plans.

The importance of protecting riparian areas cannot be over
emphasized. Several recent studies by a combination of federal
and state agencies, Tribes, and others have surfaced in response
to the declining fishery resource in Oregon. Studies by COPE
through Oregon State University, Scientific Panel on Late-
Successional Forest Ecosystems Report to the Mouse Of
Representatives, Forest Service (Upper Grande Ronde River Plan,
Riparian Management Guide for the Willamette National Forest),
and the State of Oregon (Draft Water Classification and
Protection Project, and Anadromous Fishery Study) are just a few
of the many studies recognizing the need for a greater
understanding of watershed/riparian ecosystems and the fishery
resource.

Considering the importance of riparian areas on BIll lands
contributing to water quality, water quantity and fish and
wildlife habitat, the State makes the following recommendations:
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wildlife and water quality is heeded. We believe that
individual forest project plans should map and evaluate
order 1 and 2 streams existing within the project boundary

before a plan is implemented. If it is determined in pre-
project planning that channel integrity or identified
beneficial uses need protection, then appropriate protection
(including riparian buffers) should be applied. Project
planning should also evaluate the potential cumulative
effects that activities could have on the beneficial uses
outside (subbasin level) of the project area.

Intermittent streams should be managed according to specific
standards established for large woody debris recruitment,
snags, shading, water quality (temperature and turbidity),
microclimate, and critical habitat for wildlife and
sensitive species. Disturbance of streamside vegetation and
soil must be kept to a minimum. The standards say be
accomplished by a variety of techniques depending upon the
beneficial USOB in question. These include but are not
limited to: leaving conifer wildlife trees along these
streams; leaving hardwoods, nonmerchantable conifer trees
and brush that occur along them; having large woody debris
placed in them during forest manageBent activities,
including logging; avoiding logging through them; and
overall, maintaining and protecting the integrity of the
Watercourses.

Riparian area buffers identified on-the-ground for
protection of specific riparian area resources would have
no-scheduled harvest planned. Harvesting within these
riparian buffers might occur for in-stream/atreambenk
improvement projects, harvest corridors, fire control or
other specific, short-term projects. Salvage logging within
the riparian management areas should be discouraged except
where detrimental environmental and/or structural (e.g.,
bridges or culverts) damage would be anticipated from
leaving downed trees.

While the State recognizes that the primary focus Within
riparian management areas en Bill lands will be streamside
and associated vegetation, taking no action may not improve
conditions within these areas, especially for large woody
debris recruitment. As an example, the State is concerned
about th. large emoOnt of alder-dominated riparian areas on
BIll lands. These hardwood stands currently do not have the
near-term potential for producing effective types and
quantity of coarse woody debris nor will they likely have
that potential in the future unless restoration measures
(e.g., plantiog conifers within hardwood-dominated riparian
areas) are taken.
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For both woody debris and watef quality problems,
restoration projects, if implemented, should use adaptive
management combined with intensive evaluation, monitoring,
and data evaluation to determine long-term and short-term
tradeoffs. Strict project staOdards followed up by
evaluation and monitoring are the keys to a successful
stream restoration program.

Exclude livestock in grazing allotments where poor riparian
area conditions have been identified until such time as the
riparian area reaches good condition.

Mining activities in or adjacent to streaSs should be
managed in a way not to adversely impact riparian area
vegetation and water quality.

6. WetlandS

8124 should increase its recognition of wetlands as a riparian
resource in a manner consistent with the Bureau's Rioarian-
Wetland Initiative for the 1990's. Recommendations that the
State would suggest be included in the final plans are:

Specifically name wetlands as features for which riparian
management areas will be established.

Specifically identify wetlands that will be restored or
enhanced.

Acknowledge the need to coordinate and cooperate with public
and private landowners (via Statewide memorandum of
understanding) in order to 1) develOp a common inventory of
wetlands: 2) establish criteria for determining wetland
significance for protection or restoration: and 3) develop
coordinated priorities to protect and restore public
wetlands.

Acknowledge that the preservation of wetlands on BLM lands
makes a major contribution to the attainment of the Oregon
Benchmark goals on wetlands (i.e., 100% of 1990 Oregon
wetlands still preserved in the year 2000).

The State endorses the Medford District and the 1<lamath Falls
Resource Area inventory of wetlands and recognition of smaller
one- to three-acre sites. This should set a standard that other
districts should follow in their final plans.

7. SuBfliarv

BLM districts should develop and utilize comprehensive watershed
management plans to improve water quality, water quantity, and
fish and wildlife habitat within riparian areas. Continued
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Significant Deterioration Increments which limit the amount of
emissions that can be added to a "clean" airshed. If the allowed
deterioration increment is consumed, then further growth must be
restricted, such as new and modified major industrial sources of
pollution.

3. VisibilitY Protection

The State recognizes the importance of protecting federal Class I
areas (wilderness areas and Crater Lake National Park) from smoke
impacts as a result of BLM prescribed burning in western Oregon.
The federal Clean Air Act requires states to improve visibility
in these Class I areas. Air quality monitoring in the Cascades
has shown a 65-75 percent improvement in visibility in recent
years. The Oregon Visibility Plan, developed by DEQ in 1986, is
largely responsible for this progress and is closely linked to
the OSNP.

4. Summary

The State believes that the final sf14 plans should specifically
address each of the three issues outlined above in cases where
smoke impacts from prescribed burning could potentially occur.
Any increases in prescribed burning including "understory"
burning should be analyzed from an air quality standpoint.

In addition, the recent emergence of the forest health problems
in central and eastern Oregon may expand the role of natural and
prescribed burning on some of the forested land administered by
9114. The extent to which this could occur needs to be assessed
prior to the Start of any increased burning to ensure consistency
with the Oregon's State Implementation Plan and OSMP. Continued
coordination and communication among federal and state agencies
in addressing these air quality concerns should be stressed.

E. Tourism and Recreation. Now should BIN manaoe fot
recreation, visual resources. and Wild and Scenic Rivers?

8144 lands contain a variety of significant natural resources of
recreational value, including wildlife, wilderness, lakes, and
rivers. These resources have existing and potential values for
local residents and also serve as an attraction for tourism from
outside a specific BIll district.

As Oregon's and the nation's population grows, the demand also
grows for tourist attractions and outdoor recreation. At the
same time, the State, in an effort to expand its economic base
and to mitigate the cyclical nature of an economy heavily
dependent upon timber and agriculture, increasingly emphasizes
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research and cooperation among federal, state, Tribes, and the
private sector should improve/maintain acceptable riparian area
conditions. Best Management Practices setting measurable
standards and the identification and protection of unstable areas
would further help maintain water quality. Monitoring, using
measurable standards, is the key feedback mechanism for BMP
implementation effectiveness, and cumulative effects analysis.

D. Air Duality. Now should BIN address the use of presCribed
fire as S forest manacement tool in terms of the ootential
impacts on air puality?

The State supports a balanced ecological strategy for managing
forests in Oregon. An ecological approach to forest management
may entail a greater use of prescribed burning. If prescribed
fire is going to be utilized by BLM as a forest management tool,
state and federal air quality requirements must also continue to
be met.

The draft BIll plans have stated that prescribed burning will be
done in accordance with the Oregon State Implementation Plan
administered by DEQ and the Oregon Smoke Management Plan (OSMP)
administered by the Oregon Department of Forestry. Incorporated
into the OSMP is a goal for reducing emissions from prescribed
burning by 50 percent by the year 2000.

PM1O Nonattainment Areas

Prescribed forest burning and wildfires in west-side districts
can affect air quality in both western and parts of central
Oregon. Of particular concern are areas which do not meet state
and federal health standards for small particulate matter (PM1O)
Currently these areas are Medford-Ashland, Klamath Falls, Grants
Pass, Eugene-Springfield, and Oakridgo.

Although prescribed burning is not a significant contributor to
PM1O levels in the areas noted above, there is still a need to
minimize smoke impacts, in order to ensure that air quality
standards are attained by the federal deadlines specified in the
Clean Air Act. DEQ has developed PM1O burning smoke impacts in
these areas. The Department of Forestry's OSMP is directly tied
into these PM1O control strategies.

Prevention of Sionificant Deterioration

The State is also concerned about maintaining clean air in areas
currently meeting air quality standards. Contributing prescribed
burning impacts could aggravate PM1O levels in these areas
leading to the nonattainment designation and development of
control strategies as discussed above. In addition, the federal
Clean Air Act contains pollution limits known as Prevention of
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tourism, recreation, and the service industries which accompany
them. Any long-range plan for BIll lands in Oregon should give
more weight to diversified use of these lands if Oregon is to
have balanced growth.

The State has addressed recreation uses and needs through
statutes and state land use planning goals. The Oregon State
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP), with the Oregon
Outdoor Recreation Plan 1988-1993 and the Recreational Supply
Bulletin and Recreational Needs Bulletin, provide comprehensive
technical information and assessments for analyzing recreational
growth and needs throughout the state. Furthermore, the State's
recreation paper (Appendix 1), titled Recreation on BIN lands -
State Position Paper, presents recommendations on improving
recreational and tourism opportunities on BIN lands. We
encourage districts to incorporate the State's recommendations
and technical expertise when developing their final RMP5/EIS5.

1. pecreational Tourism

Many proposed recreational developments and management actions
have direct impacts on the future of recreational tourism in
Oregon. Several of these actions which BIll should consider in
its final plans include:

a. Coordination with State and local governments on
actions which may influence our Regional Strategies
and Community Initiatives Programs.

5. Development of a multiple-agency recreation planning
program to promote regional recreational development
and tourism.

The development of recreational/tourism strategies by State and
federal governments and the private sector is one essential
component of Oregon's plan to diversify its economy.

2. Dispersed Recreational Demand

The 1988 SCORP projects demand for a variety of dispersed
recreational activities. As identified in this document, merely
considering activity demand is insufficient to address
recreational diversity. Equally important is to consider the
desired characteristics of the setting for a given activity.
Those characteristics in SCORP have been defined in terms of the
Recreational Opportunity Spectrum (ROB)

The Klamath Falls Resource Area was the only plan which
recognized ROS to identify recreational opportunities. We
commend them on this effort and recommend that the five westaide
BIll districts incorporate this rating into their final plans.
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The SCORP analysis has identified a need to supply more
"primitive" and "semiprimitive" recreational opportunities.
While it may be difficult to furnish this specific kind of
recreational setting because of BLM's checkerboard ownership,
Special Recreational Management Areas, Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern, Outstanding Natural Areas, Research
Natural Areas, scenic areas, plus other special sites may possess
some of the characteristics needed for "primitive" and
semiprimitive recreation. The State encourages districts, where
appropriate, to use the ROS to identify "primitive" and
"semiprimitive" recreational opportunities.

3. Wilderness

Soda Mountain Wildermess Study Area. -- BLM completed its Record
of Decision for the Oregon wilderness study areas in October
1991. BLM's final decision package, which must be approved by
Congress, recommended that 49 study areas encompassing 1.3
million acres be designated as wilderness. All but three of the
wilderness study areas (two are islands) are located east of the
Cascade Mountains.

soda Mountain is the only mainland BLM study area recommended for
wilderness west of the Cascades. Located in the Ashland Resource
Area of the Medford District, it encompass some 5,899 acres of
which 5,867 acres are being proposed for wilderness.

Soda Mountain - Pilot Rock area is an extremely unique transition
zone where coastal, high desert, Cascades and Sierra ecosystems
converge. Because of its geographic location and geologic
history, many plant and animal species, not found anywhere else
in Oregon, have become established, soda Mountain also provides
an important habitat for summering and wintering big game with
much of the area identified as a "Designated Conservation Area"
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in the Draft Recovery Plan
for the Northern Spotted Owl.

Ever since BLM began evaluating sites for wilderness
consideration, there has been strong public interest in expanding
the Soda Mountain area. The Governor's Forest Planning Team
visited Soda Mountain earlier this year to get a first-hand look
at the area and discuss its status with local citizens and BLM.

since the area is ecologically unique and due to a strong
interest by the public, the State recommends that the proposed
boundaries of BLM's Soda Mountain wilderness be further evaluated
to determine if additional land should be wilderness beyond what
has been recommended in 9LM's Wilderness Study Report -- Record
of Decision. This evaluation should be conducted before final
legislation is drafted for Congressional approval. BLM is
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Given the considerations noted above, the State believes that the
methodologies used to determine suitability of wild and scenic
rivers should be reviewed in preparing the final plans. We
recognize that all the rivers found eligible are not necessarily
suitable. But we believe that the current method used by BLM may
not be adequate for making that determination.

Criteria that BLM districts should consider when analyzing
suitability of rivers should include:

Aggregated values of a given stream.

Importance of aggregated values on both a statewide and
SCORP regional level.

Importance of smaller streams to program.

Non-local as well as local support for a given stream,

Visual management on scenic rivers is best determined through the
river planning process. This provides for comprehensive
development of management standards for all valueS appropriate to
a given river. Such standards should be based on the identified
ORVs regardless of river designation. In terms of visual
resource management, the State recommends the following
management/protection standards:

No scheduled harvest (visual resource management I)
in river corridors, under its administration, designated as
wild.

Rivers or segments of rivers designated as scenic should be
managed to maintain and provide recreation opportunities in
a near-natural setting. While silvicultural practices could
occur within the 1/4 mile corridor, these practices should
not substantially impact the river or its immediate
environment. Where scenic is an ORV currently meeting
visual resource management (VRM) I, maintain the visual
quality; likewise, where VRN II exists maintain and protect
its scenic value. When VRM III exists, 9LM should attempt
to enhance visual quality to VRM II.

River or segments of rivers designated as recreational
should be managed to maintain ORV5 for which they are
designated while providing river-related recreational
opportunities in a recreational setting. On rivers where
scenic or recreation is identified as the CRy, standards
should be implemented which would protect and enhance
existing scenic conditions.
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encouraged to carefully manage the entire area of public
interest, outside of BLM's proposed WSA boundary, in order to
protect its current ecological values and suitability for
wilderness.

Trails

The draft plans propose significant additions to recreational
trails on BLM lands. The State supports this direction
especially for those trails linking recreational sites, those
allowing access to Special Recreation Management Areas, and those
providing connectors to other recreational trails.

The State encourages each BLM district/Klamath Falls Resource
Area to review recommendations for trail management in our
recreation paper (Appendix 1). Some of the recommendations noted
in the paper include: develop trail plans within each proposed
project area, buffering, appropriate signing, rerouting, and
implementing silvicultural practices to mitigate impacts. We
urge that these recommendations be Considered fl the final plans.

Developed Recreation Sites

The preferred alternatives propose substantial increases in
camping and day-use sites, in many cases more than doubling
current provisions. We are very supportive of this increased
emphasis. High priority for such development should be given to
those sites supporting local recreational and tourism strategies.

Wfld and Scenic Rivers

The State gives a high priority to the Federal Wild and Scenic
River program. It, along with the State Scenic Waterways
program, is critical in maintaining the natural resource and
recreational values on Oregon's waters.

The following concerns have surfaced with all of the draft plans:

The draft plans do not make it clear whether federal land
management actions that potentially could have impacts on
designated waterways in the State system will be coordinated
with the State.

Technical procedures for determining river suitability were
not sufficiently explained in the draft plans. Issues
include percent of land ownership by 8114; the criterion used
for ranking rivers as suitable; use of "outstandingly
Remarkable Values" (DRy) in rating; and use of economic
costs and local support criterion.
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Where neither scenic or recreation is an ORV, the '.7MB class
should be determined through the individual planning
process. For these rivers, visual resource management class
III should be considered the minimum.

In areas where more restrictive land allocations are already
in place (e.g., primitive recreation, ACEC5 or Special
Recreation Management Areas) the more restrictive standards
should apply.

BLM should concentrate on 1/4-mile corridor along rivers in
designing plans for stream with wild and scenic designation.
8tH should also manage adjacent lands beyond the 1/4-mile
boundary, where necessary to protect ORV.

All values on eligible rivers should also be maintained at
their current level for the plan period (10-15 years) or
until Congress acts.

The State strongly encourages DIM districts to work with adjacent
landowners, the State and the public when analyzing streams for
designation. Additional pertinent comments regarding wild and
scenic rivers can be found in the Department of Parks and
Recreation's response found in Appendix 2.

7. Off-Road Vehicles

Various forms of off-road driving are projected to increase in
many of the draft plans. With their nearness to major population
centers, BEM lands are a major provider of this type of
recreation in western Oregon.

Off-road vehicle recreation, while enjoyed by individuals and
clubs, has created some land use controversy over the years on
federal and state lands. To mitigate these potential problems,
the State recommends that BLM districts include provisions in
their final management plans for designating areas to meet of f-
road vehicle demand. We strongly recommend that off-road
vehicles use be included in a comprehensive road management plan
which should be developed by each district.

RIM should strengthen its standards and guidelines for off-road
vehicle use. Brochures should be published for public
distribution showing locations where off-road vehicle use is
permitted and explaining regulations on use.
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8. Scenic Hjqhwavs

The public's perception of how BLM lands (and other ownerships)
are managed is in many cases determined by what people see as
they travel the highways and hike the trails. This is a major
reason for maintaining visual quality along roads, trails,
developed recreational areas and other visually sensitive sites.

Scenic quality contributes to the increasing tourist industry in
western Oregon. Hundreds of miles of State highways run through
BLM-administered lands. Highways 22, 26, 34, 38, 42, 62, 126,
138, 140, 199, and Interstate 5 are just a few of the routes
passing through BLM lands that are used by Oregonians and out-of-
state visitors. With this in mind, BLM districts should
carefully consider scenic quality in their RNPs/EISs.

It is recognized that maintaining continuity in visual quality on
BLM lands is somewhat complicated by its checkerboard ownership.
In many cases adjacent ownerships are intensively managing their
resources without a high degree of visual quality in mind.
This, however, has changed as revisions to the Oregon Forest
practices Act rules (ORS 527.630 Sections 10 and 17) have set
visual standards and identified specific highways for visual
protection. Visual quality most likely would be enhanced if the
six draft plans preferred alternatives were implemented.

BLM's draft plans have classified and are proposing visual
protection standards for many sensitive areas: ACECs: SRMA; Wild
and Scenic Rivers -- McKenzie and Rogue: travel corridors -- Ht.
Hood Corridor, I-B, Marys Peak Road, plus other recreational
sites. The State supports the visual protection of sites
presented in the preferred alternatives, and suggest BIN provide
adequate visual protection along other visually sensitive
highways.

The State recommends the following regarding visual quality:

BIN districts should sore precisely inventory and reevaluate
their visual protection recommendations in the final plans
for major highways that pass through BLM lands. The analysis
should identify those highways or highway segments
appropriate for visual management. Existing visual
conditions along these highways should be described, as well
as the directives to develop management plans to achieve
expected future conditions.

Scenic values along the major highways, cited above, should
not fall below visual resource management (VRM) Class III.
The State believes that VRM Class IV (modification) would
not retain the visual quality objectives along these
important travel corridors. The application of new
silvicultural concepts by 0114 may help mitigate visual concerns.
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1991, over 486 million board feet was harvested from Bureau lands
which represents eight percent of the total volume harvested
statewide. Forest management activities not only furnish jobs
for local economies but also are an important revenue source for
counties to support schools and roads.

BIN's legal mandate for managing its lands has come from the O&C
Act and the Forest Land Policy and Management Act. These laws,
which were discussed in the Ecosystem Management section of this
paper, directly address the management of lands administered by
BIN. The O&C lands have been intensively managed over the last
fifty years as directed by congressional mandate. Public
Domain lands administered under the Forest Land Policy and
Management Act consider more multiple use policies.

1. FOrest Land Manaqement

Under the current plans, forest management entails implementing
mainly even-aged management (clear-cutting) followed by the
application of intensive management practices (e.g. ,burning,
planting, fertilization, thinnings, and controlling competing
vegetation) on short rotations (40-60 years) . The primary
objective is to intensively manage forest stands to reestablish
and perpetuate the growth of Douglas-fir/hemlock stands on a
sustained yield basis. Other species are favored depending upon
the ecoregion within districts.

Implementation of this strategy represented accepted forest
management practices for managing western Oregon forests in the
past. Recently, however, these practices have been questioned
due to air and water quality problems and protection of
sensitive, threatened, and endangered species plus other
concerns. This has required BLN and other forest landowners to
reassess their approaches to resource management.

In the draft plans, BLM is proposing to meet this challenge by
adopting an ecosystem approach to forest management known as
biological diversity. Biological diversity represents a
significant change from 5114's current management philosophy.
While there are questions about the legal sufficiency of this new
strategy in meeting the O&C Act, the State believes that
biological diversity goes a long way toward addressing concerns
about forest health and maintaining productive ecosystems.

The preferred alternatives are designed to produce mature and
older forests over time. Because less older forests will be
provided on adjacent private lands, we are concerned that the
checkerboard ownership pattern makes it unlikely that the
objectives for management will be achieved. In order to produce
the desired future condition of major forest areas, nearly
complete watershed-level ownership is necessary.
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Long-term visual management objectives should consider the
use of silvicultural practices (e.g., uneven-aged management
or underburning) in order to accomplish the VRN objectives.

BLN should work with adjacent landowners and others to
maintain visual continuity.

The State supports BLN's Backcountry Byway Program.

We also support Salem District's special protection for the Mt.
Hood Highway corridor including land exchanges to promote visual
quality.

With an increased interest in driving-for-pleasure, these
designated routes will give the public sightseeing and wildlife
viewing opportunities on lands administered by BLM.

9. Technical Issues

Estimates of Recreational Use

We understand that SIN does not currently estimate recreational
use on lands under its jurisdiction. Therefore it used activity
occasions derived from SCORP, adjusted based on ELM's
proportional forested recreational land base for this planning
period. We concur with this methodology but urge BLM to develop
methods of use estimates more appropriate to BLM lands in the
future.

Economic Valuations of Recreation

Analysis of the economic benefits of recreation use should be
developed with values appropriate to ELM lands. For example, we
understand current methodologies do not place economic values on
recreational activities occurring within a ELM district produced
by residents within that district. This would miss the transfer
payments of recreation produced by a resident of one county
recreating in another county. We urge that current recreational
economic methodologies be reconsidered so the full value of
recreation can be described in the final RMP5.

F. Timber Meosqement. Are ELM's timber qrowth and yield
assumptions valid? How will silvicultural practices be used to
support projected harvest levels? Will ELM be able to produce
the harvest levels predicted by land allocation? Has ELM
adequately address forest health?

Timber harvest from lands administered by ELM has been and will
continue to be a major source of logs available to local mills
throughout Oregon. Over the last ten years, 11 percent of the
total volume harvested in Oregon has come from ELM lands. In
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A variety of techniques have been used to provide older age class
forest. Old Growth Emphasis Areas (DGEAs) l's use 300 year
rotations and density management to accelerate older forest
characteristics. Connective Areas (CAS) are managed using 150-
or 200-year rotations. Due to the numbers of overstory leave
trees planned, we anticipate that management in the General
Forest management area will produce characteristics similar to
older stands for about 2/3's of the rotation. ELM's efforts are
innovative in that they attempt to maintain spotted owl habitat
over time while still producing timber from the same land. This
strategy is not without controversy, however, as concerns have
been expressed over the sufficiency of this strategy to maintain
dispersal habitat for spotted owls. (Note wildlife management
section of this coordinated response for a further discussion.)

The Medford District has divided its planning area into southern
and northern management units based on site productivity, plant
community, and forest condition. Proposed forest management
prescriptions have been tailored to each area to better fit
conditions on the ground. Variations in conventional forest
management practices are also being proposed in frost-prone
areas. The State compliments the district for this effort.

Implementation of uneven-aged management, especially in the
Klamath Falls Resource Area's ponderosa pine and pine-associated
stands, is also supported by the State. Both the Medford
District and Klamath Falls Resource Area mention using uneven-
aged management as a silvicultural management tool. A more
comprehensive explanation would be helpful on how these, and
possibly other districts, will implement uneven-aged management
and how this differs from the various green tree retention
standards being proposed in the preferred alternatives.

Our concern, which will be reiterated again in following
sections, is the uncertain outcome of applying untested
silvicultural prescriptions through biological diversity. It will
take highly trained professionals to implement and monitor
biological diversity to determine if the program is successful in
meeting each district's (including western Oregon as a whole)
expected objectives.

Adequate funding is necessary for a successful program. ELM is
proposing a much higher level of intensive management )e.g., more
genetic plantings and pruning) than ever before. Historically,
monies have not been available for intensive management programs.
Furthermore, timber receipts have been used to fund many of the
activities. We question how ELM intends to obtain the necessary
funds to implement biological diversity with reduced harvest
levels and higher predicted costs. ELM should evaluate the
possible impacts on management programs and outputs (e.g.,
allowable sales quantity) of lower funding levels.
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We direct your attention to the Department of Forestry's response
(Appendix 2) and Oregon State University's Report (Appendix 3)
for more detailed comments specific to individual BLM
districts/resource area.

Land Suitability
BLM districts have inventoried their lands by using a system
known as the Timber Production Classification System (TPCC). GIS
mapping has helped identify the various TPCC classifications.
According to the draft plans, this inventory identified the
physical and biological capabilities of the lands to support and
produce forest products on a sustained yield. Some 2 million
acres were identified as suitable in western Oregon/Klamath Falls
Resource Area of which 1.7 million acres would be managed for
varying degrees of timber harvest. Less than 1 million acres
would be allocated to general forest under the six preferred
alternatives. Other land allocations (e.g., Old Growth Emphasis
and Connectivity areas) would allow less intensive timber
production as compared to the general forest allocation.
The State recommends that BLM, using data obtained from the
Forest IntenSified Research project, Department of Forestry, and
other studies, continue to validate the accuracy of data obtained
from its inventory program and further evaluate lands currently
determined to be Unsuitable. If it can be determined that some of
these lands can be managed for timber production, they should be
returned to the suitable base. Likewise, lands in the Suitable
base which are determined to be unsuitable through monitoring,
should be taken out of the base.
Comments regarding BLM's TPCC inventory system are found in
Appendix 3 -- Oregon State University's Report (page 43).

Growth and Yield Assumptions

Estimation of the sustainable yield level is highly dependent
upon a number of assumptions regarding land bases, timber
inventory, management activities, and growth and yield
assumptions. If the assumptions are not correct, one may find in
the decades ahead that either the harvest level was not
sustainable or that the harvest level was less than could have
been realized.
The allowable sales quantity (ASQ) on each BLM district was
calculated using a computer program named TRIM-PLUS. Districts
used a combination of two growth and yield models (Stand
Projection System -- SPS and ORGANON) for estimating future
yields from managed forest stands.
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5. Timber Supply

The primary driver of BLR's socio-economic analysis is timber
supply. BIN used an innovative approach to model timber supply.
This approach has much merit. However, some basic assumptions
need to be revisited and the analysis for the final plans should
reflect a more uncertain picture of timber supply in Oregon. In
addition, BIN should explain how the timber supply analysis was
used in formulating its draft alternatives and how it will be
used in formulating the record of decision. Please review the
Department of Forestry's draft response found in Appendix 2 for
more details.
A summary of the concerns and recommendations regarding timber
supply include:

Due to the uncertainty in timber supply, it is reasonable to
assume that stumpage prices will increase substantially more
than has been predicted in the draft plans. We encourage
BLM to reevaluate the stumpage prices used in its analysis
to better align them with current projections.
Overall, analysis of the timber supply situation is more
optimistic than warranted. The draft plans portray what is
likely to be an upper level of timber supply. Additional
scenarios should be portrayed reflecting lower potential
harvests from private owners the Forest Service, and
forests managed by the Oregon Department of Forestry.
Uncertainty about the probability of implementing planned
HIM timber sale levels should also be documented.

The public's sensitivity toward harvesting younger stands
(50-60 years) of timber may force BLM to reconsider later

decadal management regimes. Current restrictions on federal
lands have caused increased harvesting of smaller diameter
logs on private lands. This may translate into longer
rotations on BLM lands than would otherwise be the case.
BLM should evaluate the effects of longer rotations and
higher minimum harvest ages on all lands managed by BLM.

d Timber sale quantities are highly dependent upon intensive
management activities yet, historically, BLM management
activity accomplishments are well below planned levels.
Levels of management practices on BIN forest lands are
dependent upon levels of federal funding. These
appropriated funds have, most of the time, been sufficient
to insure adequate regeneration of cutover stands but have
often been insufficient to take advantage of opportunities
to significantly increase growth levels of the Bureau's
Oregon forest lands. Planning for socio-economic impacts of
projected timber supply levels should consider the unstable
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Several questions have been raised regarding HIM's extensive
inventory system including sampling selection, unit design, and
intensity methods. Concerns have also been expressed regarding
HIM application of SPS (an even-aged Douglas-fir or western
hemlock calibrated model), to stands where green trees will be
maintained.
Some of the draft plans noted that the preferred alternative
includes many elements which are recognized to be substantially
untested modeling of sustained yield as compared to other
alternatives presented. It is further noted that the level of
confidence in yield and harvest values is lower than other
alternatives.
The State is concerned that ASQ levels predicted in the draft
plans may be inflated estimates of the actual volume that can be
expected. Questions regarding inventory design, site index
equations, volume and taper equations, growth and yield from
intensive management practices, minimum harvest ages, and
empirical yield tables need to be discussed in more detail in
BLM's final plan. Further analysis should also be conducted on
the allowable Cut effect of deferring for 80 years some of the
OGEA5 even though they remain in the timber base.

The State would direct BLM's attention to Oregon State
University's Report on growth and yield in Appendix 3.

Forest HealtIl
Deteriorating forest health Conditions can be visually detected
as one travels in eastern Oregon. Forest health is also a
serious concern in western Oregon forests where insect and
disease mortality is very common. Forest health conditions
influence the amount of timber yield sustained over time, the
ability to maintain critical fish and wildlife habitat, and the
maintenance and development of recreation opportunities on all
forest lands regardless of ownership.
BIN's draft plans fail to adequately address forest health issues
which have recently received both public and political attention.
In most of the plans, forest health is not mentioned in the goals
or objectives of the proposed management alternatives. Nedford
and Kiamath Falls draft plans come the closest to addressing
health problems and solutions.
The State recommends that BIN's final plans set specific goals
and objectives including monitoring detailing how management
strategies of the preferred alternatives will address forest
health problems and, what mitigative measures will be implemented
to improve unhealthy forest conditions on BIN lands. We
encourage BLM to work with other forest landowners to improve
forest health.
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nature of federal funding of forest management activities
and the difficulties of securing funding for these
activities over the next several decades.
Timber supply is the primary driver of the BIN socio-
economic analysis but does not appear to be an important
part of alternative formulation in the draft plans. One
would have expected BLM to use this analysis as an integral
part of developing plan alternatives; the potential exists
to use the analysis as a key decision criterion for the
record of decision.
The Bureau appears to have used a harvest flow constraint
know as Sequential HonDeclining Yield. The basic concept is
to find a harvest level that can be sustained over time.
This process is a fairly rational approach to regulation
when trying to balance stability goals with forest
regulation goals. BIN did not do any sensitivity analyses
on alternative flow consttaints. In light of concerns for
community stability, BIN might want to present a "departure
alternative" in its final plan.

G. Wildlife Mamacement. How should BIN districts manaGe for
bio came' What snac levels should HIM provide for cavity-
dependent birds and other wildlife? How should sensitive.
threatened and endancered wildlife species be manaaed?

i. peer and Elk Habitat
Big game is an extremely important resource which depends on
cover and forage found on BIN administered lands. Big game
provides recreation to the public in the form of hunting and
viewing opportunities. The Dean's Creek Elk Viewing area is an
example of BLM's commitment, in coordination with the State, to
develop an interpretive roadside program for elk and other
wildlife.
BIN districts have appropriately utilized the Wisdom Model in
determining big game habitat conditions. However, BIN has not
stated how it would improve habitat effectiveness (HE) for big
game in areas with low HE indices.

a. QB3IBL

Cover is one of the critical components that needs to be
available on BIN lands if management objectives (i.e., HE indices
and number of animals) set by the Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife (ODFW) are to be achieved. Cover, which includes the
subcategories of optimal, thermal, and hiding cover, has been
evaluated in the draft BIN plans. Existing cover conditions were
rated as marginal in most of the elk management emphasis areas.
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The reason given for these marginal conditions is past forest
management practices on BLM and adjacent private lands. Under
their preferred alternatives, 8tH districts are predicting no
change in the short term for cover conditions. Cover conditions
would improve in the long-term in the OGEA5 but Would remain
marginal in the general forest area. The State is concerned
about long-term marginal conditions in the general forest.

The final R1IP5 should address how RIM proposes to improve
marginal cover conditions and to meet HE and herd number
objectives. BLM should work with ODFW on meeting these
management objectives.

b. ForaGe

Forage quality and availability are also important elements
necessary for big game survival. Like cover, BLM draft plans
indicate marginal current conditions in most of the emphasis
areas/analytical watersheds. Lack of forage or poor forage
quality has led to deer and elk migrating onto private lands thus
leading to land use conflicts. BIN districts have mentioned the
use of forage seeding on harvested units and road rights-of-way.
COOS Bay, in particular, is planning to seed up to 50 percent of
the acres harvested each year.

BLM districts should consider the following recommendations on
forage in their final plans:

The final BlIPS should address how BLM proposes to improve
marginal forage conditions and to meet State HE and herd
number objectives. RIM should work with ODFW on meeting
these management objectives.

Expand, where feasible, the forage seeding programs to
benefit big game. BLM should increase its effort to search
out and/or create native grass and legume seed sources for
forage seedings palatable to big game species.

8124 should fund forage seeding through timber sale receipts.

BIN districts, in particular the Klamath Falls Resource
Area, should structure grazing allotment plans to mitigate
forage conflicts that may arise between livestock and big
game. Alternatives such as shortening livestock grazing
periods in the fall to allow green-up for winter forage may
be helpful in defusing forage problems.

c.

A plan to manage roads in a responsible manner is perhaps the
most powerful management tool BLM has to benefit big game in
western Oregon. Open roads allow easy access to big game herds
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A Recovery Team was appoirtted by Secretary of the Interior Lujan
to develop a recovery plan that would consider the habitat for
the spotted owl and other species plus the economic effects of
implementing a recovery plan. The State has a member on the 18-
person Northern Spotted Owl Recovery Team and has contributed
support, from several State agencies, to the process.

BIN's draft preferred alternatives propose to address spotted
owls and other critical species through application of ecosystem
management principles. The overall intent of this strategy
according to BIN is: "To manage lands to contribute to community
stability consistent with maintenance of ecosystems and a
diversity of species: contribute to long-term recovery of the
northern spotted owl: and maintain fish and Wildlife and
recreation, scenic and other resources." The objective is to
maintain many of the old growth/mature forest components
necessary for the spotted owl and other species while permitting
the production of a certain level of goods and services on lands
available for timber harvest.

As noted in the Old Growth and Mature Forest section of this
coordinated response, districts have taken various approaches to
maintaining and producing mature/old growth stand conditions.
The concepts revolve around creating Old Growth Emphasis Areas
(OGEA5) and Connectivity Areas (CA5) and Klamath Falls Resources
Area's Protected Habitat Areas (PHA5) scattered throughout the
districts.

BLM's Salem District has identified three classes of OcEAs and
two types of CA5 in an effort to maintain/create older forest
structure. The preferred alternative strategy for OGEA 2
(Nestucca block) is calling for more intensive management than in
OGEA 1 blocks. Due to the current stand structure existing in
the Nestucca block, there is a need to accelerate older forest
conditions. While this need is recognized, there is a concern
that the management scenario being proposed is untested and
possibly too aggressive thus it may not meet the intent of the
spotted owl recovery plan. The Governor's Planning Team and
state agencies recently visited the site with RIM resource area
managers to discuss proposed management prescriptions under the
preferred alternative.

Other concerns have also surfaced regarding the retention of
existing stands of old growth and whether or not BIN's older
forest strategy will be sufficient to meet dispersal habitat
needs of the spotted owl. Furthermore, BIN has not done a risk
analysis and developed contingency plans for OGEA5 and CA5 that
potentially could be destroyed by a catastrophic event.

The effectiveness of CA5 as corridors for wildlife movement has
not been adequately addressed in the draft plans. Some of the
factors that may affect the utility of these areas include: their
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and other wildlife. This accessibility has exposed deer and elk
to greater human-caused disturbances. Big game must expend more
energy to seek hiding cover from hunters and others when open
road densities are high.

Open-road densities exceeding 4 miles/square mile are common on
all of the BLM districts. Declines in big game habitat caused by
a high density of open roads has been well documented. We direct
your attention to the roads management section, Appendix 1.

2. SnaGs and Dead-and-Downed Wood

Dead and down woody material is increasingly recognized as an
important component of the forest ecosystem. BLM should provide
enough "wildlife trees" to maintain viable populations of birds
and other wildlife. Additional steps should be taken to ensure
the development of snags over time.

Green trees should be left on regeneration units to provide
future snags. SIN districts are commended for proposing to leave
6-20 green trees per acre. However, residual green trees left on
harvest units may not be long lived or may blow down such that
snags may be unavailable in the future. Thus, it may be necessary
to girdle or blast out the tops of some of these trees over time
in urder to produce snags to support desired population levels.

BLN should have concrete proposals to create snags including
estimated budgets and work-month requirements. BLM should also
adjust ASQS to account for these created snags over time. BIN
should fund research to determine whether artificially created
snags have the same utility for wildlife as those produced
naturally.

The State supports SLM's proposals for retention of dead-and-
downed wood. Where feasible, BLN should provide downed logs
greater than 24" diameter at a minimum rate of 2/acre. BLM
should include the retention of target levels of dead-and-downed
wood in contract stipulations for planned timber sales. sIN
should establish a monitoring system to ensure that target levels
are attained.

3, Sensitive Threatened and Endanqered species

a. Spotted Owl

The northern spotted owl was listed as a threatened species on
June 26, 1990 as it was determined that declining habitat
conditions were leading to possible extinction. Several
conservation strategies have been developed, most notably the
Interagency Scientific Committee's (ISC) Report and the Draft
Recovery Plan, to address the northern spotted owl's recovery.
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width, current fragmentation of habitat within the corridors, the
effect of timber harvest on current and future habitat mosaics
including anticipated patch size, land ownership pattern, and
different dispersal needs of wildlife. BIN should address these
factors in their final plans.

Intensive management of the forest landscape has created the
current stand conditions that exist today. To reach conditions
we desire in the future may require some manipulation (less
intensive than in the past) of forest stands to hasten old
growth/mature forest conditions.

It is the responsibility of the US Fish and Wildlife Service to
determine whether BLM plans comply with the Endangered Species
Act. The State supports the general principles and overall
approach taken in the Draft Recovery Plan for the Spotted Owl as
a means toward resolving the present impasse. The Final Recovery
Plan for the Northern spotted Owl, due to be released in 1993,
should be adopted by BLM unless the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service determines that 5121's land management strategy is
adequate for protecting the spotted owl.

b. Raid Eaqle

The State concludes that the implementation guidelines for the
bald eagle recovery plan have been met by the districts.
However, ODFW is specifically concerned about the bald eagle
roosting area in the Scappoose block which has apparently
received no special protection in the Salem draft RMP. We would
ask BLM to contact ODFW regarding this specific bald eagle site.

p. Marbled Murrelet

With the recent listing of the marbled murrelet as a threatened
speGies under the Endangered Species Act, BLN must provide an in-
depth analysis of the effects of the alternatives on this
species. The definition for suitable habitat as currently used by
BLM must be further refined to reflect the latest scientific
information. From an operational context, the State recommends
that BLM expand murrelet inventories and take interim measures to
protect suitable habitat.

d. Other Sensitive Wildlift Species

Additional concerns have been expressed by ODFW and others on
populations of other Oregon sensitive species (e.g., neotropical
migrant birds) that may be impacted by BIN preferred
alternatives. This concern especially applies to the general
forest management area where the impacts of timber harvesting on
these species may be severe, but applies to other allocations as
well. The final RNP5 need to provide clear direction for site-
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specific protection of these species including information on
protection of nest sites and other important habitat areas. BLM
should take no action which would contribute to the listing of
sensitive species. BIN should inventory sensitive species
occurring on their lands, mitigate impacts on sensitive species
resulting from management actions, and monitor to assess the
impacts of actions on sensitive species.

H. Old Growth and Mature Forest How will BLM manaoe its
forests to rnantain old qrowth and m.ture forest composition?

When people think of forests, they may envision majestic old
growth. These old growth stands provide habitat for many
wildlife species and furnish a variety of recreational
experiences.

Old growth is also still important to the timber industry.
Because of its size snd the quality of the wood, these trees are
especially prized by industry.

According to the BIN's 1988 extensive stand inventory, there are
over 290,000 acres of existing old growth (200 year old) in the
western Oregon districts, While various land allocations being
proposed in each district's preferred alternative set-aside some
of these stands (e.g., Special Areas, wild and scenic river
corridors, riparian areas, and wildlife habitat) many old growth
stands would remain in the general forest allocation. According
to the draft plans' preferred alternatives, some 40,000 acres of
old growth in total would be harvested in the first decade of
plans.

DIM districts are proposing several different techniques to
maintain/produce Older-aged forests. OGEA5 l's use 300 year
rotations and density management to accelerate older forest
characteristics. CA5 are managed using 150- or 200-year
rotations. Rlamath Falls Resource Area's preferred alternative
calls for a system of 80-100 acre protected habitat areas each
surrounded by a 1/4 mile buffer to maintain old growth in the
western portion of their resource area. Residual trees (6-20
depending upon the land allocation) and other old growth
components (snags and downed woody material) are to be left on
units within the general forest allocation or nondeferred OGEA5
and CA5.

BLM's biological diversity proposal is innovative but untested in
that it will attempt to maintain old growth characteristics for
species such as the spotted owl while still producing timber.
According to the BIN's Executive Summary, 324,000 acres of old
growth would be remaining after 10 years; 475,000 acres after 100
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irrigated hay for winter feed. Declines in livestock forage from
the BIN could have an effect on local ranches. A decline in the
economic stability of local ranches would create economic hard-
ship on the communities in the surrounding area.

The State's recommendations outlined below recognize the economic
and cultural facets of the livestock industry by proposing a
program that we believe will ensure the long run, sustainable use
of BIN lands by livestock while protecting sensitive resource
v9lues located on these lands. Most western Oregon BIN districts
have limited grazing programs on their lands, with the exception
of Klamath Falls Resource Area. While most of the following
comments and recommendations refer to the Klamath Falls Resource
Area, they are also applicable to all BIN districts where grazing
is permitted.

The Elamath Falls Resource Area currently has some 95 grazing
allotments (81 permittees/lessees) producing 13,869 Animal Unit
Months (AUM5) of forage annually. An additional 5,096 AUN5 are
classified as suspended non-use. According to the draft Klamath
Falls RNP/EIS and personal communications with BIN staff, range
managers (using a core team) have evaluated the impact of grazing
on other resource values, especially streamside habitat and big
game forage needs.

The Klamath Falls Resource Area has identified some 14 allotments
in need of improvement. These allotments represent over 61
percent of the total allotted grazing acres on the east side and
28 percent on the west side. In total, this represents some 57
percent of the allocated AUM5.

Klamath Falls' draft preferred alternative proposes that 13,185
AUM5 per year be available which represents a decline of 5
percent from the current level. Justification for the decrease
is based upon a need to develop upland water developments,
improved riparian area conditions and improve forage for both
livestock and wildlife.

We have several concerns regarding livestock management. First,
there seems to be a large number of allotments which lack
comprehensive allotment management plans. Without a plan for
each allotment, combined with an aggressive monitoring program,
how can the Iclamath Falls Resource Area hope to improve
unsatisfactory conditions in allotments currently needing
rehabilitation? Will allotments identified as (I) in the plan
become high priority for improvements when funding is available?
While the core team approach used to identify resource conflicts
in allotments is a good start, it should not be considered a
substitute for allotment managements plans. Without allotment
management plans and monitoring, degradation of the very values
the Elamath Falls Resource Area is trying to protect or maintain
could continue unchecked.
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years would be considered old growth. This would be an alleged
increase in total acres from the current inventory of 290,000
acres.

While the State supports BIN'S approach to maintaining and
protecting old growth stands through biological diversity, we are
concerned about the impact that harvesting will have on old
growth dependent species. We further realize that the harvest
from these stands represent the most predictable portion of the
allowable sales quantity in these uncertain times of timber
supply.

The State's concern focuses on BIN'S proposed harvest of old
growth in the general forest allocation for the preferred
alternatives. More specifically, there is currently a shortfall
of biological diversity opportunities existing in the Coast Range
due to human and natural disturbances. Most watersheds in the
Eugene, Salem and COOS Bay Districts lack older-aged components
necessary to maintain ecosystem management. Harvesting of old
growth within the general forest allocation will further
exacerbate the problem unless mitigative measures are considered.

The State believes that one solution to this problem would be to
maintain within each third-order watershed example(s) of
ecologically significant older forest stands. These Stands
sho'lld represent PNW 447 criteria, or if no stands having these
characteristics are present, include natural stands without
significant salvage or thinning histories. Protection of such
stands will offer refugia for associated wildlife species, and
may allow them to expand their distribution and populations as
younger stands in the surrounding area mature over time. Other
possible solutions should also be analyzed in an effort to
address this concern.

The State recommends that BIN further evaluate the impacts on
biological diversity (genetic, species, ecosystem, landscape) in
the Coast Range from harvesting old growth in the general forest
allocation in the preferred alternatives. BIN should further
develop and analyze other alternatives which retain biologically
significant old growth stands while still producing economic
opportunities. Conceptually, Alternative E's old growth strategy
could act as a benchmark for other alternatives regarding old
growth retention.

I. Li estock ana.-.e, .ww .

to prodUce foraae for livestock and wildlife while protecting
other resource values, in particular riparian areas?

Ranches located near land administered by BIN and the Forest
Service, in many cases, depend upon livestock grazing from these
lands. Historically, nearby cattle ranching operations use
public lands as summer pasture and utilize home ranches to grow
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Furthermore, the Kiamath plan pSrmits annual grazing in riparian
areas with currently less than good conditions. BIN should not
allow grazing in such degraded areas except under strictly
controlled management. If BIN cannot document initial recovery,
they should change their grazing strategy or consider no grazing
until recovery is achieved. The Governor's Watershed Enhancement
Board wants to promote cooperative projects between the BIN and
private owners where riparian areas cross mixed ownerships.

The State is also concerned about livestock impacts on fish and
wildlife, with special emphasis on the Lost River and Short-nosed
Suckers, big game, sage grouse, and other riparian dependent
species.

The State supports a livestock management program which allows
grazing while protecting resource values (i.e., water quality and
fish and wildlife habitat). Considering the need to more
carefully control livestock grazing in riparian areas and improve
forage conditions on several of the allotments, we believe the
proposed short-term decline in AUM5 seems justified. The State
favors additional reduction of AIJN5 when resource degradation is
apparent.

As part of the range management program BIN should:

Develop allotment management plans for every allotment.

Monitor allotment plans on a regular schedule.

Activate range improvement projects (seeding, water
development, and prescribed burning) that will both increase
forage productivity and draw livestock toward lands not
currently grazed and away from those in poor condition.

Implement grazing systems such as seasonal use and deferred
rotation grazing that better fit the livestock to the
resource.

Attract livestock away from riparian areas by:
- Developing other water sources
- Placing salt blocks away from riparian areas
- Planting other palatable vegetation

Limit livestock use in riparian areas to periods when forage
and soils are most resilient and to uses determined by site-
specific conditions.

Exclude livestock until the recovery of riparian area
vegetation (to a good condition) is enough to allow managed
grazing.
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Maintain and protect streams in 'good" condition; restore
streams in "poor" condition.
Secure a stable funding source for livestock management
program.

Short-term declines in AUM5 may occur on specific sites, but
production ahould stabilize and, perhaps, even increase over the
long-run once stream and rangeland conditions improve and
problems of redistribution and grazing administration are
addressed successfully. Frequent monitoring of allotment plans,
as proposed by BIN, will detect resource problems. Grazing
strategies should then be adjusted Where needed.
BI2 already has one key to success for balancing forage use with
the protection and rehabilitation of the resource base: the
generally improving flow of information and ideas among its
staff, the Forest Service, permittses, and other resource users.
Two other success factors in this effort are the rapport between
BIN and most allotment holders, and the expert help available
from local soil and water conservation districts and conservation
groups. Several BLM sponsored grazing projects in eastern Oregon
(e.g., Camp Creek) have shown that proper grazing management can
support livestock while protecting other resources.
The State believes that local people continuing to work together
in a cooperative spirit, watershed by watershed, will pay of f in
better resource management and an improved livestock economy.

J. Minerals 404 Eneroy. How should BLM recoGnize and manaGe
its mineral and erieroy resources?
Mineral and energy resources can be found on many lands
administered by BLM. These valuable resources may include
leasable minerals (oil and gas) , locatable minerals (gold and
other precious metals) and salable minerals (rock and aggregate
resources). The location/extent of mineral resources depends upon
the physiographic region. BLM adminrsters both mineral estate
and split estate lands.
While districts have discussed mineral and energy resources in
their draft plans it is difficult to determine the location of
these resources. In particular, State-owned mineral rights
underlying BIN surface ownership have not been identified.
The State makes the following recommendations to BLN regarding
minerals and energy which should be considered when developing
the final RNPB/EISB:
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Economic Benchmarks -- the goal of reaching the national
average in per capita income particularly for regions
outside of Portland metropolitan area and regional job
distribution are severely impacted by the preferred
alternatives.

2. Social Benchmark (specified as Benchmarks for People) --
achievement of goals relating to drug use, social harmony
and job skills are adversely impacted by the structural
economic change which will result from the preferred
alternatives.

The State calls on BLM to provide the analytical ground work for
an effective policy response to the fundamental social and
economic changes which would follow the implementation of the
preferred alternatives.
The economic and social conditions throughout Oregon are a major
concern for the State. The management decisions taken on federal
lands affect the economic and social welfare not only in nearby
communities, but also the State as a whole.
Lands administered by BLM in western Oregon make a significant
contribution to the economy of Oregon. State and local
governments receive monies from management activities (mostly
timber harvest) on BLM lands. BLN manages both Public Domain and
Oregon and California (O&C)lands. Some 50 percent of revenues
generated by timber receipts on O&C lands is given to Western
Oregon counties.

Many Oregon counties are very dependent upon revenues from
federal lands which help finance schools, roads and, local
government. Douglas County, for example, derives over 60 percent
of its revenue from BIN and Forest Service timber receipts;
Josephine County, 16 percent; and Coos County, 14 percent. In
1991 alone, Oregon counties received Some $90 million from timber
receipts from O&C lands. The five-year average (1983-1988) of
O&C payments to counties was $51 million a year.

Other direct revenue payments are also generated from the
management of BLM lands. These revenues include mineral and
grazing leases and in lieu of tax (public domain lands only)
payments. Recreation (fishing, hunting, other recreational
activities) on these lands also generates indirect revenues to
local communities.

Declining timber harvests over the last two years have meant
increased unemployment in timber-dependent communities throughout
the State, increased social problems, and decreased county
revenue. To address these problems, the State responded to BLM'B
Analysis of the Management Situation noting our concerns and
making recommendations on how to analyze socio-economic impacts.
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Each one of the final plans should: a) acknowledge any
state-owned mineral rights (list legal descriptions) ; and b)
preserve, whenever possible, access to existing valid
mineral rights.
At the very least, the State believes that the management of
severed estates with state-owned mineral rights should be
specifically addressed and that the management direction
offer the greatest possible latitude to the State.
BLM districts should recognize energy and minerals as an
important resource when making land management allocations.
Land available for mineral and energy exploration and
development should be kept at the highest level
environmentally possible in the preferred alternatives.
Decisions to withdraw lands should be based on an open
analysis with proper accommodation of current environmental
protection and reclamation requirements.
There is a need to better quantify the value of the
resources and to factor the resource value into the BLM
alternatives. Specifically, mineral withdrawals have been
made without the benefit of a mineral inventory. Such an
inventory should be conducted before withdrawals are
recommended.

For all districts, the Stats encourages BIN to provide
realistic opportunities for mineral exploration and
development. Mining overlay zones and explicit standards
and procedures to allow mining in other land allocations are
viable mechanisms to use to mitigate conflicts.

While budgeting for mineral assessments has been a problem for
BLM, the Department of Geology and Mineral Industries stands
ready to assist districts in assessing the mineral potential on
their lands.

K. SOCjo-e0000mjc. ,ow 11 the ado.te. lan a ect economic..otu ties : sur ound 0 munities? W at 'm..ct Wi he.lans tave on so io-econo C sta.lit in e .lannn. area .4
statewide?

The long-term socio-economic goals of Oregon's state government
and its people are spelled out in Oreqon Benchmarks: Settinq
Measurable Standards for Proqress. The State recognizes the need
to diversify its economy, particularly in nonmetropolitan areas.
The plans as specified in the draft KISs are not inconsistent
with this goal. However, without a coordinated policy response
to the impacts of the proposed timber harvest reductions, the
State's highest priority strategic planning goals (Key and Lead
Benchmarks) in two major areas are put at substantial risk.
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Over the last year the Governor's Forest Planning Team has worked
with BIN at the State and district levels to better understand
and make recommendations on socio-ecOnomiC impacts of proposed
8124 management decisions. The State's review of BLM's socio-
economic analysis is based upon a paper titled: Socioeconomic
Issues and Bureau of Land ManaGement Planninq transmitted to BIN
from Governor Roberts in May 1991. (Note Appendix 1) This paper
describes the economic and social analysis the State would like
to see presented in each BIN plan. Note additional comments in
Appendix 2 (Employment Division) and Appendix 3 (Oregon State
University Report)

1. SocioEconomic Conditions

The State commends BIN for analyzing migration trends,
unemployment rates and the economic structure of the regional
economy. We question, however, the multipliers used by BIN in
calculating direct timber and timber management jobs. To
strengthen this analysis, we recommend the following additions
and further evaluations:

Simple economic base analysis Showing export base for
counties in each district.
Demographic and occupational profiles for communities
likely to be impacted.
Occupational profile of displaced workers.
Reevaluate (using a consistent set of models) the impacts to
total employment of harvest reductions.
Expand mitigation discussion to include the adverse
socioeconomic impacts of the plans and ways to lessen
impacts.

The final BLM plans should also update the economic data
presented in the draft plans to reflect more current information.
(Note Appendix 3 for a more detailed discussion.)

2. Community Stability

We agree with BLN that impacts on communities will vary within
each district and across districts. A more detailed analysis is
needed which would allow BLM to systematically evaluate the
impact of harvest reductions on areas not only within but also
outside the districts. In other words, the plans should estimate
the preferred alternatives impact on community stability based on
the structure, occupational mix and demographics of communities.
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social Imr3aCtS

Social impacts are briefly mentioned in the plans, but there is
no effort to systematically analyze the likely impacts. We
recommend using appropriate models (note comments from State
Economists -- Appendix 2) to measure the social impacts. The key
ingredient that needs to be addressed is an inventory of social
impacts.

Jiecreation/ToUrism Industry

In an attempt to diversify the economy of Oregon, the State
supports an aggressive recreational/tourism program on BLM lands.
While the recreation/tourism industry will not fully replace the
personal income levels and employment opportunities that timber
industry jobs produce, it still should help isolated communities
in this transition period. Retraining programs sponsored by the
State and federal governments will play a major part in this
transition.

An alternative which emphasized recreation opportunities could
have served as a benchmark from which to compare jobs gained from
the various alternatives presented in the plans.

Monitoring

Monitoring should be an especially important part of the final
BLM plans. While the draft plans include provisions or
monitoring of natural resources, it should also include
provisions for monitoring of socio-economic conditions and for
modification of the plan based on changes in these conditions.

Summary

BLM districts have addressed the socio-economic impacts created
by their preferred alternatives. 8114 districts should strengthen
their analysis and discussions in the final RI4P5/EISS to include
a better analysis of: district economic base and the impact on
this base of the alternatives: dislocated timber worker skills
and reemployment opportunities: social impacts: consistency in
modeling, job multipliers, mitigation recommendations and
monitoring.

Please review Economic Development Department, Department of
Forestry, and the State Economist responses found in Appendix 2
and Oregon State's University's Report for specific
recommendations.
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with high road densities (i.e., greater than 4 miles/square
mile); watersheds with high off-road vehicle use resulting
in unacceptable environmental damage: and Sensitive wildlife
areas. (Coos Bay and Klamath draft plans include this
recommendation.)

Road density-objectives for other areas would likely vary
based on decisions made in the comprehensive road management
plans.

The State recommends that BIN attempt to achieve a
reasonable reduction (10%) in open road density over the
next decade. This target may be difficult to achieve given
the scattered ownership pattern of BIN lands. However, we
encourage BIN to work together with adj scent landowners in
an effort to accomplish this goal.

The State recommends that BIN'S road management program be
modified as needed to address the State of Oregon's
recommendations for limiting development in rural interface
areas.

Each BIN district is urged to coordinate with adjacent landowners
and others in the development and implementation of a
comprehensive road management program.

14. Scecial Plant and Tree Species. How should 8114 protect
a - . - . .ntan.

1. Special Status Plant Soecies

BLM's draft plans have listed plant species found on each
dimtrict. The State commends BLM on its commitment to protect
those plant species that are either state and/or federally listed
on public lands under its jurisdiction. To continue protection
of existing threatened, endangered, and sensitive plant species
while keeping other species from being listed, the State believes
that BIN should consider the recommendations noted below.

5114 needs to expand the inventory of its lands to identify
all existing sites for listed and candidate species,
including areas not currently slated for timber sale or
harvest. 8114 should work with other state and federal
agencies to prioritize the study and monitoring of listed
and candidate species to best facilitate knowledge of
habitat requirements.

Prioritized management plans should be developed for special
status plants that outline how particular species will be
protected, especially those located in land allocations that
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L. Ro4 Manaqem.nt. HOW should 8114 distriCtslresOUrce area
panaae their road networks to promote compatibility with resource

uses.

8114's western Oregon road system is a valuable component of

Oregon's overall transportation network. The road system serves
the citizens of Oregon by providing access for timber, fish end

wildlife, and watershed management. BIll roads also provide
numerous recreational opportunities and are essential for forest

fire protection.

Realizing the importance of road management on federal lands, the
State developed a position paper titled, State of Ore000
Recommendation on BIll's Road Ma aement ProdrSB (Note Appendix

1) We trust that BIN will consider recommendations presented in

this paper when developing its final RMPs/EIS5.

The road paper states that BIll should develop comprehensive road

management plans. That is, in addition to road maintenance and
construction goals and objectives, BIll should address the various
resource concerns (i.e., recreational, fish and wildlife, timber,
water resources) potentially impacted by roads. These resources
are interrelated and road management plans should deal with them

in an integrated fashion. Watersheds would be the ideal
framework in which to develop road management plans.

BIN districts have inventoried their road networks and recognized
the impact that these access routes have on natural resources,
The draft plans express a need for access management in special
areas, critical big game areas, old growth emphasis areas, and

other areas. However, there seems to be no action plan to meet
these broad objectives.

We commend the Salem District en its recognition that a
comprehensive road management plan needs to be developed. They
have made a commitment to develop a comprehensive road management
plan soon after approval of their RMP.

The following is a brief summary of our recommendations to BIN on
road management.

The State recommends that BIll continue to aggressively
pursue funding for its road management program.

The State recommends that a comprehensive road management
-

plan be completed within the framework of the B)W/EIS or
shortly after approval of the plans. (Note road management
paper for suggested content of management plan.)

The State recommends that a maximum 1.5 mile/square mile
road density objective (i.e., roads open to vehicular
traffic) be instituted for: sensitive watersheds; watersheds
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allow timber harvest and domestic grazing. Emphasis should

be placed on improving or restoring critical habitats rather

than merely maintaining existing often degraded conditions.

Long-term monitoring of special status species, especially
listed plants, is essential in determining whether plant

populations are recovering or declining. Recent advances in
technology should be used to develop monitoring program.

Maintaining species at the level of minimum viable
populations may not be sufficient to guarantee survival over
the long-run. It is important to recognize that a minimum
viable population is essentially on the brink of
catastrophe, therefore, population levels above the minimum
are recommended.

BIN districts in general should be complimented on their review

of listed and other special status species. These species have

been listed in the draft plans. Moreover, the State applauds the
recent history of cooperation BIN has shown in promoting the

study of many special status species, through joint cost-sharing
projects with the Oregon Department of Agriculture and other
agencies. Additional comments on special plant species can be
found in the Department of Agriculture's response (Appendix 2).

2. yew Bark

Bark from the Pacific yew tree is a source of taxol which has

shown promise in treating certain forms of cancer. BIN in
cooperation with the Forest Service is in the process of
developing an EIS for managing Pacific yew. Lands have been
inventoried to determine the amount of Pacific yew. An interim
strategy is being used to guide BIN and the Forest Service on
Pacific yew management until the EIS is finalized.

We encourage BIN to carefully follow the interim guidelines for
Pacific yew management in order to collect the maximum amount of
yew bark feasible from current forest management projects

N. Tribal Concerne How should 8124 districts oroteC
traditional Tribal cultural and spiritual sites?

Lands administered by BIll's Elamath Falls Resource Area
traditionally were utilized by the Klamath, Modoc and Shasta
Tribes. The Siletz and Warm Springs Tribes used -lands
administered by the Salem BIll District.

The State supports the protection of identified Native Anerican
sites sacred to, or of cultural significance to, the various
tribes mentioned above. The Tribes' cultural history contributes
to the State's heritage and should be protected. BIN should,
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through close coordination with the Tribes, act to inventory,
evaluate, and protect sites of cultural, religious, and historic
value as required by federal laws. As additional sites are
located, BLM should alter its plans in order to protect them,
while remaining sensitive to other uses of the lands.

0. Standards and Monitorina. Does BLM have measurable standards
nja omprehensjve aporessive monitorina orooram to determine

whether plans meet short and lone-term expected future
conditions?

The implementation of biological diversity/ecosystem management
will mandate comprehensive monitoring programs for each district,
including a dedicated funding source in order to evaluate: a>
whether the scheduled activities are being implemented as per
plan guidance; b) whether the implementation of activities is
effective in meeting the expected future conditions; and C)
determining if activities are causing the effects identified in
the EIS.

Ecosystem management and its effects on resources within the
forest environment is a long-term investment. Research
monitoring will be necessary in order to apply adaptive
management on the ground. In a sense, ecosystem management is an
experiment requiring close evaluation and monitoring of thousands
of short-term projects which should lead to the final desired
condition.

In order for each RMP and SIR to stand alone and meet the test of
public and legal scrutiny, it must include standards followed by
a monitoring plan to measure results. Standards must be
measurable to be meaninafu],. There is little purpose in defining
standards for which there are no methods for measuring the degree
of compliance or attainment. The true judicial litmus test for
the final plans, we believe, rests with the standards that must
support the resource management direction found within the RNPs.

BLM's draft plans fall short of meeting the State's expectations
for adequate standards and comprehensive monitoring plans. Even
though the plans note a need to include the three phases of
monitoring noted above, implementation seems to be the only
element covered in the monitoring sections. As an example, how
will the general monitoring questions for socio-economic
conditions presented in the draft RNP5 surface problems with plan
effectiveness?

Other questions BLM should address in their final plans include:

1. Why aren't monitoring standards presented for each land
allocation (i.e., Old growth emphasis areas, General Forest,
connectivity areas)?
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diversity management Will require a long-term commitment in
funding to test programs and practices which accomplish the
expected future conditions.

BLM budgeting should not be necessarily linked to ASQ levels.
For example, the State suggests that BLM consider establishing a
fund for density management activities in Old Growth Emphasis
Areas that is separate from the ASQ derived source available for
more traditional harvesting as proposed in the General Forest
Management Areas. This approach would institutionally recogniae
the major goal of Old Growth Emphasis Areas which should be their
utility in providing answers to critical wildlife/silvicultural
questions through the application of research and monitoring.

III. DRAFT PLANS ORGANIZATION

The State agencies have found 5114's draft Resource Management
Plans and Draft Environmental Impact Statements very difficult to
review because of the way plans were organized. Some of the
issues of concern to readers were:

Difficulty in distinguishing the draft RMP from the draft
EIS. For example, implementation standards were scattered
throughout the documents.

Lack of definable links between broad goal statements and
specific actions (e.g., standards, guidelines, inventories,
monitoring, evaluation).

Difficulty in identifying BLM plan policies in the RNP5.

Lack of substantiation to support claims of consistency with
the plans and policies of other agencies affected by the
RMP5'.

Inadequate/incomplete tables of contents and indexes.

Numerous errors in tables and incomplete data.

C. Maps showing land allocations are too small a scale with few
reference points to decipher where allocations begin and
end.

The State encourages BLM to reorganize their final plans to make
them more readable to the public and land managers who will be
implementing the final preferred alternatives.

Why haven't the monitoring questions presented in district
plans been tied to measurable management standards?

Is a threshold level of plus/minus 10 percent appropriate
for changes in all resource outputs or impacts to resources?

Where are specific, measurable standards found in the
districts/resource area monitoring plans?

Is there a tie between implementation and effectiveness
which is necessary for meeting the expected future condition
(e.g., ecosystem management)? Does BLM have a long-range
monitoring framework which will direct the agency over the
next 100 years in order to meet these expected future
conditions?

The State believes that BLM districts/resource area should
develop more specific standards and comprehensive monitoring
plans. Of special note would be the Forest Service's approach to
monitoring effectiveness and validation. We feel that without
comprehensive monitoring plans for each district/resource area,
RMPS/EISs will not meet the public's expectations and legal
challenges that the agency will face.

Annual Program Summary monitoring reports, being proposed by
districts, are a positive way to allow the public an opportunity
to track and assess the progress districts are making on
implementing their plans.

P. BOdaets, What budqet will 5tH districts need to carry out
the preferred alternative? How should the districts react if a
smaller budqet allocation occurs?

BLM districts project a need to increase their budgets in the new
plans in order to meet implementation and monitoring
requirements. Due to the complexities of the plans and the new
biological diversity approach proposed, the State agrees that
more money will be needed for training personnel, research,
implementation and monitoring.

If funding for intensive management practices under the current
plans are any indication of expected future funding, the State is
concerned that the new plans may not be implemented. BtH's
biological diversity is an experiment in land management which
relies on many as yet unproven concepts.

With the uncertainty in past and present funding levels, the
State recommends that BIN address the likelihood of funding for
proposed actions and the impact of BLM's resources if expected
funding does not materialize. This element in and by itself
stands between a successful and unsuccessful outcome. Biological
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IV. FINAL COMMENTS

The State of Oregon's Final Coordinated Response represents the
State's review of the six draft Resource Management Plans and
draft Environmental Impact Statements. Twelve state agencies
have submitted their recommendations to the Governor's Forest
Planning Team for consideration in the development of the
coordinated response. Input from six "Open Houses" held around
the state this year, public comments on the State's Proposed
Coordinated Response, discussions with various interest groups
and individuals, and Oregon State University's Report were all
considered when developing the State of Oregon's final response.

The State will work with BLM districts and the State Office,
between their draft and final, to help them better understand our
recommendations presented in this document.
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Appendix JJ
Individuals and Organizations Who Responded

to the Draft Resource Management Plan

Western Oregon Resource Management Plans
Common Comment Synthesis/Partial Responses

Salem District Comments I Responses

Individuals and Organizations Who Responded
to the Draft Resource Management Plan
The following individuals and organizations responded to the Salem District Draft Resource Management Plan!
Environmental Impact Statement:

Individuals

Achr, Michael
Adams, A. Angelica
Adams, Barbara
Alexander, Ray
Alexander, Sr., Richard P.
Allard, William
Allaway, David and Linda
Allen, Donna L.
Allen, Ronald R.
Alverson, Ed
Amicarella, Joe
Anderson, Betty C.
Anderson, Garth
Anderson, Lanny
Anderson, Richard
Anderson, Sherman D.
Anderson, Wes
Annin, Frank
Anos, Ronald W.
Apotheker, Steven R.
Applebaker, Daniel
Arthur, Rhea M.
Austin, Steve
Ayers, Louis J.
Baitaglia, C.
Baldwin, Catherine A.
Bare, Nancy
Barendse, John
Barnes, Mike
Bate, Dale
Battaglia, Leonard
Bazarth, Carole A.

Bazor, Larry
Beatty, Lew D.
Beck, Beverly J.
Becker, Barbara
Becker, Jerry
Bedard, Keith S.
Bell, R.A.
Bell, Talley R.
Bennett, Doug
Bentley, Lela B.
Berg, Hank
Bergman, Morris H.
Berkiand, John E.
Berlik, Robert A.
Bethell, James
Beyer, Bruce
Billings, Floyd
Billings, Sue
Birch, Darwin L.
Bishop, Dick
Black, Wanda J.
Blair, Robert E.
Blanchard, C. Ralph
Blanchard, Gary W.
Blickensderfer, Rob
Blowers, Joe
Boan, Ray
Boeder, James R.
Boehner, Paul R.
Bolding, WM. H.
Bond, Belle
Bondurant, Edward 1.
Borgeson, Mark
Bornholdt, Mariana D.

Bowden, David L.
Bowers, Sue
Bowman, Larry E.
Bowman, Suzanne
Boysen, Larry
Brager, Stephanie
Brandin, Michael G.
Brandis, Kristen
Brandt, Eunice C.
Brandt, Louise Joy
Bridges, D.
Brooks, Terry L.
Brown, Larry
Brown, Richard T.
Brown, William
Brunner, Eberhard
Brusse, Lori S.
Brusse, Tim
Buchanan, Hugh W.
Buche, Harvey W.
Buezynski, Aner
Bunnell, Bernard
Burkholder, Todd
Burleson, Dyrol
Butterfield, Andrew
Byers, Al
Byram, June M.
Calhoun, Glenn
Callaghan, Shirley P.
Canan, Joyce
Carbaugh, Chet
Carbaugh, James C.
Carlson, Ernest F.
Carison, Priscilla
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Carlstrom, A. L.
Carrasco, Josafat G.
Carter, Darrell S.
Carter, Plaze B.
Cavanagh, Ann W.
Chaffin, J. L.
Chapman, Drew
Choate, Donald
Claflin, Cliff
Clark, Dennis
Clark, Jack L.
Clayton, Mark
Cleland, Joanne
Cobb, Larry E.
Coblentz, Phillip D.
Coblentz, Robert
Cody, Denise
Collins, Robert
Comstock, Ronald
Condo, Candis L.
Conley, James H.
Contrenas, Pam
Cook, Harry L.
Cooke, Boyd C.
Cookingham, Craig
Coonrod, V.
Cooper, Chris
Cooper, David L.
Cooper, Kay E.
Corbett, Tony D.
Corence, W.G.
Corkran, Charlotte C.
Corkran, David
Cornell, Jennie L.
Cougre, David
Covington, Donna
Cronwell, Lynn
Crumpacker, M.D., Nancy
Culbertson, Gordon
Cummins, Tyson G.
Cunningham, Terry
Curtis, Mrs. M. Joan
Daniels, Bonnie J.
Daniels, Kent
Daniels, Richard C.
Dart, Edward
Dass, Archie
Davey, Christopher
Davis, Marty
Davis, Michael
Denker, Willow
Denton, Jr., Gerald P.
Devine, Dennis
Diggs, Daniel H.
Dobson, Wanda
Dodge, Larry W.
Donley, Jeromy
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Dooley, Jr., Tevis
Doppelt, Bob
Dose, Joseph C.
Dove, Jerry A.
Dryden, Bill
Dudek, Dana
Dueber, Shirley
Duenas, Jose M.
Dulley, Michael
Dunn, R.E.
Dwire, Kate
Earon, Robbie
Elbaum, Daniel
Ely, Ken
Emerson, Mike
Engelen, Ron
Englebert, Dwight
Evans, Larry H.
Evans, Ron
Evanson, Donald H.
Exo, Kaye J.
Fagan, John
Fans, Robert E.
Faulke, Chris C.
Fay, Dorothy A.
Felix, Duane F.
Fenel, Tom
Fennimore, Keith
Ferguson, Dave
Ferris, Herb
Ficker, Ursa
Filson, Tom
Fischer, Raymond H.
Fitzgerald, Harold
Fletcher, David
Flippo, Melvin D.
Flood, Dave
Fluge, Michael Kent
Fobes, Richard
Ford, Lynn S.
Forsythe, Margaret G.
Fosdick, Joel
Foster, Greg
Freed, Judith
Freimark, Robert M.
French, Beverly
French, R. Bruce
Freres, Jr., Robert
Frey, Betty J.
Frey, Gordon
Friesen, Arvis
Fromcke, R.D.
Furbee, Greg
Galasso, Robert
Gallagher, Scott
Garcia, Frank
Gardner, Brian

Garlbay, Luis A.
Gass, Jr., Hubert A.
Gatchet, Elmer
Geis, Gretchen
Geisinger, Jim
Gentner, Robert H.
Giamier, Matthew R.
Giesy, Betty
Giesy, Reid
Giesy, Wayne
Gilmore, Larry A.
Girtz, Jr., Henry
Glick, Ed
Goodard, Jr., Melvin
Godsey, Leo
Golden, Rod
Gonez, Juan F.
Good, Michael
Gore, Archie
Gould, Charles
Graimini, Debra
Graves, Sandra
Greacen, Rob Sant
Greene, Sarah E.
Greenip, Mark
Grier, Norma
Griffen, Gary
Groshong, Clyde
Gross, Gene
Groves, Ronald H.
Guinn, Bob
Gurney, Aaron
Guth, Candice
Hager, Ronda L.
Hall, Edward
Hall, Frank
Hall, M.D., Clifford A.
Hamilton, Steph C.
Hamlin, Cecil E.
Hamlin, Charles E.
Hammond, John L.
Hansen, Greg
Haram, Gerald
Harbison, Paul B.
Hargitt, Joel M.
Harrington, Michael
Harris, Edward C.
Harris, Tom
Harsham, John L.
Haslett, Dale
Haslett, Loleta
Hawkins, Jr., Glen F.
Hebisen, Mark J.
Hefley, Glenna
Heiken, Doug
Heimuler, Dale B.
Hemelek, John



Hendrix, Fred A.
Hepler, Eric
Hernandez, Doug
Hernandez, Fidel
Hernandez, Irma R.
Hernandez, Roberto
Herzberg, Lee
Hessel, Lori
Higgins, PH.D., Dennis V.
Hill, Larry W.
Himes, John
Hoagland, Larry
Hoefling, Pam
Hoffmann, Dieter
Holce, Wilford E.
Holder, Terry
Holt, Jim
Homann, Lora G.
Hopper, Edwin A.
Horn, S. R.
Horning, George E.
Horvath, Eric
Hostetter, Robert D.
Houston, Dan
Howell, Philip
Hubbard, Mark
Huber, James E.
Huber, Jeffrey S.
Hughes, Roy H.
Hulscher, Deborah
Hultberg, Devona
Hunt, Lee 0.
Hutchins, Grant M.
Hyatt, Harold
Irwin, Larry L.
Irwin, Tab W.
Isam, Bobbi
Ivanoff, David E.
James, Frank
James, Jim
James, Jim A.
Jenson, Marvin
Jitenburo, Aimon
Johnson, Ben
Johnson, Cliff
Johnson, James J.
Johnson, Larry
Johnson, Phillip M.
Johnston, Linda K.
Johnston, Robert B.
Johnstone, Jimmy P.
Jones, Delna
Jones, Judy
Jones, M.
Jorgensen, Robert G.
Kaiser, Stan
Kale, Dr. Keith

Individuals and Organizations Who Responded to the Draft Resource Management Plan

Kapstein, Brian
Kauffman, Kip
Kaye, Aileen P.
Keep, Scott R.
Kelly, Craig
Kelly, Kent S.
Kenline, Carla
Ken line Shawn
Kershaw, J.
Ketcham, Chris
Ketcham, Paul
Keyser, Glen
Kieft, Dan
Kimzey, Louis
King, Dan
King, Inge
King, Michael R.
King, Ron
Kinney, Gisela
Kirk, Phyllis
Kish, Gary
Klips, Abigail
Knox, Roger
Koch, Daniel E.
Koos, John E.
Kraechenko, Anatoly
Kraxberger, Duane J.
Krebs, Ronald
Krosman, Albert
Kujala, Jeff
Kundert, Ralph V.
Kzaochenko, Sergei
Lacoste, Kenneth
Lacy, Robbin
Lafontaine, Lee
Lail, Donald G.
Lake, Lynn
Lambert, Robert L.
Lang, Bill
Lang, J.
Langlois, Edward
Larkin, Dan
Larson, David
Layman, Ray E.
Lee, Arlene
Leppin, Art
Lewey, Frank
Lewis, Julie
Light, Bill
Linglebach, john
Linhart, Louis J.
Linville, Peggy
Littlejohn, Gary
Liverman, Marc
Livingston, Charles
Loback, Jack
Lohnes, Jonathan

Love, H. Robert
Lowe, John E.
Lulay, Don
Lundeen, Teresa J.
Lundmark, Greagor K.
Lusk, Shirley
Lusteneo, Andy P.
Lytle, Dee
Mabry, J.
Machado, Craig
Mackim, Robert L.
Madias, Michael
Mahon, Robert
Maltsberger, Josh
Manning, Tollie R.
Manuel, John
Marcus, Lew
Marsh, Donna
Marsh, Norm
Martin, Almos F.
Martin, Bradford J.
Martin, Lester F.
Masters, James
Maxey, Rhonda S.
Maynard, Larry
Maynard, Robert L.
McBeth, Sr., Curt
McCallister, Tim
McCanna, Jemae L.
McCauley, James E.
McClellan, Chris
McClellan, James J.
McClellan, Thomas D.
McClure, Janet L.
McClure, Jim
McCollunn, Pat
McCormick, Charlie
McCracken, Joseph W.
McEneay, Jeny
McGhehey, John
McGinnis, Michael 0.
McGraw, Deborah
McGuire, Glen J.
McGurrin, Joseph
McHary, Janet
McKeel, John
McKellar, Robert H.
McKenzie, Katheryne E.
McMullan, Darrel
McVay, Rocky
Mead, Ronald H.
Meiendez, Esteban
Mench, Don
Mendenhall, Nick
Mercier, Michelle
Merrifield, Kathy
Metcalf, Roger
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Meurer, Chris
Mickelson, Scott
Miller, Bo
Miller, Gerald
Miller, Joseph L.
Miller, Lee E.
Miller, Mark
Mills, Allen
Mills, Dennis I.
Miner, Jack
Minle, Mitch
Mitchell, Jerry
Mohr, Brian
Mohr, Michael
Moore, Helen
Moore, Murrell
Moore, Zephyr
Moore, Jr., James F.
Morehead, Roland J.
Morris, Loren
Morris, Mary
Morris, Virgil
Morse, Rollin F.
Mortenson, Paul
Morthland, D. W.
Muir, M. D., Warner R.
Mullen, Nita
Munroe, Thomas C.
Muntz, Charla
Nelson, Donald P.
Nelson, George G.
Newbold, Robert F.
Newland, C. E.
Nicholls, Jack
Nicholson, Sharon L.
Nicklous, Randy
Nisbet, Robert A.
Nixon, Earl
Noble, Jerome L.
Noble, Synthia
Norberg, John R.
Nord, Timothy A.
Nordstrom, Lars
Nystrom, Amy
Nystrom, Todd
O'Brien, Robert
O'Connor, Winifred E.
O'Dell, Ronald
O'Neill, John
O'Shea, Clare E.
Oakes, K. William
Oglesbee, Devin
Olsofka, Anne
Orr, Paul 0.
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Ort, Dan
Orton, Shane
Osborne, Donald A.
Ostertag, George
Owre, Jess
Parchman, Mary C.
Parker, Todd
Parren, Jr., Robert
Parsons, Jerry
Parsons, Rick
Parsons, Tom
Payne, Mike
Pedder, Genevieve
Pedder, Sr., Harold
Pelletier, Mike
Pelletier, Robert
Peoples, Thelma
Percell, Gary
Perry, David
Petersen, David J.
Petersen, Greg L.
Peterson, Donna M.
Peterson, Everett
Peterson, Gene
Peterson, Linda J.
Peterson, Nancy
Petrequin, Erin
Phelan, Jeanette
Phillips, Julie
Phillips, Mark E.
Phillips, Vicki
Pickens, Penny
Pierce, Lona
Pillow, Mrs. L.
Pio, Ron
Plaisance, Jean M.
Poddar, Bhagwati
Pointer, Sr., James R.
Pollock, Doug
Posekany, Dick
Potts, Reuben L.
Powell, Maurine K.
Powne, Bob
Pratt, Robert W.
Primbs, K.C.
Procarione, Richard
Pugh, Dean
Pugh, Eleanor A.
Puls, Chris
Purvis, Robert C.
Quinn, David
Rainwater, Brian
Rana, Avis
Randall, Mike

Rasmussen, Dana A.
Ray, Richard A.
Redington, Robert A.
Reisch, Dixie M.
Rendar, Byron
Renoud, Dick
Richard, Paul
Richardson, Bruce
Ricohermoso, Eric
Roberts, Barbara
Robertson, Gratia
Robison, David
Rogers, Wilma
Romans, Roger
Rose, B. L.
Ross, Chris V.
Ross, J.
Roth, Christopher N.
Rowe, Blake S.
Rowley, Phil
Rummel, Robert E.
Runion, M. Gene
Runyon, B. N.
Rupers, Barbara
Russo, Ronald J.
Sacher, Art
Sallak, William F.
Salvino, Michael D.
Sanchez, Medardo
Sanders, Johnnie E.
Sapp, Russ
Sawyer, Lee
Scatterday, Glen A.
Schact, Lacretia C.
Schaffer, A. G.
Schenck, Franklin Z.
Scheusner, Roger
Schindler, Paul P.
Schmid, LeeroyJ.
Schmidt, J. Melvin
Schmidt, Mandy Cole
Schneider, Douglas A.
Schneiter, Wanda
Schumaker, Matthew
Scott, Henry D.
Searle, Mike
Sedlak, Jerry
Sehilke, Debbie
Seiber, Darrel
Seipert, Scott
Shaffer, Mike
Shaffer, Paul
Shambo, WM.
Sharp, D. E.



Shaw, Christy
Shaw, Richard V.
Sheets, William D.
Sheffer, Russell M.
Shepard, Rod
Sherman, Fred
Shiolas, Tom
Shipley, Avery
Shrader, W.R.
Shroyer, Jr., George
Silovsky, Gene D.
Singleton, Henry
Sinkin, Larry
Skidmore, R.
Sloan, Bob
Slupp, Don
Smith, Clifton T.
Smith, Dwayne
Smith, Ervan B.
Smith, Fred
Smith, Fred C.
Smith, Karen L.
Smith, Rena C.
Smith, Thomas
Smith, Thomas A.
Smith, Waldo
Snedigar, Bobbie
Snider, Kile E.
Sommers; Kathy
Sparks, Billie
Sparks, Jerry G.
Spears, Glenn
Spero, Johnathan
Springer, Donna
Springer, Gary
St. John, Emily
Stark, Carol
Steadman, Charles T. W.
Steele, Ray
Steinbacher, Robert A.
Stelif lug, Susan
Stensrud, Charles A.
Stevens, Martin
Stewart, Jeff
Stolsig, John A.
Stonehocker, Tom
Stonex, Richard G.
Stout, B.B.
Stout, Floyd M.
Strawn, Kim
Streeker, Steve
Stross, Barbara
Sturges, Reyntha 0.
Sutherland, Bill
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Svoboda, Milan
Swanson, John
Swindells, William
Sylvester, Ron
Syrowski, Richard
Tapp, Chris
Tate, Jeffrey A.
Taylor, Steven R.
Tejada-Flores, Miguel
Tempel, M. D., Patrick C.
Terry, Steve
Thomas, John
Thornton, Cliff
Tichenor, Steven
Ttmms, Gene
Tingley, Emma
Todd, Wes
Tolman, Beverly
Touhey, Charlotte
Truax, Bill
Tuma, Joe
Turner, Dr. David P.
Turner, James D.
Turner, W. E.
Turpin, Melvin W.
Unquera, John
Van Vo, Vinh
Vander Schaaf, Dick
Vanderback, Wilbur
VanLeeuwen, Rep. Liz
Varley, Tom
Vaughn, Ronald
Vermouth, Jon
Verser, Mike
Vigue, Charlie
Vincent, David
Vinton, Jason
Volz, Leroy J.
Von, Darrel
Vonbergen, W. R.
Voncannon, Mike
Voytek, Bernie
Voytek, RobertJ.
Waldron, David
Wall, Carolyn
Walters, Melvin
Ward, Joya
Warner, Dean A.
Warren, Robin
Waters, Joan
Webb, Steve
Weber, John W.
Weeke, Charles A.
Weinburg, Dennis

Welch, Barry R.
Wells, Vern L.
Wennstrom, Jerry
West, David M.
Wheeler, Floyd
Wheeler, Jason
White, Donald Paul
White, Gayle
Whitehead, Ron
Whitloin, Richard
Whitlow, Ellis
Whitten, Noyes
Widman, Bill
Wiedeman, Michael W.
Wilier, Chuck
Williams, Daniel
Williams, Donald H.
Williams, George W.
Williams, King
Williams, Mitch
Wilson, David H.
Wilson, Esther
Wilson, Katherine
Wilson, Keith
Wilton, Bryan A.
Winans, Linn
Winslow, Jim
Winters, Sam
Wischnofske, Bill
Wischnofske, John
Wise, Stacy
Wistar, Gil
Witt, Bradley K.
Wodicka, Kristina
Wohlers, Mildred
Wolf, Mike
Wolf, Thomas M.
Wonderling, Darwin
Wooley, Joyce
Wootan, Ross
Wright, Bruce
Wright, Patrick D.
Wirght, Steven L.
Wroncy, Jan
Wyscaver, Elden
Yazzolino, Brad
York, Cary
Young, Richard
Youngberg, Bill
Younger, Glenn
Zabo, Russell
Zahn, E.
Zika, Peter F.
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Organizations
Alsea Tree Farm
Alsea Valley Alliance
American Fisheries Society
Applegate Roughriders
Associated Oregon Loggers
Association of O&C Counties
Audubon Society of Corvallis
Audubon Society of Portland
Benton County Board of

Commissioners
Tillamook County Board of

Commissioners
Boise Cascade
Boise Cascade Timber and

Wood Products Division
Brazier Forest Industries
Chemeketans
Citizens Natural Resource Group
City Council, City of Drain
City of Salem
Clackarnas County Board of

Commissioners
Coast Range Association
Columbia County Board of

Commissioners
Defenders of Wildlife
Diamond B Lumber Company
Environmental Protection Agency,

Region 10
Forest Resource Services
Forestry Sciences Laboratory
Freres Lumber Co., Inc.
Friends of the Sandy River
Hampton Tree Farms, Inc.
HuIl-Oakes Lumber Company
Linn County Board of

Corn rnissioners
Linn County Parks and

Recreation Department
Linn County Tourism Coalition
Longview Fibre Company
Mary's Peak Alliance
Mazamas
McMinnville Water and Light
Miller Timber Services
Mt. Hood Corridor Community
Planning Organization
National Wildlife Federation
Native Plant Society of Oregon
NCASI
North Coast Chapter NPSO
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Northwest Forest Resource
Council

Northwest Coalition for
Alternatives to Pesticides

Office of the Governor
Oregon House of

Representatives
Oregon Legislature
Oregon AFL-CIO
Oregon Forest Products

Transportation Association
Oregon Logging Conference
Oregon Mycological Society
Oregon Natural Resources

Council
Oregon Raptor Center Inc.
Oregon State Senate
Pacific Northwest Four Wheel

Drive Association
Public Lands Foundation
Salem District Advisory Council
Sierra Club, Columbia Group
Siuslaw Timber Operators

Association
Southern Oregon State College
Starker Forest, Inc.
The Nature Conservancy,

Oregon Field Office
The Pacific Rivers Council
The Wilderness Society
The Wildlife Society,

Oregon Chapter
Tillamook County Board of

Commissioners
Timber By Products, Inc.
Timberline Ski School
Trout Unlimited
Tualatin Valley Chapter of

Trout Unlimited
U.S. Bureau of Mines
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
U.S. Forest Service
West Oregon Timber Supporters
Western Forest Industries

Associat ion
Weyerhaeuser
Whitten Logging Company
Wildlife Too
Willamette Industries, Inc.
WiHamette Industries,

Phitomath Division
Willamette Timbermen

Association, Inc.
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Western Oregon Resource Management Plans -
Common Comment Synthesis/Partial Responses
Many of the comments on the adequacy of the Draft RMP/EIS addressed specific elements of the preferred
alternative that are no longer components of the proposed plan. Where the proposed plan had a corollary ele-
ment, our responses to such comments treated them as if they applied to the corollary allocation. The most
common example is comments on Old Growth Emphasis Areas. Our responses to those comments treat them
as applying to Late Successional Reserves in the proposed plan (PRMP).

The acronym "SEIS", used in comment responses, refers to the 1993 Supplemental EIS on Management of
Habitat for Late-Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted
Owl. The term "FEMAT report" refers to the 1993 Report of the Forest Ecosystem Management Assessment
Team, titled Forest Ecosystem Management: An Ecological, Economic and Soda/Assessment.

Scoping
COMMENT: The BLM and State of Oregon should convene an independent commission to study the specific
ecological and administrative problems arising from the current ownership pattern.

RESPONSE: Funding for such an initiative would have to be authorized by the Congress and the state legisla-
ture. Such a proposal is beyond the scope of the RMP

State Director Guidance
COMMENT: The State Director Guidance for the planning process should be amended to permit changes in
the preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: The State Director Guidance, which was issued through a series of instruction memos during the
years 1988 through 1992, did not directly address the formulation of the preferred alternative, and did not pre-
clude changes in that alternative. The state director never intended it to formally guide that aspect of the process
and it did not direct any discretionary allocations or constraints in the preferred alternative. It has also not guided
development of the PRMP

Purpose and Need
COMMENT: The RMP/EIS should acknowledge the purpose of the O&C Lands, which is to be managed for
the stability of local communities and industries through the production of timber, under the principles of sus-
tained yield, and should also reference important related judicial decisions.

RESPONSE: Chapter 1 has been expanded, but citation of specific judicial decisions seems unnecessary to
the function of the RMP

COMMENT: The documents never spell out clearly what decisions will be made as a result of this analysis.

RESPONSE: The chapter 1 discussion, Planning Process and Criteria, refers to Appendix D which lists the
major questions to be addressed through planning. The answers to these questions will be the decisions.

Budget Assumptions
COMMENT: The Draft RMP does not include a cost analysis of the Alternatives. It should include costs of all
aspects of timber sales, such items as road building, sale preparation, monitoring, site cleanup, mitigation of
environmental impacts and restoration. Higher management costs would undoubtedly occur if the Preferred
Alternative were adopted.
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RESPONSE: Ecosystem management focuses on the many activities required to manage a specific geo-
graphic area. This type of management is different from traditional program-based management which focuses
on costs and units of accomplishments in each individual program. For this reason cost comparison is limited to
comparison of the total costs of the No Action alternative and the PRMP (See chapter 2, Costs of Management).

COMMENT: Consider the unstable nature of federal funding of forest management activities and the difficul-
ties of securing this funding.

RESPONSE: The introduction to chapter 4 has been modified to acknowledge this.

COMMENT: How does BLM expect to obtain funding to implement ecosystem management with reduced
harvest levels and higher predicted costs?

RESPONSE: We expect the Congress will be able to look beyond the traditional measure of timber sales,
understand the importance of ecosystem management, and appropriate adequate funding for its successful
implementation.

COMMENT: Evaluate the impact of lower funding levels on programs and outputs, including mitigation and
monitoring. How wiH accountability for funding mitigation and monitoring support be verified?.

RESPONSE: Since the essence of ecosystem management is balance, reduced funding levels would affect all
programs and outputs proportionally. Mitigation and monitoring are considered to be part and parcel of timber
sale and other implementation costs. In the priority setting process, managers will ensure the integrity of program
balance, including mitigation and monitoring in the budget.

COMMENT: Review historic silvicultural plans, required budgets, approved budgets, activities conducted, and
reasons for the differences.

RESPONSE: Much of what is requested demands an analysis of political decisions made at high levels of pa st
administrations and/or during legislative deliberations in Congress. Although the analysis would make an interest-
ing if lengthy article, we believe it would suggest little about how such deliberations and decisions will come out in
the 1990s.

Organization of Document, Editing and Maps
COMMENT: It was difficult to distinguish the draft RMP from the draft EIS. For example, implementation
standards were scattered throughout the document.

RESPONSE: Chapter 2 has been reformatted to clearly display proposed objectives and/ink them to manage-
ment direction for each resource.

COMMENT: Avoidance of acronyms would make the document more readable.

RESPONSE: The use of acronyms has been reduced.

COMMENT: On the maps more geographic places and towns should be shown and named, more streams
named, and secondary roads indicated.

RESPONSE: The level of detail of geographic naming was limited so as not to c/utter the maps.

COMMENT: Maps showing land allocations are too small a scale with few reference points.

RESPONSE: A reference grid has been added to the new PRMP maps. The scale for PRMP maps is enlarged
and is considered adequate for an environmental impact statement. For more detail, see maps available for
review in the district office.
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Planning Schedule
COMMENT: The final RMP/EIS and Record of Decision should not be completed before completion of
Endangered Species Act consultation.

RESPONSE: We consider consultation on our resource management plan already accomplished by the
consultation and resultant biological opinion from the Fish and Wildlife Service on the SEIS. Additional consulta-
tion will occur as project planning follows the resource management plan.

COMMENT: The deficiencies of the draft plan warrant BLM developing a revised or supplemental draft before
proceeding to the final stage.

RESPONSE: BLM, with the Forest Service, prepared a Supplemental EIS on Management of Habitat for Late-
Successional and Old-Growth Forest Related Species Within the Range of the Northern Spotted Owl (SEIS).

Coordination with Other Parties
COMMENT: If other federal lands are the key to success of an alternative, identify the related coordination
and cooperation planned.

RESPONSE: Such coordination is addressed in the SE/S Record of Decision.

COMMENT: The Confederated Tribes should be contacted for review of any activity permanently altering the
land, minerals, vegetation on, or access to their aboriginal lands. The tribal office should receive copies of
environmental assessments, FONSIs, ElSs, and other notifications of actions.

RESPONSE: Memoranda of understanding, currently under development with tribal governments, wi/I identify
which official BLM documents they should receive.

Goals and Objectives
COMMENT: It was difficult to identify plan policies in the RMPs. The RMPs should identify the expected future
condition.

RESPONSE: Explicit PRMP objectives have been added for each topic in Chapter 2, to address these con-
cerns.

COMMENT: There should be a stronger link between the plan's broad goals and the specific actions that will
be undertaken. In general, standards and guidelines need to be established.

RESPONSE: The objectives that have been added for the PRMP provide that link and, along with manage-
ment actions/direction, equate to standards and guidelines.

The Preferred Alternative
COMMENT: A table showing the acreage in each land classification would help the reader determine the
significance of restricted areas.

RESPONSE: Allocations overlap so any table oversimplifies. A table, however, has been included in appendix
BB.

COMMENT: The RMP should use a watershed approach to land resource management.

RESPONSE: The SEIS decision, which has been incorporated into our PRMP details a four tier approach to
land resource management: regional, physio graphic or river basin, watershed, and site-specific or project level.
Under this approach, analysis starts at the watershed level. The planning units will be physiographic province or
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river basin, consisting of a number of watersheds. Watershed-based planning will be implemented and, over
time, the federal agencies including the BLM will switch from existing planning units to the provinces or modify
the boundaries of current planning units to be more compatible with the watershed-based approach.

COMMENT: BLM's long-term projections are unreliable due to the vagaries of time and changing political and
economic agendas. Adoption of any alternative should be a short-term action only.

RESPONSE: We recognize that the plan adopted will be replaced by another plan within 10 years or so. Yet,
only in the long term can we attain many of the plan's key objectives, so much of the plan's focus remains long
term.

Legal Consistency of Preferred Alternative
COMMENT: The draft plans have not explained how ecosystem management in the preferred alternatives is
consistent with BLM's legal mandate for O&C/CBWR lands, including its community stability requirement.

RESPONSE: The SEIS Record of Decision addresses this, and discussion has been added to chapter 2,
Purpose and Need, of this PRMP/FEIS.

COMMENT: The preferred alternative makes timber production the residual rather than the dominant use,
because lands are first set aside for riparian and other uses, and the residual land is further managed for old
growth restoration. This subservient position for timber violates the O&C Act.

RESPONSE: Management of these lands under the O&C Act mandate to provide a sustainable level of timber
production must also be reconciled with other laws such as the Endangered Species Act and the Clean Water
Act. The need of the local communities and industry for a stable timber supply is certainly of foremost concern in
the management decisions for the O&C lands. The selection of the preferred alternative or PRMP is our attempt
to manage the O&C lands in a responsible manner. Such management is intended to allow as high a level of
sustainable timber supply as possible without risking further drastic curtailments in the timber supply in the future
due to the requirements of myriad other laws through which the BLM must chart its course. The mechanical PSQ
calculation hierarchy may make it appear that timber production was the last concern in the decision-making
process. This does not mean, however, that it was subsidiary to other uses of the timber lands.

COMMENT: Since the Alternative A level of riparian protection meets legal requirements, selection of that
level of riparian protection would be most consistent with the O&C Act.

RESPONSE: The level of riparian protection included in the PRMP was selected not only to meet current legal
requirements, but also to promote the goals of watershed protection contained in the O&C Act and to provide
sufficient protection to reduce the potential for listing of aquatic species as threatened or endangered. Taking into
consideration the anticipated benefits to the quality of watersheds in the O&C Act, it does not necessarily follow
that the alternative with the least ripa clan protection allowed by law is the "most consistent with the O&C Act."

COMMENT: Lowering the minimum harvest age by releasing arbitrary constraints on it would seem to be
most consistent with the O&C Act, particularly considering the difficult timber supply situation.

RESPONSE: While the O&C Act does not set "arbitrary constraints" one way or the other about the rotation
age or minimum harvest age of the timber, the purposes of the O&C Act in providing a long term sustainable
timber supply may be adversely affected by lowering the minimum harvest age. The level of sustainable harvest
over the long term could be reduced if the minimum harvest age is significantly lowered below the age of the
culmination of mean annual increment. Intensifying harvest activities of the lands included in the GFMA by
lowering the minimum harvest age could also have adverse effects on the quality of watersheds on the O&C
lands. Such results cannot be considered as "most consistent with the O&C Act."
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The environmental impacts of harvesting much younger trees must also be considered. Lowering the minimum
harvest age in the GFMA could have significant adverse impacts on the ability ofprotected species such as the
northern spotted ow/to disperse throughout their range, and possibly cause the BLM to violate the Endangered
Species Act.

COMMENT: The exclusion of O&C forest land from exchange for lands to be managed for single use man-
agement purposes relative to listed species appears to conflict with Section 7(a)(1) of the Endangered Species
Act.

RESPONSE: Congress in Section 7(a)(1) did not direct the Secretary to ignore the limitations in statutory
authorities for other Interior programs when it directed the Secretary to use these authorities to further the
purposes of the Endangered Species Act. The O&C Act requires those lands to be primarily managed for timber.
The BLM would violate its statutory authority under the O&C Act for the management of these lands if we were to
exchange O&C timberlands for property intended for use primarily as wildlife habitat. See Headwaters v. BLM,
914 E2d 1174 (9th Cir., 1990). Thus, the proposal to exclude the O&C lands from exchanges for lands intended
for purposes other than multiple use does not conflict with the promotion ofconservation of listed species under

7(a)(1), since that section does not require agencies to violate their existing statutory authorities to accomplish
its purposes.

The No Action Alternative
COMMENT: The No Action alternative should be no activities.

RESPONSE: It is well established that in land use plan EISs by federal land management agencies, the No
Action alternative is a continuation of the existing plan. According to the Council on Environmental Quality in an
action updating a land management plan where an ongoing program under existing legislation is taking place, the
"no action" alternative is the alternative of "no change" from current management direction or level of manage-
ment intensity. "To construct an alternative that is based on no management at all would be a useless academic
exercise." (Answer to Question 3 of CEQ's "NEPA's Forty Most Asked Questions", 46 Fed. Reg. 18026 (Mar.
23, 1981), as amended.)

COMMENT: Note the current level of survey, monitoring and inventory which is done regularly.

RESPONSE: Monitoring under the current plan is described in Oregon State Office Manual handbook H- 1734-
1, 162 pages long. Survey and inventory procedures are equally detailed, by resource. Copiesof these proce-
dures are available for review in the Salem district office.

New Alternative Proposals
COMMENT: Assess alternative harvest priorities that maintain more options for the "old growth" in the
GFMA. Include alternatives that rely more on partial cuttings.

RESPONSE: PRMP harvest priorities in the GFMA have been prorated so most old growth there would be
intact after the first decade. Partial cuttings (including thinning and density management) have been incorporated
into the PRMP to the extent consistent with ecosystem management and timber management objectives.

COMMENT: It is recommended that BLM add a fisheries emphasis alternative. It would be based on the
Alternatives for Management of Late Successional Forests in the Pacific Northwest.

RESPONSE: An integral component of the PRMP is fisheries emphasis.
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COMMENT: Evaluate the effects of longer rotations and higher minimum harvest ages on all lands adminis-
tered by BLM.

RESPONSE: Sensitivity analysis of Alternative B in the Draft RMP/EIS looked at 150-year rotations. SensitWity
analysis of the draft PA looked at no harvest below culmination of mean annual increment.

COMMENT: Develop and analyze other alternatives which retain biologically significant old growth stands
while still producing economic opportunities.

RESPONSE: Alternatives C, D and E and the PRMP and all other alternatives analyzed in the recent SEIS, all
do this to varying degrees. We do not believe adding more such alternatives would be particularly usefuL

Impact Analysis Generally
COMMENT: A 10-year short-term impact time frame is not equally appropriate for all resource categories.
Consider varying according to the life spans of affected biota.

RESPONSE: The 10-year period was selected as the end of the period before the RMP is most likely to be
revised. Keying to the life spans of affected biota is more relevant to a project EIS, such as for a dam or oil and
gas leasing. Where available in formation suggest that intermediate term impact conclusions would be substan-
tially different than the trend implied by short-term and long-term conclusions, that has been acknowledged.

COMMENT: Assess spatial feasibility of the harvest plan in future decades.

RESPONSE: A major constraint on spatial feasibility in BLM's checkerboard ownership pattern is haivest
activity on other ownerships, particularly private land. Future harvests on private lands are often not the subject
of long-term plans, often proprietary even if plans exist, and subject to rapid change due to market conditions,
changes in ownership and other business considerations. Even spatial feasibility of the 10-year scenario is
speculative, given these considerations, and must be revisited during annual timber sale planning. The elaborate
exercise entailed in extending the 10-year scenario out several decades would prove little.

COMMENT: In some parts of the document, private lands are excluded from consideration, while in others
BLM appears to be using private lands for mitigation.

RESPONSE: In no case does BLM suggest that it can control activities on private lands, except for the indirect
control that may occur where specific access across BLM-administered land may be denied due to overriding
environmental constraints such as the Endangered Species Act. Expected management on private land, howev-
er, is sometime cited as providing certain consequences, for example, adequate elk forage.

COMMENT: Identify where private land management is hindering the achievement of ecological objectives.

RESPONSE: Our assumption is that all private forest management, whatever it is today, may become short-
rotation intensive forest management. That is the basis for all cumulative effects analysis. BLM's ecological
objectives reflect that assumption.

COMMENT: Soil erosion, watershed degradation, stream sedimentation and forest habitat destruction must
all be analyzed with adjacent lands factored in.

RESPONSE: Soil erosion (soil loss as distinguished from stream sedimentation) is a site specific concern;
cumulative effects of soil loss with other ownerships are not relevant to BLM's management decision. The
balance of these concerns are addressed broadly in the EIS and will be more specifically addressed in watershed
analyses.
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COMMENT: Consideration for catastrophic loss should be factored into the plans.

RESPONSE: Projections of catastrophic loss have been explicitly factored into the proposed PSQ and into
analysis of effects on old growth. Adaptive management will address the locally unpredictable dimensions of
catastrophic losses.

COMMENT: BLM has not done a risk analysis and developed contingency plans for OGEAs and CAs that
potentially could be destroyed by a catastrophic event.

RESPONSE: As is discussed in Appendix 0 of A Conservation Strategy for the Northern Spotted Owl
(USFWS 1990), the original habitat conservation areas suggested in that document were distributed so as to
hedge against catastrophes that could cause regional but not total extinction of the spotted owl. The late-succes-
sional reserve system is similar. The Draft Recovery Plan and the SEIS both specifically address catastrophic
loss of habitat. The dispersal of connectivity diversity blocks will also function as a hedge against major ecosys-
tem impacts from catastrophic events. Risk analysis was incorporated into the regional SEIS. Contingency
planning would have to be based on a multiplicity of "what ifs." We consider it more relevant to adapt our
management as appropriate after a specific catastrophic event occurs.

COMMENT: The environmental costs of relying on foreign, non-sustainable resources for forest products has
been overlooked. The plan also ignores the other environmental costs -- higher energy consumption, increased
CO2 emissions, accelerated depletion of nonrenewable resources -- of relying more on substitute building materi-
als

RESPONSE: Assessment of the environmental costs of substitute sources of timber or substitute building
materials would entail much conjecture about international markets and is beyond the scope of a single Re-
source Management Plan EIS. We are aware, however, of some regionwide analyses of this topic, and discus-
sion of them has been added to chapter 4, Socioeconomic Conditions.

COMMENT: Identify the economic, recreational, commercial and aesthetic values of key wildlife groups or
species.

RESPONSE: Recreation and aesthetic values are not distinguishable and are incorporated in the EIS sections
on recreation. Stratification of values by key wildlife group or species is not practical due to lack of consistent,
comparable sets of data. Some economic and commercial values of game animals and fisheries have been
indirectly captured through the analysis of recreation-dependent and fisheries-dependent personal income and
employment. We recognize that these analyses do not capture all of the values associated with key wildlife
groups or species.

COMMENT: Wildlife tree retention causes increased operational costs and safety risks, which have not been
adequately analyzed.

RESPONSE: In the PRMP, a series of stand structural classes have been designed to meet a variety of
resource management objectives and to produce stands with desired characteristics overtime. An integral part
of the structural class is retention of snags and green trees. Worker safety would not be compromised to achieve
resource management objectives. Retention of snags and green trees for wildlife or other objectives does
increase operational costs as compared to the complete harvest of stands. However, average costs for snag and
green tree retention under the PRMP would not be expected to be much different than costs required to complete
shelterwoods, perform overstory removals and partial cut harvests while retaining wildlife trees under the plan for
the 1980s.

COMMENT: Identify the cultural and subsistence needs of Indian tribes or nations and how well the preferred
alternative meets these needs.

RESPONSE: The identification of the "cultural and subsistence needs of Indian tribes or nations" at any point
in time is a difficult undertaking. Each tribe or nation may define these needs quite differently. These needs
change over time as does the situation in which Indian tribes or nations find themselves.
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We intend to take the needs of Indian tribes or nations into consideration. However, the identillcation of these
needs is of necessity a shared responsibility. Therefore, we and the tribes must jointly develop a process where-
by information concerning the interests and needs of each tribe or nation is shared. The Memorandum(s) of
Understanding presently in development with the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz, Grand Ronde, Warm
Springs, Coos Bay, Lower Umpqua and Siuslaw constitute(s) an important step in this process of information
sharing.

COMMENT: If helicopter use is an option for accessing and harvesting timber sales, include a discussion of
noise impacts.

RESPONSE: Discussion has been added in chapter 4, Rural Interface Areas.

COMMENT: Effects of insects and diseases, other than on timber production, are hardly mentioned.

RESPONSE: Discussions of forest health have been added to chapters 3 and 4, Biological Diversity and
Ecological Health.

Air Resources
COMMENT: Ten years is not an appropriate time frame for assessing effects to air quality. At a minimum
short-term air quality impacts should be analyzed under the shortest practicable period of time related to the
implementation of specific activities.

RESPONSE: The short-term air quality impacts identified are actually average annual impacts throughout the
10-year forecast period.

COMMENT: Statements that air quality management will be in compliance with applicable laws and regula-
tions do not inform the decision maker or the public of how the District will be in compliance and the projected
impacts of prescribed fire emissions.

RESPONSE: Chapter 2 has been revised.

COMMENT: Various terms, such as nonattainment and designated areas, are used in the text without defini-
tion. These terms must be understandable by the public, and must be used consistently between Districts.

RESPONSE: These terms are included in the glossary.

COMMENT: Smoke sensitive areas on the maps need to be labelled, and each district plan should identify
which areas are most likely to be affected by that district's prescribed fire activities. This discussion should also
include why each areas has been designated.

RESPONSE: The air quality discussions have been revised.

COMMENT: The final RMP should discuss all the applicable regulatory and/or permit requirements, including
National Ambient Air Quality Standards, Prevention of Significant Deterioration, and visibility impairment in Class
I areas. The Oregon Smoke Management Plan also needs to be fully described, as well as its relationship to the
State Implementation Plan.

RESPONSE: Chapter 3 has been revised.

COMMENT: The Draft AMPs include reference to the BLM's smoke surveillance for intrusions. What is this,
what does it measure, and how are intrusions reported? What are the District's contributions to reported intru-
sions? What further monitoring standards and methods will the BLM use to measure compliance with the Clean
Air Act and State Implementation Plan standards?
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RESPONSE: The air quality discussions have been revised.

COMMENT: The Draft AMP assumes uniform burning conditions across the District. These differences need
to be fully disclosed in the Final AMP.

RESPONSE: The air quality discussions have been revised. Additional consideration of these differences are
more appropriately addressed at the watershed or province planning levels, as identified in the SEIS. Fire
management plans completed at those levels will include methods most appropriate for their specific geographic
areas.

COMMENT: A more complete comparison is needed between regulated pollutants and expected emissions,
especially PM10

RESPONSE: The air quality section of chapter 3 has been revised.

COMMENT: The types of use of prescribed fire in the RMP need to be identified and fully discussed. Particu-
larly, the dispersion conditions of low-intensity fire need to be discussed along with potential impacts to air
quality.

RESPONSE: The air quality discussions have been revised.

COMMENT: More thorough analysis of emission reduction techniques and alternatives to the use of pre-
scribed fire is necessary in the Final RMP.

RESPONSE: The air quality discussions have been revised.

COMMENT: The Final RMP needs to disclose potential impacts to persons in the Rural Interlace Areas.

RESPONSE: The air quality section, chapter 4, has been revised.

COMMENT: The analysis needs to include consideration of more complete utilization of slash materials as an
alternative to broadcast burning.

RESPONSE: The air quality discussions have been revised.

COMMENT: The Final RMP needs a discussion on the decision process of using prescribed fire.

RESPONSE: Chapter 2 has been revised. Additional rationale can be found in the SE/S.

COMMENT: The impact of the District's firewood program on neighboring communities' air quality needs to be
considered.

RESPONSE: The air quality section of chapter 4 has been revised. The amount of available firewood is
expected to decline sharply, due to decreased timber harvest levels and increased retention of coarse woody
materials for ecosystem management objectives, including wildfire requirements.

Soils/Site Productivity
COMMENT: Address ways to reduce soil compaction.

RESPONSE: Soil compaction is an unavoidable adverse impact when heavy equipment is permitted on the
land. However, the PRMP has adopted a series of Best Management Practices (Appendix G) that are designed
to prevent or mitigate the effects of compaction. Additional mitigating measures are employed on a site by site
basis to reduce compaction and the subsequent productivity losses, soil erosion, siltation, and increased peak
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flows. Productivity losses due to soil compaction will be limited to one percent or less where ground based
equipment is employed.

COMMENT: The BLM should reduce or eliminate broadcast burning because burning reduces site productivi-
ty, increases erosion, kills small trees, reduces mycorrhizae, and damages adjacent timber lands.

RESPONSE: Broadcast burning is used for several purposes including providing planting sites for seedlings,
controlling competing vegetation, and to reduce the risk of wildfire. Logging slash, when left untreated, can burn
very intensely under wildfire conditions. Best Management Practices (BMP5) have been used since the 1980s, to
reduce the impacts on site productivity due to broadcast burning. Refer to the appendices for current BMPs on
broadcast burning. Alternatives to broadcast burning such as hand piling and burning, lopping and scatter of
limbs, and cutting of planting holes in slash are also used where feasible. Broadcast burning is one of several
tools used for site preparation and will continue in the future. However, broadcast burning levels will decrease
due to changes in haivest practices and other resource management objectWes and constraints.

COMMENT: Protective standards for potential landslide areas have not been described. Provide information
regarding slope stability which is needed for, among other things the location of waste disposal sites.

RESPONSE: BLM's intensive Timber Production Capability Classification (TPCC) inventory, classifies areas
based on soil and site susceptibility to degradation from timber management activities. Fragile soil areas were
identified at two degrees of susceptibility to management activities. One was the identification of areas where
management activities would result in detrimental impacts to soil/site productivity and/or potential off site im-
pacts. An example of this is the TPCC category, FGNW which identified the areas of potential landsliding that
could enter waterways. These sites were designated as "nonsuitable woodlands" and will be managed to protect
and enhance their non-timber values. The second grouping of fragile sites is the "fragile suitable restricted.
These areas have been identified to be fully capable of timber management without site deterioration or off site
impacts when Best Management Practices (Appendix G) are used to protect and mitigate impacts from manage-
ment activities. During site-specific planning, in addition, on-site investigations are conducted on these lands so
we can avoid areas subject to landslides or provide adequate protection to limit their number and size.

COMMENT: Clearcutting causes soil destruction and productivity losses.

RESPONSE: Most sites that are prone to landsliding or surface erosion have been identified by the Timber
Production Capability Classification (TPCC) invento,y. Others will be identified during site-specific planning.
Some of these sites, "fragile nonsuitable woodland", are not planned for harvest. The remainder of these sites
have been identified as fragile and require special restrictions or mitigation measures to avoid unacceptable soil
impacts and productivity loss. Using management direction for the PRMP in chapter 2 and Best Management
Practices (BMPs) will minimize soil destruction and productivity losses. In addition, under PRMP management
regimes, areas scheduled for harvest will have an average of at least 6-10 green trees per acre retained after
harvesting activities have been completed.

Retention of snags and green trees on the completion of harvest operations will provide future large woody
debris to assist in maintaining soil productivity

COMMENT: FORCYTE-Il and other ecological models should beapplied to a broad range of potential man-
agement prescriptions to reduce risk of long-term site degradation. These models and models of physical proper-
ties, such as erosion, should be employed in a realistic test of timberland suitability.

RESPONSE: Using FORCYTE, a full range of prescnptions was analyzed on seven different site conditions.
The impacts of these prescriptions were carried through as if the same prescription was used for 600-900 years.
The trend of mean annual production and site quality were then reviewed to help resource managers determine
the preferred prescription to use. Timberland suitability has been determined through the Timber Production
Capability Classification (TPCC) inventory which will be updated over time to keep up with research data and
improve mapping.
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Water Resources
COMMENT: Establish riparian management areas (RMAs) of sufficient width to achieve restoration on
streams in poor condition. Place a high priority on restoration in these watersheds and include the State and
other interest groups in restoration plans.

RESPONSE: Riparian Reserve widths of Alternative 901 the SEIS have been applied to BLM-administered
lands by the SEIS ROD and have been incorporated into the PRMP. The Riparian Reserve widths may be
modified after watershed analysis which will consider factors that include stream condition. Review and guidance
for possible modifications of Riparian Reserves would be coordinated through the Regional Ecosystem Office.
Restoration will be based on watershed analysis and planning. Watershed analysis will also be used to identify
and prioritize potential cooperative projects involving various landowners. Additional information on restoration
can be found in SE/S AppendixA: FEMAT Chapter VAppendix J, and SEIS Appendix B6: Aquatic Conservation
Strategy.

COMMENT: The Scientific Panel has determined that "no-cut" buffers of at least 50 feet are needed to
protect intermittent streams with unstable soils.

RESPONSE: The PRMP incorporates such buffers in Riparian Reserves which will include unstable and
potentially unstable areas.

COMMENT: The relegation of first and second order streams to a lower level of protection than higher stream
orders is inconsistent with the Oregon Water Quality Standards and with EPA's Regional Riparian Management
Policy.

RESPONSE: The PRMP provides for a riparian reserve on al/streams (including ephemeral and intermittent).
See chapter 2 for management action/direction.

COMMENT: Intermittent streams should be managed according to specific standards. Intermittent and
ephemeral streams are treated no differently than any other forest acre in the plans, yet they are major sources
of landslides and debris flows and serve as critical habitats for amphibians.

RESPONSE: Ephemeral and intermittent streams are protected through the use of riparian reserves in the
PRMP (See previous response).

COMMENT: BMPs listed in the plan contain few measurable standards. BMP language should include
conditions for which BMPs are applicable.

RESPONSE: BMPs will be prescribed and implemented based upon site-specific conditions and requirements.
BMPs will be monitored and evaluated and modified as necessary through an iterative process to meet water
quality criteria and other resource management objectives.

COMMENT: The 1988 Oregon Statewide Assessment of Nonpoint Sources of Water Pollution (NPS Assess-
ment Report) should be used in conjunction with Oregon's 1992 Water Quality Status Assessment (305(b))
Report, and other data, to establish:

Desired future condition on a stream-by-stream basis

Criteria and priorities for cumulative effects analysis

Priorities for water quality monitoring programs

Criteria and priorities for watershed level activity plans

Priorities for watershed rehabilitation programs

BMPs and watershed harvest deferrals

RESPONSE: We agree. These items will be established during plan implementation.
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COMMENT: The EIS should not rely solely on the application of BMPs to satisfy the Clean Water Act.
Discuss the effectiveness of BMPS.

RESPONSE: The Aquatic Conservation Strategy in the SEIS record of decision and BMPs are the primary
mechanisms to enable the achievement of water qua ilty standards. BMPs are selected to achieve water qua ilty
standards. The iterative process that will be followed includes:

1. Design of BMPs based on site-specific conditions, technical, economic and institutional feasibility and the
water quality standards of those waters potentially impacted.

2. Monitoring to ensure that practices are correctly designed and applied.
3. Monitoring to determine:

The effectiveness of practices in meeting water quality standards.
The appropriateness of water quality criteria in reasonably assuring protection of beneficial uses.

4. Adjustment of BMPs when it is found that water quality standards are not being protected to a desired level
and/or possible adjustment of water quality standards based on considerations in 40 CFR 131.

COMMENT: Include a BMP outlining specific parameters applicable to project-specific cumulative watershed
effects analysis.

RESPONSE: A cumulative watershed effects BMP has been incorporated into the PRMP and considers
applicable beneficial uses, NPS Assessment and 305(b) reported conditions, and monitoring and inventory data.
When new methods of analysis are developed and validated they will be incorporated.

COMMENT: Include a BMP with a commitment to activity deferrals when the cumulative effects analysis
identifies probable beneficial use impairment. Include a BMP outlining a more conservative site-specific project
planning approach when cumulative watershed effects analysis tools are not available, are under development,
or have not been validated.

RESPONSE: A BMP has been incorporated into the PRMP to address activity deferral or mitigation of cumula-
tive watershed effects where impacts to beneficial uses are probable.

COMMENT: BLM should not allow discretionary mining, grazing and other discretionary activities which would
increase temperatures over the long term in streams not meeting state standards for temperature.

RESPONSE: Authorized management actions will be designed or regulated to comply with applicable water
quality criteria for the protection of identified beneficial uses. and the Aquatic Conservation Strategy

COMMENT: Acknowledge the limits on the availability of surlace water and address surlace water quality
problems.

RESPONSE: Current Departmental policy requires that we follow state requirements for the acquis ft/on of all
necessary water rights. Where surface water is limited in availability, we will pursue acquisition of water rights
based upon the most current Departmental policy. Surface water quality problems as identified in the Oregon
Nonpoint Assessment Report and the 1992 Water Quality Assessment (305 (b)) Report and/or district inventories
are described in chapter 3 of the RMP/EIS.

COMMENT: Describe watershed improvement and stream restoration activities which increase low season
flow.

RESPONSE: Implementation of riparian enhancement projects which enhance the potential for bank storage
and slow release through establishment of proper function riparian systems. Also mitigation of existing compac-
tion through obliteration of roads or other compacted land surfaces to restore slope hydrologic functions, will
improve flood plain and upland hydrologic functions to enhance low season flow.
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COMMENT: Set watershed impact standards, including maximum soil compaction, erosion rates, equivalent
clearcut acres and relative percentage of seral stages.

RESPONSE: Across the board watershed prescriptions are inappropriate. Prescriptions for individual water-
sheds will be based upon watershed analysis, application of BMPs and assessment of cumulative watershed
effects, considering watershed specific soils, geology, inherent channel stability, beneficial uses to be protected,
and other relevant site specific characteristics.

COMMENT: Watersheds should be classified and prioritized according to current functional or ecological
conditions and importance for maintaining viable wildlife populations.

RESPONSE: Although BLM'S forest inventory data provides some information on overall ecological or func-
tional condition, this information cannot be disaggregated by watershed and remain statistically valid. Data on
intermingled private lands is even less usefuL We are implementing a riparian inventory to assess functional
condition of stream reaches and riparian zones.

COMMENT: Watershed-specific standards should be developed in cooperation with adjacent lands.

RESPONSE: Cooperation with other parties may often be an appropriate way to implement RMP decisions
most effectively, and their involvement will be encouraged. It is not appropriate, however, to make RMP imple-
mentation dependent on the cooperation of other landowners.

COMMENT: Watershed concerns suggest that road culverts design standards should be based on 50-year
peakf low, not 25-year.

RESPONSE: Road culvert standards have been revised to require that culverts be designed to accommodate
at least the 100-year flood. This conforms the PRMP to the standards and guidelines.

COMMENT: The goal for watershed management in watersheds providing surface water to public systems
serving municipalities should be restated, as being to assure the needs of the users are addressed and to protect
comprehensive water quality.

RESPONSE: Watersheds providing surface water for domestic uses will be managed to meet applicable water
quality requirements established through Oregon Department of Environmental Quality.

COMMENT: Display severely impaired streams identified by DEQ's 1988 Oregon Statewide Assessment of
Nonpoint Sources of Water Pollution within analytical watersheds.

RESPONSE: This has been added to the Salem District PRMP See chapter 3.

COMMENT: DEQ's 1988 non-point source report identified many stream segments in the district that have
serious non-point source pollution problems caused by forest practices. The DEIS should have updated that
report with more recent information. What is BLM doing about the problems?

RESPONSE: The 1988 3l9Assessment Report was a collaborative effort undertaken by many agencies and
groups within the state. BLM district personnel played an integral role in providing the information contained in
the report. We, in cooperation with Oregon DEQ, are in the process of systematically updating the Assessment
Report. As a Designated Management Agency under the Clean Water Act we have worked and will continue to
work closely with Oregon DEQ in improving and updating the assessment of stream segments on BLM-adminis-
tered lands. Opportunities to mitigate existing NPS pollution sources will be an integral component of plan
implementation.

COMMENT: Contact Oregon DEQ for their results of recent monitoring programs on streams.

RESPONSE: As a Designated Management Agency we work closely with Oregon DEQ on all aspects of the
Nonpoint Source Pollution Management Plan, including the sharing of data relevant to BLM-administered lands.
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COMMENT: On-the-ground mapping of streams and stream orders, with clear identification of addressed
intermittent and perennial streams is needed. The maps should also present 100-year flood plains and potentially
hyporheic zones.

RESPONSE: Such mapping would be a massive undertaking and would have to cover not only BLM-adminis-
tered lands, but also some of the intermingled lands in other ownerships. We have plans for revising and upgrad-
ing the current hydrography data themes for our GIS system to be completed concurrent with implementation of
the plan. Currently, we do not have plans for mapping 100-year flood plains or potential hyporheic zones.

COMMENT: Ten years is not an appropriate time frame for assessing effects to water quality. At a minimum
short-term time frames should be analyzed under the shortest practicable period of time related to the implemen-
tation of specific activities.

RESPONSE: The RMP does not fix dates for the implementation of specific activities that might affect water
quality. Most site-specific activities contemplated will occur two or more decades in the future, not during the life
of the plan. Most that will occur during the life of the plan are not site-specifically established but their approxi-
mate location is projected through the 10-year timber management scenario. Shorter time frames can only be
assessed as annual or sequential multi-year plans for site-specific treatments are developed.

COMMENT: Roads cause most of the sedimentation in our rivers through surface erosion and landslides.

RESPONSE: The BLM will continue nonpoint source pollution management in accordance with the guidelines
established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the Oregon Department of Environmental Quality
(ODEQ). Appendix G contains a section on Best Management Practices (BMPs) that will be used to help ensure
compliance with these guidelines. Some of these practices include revegetating exposed soils, restricting access
to natural surface roads, and paving or rocking permanent roads. Temporary roads will be put to bed or erosion
control practices will be used to keep erosion to an insignificant leveL Management activities and new road
construction will be designed, located, and constructed to avoid mass soil movement. As stated in the SEIS ROD
Aquatic Conservation Strategy, watershed restoration will include control and prevention of road-related runoff
and sediment production. The Timber Production Capability Classification (TPCC) inventory has located areas
with surface erosion and landslide limitations. This inventory data will be supplemented by an on-site investiga-
tion for each proposed management activity. In Key Watersheds identified in the SEIS ROD, there will be no net
increase in roads.

COMMENT: The plans for road building violate the Clean Water Act because new roads will contribute
sediment to already impacted streams.

RESPONSE: BMP5 will be implemented to minimize potential impacts from both new and existing roads. In
addition, opportunities will be identified through project planning to mitigate existing nonpoint sources of sedi-
ment.

COMMENT: It is unclear how the Watershed Condition Index (WCI) was generated: how it was used in
planning; how it will be used in standards, guidelines and monitoring; and how it will be validated.

RESPONSE: The WCI has been dropped as an analytical tool (see chapter 4).

COMMENT: Explore the possibility that mining activities on BLM lands cause significant increases in the
concentrations of metals in streams that supply public water systems.

RESPONSE: Mining activities on BLM-administered lands must comply with surface management regulations,
state water quality criteria and Best Management Practices, to protect beneficial uses such as public water
supplies.

COMMENT: The people that BLM would be dosing by allowing pesticides, inerts, fertilizers and the like to get
into drinking water supplies would be at risk.
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RESPONSE: The buffering of streams when such products are used is part of the commitment to provide
treatable water at the point of intake. Impacts of the use of herbicides and inert carriers have been fully ad-
dressed in BLM's Western Oregon - Management of Competing Vegetation EIS and Northwest Area Noxious
Weed Control EIS.

COMMENT: Expand the discussion concerning the availability of groundwater and groundwater quality.

RESPONSE: Available information, mostly from other agencies, has been incorporated into the RMP/EIS. The
extent of ground water supply effects is a site-specific issue and will be evaluated at the watershed or project
leveL Management prescriptions will be developed in al/instances where groundwater quality might be potentially
impacted.

COMMENT: The need for acquiring private landowners water rights and establishing instream rights should
be stressed.

RESPONSE: The BLM wi/I identify and attempt to obtain instream flows needed to maintain riparian resources,
channel conditions, aquatic habitat, and water quality.

COMMENT: Has a complete inventory been conducted to assess the district's wetland resources? How are
significant impacts assessed? How will wetland inventories be conducted prior to timber harvests and other
activities?

RESPONSE: Most wetlands on the Salem District have been identified through the mapping of the Timber
Production Capability Classification under fragile water and non forest water categories. In addition, wet/and
inventories will be part of site-specific interdisciplinary inventories conducted prior to activities. Project plans will
identify appropriate protection for these lands consistent with our goal for the protection of water qua ilty and
existing federal direction for their classification and preservation. See riparian objectives in chapter 2. Environ-
mental analysis of these plans will lead to determination if impacts would be significant.

COMMENT: Specifically name wetlands as features for which riparian management areas will be established
and specifically identify wetlands that will be restored or enhanced.

RESPONSE: The PRMP/FEIS acknowledges wetlands and provides management direction for their protec-
tion. Opportunities to restore or enhance wetlands wi/I be identified during implementationof the plan.

COMMENT: Acknowledge the need to coordinate and cooperate with public and private landowners to
inventory wetlands, set criteria for significance for protection and restoration, and coordinate priorities to protect
and restore public wetlands.

RESPONSE: Coordination and cooperation with other landowners may be an appropriate way to implement
RMP decisions most effectively. It is not appropriate, however, to make RMP implementation dependent on the
cooperation of other landowners.

COMMENT: Provide a more thorough discussion of the potential effects on water yields and streamf low.

RESPONSE: The chapter 4 discussion on this topic reflects the circumstance that potential effects on water
yield and stream flow are highly dependent upon physio-climatic watershed conditions and the nature of manage-
ment action. Reduction of evapotranspiration immediately following regeneration timber harvest will generally
make more water available for stream flow, though the duration and timing of increased yield will be highly
variable. Analysis of water yield and timing will be a component of watershed analysis.
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Biological Diversity
COMMENT: Emphasis remains on single species recovery programs rather than on habitat protection and
other measures that focus on maintaining biodiversity.

RESPONSE: The emphasis of the PRMP is dual. Emphasis on existing recovery programs must continue until
a decision is made on the recovery status of species such as the peregrine falcon, Columbian white-tailed deer,
and bald eagle. The USFWS currently focuses on single species recovery and until an official shift to habitat
recovery is made, BLM land management must satisfy single species management requirements.

COMMENT: Old Growth Emphasis Areas do not protect old growth ecosystems from logging roads, soil
compaction and other threats to biodiversity.

RESPONSE: The PRMP substitutes Late-Successional Reserves. Thinning or silvicultural treatments within
them must be beneficial to the creation of late-successional forest conditions.

COMMENT: Identify and examine expected future condition for biodiversity. Relate to the compositional,
structural and functional attribute of ecosystems and include a regional perspective.

RESPONSE: Effects of the various alternatWes on biodiversity were analyzed in chapter 4. Due to limited
knowledge of these effects, the results of this analysis must be viewed as preliminary.

COMMENT: Provide information on the current condition of ecosystems and their compositional, structural
and functional attributes.

RESPONSE: Information gleaned from existing inventories was used to develop the information displayed in
the Biological Diversity section of chapter 3 in the draft AMP In the PRMP/FEIS we used data from a Forest
Service synthesis of available information about the pre-settlement characteristics of Pacific Northwest forests to
compare current forest condition and function with the range of pre-settlement conditions. Ecosystem functions
reflect the underlying ecosystem processes. These can sometimes be the subject of inventories; for instance,
inventories describing the nesting success of spotted owls provide an indicator of one aspect of ecosystem
function. Where possible, such statements of ecological function are shown in chapter 3, Biological Diversity and
Ecological Health, or other sections describing specific resources.

More generally, ecosystem processes are implied from the presence of species, structures, and disturbance
inteivals known to be required for functions to occur. For instance, the retention of nitrogen fixing plants in young
stands, nitrogen- fixing lichens in large old trees, and microbial nitrogen fixation associated with down wood
maintains processes which help maintain site productivity. If forest conditions are maintained within the range of
natural variation which occurred before settlement began, and if species mixtures and structural complexity are
retained, it is thought that ecological functions will be maintained.

COMMENT: Express the amount of large woody debris (LWD) to be retained by size class, i.e., logs at least
20 feet long and 25 inches in diameter at the large end.

RESPONSE: We have adopted the SEIS ROD standards. Pending development of models specific to plant
associations and stand types, the interim guidelines consider only logs 20 feet or longer and at least 20 inches in
diameter as relevant in this district.

COMMENT: Permit the retention of LWD from the merchantable component if the unmerchantable compo-
nent is absent.

RESPONSE: Merchantable and nonmerchantable down wood will be candidates for retention in meeting
structural targets within the analytic landscape, however nonmerchantable wood will be utilized first in satisfying
targets.
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COMMENT: Within 100 years of management under the draft plans, almost all large woody material will
disappear in GFMAs.

RESPONSE: Because there are differences in the decay rate for down wood in different environments and
because the contribution of down wood is usually periodic, related to root diseases, storm events and other
disturbances, there will be variation in the amount and size of down wood which will exist in the forest for different
structural (age) classes. For the PRMP, structural targets have been set as described in chapter 2. The shorter
haivest rotations set for the GFMA would likely reduce the large woody debris component. However, according
to specifications established in the PRMP (which tiers to the SE/S ROD), retention of some green trees, snags
and available large woody debris will benefit large woody material in the GFMA.

COMMENT: Include retention of target levels of dead-and-downed wood in timber sale contract stipulations.

RESPONSE: Retention levels set forth in the plan objectives will be translated into contract stipulations.

COMMENT: The substitution of geographically diverse plantation stock for narrow, locally adapted families
may increase diversity at the site level, but homogenizes the landscape and thus reduces overall diversity.
Address the influence of BLM's tree improvement program at the species, ecosystem and landscape levels.

RESPONSE: We expect to re-examine our tree improvement program and the extent to which we use geneti-
cally improved stock, to assure that the genetic diversity of the forest is maintained at the stand level and at the
regional level. The tree improvement program appears to increase our ability to fit naturally evolved and adapted
genotypes to forest sites, to maintain the genetic quality of forest stands and to be useful in increasing resistance
of stands to global climate change.

Management of the forest with or without tree improvement has the potential to change genetic diversity. Tree
improvement assures genetic conservation of desired genotypes for use in meeting resource management
objectives.

Old-Growth Forest
COMMENT: The DEIS violates NEPA by failing to adequately describe the complexity of old-growth forests.

RESPONSE: Entire books have been written describing that complexity, which the EIS recognizes. It is not
appropriate for an EIS to repeat at length general in formation previously published.

COMMENT: Preservation of old growth forests is impossible as trees have finite life spans.

RESPONSE: Although individual tree death is a natural part of old-growth ecosystems, Morrison and Swanson
(1990) andAgee (1991) showed that old-growth Douglas-fir ecosystems persisted on sites over many centuries.
These ecosystems are renewed and regenerated by under-canopy and patchwork fire, and gap mortality. Our
EIS examines the ability of the different alternatives to provide old-growth habitat within the general BLM-
managed landscape. The loss of some older stands from wildfire and other causes, and the death of trees is
assumed and is included in seral diversity analyses. It is also assumed that prescribed fire and other practices
would sometimes be used to control seral changes within older stands which might cause them to shift away
from desired old-growth conditions (for instance shifting away from conifer dominance and toward tanoak domi-
nance).

COMMENT: The old-growth inventory should be corrected or augmented to identify old-growth stands meet-
ing the PNW-447 and GTR-285 definitions.

RESPONSE: We do not have a specific old-growth (late successional stage) inventory. We have an operation-
al inventory of timber stands which identifies locations of late successional forests and their timber inventory
attributes. These attributes include overstory and understory timber size, volume and age classes.
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COMMENT: Old-growth could be heavily impacted by density management and lose its habitat value.

RESPONSE: Stands meeting minimum old-growth definitions are not proposed for density management.
Density management is normally proposed only for stands under 80 years of age (110 years in the northern coast
range Adaptive Management Area) and must be expected to be beneficial to the creation of late-successional
forest conditions. Density management of young mono-species/canopy plantations in Late Successional Re-
serves is to focus on increasing diversity within stands through development of multiple canopies with a mix of
species.

COMMENT: The amount of rare, old forest that will be lost if the preferred alternative is adopted is understat-
ed. In the long run only one-third of OGEAs will qualify as old-growth. No uncut, natural forest existing in OGEAs
today will survive full implementation of the p'ans. Explain how clearcuts with minimal retention in OGEAs, even
with a 300-year rotation, maintain and enhance old-growth characteristics.

RESPONSE: This approach is no longer part of the PRMP

COMMENT: Small old-growth patches may provide necessary ecosystem functions, depending on the
relative proximity of other old stands and the general structure of the landscape. Small patches may become
quite valuable if they exist in the context of a natural stand that seals edges and provides connectivity. There is
no evidence that BLM considered these factors in making land allocations.

RESPONSE: We agree that the matrix within which older forest patches exist is a significant component of
wildlife habitat, as is the total landscape arrangement of habitat grains of various sizes, shapes, and seral
stages. Under the PRMP, late-successional forests will be managed to retain such patches. The standard and
guideline will be applied in fifth field watersheds in which federal forest lands are composed of 15 percent or less
late-successional forest. Project-level NEPA analysis will address effects on the remaining late-successional
forests.

COMMENT: Solutions to the shortfall of older-aged components in the Coast Range (Eugene, Salem, Coos
Bay) should be analyzed.

RESPONSE: The SEIS analyzed a range of alternatives to protect or enhance late-successional and old-
growth ecosystems including the Coast Range.

COMMENT: Further evaluate the impacts on biological diversity in the Coast Range from harvesting old
growth in the general forest allocation.

RESPONSE: In the Salem District, only a small portion of remaining old-growth in the GFMA in the Coast
Range is expected to be harvested under the PRMP in the first decade.

COMMENT: Old-growth acreage should be reported by forest cover type.

RESPONSE: Reporting such in formation would be desirable but at this time that information is not available.
As the forest plan is implemented and further old growth inventories are initiated, this information will become
available. Unfortunately, data on the series, habitat type or plant association do not currently exist, although the
approximate associations can be estimated by province and sustained yield unit. Dominant and understory forest
tree information is available and is included in the final plan inventory of forest conditions. Data is provided in
district files.

COMMENT: The GIS technology should be used to identify patches of ancient forest embedded in mature
forests that could develop interior conditions in the near future and to target other areas for restoration of interior
forest habitat.

RESPONSE: Our Operations Inventory is not detailed enough to identify the features relevant to such projec-
tions. Our current GIS system lacks image processing capabilities to identify and classify these areas. The GIS
technology was used, however, to help select lands for late-successional reserves which will provide much of the
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long-term interior old-growth forest on BLM-administered lands. Watershed analysis will further consider potential
future landscape arrangements.

Ecosystem Management
COMMENT: The checkerboard ownership pattern makes it unlikely that the ecosystem management objec-
tives will be achieved.

RESPONSE: The PRMP approaches ecosystem management utilizing a variety of temporal and spatial
landscape allocations. BLM manages land that is mostly in a checkerboard pattern, it is true. The ecosystem
management vision can not be achieved by BLM alone but through cooperation with other public agencies over a
broad landscape. Such cooperation is a strong component of the SEIS decision strategy.

COMMENT: Identify how silvicultural practices will lead to the goals of ecosystem management.

RESPONSE: Silvicultural systems define the sequence of management practices that take place over the life
of stands in a managed forest to meet land management objectives. See appendix K for structural retention and
development of late successional stage systems. Structure in an ecosystem or community is the relationship of
physical size, height and vertical stratification of vegetation. Managing younger stands with low levels of structur-
al diversity toward more complex conditions is important in several land use allocations to meet non-timber
objectives.

COMMENT: Specify methods for coordinating biodiversity and ecosystem management goals with other
landowners, specifically the Forest Service and the State.

RESPONSE: The SE/S ROD addresses this topic primarily in the Interagency Coordination discussion in
section E of its Attachment A.

COMMENT: The silvicultural systems proposed bear no resemblance to natural processes that should be
emulated in a program of genuine ecosystem management. The overall effect of the intensive management
regime proposed will be a highly fragmented landscape with some stands of old-growth trees but few if any other
characteristics of an ancient forest ecosystem. Even the pattern of residual trees bears no resemblance to
natural mortality. Natural catastrophic fire would leave many well-distributed snags and clumps of green survi-
vors. The scattering of residual trees proposed would not likely survive the first major winter storm.

RESPONSE: The rationale for partial tree retention is not so much to precisely pa rallel natural processes as it
is to provide a biological legacy and maintain long-term site productivity. See the FEMAT report, P. IV-34. A
legacy is something passed on from one generation to future generations. Like trees which survived catastrophic
fires or windstorms, retained legacy trees will be well distributed and clumped, and would provide a source of
seed as well as important habitat components such as large green trees, snags, and eventually, large down logs.
While blowdown and breakage is a problem in some locations, experience indicates that most retained trees
would remain standing for many years.

Vegetation - Including Special Forest Products

COMMENT: Contrast the differences between early successional stages resulting from natural processes and
those resulting from silvicultural prescriptions.

RESPONSE: The structural differences between seral stages resulting from various levels of natural stand
replacement and conventional, even-aged management are shown in figure 3-1. Silvicultural systems can
produce early seral stages with a wide variety of structures and compositions depending on the approach taken,
including structures and compositions which resemble those originating from natural processes. The primary
difference between the compositions of young stands arising from natural disturbance and young stands arising
from harvests are lower levels of standing dead and down wood.
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COMMENT: The plans should include a detailed summary of forest age class distribution through time, with a
separation of two-stage and multi-stage stands.

RESPONSE: Such projection would be complex and time consuming and would be unreliable until most
watershed analyses are done. We believe it would have little utility without information on spatial distribution,
which cannot be projected.

COMMENT: The importance of conserving relatively rare hardwood forests is virtually ignored. Conversion of
hardwoods to conifers should be approached with caution, as there are ecological reasons why many sites are
dominated by hardwoods.

RESPONSE: Conversion is proposed only in the GFMA on sites considered natural conifer sites where past
management led to conversion of the site from conifers to hardwoods. The PRMP provides for the retention of
existing natural hardwood stands and their management for the sustained yield of hardwood resources. Species
diversity requirements for reforestation actions, prescribed fire treatments, and subsequent stand management
will assure the retention of native hardwood species within stands considered for active management.

COMMENT: Display current acreage of major hardwoods groups in conifer dominated stands, mixed conifer-
hardwood stands and hardwood dominated stands. A further breakdown into seral hardwoods and hardwoods
commonly present throughout the life of a stand would be helpful. Display projected changes in these hardwood
acres by alternatives.

RESPONSE: Current acreage of conifer-dominated stands and hardwood-dominated stands by age class is
displayed in tables 3-41 and 3-42. Hardwood stands on the Salem district often contain a significant conifer
component, averaging about 30 percent of total volume. Red alder and bigleaf maple, the most common hard-
woods, are primarily early seral species, with much shorter life spans than the major conifers. Under the PRMP,
approximately three percent of the existing hardwood stands would be converted to conifers during the first
decade. This would occur only on sites where past management resulted in conversion of the stand from conifers
to hardwoods.

COMMENT: Address threats (including those on private lands) to oak and other deciduous woodlands.
Identify specific management plans for all hardwood stands.

RESPONSE: Deciduous woodlands on BLM-administered land are threatened primarily by natural disturbance
factors (such as fire). Timber harvesting has been traditionally focused on conifer stands.

COMMENT: Develop and display goals, objectives and prescriptions for maintaining hardwoods, minor
conifer species and shrubs.

RESPONSE: Objectives have been added regarding native plant communities and species. Prescriptions are
implicit in the management actions/direction, but would be site-specifically developed in implementation plans.

COMMENT: Identify minor conifer species present in conifer dominated stands.

RESPONSE: This in formation is presented in chapter 3, Vegetation.

COMMENT: Address how current and proposed management complies with the Pacific Yew Act. Do this in
addition to the separate EIS, being prepared by the Forest Service with BLM cooperating.

RESPONSE: Such duplication is neither efficient nor appropriate.

COMMENT: The Pacific Yew Act effectively bans even-aged management and slash burning in yew habitat.
The draft RMP fails to adequately protect yew trees. The Pacific Yew Act may also require replanting of yew to
the same stocking levels as before harvest.
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RESPONSE: As long as the Act remains in effect, resource management plan implementation actions in yew
habitat will conform to its terms.

COMMENT: The Draft EIS violates NEPA because it fails to disclose how long the proposed yew bark harvest
rates can be sustained.

RESPONSE: The RMP/EIS does not propose any specific rate of yew harvest. A permissible rate of harvest
from National Forest System and BLM-administered lands was identified in the Record of Decision on the joint
BLM-Forest Service Pacific Yew Management EIS, and its sustainability was analyzed in that EIS.

COMMENT: Disclose where suitable mushroom habitat exists and the environmental impacts of logging on
mushroom populations.

RESPONSE: Data on suitable mushroom habitat is currently limited. The distribution and abundance of these
species has not been determined on most BLM - administered lands. Chapter 4, Vegetation, has been expanded
to address such impact concerns. In general, mushrooms that prefer late-successional forests would be favored
under Alternatives C, D and E. Harvest of mushrooms would be done in compliance with appropriate National
Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA) regulations and consistent with ecosystem management principles. The final
BLM Task Force Report, "Managing Special Forest Products in Oregon/Washington" was approved by the BLM
State Director on March 31, 1993. It recommended that the BLM identify inventory, monitoring and research
needs that reflect the biological sensitivity, public demand and interest in any given species of special forest
products.

The BLM Forest Ecosystem Inventory Handbook, published in October 1993 allows for collection of data on
mushroom species, quantity and quality. This inventory has begun. Several research studies have been pro-
posed to investigate the productivity and ecological habitat of noxious mushroom species. They would involve
the BLM, the USFS Pacific Northwest Research Station and the National Biological Survey.

COMMENT: Harvest of minor forest products (such as salal, beargrass, ferns, moss and fungi) should be
more carefully managed. Collection of such products should be by permit only, and should be monitored and
enforced.

RESPONSE: Discussions of management for such products have been added to Chapter 2. and a related
element has been added to the monitoring plan. Although authorized harvest would be by permit only, monitoring
and enforcement will not be totally effective due to the scattered locations of the resources.

Riparian Zones
COMMENT: Define expected future condition for RMAs.

RESPONSE: Objectives which do this for Riparian Reserves have been added for the PRMP, derived from the
Aquatic Conservation Strategy objectives in SEIS appendix B6.

COMMENT: Establish standards for all stream orders, reflecting functional and ecological differences be-
tween orders. These factors should ensure shading, water quality, microclimate, floodplain protection, and critical
habitat for wildlife and sensitive species.

RESPONSE: The Aquatic Conservation Strategy described in Appendix B6 of the SEIS requires that water-
shed analysis be a principal analytical foundation for management actions. Watershed analysis is required in Key
Watersheds prior to land management and will eventually be accomplished for all watersheds. The in formation
from watershed analysis will guide management prescriptions, including refining boundaries of riparian reserves,
and developing restoration strategies and priorities.

COMMENT: Address riparian area management at the watershed or landscape level, reflecting the current
condition of watersheds.
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RESPONSE: Riparian Reserves are described in appendix B6 of the SEIS. Standards and Guidelines prohibit
act ivities in Riparian Reserves that retard or prevent attainment of the Aquatic Conservation Strategy Objectives.
Widths of Riparian Reserves are based on ecological and geomorphic factors. Those widths apply until water-
shed analysis is completed, a site-specific analysis is conducted and described, and the rationale for final
Riparian Reseive boundaries is presented and approved.

COMMENT: Clarify how average widths shown for RMAs are utilized in on-the-ground analysis. Include the
documentation and the mechanisms to fully protect all beneficial uses for riparian areas including wetlands.

RESPONSE: See previous response. Watershed analysis will identify the riparian reserve widths needed on
specific stream reaches, wetlands, or other water bodies, to meet RMP objectives. Aquatic Conservation Strate-
gy objectives would be met by completing watershed analysis (including appropriate geotechnical analyses) prior
to construction of new roads or landings in Riparian Reserves.

COMMENT: It is inappropriate to allow roads in riparian management areas to access timber harvest in other
areas.

RESPONSE: Construction of roads upslope and near ridges is normally preferred, but occasionally construc-
tion within (but toward the outer edge of) a riparian reserve may reduce the total road length needed for harvest
access by so much that it is considered environmentally preferable to build the shorter road. Any road construc-
tion in Riparian Reserves would occur only after watershed analysis.

COMMENT: BLM's proposed riparian management on perennial streams is only about half as wide as recom-
mended by the Scientific Panel on Late-Successional Forest Ecosystems, which said, "Establishing wider
riparian corridors on federal lands across the landscape will provide additional protection from disturbance and
help initiate recovery of degraded areas."

RESPONSE: In the PRMP, Riparian Reserve widths on perennial streams have been expanded to the widths
recommended by the Scientific Panel.

COMMENT: If riparian buffers are not at least three times the height of the tallest trees, windthrow over time
will negate the design of the buffer.

RESPONSE: Windfirmness varies among sites. We do not believe such a generality is true.

COMMENT: Restoration of riparian areas in poor or deteriorating condition should be a high priority.

RESPONSE: Priority will be given to restoration of degraded riparian areas. Watershed analysis will help
identify priority areas. Key watersheds will have particular emphasis.

COMMENT: RMA width should be appropriate to meet water quality standards, supply potential large woody
debris and down wood, and manage for sensitive riparian-dependent species within a landscape context.

RESPONSE: The PRMP Riparian Reserve widths aim at all these objectives. The opportunity to meet all of
them (e.g., large woody debris) will not occur for many decades along some stream reaches.

COMMENT: Plant conifers within hardwood-dominated riparian areas.

RESPONSE: This will be incorporated in watershed restoration efforts where appropriate.

COMMENT: Since tree diameter was selected as a measure of riparian zone health, indicate how diameter
thresholds were selected.

RESPONSE: The diameter thresholds were those available from our current extensive forest inventory (the
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operations inventory), which divides forest stands into four diameter classes. The largest class, above 21 inches,
was defined as best (good/optimal). The second largest, 11 to 21 inches, was defined as next best (fair). The
others were defined as poorest (minimal).

COMMENT: Since the RMP/EIS determines riparian zone forest age and size based on the timber operations
inventory for adjoining up-slope trees, address the inventory's accuracy in riparian zones.

RESPONSE: The Operations Inventory shows a different stand type in many riparian zones (because of a
higher proportion of hardwoods) than that on the adjacent upland slopes. Where no change in stand type adja-
cent to streams is recorded, the upslope inventory was considered to represent the age and composition of the
riparian zone vegetation as well. Generally, increased soil moisture and greater competition from other vegeta-
tion result in fewer but larger trees in the riparian zone compared to upsiope areas. Thus, the condition of the
riparian zone vegetation would tend to be underestimated when average tree diameter of upslope stands is used
as the indicator.

COMMENT: Provide tree species and density data and describe factors that may limit future riparian zone
maintenance and production, such as water table alteration, in the riparian analysis.

RESPONSE: Neither our forest inventory data nor other data are consistently specific enough to be consid-
ered valid for this purpose in nparian zones. Watershed analysis is expected to begin to address such concerns.

Wildlife
COMMENT: In the analysis of wildlife populations, spatially explicit models were not used (excepting for
spotted owls) and hence projections may be overly optimistic.

RESPONSE: Spatially explicit models do not exist for most wildlife species, (elk is an exception). The best
available models that could be applied using BLM's data base were used in the analysis of effects.

COMMENT: There is an over-reliance on riparian zones for meeting the needs of wildlife communities. Many
of the upland species habitats are not considered.

RESPONSE: Upland habitats will be maintained or enhanced in significant amounts in Late-Successional
Reserves, connectivity/diversity blocks, and special management areas.

COMMENT: The wildlife species have been aggregated into groups that are inappropriate for assessing
viability.

RESPONSE: Aggregating wildlife species into groups with similarities in habitat requirements complements
the concepts of ecosystem management. We acknowledge that there are some differences between species
needs in a particular group (e.g., amphibians), but there are also broad simila rities which can be dealt with more
suitably in the development of forest plans often affecting hundreds of thousands of acres. One of the intended
advantages of ecosystem management is to avoid the problems inherent on a species-by-species approach;
primarily those of conflicting habitat requirements of individual species. A goal of ecosystem management is to
provide a balance of al/potential natural vegetation communities suitably distributed across the landscape.
Viability assessment is primarily provided by the SE/S and the FEMAT report.

COMMENT: Animal species which occur within the planning area, but with no known occurrence on Bureau
lands, should be suspected as occurring on Bureau lands unless adequate inventory work shows otherwise.

RESPONSE: We agree except where strong field evidence dictates otherwise.

COMMENT: The effectiveness of Connectivity Areas as corridors for wildlife movement has not been ade-
quately addressed. Consider their width, current habitat fragmentation within the corridors, the effect of timber
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harvest on habitat mosaics including anticipated patch size, land ownership pattern and the different dispersal
needs of wildlife.

RESPONSE: In the RMP, the concept has been revised. Connectivity/diversity blocks will not be confined to
specific corridors but will be spread out across the landscape. The idea is to enhance biodiversity and to help
provide for dispersal of mobile wildlife species. Their effectiveness for the latter purpose is unknown, however, as
dispersal needs of most species have not been researched.

COMMENT: Identify the role and value of shrubfields as wildlife habitat. Assess whether any species are
dependent on these shrubfields.

RESPONSE: Shrub fields are very limited on BLM-administered land in the Salem District. Values will be
addressed in watershed analysis.

COMMENT: A 100 or 150 foot RMA for lakes, and ponds and other waterbodies may not adequately maintain
or protect the inherent value and habitat use of the waterbody and adjacent zone, especially for fish-eating
raptors.

RESPONSE: The PRMP expands this width for lakes and natural ponds. All such buffer widths may be adjust-
ed after watershed analysis, based on site-specific characteristics.

COMMENT: Conduct a district-wide inventory of sensitive wildlife areas.

RESPONSE: A partial district-wide inventory of sensitWe wildlife areas has been accomplished (e.g., nest sites
of ospreys, great blue herons, marbled murrelets, bald eagles, spotted owls). Gathering updated in formation as
well as additional species data will be part of monitoring and continuing inventory. These data are recorded in a
district-wide data base.

COMMENT: Provide management consideration for all species contained on the district that are described
the ODFW's 1992 "Sensitive Vertebrates of Oregon".

RESPONSE: Relevant species listed in ODFW's 1992 list of "Sensitive Vertebrates of Oregon" are addressed
as Special Status Species and SEIS Special Attention Species in the PRMP/FEIS.

COMMENT: Identity the species expected to benefit from connectivity areas, and their expected function for
each species. Evaluate the ability of the areas to provide these functions, relating to their locations, width and
proposed management. Address their lowest condition expected relative to old growth characteristics and its
relation to desired future condition.

RESPONSE: Not enough is known about the mobility patterns of species to permit a species-by-species
discussion of the value of these areas. Given the checker board pattern of BLM-administered lands, species with
greater mobility would likely benefit more than species with low mobility.

COMMENT: A more formalized risk assessment regarding old-growth sensitive species is needed. Alternative
E could serve as a benchmark.

RESPONSE: Risk assessment regarding such species was accomplished in the SEIS.

COMMENT: Address how BLM proposes to improve marginal elk forage conditions and to meet habitat
effectiveness and herd number objectives.

RESPONSE: We propose to conduct some forage seeding to improve elk habitat. The cover quality and
spacing indices would likely be improved by establishment of reserves and connectivity/diversity blocks. We also
propose a variety of road closure or access limitation measures to reduce road density levels.
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COMMENT: Where feasible, expand forage seeding programs to benefit big game.

RESPONSE: We propose to do some forage seeding. However, this program will necessarily be limited by the
reduced level of clearcutting and burning under the PRMP. For example, past observations indicate that forage
germination is best after burning has produced black ash seedbeds. This condition is expected to be limited in
the future. We are also considering the use of native forage species in future forage enhancement projects.
Unfortunately, lack of a reliable source of seeds for native species may also limit our forage enhancement
program.

COMMENT: The method used to analyze effects on elk populations is flawed. The importance of "optimal
thermal cover" to elk is grossly exaggerated. The fastest increase in elk populations ever recorded occurred in
the Mt. St. Helen's blast zone, where optimal thermal cover does not exist. There is no evidence suggesting that
"winter kill" of elk, which thermal cover attempts to ameliorate, is a problem in western Oregon.

RESPONSE: The Wisdom Model is considered the most widely accepted professional model to analyze elk
habitat condition at this time. It was developed by professional biologists and represented the best information at
the time of its development. Validation of the model is the subject of a research study currently being conducted
by Oregon State University in conjunction with BLM. The Wisdom Model was developed for forest ecosystems,
not blast zones.

COMMENT: Re-evaluate elk habitat conditions using all four habitat variables in the Wisdom model. Identify
the current habitat effectiveness for the four variables by sub-watershed. Include private lands in the assess-
ment.

RESPONSE: Application of the Wisdom Model to BLM-administered lands was modified to reflect shortcom-
ings in BLM's existing database. For example, we do not have sufficient vegetation data on private lands to
permit an automated analysis of existing elk habitat condition over all ownerships. This limitation was shared with
ODFW at an early phase of our analysis. We have, however, developed an automated analysis to evaluate elk
habitat condition on BLM-administered lands using the forest inventory database. Three of the four indices are
readily calculated using this method. The fourth index, the spacing index, can be calculated using automated
methods but it is fairly cumbersome and time-consuming. With scattered private lands in many of the analysis
areas, calculating the spacing index for only BLM-administered lands may be less meaningful than the indices
produced for the other three variables. ODFW has developed criteria to approximate the spacing index by using
proportions of cover and forage.

Our automated procedure produces area tables to calculate habitat effectiveness indices and graphical outputs
to display habitat condition. The procedure also produces acres of private lands within the analysis area (e.g.,
watershed or some other polygon). Thus, estimates of elk habitat condition on private land can be made and
proportionally related to total acres of private land. Due to the very limited amount of thermal and optimal thermal
cover on private lands, plus the lack of forage seeding on much of this land, index levels are anticipated to be
even lower than calculated values for BLM-administered lands only. This was the case in one sample district
where this analysis was done using our gross vegetation theme as the database from which estimates on private
land were made.

Evaluation of elk habitat condition was not extended to the subwatershed scale because we believed this to be
most properly evaluated during watershed analysis as part of implementation planning than at the RMP/EIS
leveL This was also discussed with ODFW in the initial phases of our analytical work. At least one district used
watersheds for the RMP/EIS analysis, but these areas were much larger than the 1-6,000 acre level suggested
by the Wisdom modeL However, these large watersheds can be subdivided into smaller subwatersheds which
could serve as permanent compartments to keep records on elk habitat condition.

COMMENT: Set measurable goals for elk habitat effectiveness on a sub-watershed basis. Develop these
goals in concert with ODFW.

RESPONSE: Goals have been developed by ODFW and are delineated in an ODFW document entitled "Plan
Review Criteria to Conserve Fish and Wildlife Resources on Bureau of Land Management Forest Lands in
Western Oregon."
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COMMENT: Establish habitat goals to reduce bull elk vulnerability to harvest and relate to Oregon's elk plan.

RESPONSE: The goals established by ODFW for our elk habitat effectiveness indices are related to Oregon's
elk plan.

COMMENT: Display the amounts of early successional stages in each alternative during the first decade.
Identify the consequences to wildlife species heavily dependent on these stages.

RESPONSE: The total acreage of each seral stage at 10 years and 100 years is illustrated in Figures 4-2 and
4-3. The basic assumption underlying the analysis of effects in Chapter 4is that timber haivest on the intermin-
gled private lands within and surrounding the BLM operating area will provide adequate amounts of suitable early
successional habitat for species dependent only upon the early seral stage - regardless of the alternative chosen
by BLM. Our planning alternatives would add varying amounts to this base. Many species that use the early
seral stage for one or more life needs are also dependent upon the presence of other habitat components within
the early seral stage, such as snags, fallen trees (logs), residual green trees, etc. Consequences to these
species are described in Chapter 4; see, for example, Purple Martin & Western Bluebird under "Effects on
Special Status Species" and Secondary Cavity Users under "Effects on Wildlife"

COMMENT: Identify concrete proposals to create snags, including estimated budgets. Adjust ASQ to account
for snags created over time.

RESPONSE: Among the objectives of the PRMP are to manage forest lands so as to retain 1) specific
amounts of green trees which will provide snags in the future, and 2) all existing snags to the extent possible
given essential considerations for worker safety. Amounts of timber volume to be foregone for this purpose have
been estimated and the PSQ adjusted accordingly Creation of snags from green trees will be accomplished
through timber sale contract requirements and/or by separate projects, whichever is the most efficient use of
public money. "Concrete proposals" to create snags can be developed only on a site-specific basis. Such
proposals will be identified in implementation plans which follow completion of the RMP

COMMENT: Clarify assumptions and goals in modeling green tree retention and snag creation.

RESPONSE: The goal of snag modeling is to describe the process of snag management and quantify impacts
on the timber and wildlife resource. There are three basic assumptions:

Green trees retained following timber harvest will be converted to snags at future points in time so that
adequate amounts of snag habitat will be available through the life of the new stand.

Concerns about worker safety will prevent retention of all existing snags and in some situations snags will
have to be created from green trees after timber harvest.

Green trees and snags left after harvest will become large woody debris when they fall.

COMMENT: There should be an assessment of wildlife usage before any snags are removed.

RESPONSE: All timber sale planning will include field inspections by biologists for the purpose of assessing
current and future use of the planned sale area by priority species of wildlife, including cavity-users.

COMMENT: The Neitro et al. model used to address the effects of wildlife tree retention on wildlife is plagued
by a myriad of problems. These problems cause the model to grossly overestimate the number of wildlife trees
required to maintain healthy populations of dependent wildlife species. There is no documentation or justification
for the even higher levels of wildlife tree retention proposed in the preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: Evidence presented by scientists at Oregon State University indicates the opposite. If anything,
the model underestimates the amounts of habitat needed by woodpeckers since it is based only on woodpecker
nest tree requirements and does not consider woodpecker forage substrate needs. Furthermore, the model does
not consider the nest tree needs of several species of secondary cavity users that require tree cavities in early
and mid seral stages. For example, snags are needed in new timber harvest areas to provide nest sites for
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secondary cavity users such as bluebirds, purple martins, and other swallows even where surrounding forested
areas have enough snags to serve as nest trees for woodpecker populations.

COMMENT: Identify by alternative how many acres of suitable pileated nesting habitat will be available and its
distribution. Do the same for suitable goshawk nesting habitat.

RESPONSE: Available data does not make such information readily projectable. We believe the key question
is species viability or persistence which has been addressed in the SE/S.

COMMENT: Use the Neitro et al. model to estimate current populations of woodpeckers for all seral stages.
and allocations. Weight the estimated population levels by acres of each seral stage to obtain an overall popula-
tion level. Display those data.

RESPONSE: The analysis was accomplished in this way. Detailed data are available on request.

COMMENT: Develop comprehensive prescriptions for managing snags to achieve and maintain the popula-
tion goal for woodpeckers.

RESPONSE: The focus of the RMP is its objectives. Prescriptions must be site specific, varying with existing
forest stand conditions, broad ecosystem management objectives and, where appropriate, timber management
objectives. They will be developed in site-specific plans.

COMMENT: Assign population goals for woodpeckers for all land allocations.

RESPONSE: The PRMP allocations compartmentalize much of the landscape outpide Late-Successional
Reserves into typically small patches of GFMA and connectivity/diversity blocks separated by linear Riparian
Reserves. In such a landscape, separable population goals by allocation are meaningless. Over the long term,
sizes of snags retained would be suitable for all species although other habitat conditions may influence which
species are most abundant. Pileated woodpeckers, for example, are expected to be more abundant in the
reserves and northern flickers may be the most abundant woodpecker in the GFMAs.

COMMENT: Use the snag recruitment model by Neitro et al. to estimate how quickly green trees retained as
future snags will actually become snags. Analyze whether potential snag densities will occur in the next 20 years
if natural snag recruitment is insufficient. If it is insufficient, prescribe an active program of snag creation.

RESPONSE: Tree spacings that will result from density management and thinning under the PRMP are
expected to forestall natural suppression mortality. There will be some natural recruitment of snags accruing from
green trees retained specifically for this purpose. Snag creation through an active program will also be necessary
since natural recruitment is not expected to provide enough snags over time. Snag creation through prescriptions
will be developed on a site-specific basis.

COMMENT: Evaluate the resource trade-offs of managing at the 80% population level for woodpeckers,
recognizing that the Neitro et al. model likely underestimates woodpecker requirements for snags.

RESPONSE: The actual overall long-term effects of the PRMP approximates this leveL

COMMENT: The lands should not be managed so intensely as to have to require artificial snag creation to
provide viable populations of snag dependent species.

RESPONSE: Snag creation is planned primarily in the matrix in second growth stands that may be deficient in
snags.

COMMENT: BLM does not adequately address the importance of its proposed management activities on
neotropical migrants. Consider the July 1992 study on neotropical migrants in Pacific Northwest national forests.
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RESPONSE: The habitat requirements of the 165 species of neotropical migrants as a group are so diverse as
to preclude analysis of the group as a unit. The BLM is in the process of developing a monitoring strategy to
begin to acquire the data necessary to analyze the impacts on each species of neotropical migrant. Currently,
impacts of the various alternatives are identified for some of these species. Conclusions must be considered
preliminary due to the lack of long-term studies.

COMMENT: Address how logging practices are affecting the pond turtle.

RESPONSE: A discussion has been added.

Fish
COMMENT: Specify goals and objectives for fish habitat.

RESPONSE: Objectives have been added for the PRMP.

COMMENT: What is termed fish habitat enhancement is actually restoration or rehabilitation.

RESPONSE: It is enhancement of the current condition, but often is also restoration or rehabilitation.

COMMENT: BLM proposes a substantial amount of costly stream habitat restoration. Past restoration work in
the Northwest has been poorly designed and has done little to reverse declines of many stocks. Future work
should be planned on a 3rd-5th order watershed basis, be based on a thorough pre-treatment inventory, have
clearly defined goals and objectives, and have a short and long-term monitoring plan. It should not be a substi-
tute for protecting fish/fish habitat from the effects of land management activities and should not be conducted in
watersheds where watershed processes are not functioning naturally or where the effects of public and private
land management activities combined will render restoration ineffective. It should be prioritized based on the
needs of threatened stocks of anadromous fish.

RESPONSE: Watershed analysis will precede expensive restoration work An interdisciplinary team will
determine actual management prescriptions to achieve watershed standards based on site-specific require-
ments. It has been determined, however, that simple protection of existing aquatic habitat is not enough. Much of
the aquatic habitat in the Pacific Northwest is in a degraded condition, thus, aggressive restoration efforts are
necessary if depressed fish stocks are to be rebuilt.

The BLM has been in the forefront in developing, monitoring and evaluating habitat restoration projects. These
projects have been evaluated not just by the BLM, but in cooperation with Oregon State University, Coastal
Oregon Productivity Enhancement Program and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. Evaluation has
clearly shown that restoration projects can increase the suivival of salmonids from eggs to smolts. However,
recovery of the stocks depends on overall management of the stream and estuary habitat, and the harvest in the
ocean and rivers. The BLM has no control over management of habitat on non-BLM lands, nor over fish harvest
management.

COMMENT: The final RMP/EIS should include a comprehensive stream biological survey; identify water-
sheds supporting productive or valuable remnant populations or communities of native fishes, amphibians and
other aquatic biota; and delineate a well-distributed network of least disturbed watersheds.

RESPONSE: We recognize the need for this information; however, it is not available at this time nor can it
reasonably be acquired in a timely manner for inclusion in the PRMP/FEIS. As a part of implementation of the
RMP, we will move to acquire this data. The BLM has recently released a strategy for the management of
anadromous stocks in the Columbia and Snake River Basins which has as a central focus watershed level
planning. A similar plan has been developed for the coastal areas of the Pacific Northwest and also includes
watershed level planning as a central focus. This plan which will be published soon, is a road map of how the
BLM intends to manage the fisheries of the region to meet the goals and objectives set forth in the RMP
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COMMENT: Sensitive and priority aquatic habitat should be identified. Recovery and restoration plans should
be developed based on a watershed analysis. In addition, fish habitat and sediment yield should be utilized to
establish/predict habitat quality. Summarize subwatersheds where timber harvest emphasis would occur.

RESPONSE: Priority and sensitive habitats are identified in the FEMAT report and have been taken into
account when developing the PRMP Also see previous response. Sediment yield is not reliably predictable.
Watershed analysis will be accomplished eventually on all watersheds and before management actions in key
watersheds. Until that level of analysis is complete, it is not feasible to identify subwatersheds where timber
haivest emphasis will occur.

COMMENT: Consider the information on aquatic resources in the Draft Recovery Plan for the Northern
Spotted Owl, the Forest Service's strategy entitled PACFISH, and BLM Washington Office Information Bulletin
92-642.

RESPONSE: We are aware of this in formation and have considered it.

COMMENT: Identify and discuss the status of various wild anadromous fish stocks and habitat conditions
within whole watersheds, not just BLM-administered portions. What is the relationship between habitat conditions
and the severely depressed status of many stocks?

RESPONSE: We actively seek to cooperate with other landowners in developing and implementing plans for
management of aquatic habitat. We are cooperating fully with ODFW efforts to identify and protect genetically
unique fish stocks, and with management proposals to protect and enhance salmon and trout communities.
However, BLM does not have any control over management of habitat on private lands, which is a state of
Oregon responsibility. While we acknowledge that activities on private and state lands may affect habitat on
BLM-administered lands, we recognize that private and state lands are managed under state regulations. We
have taken these differences into account during impact analysis.

Habitat condition undeniably plays a role in the depressed status of many stocks; however, many factors other
than habitat condition affect fish production (i.e. harvest, ocean conditions, etc.). These factors are not under the
control of the BLM. Currently many watersheds are underseeded.

COMMENT: Analysis of impacts on fish is flawed because it fails to consider management activities on
private lands, assumes that past damage will improve on its own, and ignores effects from continued timber
harvest in upland areas.

RESPONSE: See previous response.

A component of the methodology used to establish condition ratings was the related factor analysis. This analy-
sis adjusted the condition arrived at using the vegetation information to account for such related factors as the
amount of new and existing roading, soil stability, and adjacent land management practices, to name a few

COMMENT: The methodology for stream (fish) habitat quality rating is very simplistic and has not been peer
reviewed. The conclusions about existing habitat quality are wildly optimistic.

RESPONSE: We have conducted extensive habitat inventories. Prior to 1980, the Salem District inventoried
fish habitat conditions on 194 stream miles. Between 1983 and the present, the district has completed 137 mi/es
of inventory using new, state-of-the-art micro-habitat survey procedures. These new procedures are similar to
the survey methodologies used by the Forest Service and the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. Analysis
of the information obtained indicates a general relationship between the age and composition of the riparian
community and the instream woody structure that creates fish habitat. The relationship is far from absolute, as
we are aware, but vegetation is a good general indicator of the overall health of a system. In the absence of
detailed data on all streams, we elected to use vegetation information as the best method for approximating
stream health. However, this information was not the only information used to establish condition ratings. An
equally important component of the methodology was the related factor analysis. See previous response.
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This analysis method has been peer reviewed internally but has not received peer review outside the agency.
ODFW has reviewed this methodology and provided helpful comments. We recognize that up-to-date stream
inventories are needed but funding has been lacking. The data so far collected was used in developing this
methodology.

COMMENT: The Fisheries Productivity Rating System needs further explanation.

RESPONSE: Refer to Appendix 4G in the Draft RMP/EIS for a description of the methodology used to calcu-
late fish production capability. Data relating fish production capability to habitat condition was provided by ODFW
This data was considered to be the best available information and appeared reasonable when compared to
current BLM habitat production capability data.

Our fish production estimates represent the potential capability only Many factors other than habitat condition
affect fish production (i.e. harvest, ocean conditions, etc.) and actual production will vary as a result of these
other factors. Since these factors are not under the control of the BLM the actual fish production under a particu-
lar alternative will likely vary from what was predicted. However, the method used does illustrate the relative
difference among alternatives, thus providing a basis for management decisions.

COMMENT: Effects on fish should be measured against a desired future condition, not against current
conditions.

RESPONSE: An environmental impact statement normally addresses the changes that alternative courses of
action would cause from the present condition. Desired future condition or resource condition objectives, in the
planning process, are developed for a specific alternative. They would differ for each alternative. The objectives
provide the standards for monitoring the effects of the implementation of the plan, while the current conditions
establish the baseline against which the effects on fish by the various alternatWes can be measured. Although
the FEMAT team made regional comparisons of some of their alternatWes against independently derived possi-
ble target conditions, those subjective ratings could not be replicated by BLM personnel on a single district basis.

COMMENT: The tables showing potential fish production capability are unproved, most likely inaccurate, and
are misleading.

RESPONSE: Data used in developing fish production estimates was provided by ODFW. This data was
considered to be the best available information and appeared reasonable when compared to habitat production
capability data we have collected. However, estimates of future condition for all resources are unproven; the
state of the art in resource management make such estimates unprovable . Many factors other than habitat
condition affect fish production (i.e. harvest, ocean conditions, etc.) These factors are not under the control of
the BLM. Thus, our fish production estimates represent the potential capability only and actual production will
vary as a result of these other factors.

COMMENT: The mechanisms by which the 200-year increase in fish populations would occur are not provid-
ed. Acute and chronic stressors such as upstream sediment inputs from unstable slopes, landslides, roads and
mining may continue to degrade fish habitat. In addition, migratory species may be limited by habitat utilized at a
single life history stage.

RESPONSE: This has been dropped from the proposed resource management plan.

COMMENT: Use of the average diameter of trees to predict fish habitat trends is too simplified. Much more
detailed information on stream variables related to fish survival is needed, such as substrate imbeddedness,
stream temperature, presence of deep pools, dissolved oxygen, sedimentation, etc.

RESPONSE: These factors were considered when performing the related factor analysis used in combination
with the riparian condition method.
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COMMENT: There is no discussion of the very real possibility of loss of viability of some aquatic species,
particularly anadromous fish stocks of concern. Consider the recent finding by ODFW that their index of coastal
abundance greatly overestimated escapement and the status of wild coho stocks may be bleaker than once
thought.

RESPONSE: We are aware of these findings. The SE/S addressed viability of aquatic species. Although we do
not manage species, we are cooperating fully with ODFW efforts to identify and protect genetically unique fish
stocks, and with management proposals to protect and enhance salmon and trout communities. The riparian and
stream management in the PRMP will be adequate to protect existing habitat and to promote long-term recovery
of diminished habitat on BLM-administered lands. However, the fate of many fish stocks will be influencedmore
by activities on other land ownerships and by regulation of fishing. Funding priority for rehabilitation and restora-
tion efforts will reflect stock status.

COMMENT: Identify how closely the expected condition of the fishery resource will approach maximum
potential.

RESPONSE: It is not possible to determine what the maximum potential is and the BLM does not control all
factors affecting fish production.

COMMENT: The lands in the suitable timber base classified as fragile likely represent only the BLM's most
erosive and landslide prone areas. Additional fragile lands occur throughout the Coast Range, making most
logging and road building potentially hazardous for fish habitat.

RESPONSE: The most erosive and landslide-prone areas fall into Timber Production Capability Classification
(TPCC) categories excluded from planned timber harvest. The potential hazards of TPCC categories available
for harvest are taken into account during the design of timber sales and associated rçads and appropriate
measures incorporated to minimize impacts. For further discussion, see previous comment responses on Soils!
Site Productivity.

Special Status Species
COMMENT: Note the current status of species-specific management plans. Clarify whether site-specific
management plans will be develop for the bald eagle and peregrine falcon, and when.

RESPONSE: Site-specific management plans termed Conservation Agreements are being developed for
Special Status Plants. These are interagency plans developed between BLM, USFS and USFWS, which identify
and schedule specific management actions to prevent listing and to conserve these species. One plan for Aster
gormanii for the Salem District has been completed. For animal species such as the bald eagle and peregrine
falcon, the objectives of recovery plans will be the basis of BLM management. Watershed analyses will also
result in the compilation of some species-specific data that will be useful in managing wildlife species.

COMMENT: Indicate what measures (inventories, buffers, site-specific management plans, consultation with
the Fish & Wildlife Service, etc.) will be implemented to assure that actions such as timber harvest, road con-
struction, grazing, and recreational use and development do not adversely affect listed species.

RESPONSE: Federally listed species or habitat will be managed in compliance with the Endangered Species
Act and BLM national and state office policy which will include con!erencing and consultation with the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service. For species with completed recovery plans, management activities will be consistent with
the plans' objectives. Inventories and identification of buffers, seasonal restriction, and other project modifica-
tions are part of the process to ensure that actions are in compliance.

COMMENT: Identify the species expected to benefit from the OGEAs and how the OGEAs will contribute to
habitat, forestalling listing, and/or delisting of each species.
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RESPONSE: Reseives were not specifically intended to benefit special status plants. All special status plants,
except for Assessment Species, will be managed in a way that will not contribute to the need to list, regardless of
land allocation.

In general, species that will benefit from the Late-Successional Reseives are those whose daily and annual life
cycle needs require habitat components provided in late-successional conifer forests. SE/S Special Attention
Species closely associated with late-successional forests are identified in appendix F In addition, chapter 3
discusses habitat requirements of Special Status Species. Some of these are currently federal-listed species,
some are candidates for listing and others are not now nor probably will ever be in need of listing protection, but
all benefit from the habitat conditions inherent in the Reserves. For example, the Reserves follow the intent of the
Designated Conservation Areas of the Final Draft Northern Spotted Owl Recoveiy Plan. This plan and its compo-
nents are designed to recover the spotted owl populations, but also provide habitat for a host of other species
where the occurrence is in common. The Late-Successional Reserves are large tracts that will eventually have
significant acreages of older forest. Species such as the marbled murrelet, goshawk, bald eagle (where the
Reserves are near water bodies), salmonid fishes, and numerous species of small mammals, birds and amphibi-
ans will be able to sustain populations in these areas. A given Reserve may contain several populations of a
given salamander species while for more far-ranging species such as the goshawk and spotted owl ft may
require multiple Reserves to serve the needs of a population. Key items in the Fish and Wildlife Service's review
of whether a species should be listed or delisted are whether the habitat of the species is being lost and whether
there are regulatory mechanisms in place to protect the species. The Reserves serve as cornerstones for
meeting both of these items of concern and thus should weigh heavily in the listing/delisting considerations. The
viability ratings in the SEIS also provide an indirect identification of species expected to benefit.

COMMENT: The federal status of several species is incorrectly noted.

RESPONSE: The special status species list has been corrected and updated.

COMMENT: Consultation under the Endangered Species Act regarding effects of activities on mining claims
on federally listed threatened and endangered species is the responsibility of BLM.

RESPONSE: Consultation with USFWS for mining is the responsibility of the claimant if there is a notice of
intent in place. It is the BLM's responsibility if there is a plan of operation filed. However, we would certainly be in
contact with the USFWS in both cases, regardless of responsibility for consultation.

COMMENT: A minimum viable population of a species is on the brink of catastrophe. Managing special status
species for populations above the minimum is recommended.

RESPONSE: Our goal is to manage for healthy populations of all fauna and flora, including special status
species, by employing policies, land use allocations, and management direction that will ensure stable popula-
tions.

COMMENT: Inventory sensitive wildlife species.

RESPONSE: Inventories are an ongoing process but are not a standard decision element of an RMP Wildlife
inventories are very expensive and thus subject to budget constraints.

COMMENT: The DEIS violated NEPA by failing to adequately analyze the effects of the RMP on marbled
murrelets, songbirds, declining amphibians, western pond turtles, many important species of plants sensitive to
disturbance and candidates for the endangered species list.

RESPONSE: In the RMP/EIS, those effects are analyzed at a level of detail consistent with what is known
about the habitat needs of the many species at issue. They are also analyzed in the SEIS. Monitoring is a critical
component of the RMP and will increase our knowledge of habitat needs. This information will be used to adjust
management strategies whenever necessary in order to ensure that management objectives are achieved.
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COMMENT: Provide clear direction for site-specific protection of other Oregon sensitive (wildlife) species.
The preferred alternative should contain allocations and management standards for bald eagles, peregrine
falcons, wild turkeys, Townsend's big-eared bats, great blue herons, and band-taiied pigeon mineral springs, It
should also commit to develop site specific habitat management plans for each known site and other sites as
they are found.

RESPONSE: The PRMP contains management direction for various wildlife species. In many cases, alloca-
tions such as reserves and special management areas, will provide habitat for wildlife species. The concept of
ecosystem management is to provide habitat sufficient to meet the needs of all wildlife species rather than to
provide species-by-species allocations. Chapter 4 provides species by species discussions of how the alloca-
tions will serve the species. Where the RMP allocations and prescriptions are not sufficiently detailed to guide
management of these species, a habitat management plan will be prepared.

COMMENT: The treatment of marbled murrelets is inadequate.

RESPONSE: The discussion of marbled murrelets is expanded in the PRMP/FEIS.

COMMENT: Commit to a process for identifying all marbled murrelet nesting habitat and flight corridors, in
consultation with the US Fish and Wildlife Service. Help fund and accelerate research on murrelet use of BLM-
administered habitat.

RESPONSE: Provisions in the PRMP call for general inventories of BLM-administered lands for murrelets.
Additionally, all proposed project areas will be surveyed according to protocol for murrelets (which requires two
years of site visits) prior to implementing any projects. All lands where m urrelet occupancy is confirmed will be
unavailable for planned timber harvest. Research on marbled murrelets is a priority.

COMMENT: Clearly state the impacts on marbled murrelet habitat on BLM lands, not merely the overall future
conditions on all lands.

RESPONSE: Impacts to the identified marbled murrelet habitat on BLM-administered lands are specifically
addressed in Chapter 4.

COMMENT: Analysis of murrelet habitat loss should consider areas of mature forests with some old-growth
trees as possible murrelet habitat.

RESPONSE: The definition of potential marbled murrelet habitat includes mature stands with scattered old
growth trees, thus that acreage was included in the analysis of effects.

COMMENT: All potentially threatened stocks of wild anadromous fish on BLM-managed lands should be
included on the list of special status species.

RESPONSE: This has been accomplished in chapter 3.

COMMENT: Take a more active role in improving habitat for sensitive fish species and stocks. Describe more
completely how the preferred alternative will affect sensitive fish stocks and how adverse impacts would be
mitigated.

RESPONSE: The BLM does not manage species or comm unities; we do manage the habitat on which these
species depend. We are cooperating with ODFW efforts to identify and protect genetically unique fish stocks,
and with management proposals to protect and enhance salmon and trout communities. Habitat restoration is an
important component of the PRMP We also have a monitoring program for salmon and steelhead.

COMMENT: Identify all existing sites for listed and candidate plant species. Work with other state and federal
agencies to prioritize their study and monitoring.
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RESPONSE: Sites for listed and candidate species are mapped on our GIS. As new sites are discovered
through inventoiy they will be added to the GIS. inventory will continue throughout the life of the plan. Extensive
coordination already occurs with state and federal agencies and private organizations. Memoranda of Under-
standing and/or Cooperative Agreements have been developed with the Oregon Department of Agriculture, the
Oregon Natural Heritage Program, The Nature Conse,vancy, and the Center for Plant Conseivation.

In addition to memorandums of understanding and cooperative agreements, interagency management plans
called conseivation agreements are being developed between all federal landowners throughout a species
range. Cost share agreements are in place for studying and monitoring many listed and federal candidate plant
species.

COMMENT: Discuss the effects of management alternatives on special status plant species similarly to the
discussion of effects on special status animal species. Bureau sensitive plant species get too little attention. Use
the ONHP list for identifying habitats of plant species that could be come threatened or endangered.

RESPONSE: Special status plants are not discussed individually because of the large number of special
status plants and the limited amount of information available on their biology. More research is needed before
more can be said. The ONHP list provides only species names and status and can not be used to identify
habitats. Location information for the District which is stored in the ONHP Element Occurrence Database was
provided for the most part by BLM personnel. Location in formation is exchanged between the ONHP and the
BLM on an annual basis under a Memorandum of Understanding and Cooperative Agreement.

COMMENT: All plant species on the Oregon Natural Heritage Program sensitive list should be considered in
the RMP/EIS. Standards addressing the protection of ONHP sensitive species and their habitats should be
included in all land use allocations. The orientation of management for sensitive species should shift from
individual species and habitats to ecosystems.

RESPONSE: Plant species occurring on BLM-administered land which are identified as threatened or endan-
gered on the ONHP's sensitive lists are addressed in the PRMP Species on the ONHP's four sensitive lists have
widely varying needs for management. The BLM Oregon State Office special status species policy includes all
plant species in the ONHP lists, according different levels of attention based on the species' sensitivity. Plant
species on BLM-administered land which are threatened or endangered throughout their range (ONHP List 1)
are federal candidate or bureau sensitive species; those threatened or endangered in Oregon but more stable or
abundant elsewhere (List 2) are BLM Oregon/Washington assessment species and are addressed in the RMP.
Plant species on List 3 ("review") and on List 4 ("watch") are BLM Oregon/Washington tracking species. They
are identified by ONHP as species needing more information (List 3) and as being of concern but not presently
threatened or endangered (List 4). When funding permits, we would collect information on tracking species but
special management is not planned.

The PRMP provides management direction for those species considered in jeopardy of extinction and in need of
special management attention. This includes federal listed, federal proposed, federal candidate, state listed, and
bureau sensitive species. These species were identified from U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service lists of federal listed,
proposed, and candidate species, state of Oregon lists of state fisted and candidate species and ONHP lists.
Management strategies for special status plants do not vary with land use allocation in the PRMP. The PRMP will
provide for ecosystem management to protect special status species.

COMMENT: To follow state and federal guidelines, rare plant habitats should be "protected" rather than
"managed".

RESPONSE: Proposed management prescriptions are in full compliance with all state and federal guidelines.
"Protection" alone will not be sufficient for maintaining many plant species. Active management such as pre-
scribed fire may be necessary to maintain or restore the structure and function of certain plant habitats.
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Spotted Owl
COMMENT: There is no scientific evidence that the forest structure needed as spotted owl habitat can be
grown over time using long rotation forestry.

RESPONSE: Although the evidence may not be complete, there is promise that long rotation forestry may
produce suitable spotted owl habitat. For that reason the BLM has initiated research to aid future forest manag-
ers who will deal with the issue in the next century. The BLM will maintain all suitable habitat in Late-S uccession-
al Reseives and foster old growth forest conditions in the current young forests in the Late-Successional Re-
serves as they mature.

COMMENT: Address management direction for timber sale areas exempted by the Endangered Species
Committee in 1992.

RESPONSE: The BLM will not pursue the harvest of any of the previously planned timber sales exempted by
the Endangered Species Committee. Harvest may occur at a future time on the same land acres, but the pre-
scriptions will not jeopardize the continued existence of the spotted owl or any other federal-listed species.

COMMENT: Identify the standards under which known spotted owl nest sites will be protected.

RESPONSE: At a minimum, at least one center of activity at all known sites of resident single and territorial
pairs of northern spotted owls known as of January 1, 1994, will have up to 100 acres of the best available
surrounding habitat excluded from timber harvest. Obviously, sites that fall within Reserves or Special Manage-
ment Areas would have more acres protected surrounding the site.

COMMENT: Clarify whether surface occupancy for mining activities will be allowed in northern spotted owl
sites.

RESPONSE: As a general rule disturbances, such as surface occupancy, would not be authorized within 0.25
miles of a northern spotted owl site. This will however vary by site and by season of the year so it is not an
absolute exclusion. In instances where the mining activities can occur in harmony with the owl occupancy of the
site, efforts will be made to accommodate the mineral resource use.

COMMENT: BLM proposed inappropriately to provide connectivity for spotted owls by managing connectivity
areas.

RESPONSE: The purpose of connectivity/diversity blocks is to serve a variety of wildlife species, not only
spotted owls. Connectivity/diversity blocks, along with other allocations such as Riparian Reserves and Special
ManagementAreas, are expected to mix with the General Forest ManagementAreas to provide for dispersal of
many species including spotted owls.

COMMENT: Explain how the connectivity areas compare to the 50-11-40 rule outlined in the ISC report.

RESPONSE: In five or six decades, management of BLM-administered lands within a quarter township in a
connectivity-diversity block will meet or exceed 50-11-40. In the short term there will be quarter townships where
this is not true but in these areas conditions will not decline and recovery will occur in future decades.

COMMENT: The adequacy of connectivity areas for spotted owl dispersal should be demonstrated.

RESPONSE: That can only be demonstrated through monitoring. Given other requirements of the plan, it may
be impossible to isolate the effects of connectivity/diversity blocks.

COMMENT: Several activities are proposed in deferred OGEAs that appear inconsistent with the draft
spotted owl recovery plan. These include density management in older second growth and large scale salvage.
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RESPONSE: OGEAs have been dropped from the PRMP Activities in Late-Successional Reserves must be
beneficial to the spotted owl and pass review under the auspices of the Regional Ecosystem Office.

COMMENT: The potential effects of low habitat, low population and reduced dispersal, on the survival of the
spotted owl should be addressed.

RESPONSE: A discussion of this subject has been added to chapter 4.

COMMENT: Assess the viability of the spotted owl under the preferred alternative, in the short term, at the
lowest point in habitat development, and in long term.

RESPONSE: An assessment of the viability of the spotted owl included in the SEIS, is referred to in chapter 4
of the PRMP/FEIS.

COMMENT: Evaluate the effects of the plan on designated critical habitat.

RESPONSE: An assessment of the effects of the plan on designated Critical Habitat has been added to the
analysis of effects. No actions will be implemented that will result in the destruction or adverse modification of
Critical Habitat.

COMMENT: The discussion of the discrepancy between the spotted owl population model's projection of
current population and the observed population should include problems with the model.

RESPONSE: Since SEIS Appendix J superseded our analysis, we have not rerun the McKelvey model for
analysis of the PRMP except to acknowledge and reference the SEIS analysis.

COMMENT: Assess the risk that density management would negatively affect suitable spotted owl habitat.

RESPONSE: There is no density management proposed in suitable owl habitat in the Reserves or in occupied
residual habitat areas in the matrix. Otherwise, owl habitat in the matrix is available for management, and loss of
habitat over time in the matrix is acknowledged.

COMMENT: Evaluate the level of risk to the stability of spotted owl populations under the preferred alterna-
tive.

RESPONSE: The Chapter 4 discussion has been expanded to describe risk in general terms. The SEIS
evaluates risk from the (new) PRMP as it integrates with other Federal plans.

COMMENT: Provide information on the quality and distribution of suitable spotted owl habitat after 100 years.
Identify the extent to which the development of future habitat is dependent on the ability to create or speed its
development through silvicultural practices.

RESPONSE: Information on the acreage of suitable habitat expected on BLM-administered lands after 100
years is provided in tabular form in chapter 4. The development of quality habitat is dependent on time. The
younger stands of today that hold the key to habitat recovery will be 100 to 140 years of age in 100 years. In this
age range, stands are beginning to move from primarily foraging substrate to high quality foraging and nesting
habitat. The role of density management is to diversify the stands structurally so that they might attain the higher
quality status at approximately 120 years of age. The silvicultural practices serve as an enhancement technique
that, if it is successful, will bring habitat on line faster. If it is not successful, however, stand development could
be retarded and the time till habitat conditions were reached could be lengthened. Many of the answers to
questions on this topic are unknown at this time, but the objective is to apply the management prescriptions over
time within an adaptive management framework.

COMMENT: Discuss the capability of OGEAs, and the management proposed within them, to maintain
population levels sufficient to provide internal stability within them.
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RESPONSE: This capability, in relation to Late-Successional Reserves, has been fully addressed in the SEIS.

COMMENT: Given the lack of experience in developing and maintaining old growth characteristics capable of
supporting viable populations of spotted owls and the lack of detailed knowledge on the components of structur-
ally diverse forest important to spotted owls, the prediction that as much as 40 percent of the OGEAs may be
subject to density management increases the risk of catastrophic failure of the network concept. Evaluate the
risk of failure of the techniques and the potential impact on the species of such a failure.

RESPONSE: The Chapter 4 discussion has been expanded to address this concern as it now relates to Late-
Successional Reserves, and it is addressed in the SEIS.

COMMENT: Specifically assess the effects of the preferred alternative on spotted owls in the Coast Range
province.

RESPONSE: This is fully addressed, province-wide in the SE/S.

COMMENT: Indicate how spotted owl dispersal will be maintained.

RESPONSE: Dispersal habitat for owls will be provided by the vegetation pattern and condition inherent in the
management allocations and prescriptions of the Late-successional Reserves, Riparian Reserves, Special
Management Areas, Connectivity/diversity Blocks and the General Forest Management Areas.

COMMENT: Provide rationale or documentation for the statement that isolation is not thought to be a factor
under the preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: The issue of isolation of segments of the population was addressed in the Final Draft Recovery
Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl and was accounted for by the size and arrangement of Designated Conserva-
tion Areas and the management of the matrix between them. The PRMP adopted the reserve system identified in
Alternative 9 of the SE/S and will manage the intervening Special ManagementAreas, connectivity/diversity
blocks and General Forest ManagementArea lands to ensure adequate survival and movementof young ow/s.

COMMENT: Discuss the impact of the preferred alternative on all quarter townships, not just those in connec-
tivity areas. Evaluate how the deficient (re the 50-11-40 rule) quarter townships are distributed and how their
location affects inter- and intra-provincial dispersal.

RESPONSE: The discussion of dispersal habitat under the PRMP addresses dispersal on lands outside the
late-successional reserve system.

Special Areas
COMMENT: Protection of ACECs instead or additionally as Outstanding Natural Areas (ONAs) is needed to
assure truly meaningful agency protection.

RESPONSE: Outstanding NaturalArea is a recreational designation (CFR 8352.0-2) and is not be appropriate
for all ACECs. The Federal Land Policy and Management Act requires protection ofall the relevant and important
natural features for which an ACEC is designated. ACEC designation provides adequate protection under
existing law and policy. Secondary designations such as RNA or ONA have been provided for some ACECs only
to clarify management objectives.

COMMENT: All ACECs should be posted to prevent unintentional use, and should be closed to off-road
vehicle use.

RESPONSE: Posting and other protective measures will be undertaken for each A CEC, commensurate with
values at risk, threats from inappropriate uses, and physical and biological factors. Actions taken to prevent
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unintentional uses will depend on the primary values for which an ACEC was designated and will be developed
during watershed analysis and/or project planning after completion of the RMP

COMMENT: A stronger policy is needed to prevent the harvesting of "minor forest products" from special
areas.

RESPONSE: A stronger policy has been developed for minor forest products, which are now referred to as
special forest products. The discussion of them has been expanded. See chapter 2, Special Forest Products.

Cultural Resources
COMMENT: The cultural resources discussion does not accurately address governmental bodies of federally
recognized Indian tribes.

RESPONSE: The text has been revised to identify such bodies by the appropriate names or collectively refer
to them as "federally recognized Indian tribes" or as "Indian nations."

COMMENT: The cultural resources section of the document should include interaction and consultation with
appropriate tribal governments regarding cultural/archeological issues.

RESPONSE: The chapter 2 discussion of Cultural Resources has been expanded to address these interac-
tions. The provision of the draft RMP to the tribal governments is regarded as the first step in the consultation
process. Further interaction and consultation regrading site-specific actions of tribal interest can be initiated
either by the tribe or by the BLM as tribal concerns are identified. BLM has suggested (and is in the process of
consulting about with each of the tribal governments) the development of Memoranda of Understanding that will
encourage more interaction and consultation between the tribal governments and the BLM.

Visual Resources
COMMENT: Describe existing visual conditions along major highways, identify those segments appropriate
for visual management, and direct management plans to achieve expected future conditions.

RESPONSE: BLM-administered lands have been inventoried, evaluated and assigned inventory classes
based on their relative worth from a visual resource management point of view. Chapter 3 describes the results
of the inventory process. The alternatives recommend various classes of visual resource management for BLM-
administered lands including lands along major highways. Each visual resource management class has objec-
tives (See chapter 2) and these objectives are used to identify management prescriptions that would maintain,
enhance, or preserve scenic values.

COMMENT: Long-term visual management objectives should consider the use of silvicultural practices to
accomplish the VRM objectives.

RESPONSE: Such practices will be used in VRM class II and Ill areas, where consistent with land use alloca-
tions protective of other resources. See PRMP Management Actions/Direction.

COMMENT: Work with adjacent landowners and others to maintain visual continuity.

RESPONSE: BLM has authority or responsibility for visual resource management only on BLM-administered
lands. We will work with interested adjacent landowners to coordinate visual resource management primarily
during watershed analysis.

Wild and Scenic Rivers
COMMENT: State whether BLM land management actions that could impact designated State scenic water-
ways will be coordinated with the State.
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RESPONSE: This coordination will occur in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding for River
Management between BLM, the Forest Service, and the Oregon Parks and Recreation Department.

COMMENT: Clarify how technical procedures were used by BLM to determine wild and scenic river suitability.

RESPONSE: Although a number of explicit technical criteria were used to determine which rivers would be
found suitable under alternatives A, B, C, D, and E, the suitability findings in the PRMP were based on a more
subjectWe weighing of these criteria plus public comment on the various rivers.

COMMENT: Consider the following additional criteria in suitability determinations.

Aggregated values of a given stream.

Importance of aggregated values on both a statewide and SCORP regional level.

Importance of smaller "less stellar" streams to program.

Non-local as well as local support for a given stream.

RESPONSE: These factors were considered in the PRMP.

COMMENT: How is it possible to recommend a given eligible river segment for national wild and scenic river
status in one alternative and not in another?

RESPONSE: To show a range of alternatives the variation is based on the relative importance attached to
economic tradeoffs, quality of the river segments, and manageability of outstandingly remarkable values by BLM.
The purpose of alternatives is to consider varying management direction and resource allocations.

COMMENT: Wild and scenic river suitability is not based on a "Top Four" recognition.

RESPONSE: The "top four" assessment was used to structure alternatives B, C and D but was not directly
used in the suitability findings process for the preferred alternative (Draft RMP/EIS) or the PRMP

COMMENT: The cursory suitability studies in the RMPs do not fulfill the BLM policy requirement. It is espe-
cially important to evaluate degradation to ORVs should a river not be given wild and scenic status.

RESPONSE: The wild and scenic river assessment reports in appendix 2-L of the Draft RMP/EIS were pre-
pared in accordance with BLM policy. Probable degradation of ORVs, should a river not be given wild and scenic
status, is addressed in the section of each report titled Effects on Outstandingly Remarkable Values.

COMMENT: Another management option does not preclude wild and scenic status. RMPs are not permanent
and will no doubt change. BLM should protect those rivers deserving of such status.

RESPONSE: The suitability findings considered all those aspects of the question.

COMMENT: The alternative management options for "not suitable" rivers may not give them protection
comparable to wild and scenic status.

RESPONSE: The "not suitable" rivers were all found to be eligible for recreational classification only. Proposed
riparian reserve widths on these segments are approximately 400 feet on each side of the stream, subject to
some modification after watershed analysis. These widths and other management direction outside the riparian
reserves would provide comparable or better protection than that envisioned by the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
for the portions of these river segments crossing BLM-administered lands.

COMMENT: All values on eligible rivers should be maintained at their current level until Congress acts.

RESPONSE: Neither the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act nor any related policy suggest that an agency's negative
suitability determinations on eligible rivers will be referred to Congress for action. The standard protocol is that
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the agency's negative determination resolves the issue.

COMMENT: How long will interim management occur on eligible rivers not studied in the RMP.

RESPONSE: Since BLM has no plan to study these rivers and neither does any other agency, interim manage-
ment may last a long, time.

COMMENT: Interim guidelines for eligible wild and scenic rivers result in de facto designation and manage-
ment of those rivers in violation of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and FLPMA. Further, the interim guidelines
exceed the Department of Interior's own regulations by excluding timber management activities along these
rivers.

RESPONSE: The de facto designation is only for the period until suitability is determined or, if found suitable, a
river's status is settled by legislation. This is consistent with FLPMA and in accordance with the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. Timber management activities are excluded within the 1/2-mile-wide corridor for protection of such
rivers only if they are eligible for wild classification.

COMMENT: The simple fact that a river has anadromous fish, scenic or recreational qualities does not qualify
it as eligible for further study under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.

RESPONSE: True. The values must be found to be "outstandingly remarkable" under the terms of the Act.

Recreation
COMMENT: Coordinate with State and local government on actions which may influence the Regional
Strategies and Community Initiatives programs. Develop a multiple agency recreation planning program to
promote recreational development and tourism.

RESPONSE: Such coordination is provided for in the plan and discussed where relevant but specific multiple
agency planning is an implementation planning process function, not a part of the RMP

COMMENT: Develop trail plans.

RESPONSE: Trail plan development is a part of project planning which would follow RMP completion and
watershed analysis.

COMMENT: Include provisions for designating areas to meet off-road vehicle demand.

RESPONSE: BLM policy states that off-highway vehicle use is acceptable wherever it is compatible with
established resource management objectives. BLM-administered lands remain open to such use unless specifi-
cally closed or limited. After completion of the RMP the district will develop an OHV implementation plan with
more specific management provisions.

COMMENT: Strengthen standards and guidelines for ORV use.

RESPONSE: Those guidelines are contained in the bureau's regulations (43 CFR 8340). Revision of those
regulations is beyond the scope of the RMP.

COMMENT: Use of the term "off-road vehicle, rather than "off-highway vehicle," implies that vehicles leaving
roads or trails is OK, which is not so.

RESPONSE: The term has been revised to off-highway vehicle.

COMMENT: Incorporate the ROS rating system into the final plan.
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RESPONSE: Due to the fragmented land ownership pattern and the density of the exisLing road system on
BLM-administered lands in the planning area, ROS is considered largely irrelevant to BLM decisions there. ROS
concepts will be used at the watershed analysis and/or activity planning stage for specific land areas where
appropriate.

Timber - Management Direction/Practices
COMMENT: Timber supply does not appear to be an important part of alternative formulation.

RESPONSE: Timber supply was a consideration, both in the RMP/EIS and the SE/S. Since timber supply
concerns paralleled concerns regarding socioeconomic conditions, which had higher visibility, its role in the
formulation of alternatives was less visible.

COMMENT: Discuss the Bureau's willingness to accept "departure" from nondeclining yield. If management
in OGEAs is modified in the future, then harvest in future decades will change.

RESPONSE: Implicit in any decadal or other cyclical planning process is that management guidelines will
change when the plans are revised. New information from research and monitoring and new legislation and
policies may drive such changes. In subsequent planning cycles, the identified sustainable harvest may decline
or increase, but is unlikely to stay the same. That perception does not make the currently estimated sustainable
timber harvest a "departure". A departure is a deviation from currently estimated sustainable levels.

COMMENT: Explain the rationale for minimum harvest ages.

RESPONSE: The minimum harvest age is the youngest age at which a forest stand would be considered for
regeneration harvest in the harvest scheduling model. Minimum harvest age may be set equal to or less than the
target rotation age. A younger minimum harvest age is used where there are few available acres of stands at or
above rotation age, but an abundance of younger merchantable age classes. This is the case in the GFMA
portion of the Columbia Sustained Yield Unit of the Salem District, where the minimum harvest age for the first
decade is set at 60 years. Use of this short term reduction in harvest age provides the flexibility to begin moving
the managed portion of the forest toward a long-term balance in age class distribution and forest condition. In the
long term, most regeneration harvest would take place at or above the target rotation age.

COMMENT: The RMP calls for harvest of one-quarter of the stands 100 to 200 years old during the next
decade, a rate not sustainable.

RESPONSE: The requirement that harvest be sustainable is applicable to harvest from all age classes com-
bined, not to separate age class groups. The PRMP will harvest some 51,300 acres or about 12 percent of BLM-
administered land in the Salem District. Projections indicate that during the first decade, approximately 4,400
acres of stands 100 to 200 or more years of age would receive regeneration harvest. This is about 4.4 percent of
the acreage of such stands on BLM-administered lands in the Salem District.

COMMENT: There are no provisions for phasing down timber harvest levels. BLM should consider a one-
decade departure from the non-declining harvest level.

RESPONSE: BLM's sustained yield mandate makes no provision for such a phase down of planned harvest
(PSQ). BLM lacks such authority, other than for a departure which would cause a negligible subsequent drop
below sustained yield levels. The stand conditions on lands available for timber harvest in the PRMP, and overall
plan objectives, would cause any significant departure to result in substantial drop in sustained yield levels in
future decades.

COMMENT: The practicality is questionable of logging patches of five acres or less and of leaving a few
green trees per acre (which might be genetically inferior but would likely overstock planted regeneration areas if
not blown over first).
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RESPONSE: Because of the network of Riparian Reserves criss crossing Matrix lands, regeneration harvest
units under the PRMP would often be small and scattered, or long and narrow. This would result in higher logging
costs, but in most cases, harvest is expected to be economically feasible regardless of unit size. Reserved green
trees would include some of the larger diameter trees in the stand, and would not necessarily be genetically
inferior. It is expected that seed from the reserved trees will often contribute to reforestation of harvested areas.

COMMENT: It is inappropriate to include "deferred" old growth areas and watersheds in the timber harvest
assumptions.

RESPONSE: The O&CAct requires BLM to identify the sustainable harvest level. There are no longer any
"deferred" areas.

COMMENT: Lack of trained siMculturists may be a barrier to implementing the proposed silvicultural activi-
ties.

RESPONSE: We recognize a need to modify our skill mix and provide or obtain additional training.

COMMENT: More detailed silvicultural prescriptions are needed.

RESPONSE: Due to the somewhat experimental nature of many prescriptions, they must be adaptive and
variable from site to site, as we learn from our own experience and that of others attempting active ecosystem
management.

COMMENT: It is difficult to determine how proposed silviculture will actually influence stand growth, yield and
structure.

RESPONSE: While silviculture is not an exact science, there is a considerable body of literature documenting
the growth, development and yield of Pacific Northwest forest stands under a variety of management regimes.
We believe that the state of the art is such that the genera! results of silvicu!tural manipulation of the young
stands can be predicted with a reasonable degree of confidence. The outcome of any specific treatment is not
certain. Thus the adaptive management approach will be used to continuously refine and adjust silvicultural
practice to better attain management objectives.

COMMENT: Use of formaldehyde as a binder in fertilizers is illegal.

RESPONSE: The use of formaldehyde in fertilizers is not illegal. When selecting products for use, federal
agencies screen for the presence of formaldehyde and select products without it if they are similar in effective-
ness. For aerial fertilization, only pelletized fertilizers are considered highly effective because their weight carries
them through the canopy to the forest floor. The only binder commonly used for pellet izing is formaldehyde,
which forms urea into hardened crystals that not only prevent dusting but protect against caking and provide slow
release of the fertilizer.

COMMENT: The court injunction on BLM's use of herbicides has not been lifted.

RESPONSE: As long as the injunction remains in place, herbicides will not be used. The probable sale quanti-
ty (PS 0) is not dependent on the use of herbicides, but in the absence of their use on a long-term basis, costs of
management would increase.

COMMENT: The plan makes no allowance for failure to meet timber production goals that hinge on the
success of intensive management practices. Past efforts to increase yields through intensive management have
fallen short of expectations.

RESPONSE: During the period 1984-1992, the BLM's investments in intensive management practices sup-
ported only 90 percent of the planned timber sale volume, but 117 percent of the timber volume actually offered
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for sale. Under the PRMP, timber sale volumes would be reduced below the PSQ if investments in timber man-
agement drop significantly below planned levels.

The use of intensive management practices such as precommercial thinning, fertilization, and genetic selection
will increase the amount of harvestable timber available in the future. This will be important because a greater
proportion of future harvest will be derived from density management and commercial thinning.

COMMENT: The ASQ should be reduced to reflect realistic assumptions for funding intensive management
practices.

RESPONSE: Annual timber sale levels will be adjusted to reflect any sustained shortfall in funding for the
intensive management practices on which the PSQ is partly contingent. The PSQ itself properly estimates the
level of harvest that is biologically sustainable given the agency's management direction.

Timber - Productivity/SustainabilitylForest Health
COMMENT: Set specific goals and objectives for forest health, detailing how proposed management strate-
gies will address it and what measures will be implemented to improve unhealthy forest conditions.

RESPONSE: Ecosystem (forest) health was defined by FEMATas the state of an ecosystem in which pro-
cesses and functions are adequate to maintain diversity of biotic communities commensurate with those initially
found there. As such the concept includes the condition and characteristics of stands and landscapes we consid-
ered under the topic of Biological Diversity and Ecological Health. General forest health and ecosystem diversity
and function goals were set as part of the PRMP The result of application of these goals at the planning level
and the extent to which the plan alternatives will result in forests which are within the range of natural conditions
is described in Chapter 4. Further analysis will occur in watershed analysis.

COMMENT: Assess forest health issues, particularly the role of salvage operations.

RESPONSE: Salvage operations will harvest the result of accelerated mortality of trees caused by poor forest
conditions in periods of drought or other environmental stress. Attainment of higher levels of forest health will
result in mortality declining to levels which are normal for relevant seral stages. Salvage does not by itseif have a
positive ecological effect and may have a negative effect if carried to excess.

COMMENT: The BLM plans timber harvest rotations of 60 years, close to the rotation period the FORCYTE-Il
model suggests is unsustainable.

RESPONSE: The FORCYTE-Il model suggests that harvest rotations of less than 50 years would be
unsustainable, particularly when accompanied by moderate intensity slash burning, and with added nitrogen
fertilizer. The proposed plan would harvest some timber as young as 60 years of age during the first decade, but
all subsequent harvest would occur at stand age of 70-80 years or more. Moreover, not all harvest areas would
be burned, and many of the burns would be of light intensity. Most stands in the General Forest Management
Area would be fertilized in conjunction with thinnings. Projections indicate these harvest cycles would be sustain-
able.

COMMENT: Failure to retain the large old insect resistant trees has been attributed to much of the forest
health problems presently being experienced in the Northwest.

RESPONSE: Resistance to insects is a function of tree/forest vigor more often than size or age of individual
trees. Vigorous low density widely spaced trees rarely succumb to insect problems. In stands where density is
greater than long term site potential to support vegetation during drought periods the vigor of trees is lower.
Insects, disease or fire thin out the most susceptible trees.

Size of trees is a factor in resistance to natural disturbance regimes such as frequent fires that reduces forest
density by killing trees with thin bark and/or foliage that provides fire-ladders. Older trees are insulated from such
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thermal intrusion and normally have elevated tree crown bases. Selective haivesting of older-larger sized trees
or removing older stand components has contributed to homogenous stands in fire prone areas, lowering overall
stand fire resistance and thus patch survival following catastrophic events.

Not permitting fire to play its traditional (natural) function has had a significant impact on eastern and western
Oregon. In fire-prone areas removal of the large fire resistant trees has also contributed to problems in imple-
menting underburning to reduce density of brush/hardwoods/understories of confers. In moderately to very
dense stands the recent drought cycle has placed some of the largest trees within these stands at risk since they
have not been able to compete successfully for limited soil moisture. Once weakened or killed by drought, they
are readily attacked by insects.

COMMENT: Existing conditions of insects and diseases are not addressed or are superficially addressed and
quantitative data are not included. Little or no effort is made to project effects of new management practices on
future insect and disease impacts.

RESPONSE: This is an emerging issue that was not identified during scoping of the plan. Consequently,
previous inventories did not address such existing conditions. These concerns are part of the focus of ecosystem
management, but too little is known for us to forecast comparative outcomes. As we learn more, our manage-
ment will adapt.

COMMENT: The plan indicates that a control methods will be applied to insects and pathogens if large
outbreaks develop. A prevention approach, never allowing outbreaks to develop, is preferable.

RESPONSE: A preventWe approach is preferred for insect and pathogens as well as dealing with competing
vegetation and animal damage. Identifying ecosystem potentials, using density management and underburning
appear to be the preferred prevention/control method.

COMMENT: Forest health is not defined.

RESPONSE: Discussion has been added to chapter 3, which includes a definition.

Timber - ASQIPSQ
COMMENT: Include a discussion of the ASQ philosophy and identify whether the ASQ is a goal or a mandat-
ed level of timber production.

RESPONSE: A discussion has been added to the introduction to Chapter 4.

COMMENT: Clarify growth and yield assumptions.

RESPONSE: A general description of growth and yield assumptions and the modelling procedure used for
each SYU is contained in appendix BB to the PRMP/FEIS. The actual yield tables used are available for review
at the district office.

COMMENT: The approach used for incorporating genetic improvement into the growth and yield models is
inappropriate.

RESPONSE: Predicted genetic gains are based on individual tree growth differences in young progeny evalua-
tion plantations. We recognize that it has not yet been demonstrated that these gains are achievable as per-unit-
area yield gains at rotation. Field tests comparing performance of improved and unimproved stock continue to be
established to verify the estimates. The Northwest tree Improvement Cooperative, of which BLM is a member,
has initiated a series of genetic gain trials to evaluate genetic gain on a yield-per-unit basis. In the meantime the
results from progeny evaluation plantations are the best data we have. The effect on the calculated PSQ is
negligible.
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COMMENT: Adjustments to the yield models for genetics and fertilization are speculative.

RESPONSE: Growth and yield responses to genetic selection and fertilization have been projected for a
variety of management regimes using the Stand Projection System stand stimulator. The yield responses pre-
dicted by this are indeed speculative, but are conservatively based on the best available data.

The expected gains from the genetic selection program in western Oregon are currently estimated from conifer
species studies and the results of early progeny tests from the Northwest Tree Improvement Cooperative. From
other forest tree studies it has been found that the major changes in growth attributes can be estimated through
changes in growth height-age curves. Young stand growth studies are in place throughout western Oregon to
provide data on benefits of growth of selected progeny trees. The current young growth of these trees has then
been modelled through growth simulators to estimate gain in volume. Tests comparing performance of improved
and unimproved stock continue to be established to verify the BLM estimates.

Part of the predictive process is indicating what to do now in order to increase the likelthood of a desired future
condition. In the instances of genetic selection and fertilizer, gain is both an increase in volume and the quality!
return from the resultant products. We have used average responses for acreage predicted to be treated and will
monitor as well as continue research.

Genetic effects will become important in approximately 4 decades when currently treated stands will be a major
part of PSQ when those areas planted with genetically improved stocked undergo thinning and limited regenera-
tion harvest. Thus, the evidence should be available when the gains are being reallzed. Most simulators demon-
strate low impact on current PSQ calculations and are appropriately conservative.

Fertilization and commercial thinning results are more immediate in their effects, as treatment and harvest in
commercial thinning can occur within the same decade. Plots exist in western Oregon which indicate the expec-
tation of average gains for treated stands is reasonable. Gains related to fertilization at time of precommercial
thinning are more speculative. But again, as in the case of genetic selection, the effects will occur in the future.

COMMENT: Compare modeled, first-decade growth to historic, empiric growth.

RESPONSE: In the Trim-Plus harvest schedullng model, first decade growth is based on empiric volumes
derived from measurements of permanent timber inventor/plots on the district. This means for example, the
average volume per acre of stands currently 50 years old is assumed to increase in ten years to equal the
average volume of stands currently 60 years old. Actual growth will be somewhat different from this estimate. In
addition, this empiric growth rate is modified by an approach to normality function which begins to move the
empiric volumes towards the predicted yields of future managed stands. The Stand Projection System was used
to estimate growth of future stands.

COMMENT: Compare the stands scheduled for treatment in decade 1 from the TRIM analysis and those
stands scheduled in the operational plan for the first decade.

RESPONSE: The 10-year scenario is not an operational plan but a modeling too/that selects the quantity of
stands with similar age and previous management attributes as those modeled in the TRIM-PL US harvest
simulator.

COMMENT: It appears that ASQ is based on a linear model similar to FORPLAN.

RESPONSE: BLM used the Trim-Plus harvest scheduling model to estimate the sustainable harvest level for
the PRMP Trim-Plus is a timber yield model similar in many ways to FORPLAN timber yields. Major advantages
were that TRIM-Plus could be run on enhanced IBM/AT compatible microcomputers and many runs could be
made inexpensively and directly available for district personnel access, thus making runs adapted to local
conditions and age classes. TRIM-Plus is a binary search model with the capability of structuring the forest in
unlimited units based upon site, species, stocking levels and management prescription. Different minimum
harvest ages can be used on component units.
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FORPLAN, in comparison, is a linear program optimization mode! requiring production coefficients for various
resource values. It includes many more 'inputs' and addresses many 'outputs' in addition to timber yield.

COMMENT: Display a plot incorporating expected yield per acre at various rotation lengths muftiplied by pond
value per cubic foot. Include rotations up to 300 years.

RESPONSE: There is not enough data to form a realistic basis for such estimates. Speculation on long-term
future pond values would be more misleading than usefuL

COMMENT: Short-term harvest limitations due to emerging concerns over threatened and endangered
species, watershed protection and the cumulative effects may limit ASQ more than sustained yield constraints
do.

RESPONSE: The interaction between PSQ calculation and our 10-year timber management scenario has
permitted us to address cumulative watershed effects as well as is practical in a checkerboard ownership pattern
where prWate actions are speculative. Ecosystem management is intended to minimize the need to add unfore-
seen restrictions on timber harvest due to listing of additional threatened and endangered species.

COMMENT: Use a model such as FORPLAN or SARA, or expansion of your 50-11-40 rule analysis model, to
determine the potential harvest acreage by subarea and type in the first few decades of the plan.

RESPONSE: The 10-year scenario identifies potential harvest acreage, which can be determined by subarea,
for the first decade. Extending the scenario into the future would lose reliability due to the adaptive nature of the
plan.

Timber - Inventories
COMMENT: Update the starting timber inventory for ASQ calculation to October 1, 1993.

RESPONSE: For the PRMPIFEIS the inventory was updated to October 1, 1992. Only a slight increase will
have occurred in the following year.

COMMENT: Use data from the Forestry Intensified Research project, Oregon Department of Forestry and
other studies to continue validate the accuracy of forest inventory data and further evaluate lands currently
determined to be unsuitable. If it can be determined that these lands can be managed for timber production,
return them to the suitable base. Likewise, lands in the suitable base which are determined to be unsuitable
through monitoring should be taken out of the base.

RESPONSE: Ada ptive management as discussed in the Use of the Completed Plan section of Chapter 2
provides for such adjustments.

COMMENT: Revisions in inventory procedures to monitor growth and yield are likely to be necessary.

RESPONSE: Revisions in inventory procedures are expected and are currently underway. As part of the
adaptive management philosophy, monitoring is a critical function in the forest management plan and this include
growth and yield. As the objectives of management by land-use allocation become clearer, expected outcomes
are projected, and multiple resource data needs are determined, the inventory systems will be delineated. Peer
review is anticipated.

COMMENT: How does the starting inventory in the TRIM Plus model compare to the Bureau's most recent
inventory?

RESPONSE: For the alternatives analyzed in the draft RMP/E!S, the average volumes by age class from the
1988 inventory were used directly as starting inventory volumes in the Trim-Plus modeL If fewer than three plots
in a particular age class were measured, then volumes from a nontreated normal curve for BLM's northern
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districts were substituted for actual plot volumes. For the PRMP, the 1988 inventory was updated to 1992 reflect-
ing changes in the acre base, tree growth, and timber sold since 1988. For the Salem District, the inventory
showed a net increase in cubic foot volume of 6.4 percent, while the number of BLM-administered acres in-
creased by only one percent.

COMMENT: Volume equations and site index equations may be giving rise to biased estimates in the stand-
ing inventory.

RESPONSE: A bias in estimation in small diameter trees is recognized. BLM volume equations had high
volume levels in small diameter frees. The net effect on PSQ calculations dependent on older age classes was
not considered worth correcting in the DEIS stage. Since the PRMP PSQ is less dependent on older age c!ass
es, adjustments have been made. These newer equations compare favorably with other estimates.

Timber - Demand, Supply and Market Effects
COMMENT: Analysis of the timber supply situation is more optimistic than warranted. Portray additional
scenarios reflecting lower potential harvests by other parties, as well as uncertainty of implementing proposed
BLM sale levels.

RESPONSE: The timber supply analysis has been updated (see chapter 4, Timber Resources, and appendix
CC).

Energy and Mineral Resources
COMMENT: Identify State-owned mineral rights and acknowledge non-impact of the plan on those and other
existing valid rights.

RESPONSE: BLM is aware of only a few private owners of non-federal mineral rights on BLM-administered
land. The acknowledgement has been added.

COMMENT: A mineral inventory should be conducted before withdrawals are recommended.

RESPONSE: The withdrawal proposals in the PRMP are based on the sensitivity of other resources to signifi-
cant damage from mineral exploration and/or development activities as they would be anticipated to occur under
present laws and regulations. The formal recommendation to the Secretary of the Interior for withdrawal will be
accompanied by a mineral potential report to support a fully informed decision.

COMMENT: The appendix showing locatable mineral management requirements shows only standard
requirements, under 43 CFR 3809. Additional restrictions in management areas such as ACECs, wild and scenic
rivers, VRM class II areas and special status species habitat should also be shown.

RESPONSE: Such restrictions will be identified on mineral management restriction maps for the PRMP that
will be developed after the record of decision. Lists of the types of restricted areas are located in chapter 2,
Energy and Minerals. The effects of such restrictions are site specific and mining-plan specific, and cannot be
known without a specific proposal to analyze.

COMMENT: Categorizing as low potential all areas where there is insufficient information to determine
mineral potential is inappropriate.

RESPONSE: The relevant column header in the chapter 3 tables have been revised to reflect that the identi-
fied acres are a combination of low and unknown potential.

Land Tenure
COMMENT: Coordinate with adjoining districts regarding land tenure decisions.
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RESPONSE: This coordination has been accomplished.

COMMENT: State BLM's responsibility to accommodate the State's 5,202.29 acres of in lieu land entitlement
with public domain land.

RESPONSE: This has been added to chapter 3, Lands.

COMMENT: The geographic information system (GIS) used by BLM should also be used to identify areas of
non-federal land that, it acquired by the federal government, will facilitate ecosystem management.

RESPONSE: BLM's GIS for western Oregon includes only limited resource data on the intermingled lands.
Acquiring the data necessary to explore such a question comprehensively would cost millions of dollars and take
several years.

COMMENT: If land should be considered for disposal, the Confederated Tribes should have the opportunity to
acquire it, either by transfer to the BIA or other means.

RESPONSE: Current legislative authority makes no provision for such a preference for Indian tribes. Most
lands considered for disposal would only be exchanged for other lands, however.

COMMENT: Acknowledge existing or potential State ownership claims on navigable waterways.

RESPONSE: This has been added to chapter 3, Lands.

Access
COMMENT: Identify how much access BLM provides to intermingled landowners through agreements and
easements.

RESPONSE: Some 90 percent of intermingled forest land has rights of access for forest management purpos-
es, under the terms of agreements and easements with BLM.

Roads
COMMENT: Develop a comprehensive road management plan.

RESPONSE: Such plans will follow completion of the RMP. Transportation management objectives will be
developed for all roads.

COMMENT: Coordinate with adjacent landowners and others in the development and implementation of a
comprehensive road management program.

RESPONSE: We recognize the importance of coordination with intermingled landowners and other road users.
Reciprocal right-of-way agreements require coordination with the intermingled landowners and road users that
are parties to them.

COMMENT: Outline how BLM will cooperate with other landowners to build the permanent road system and
accomplish road management objectives.

RESPONSE: Most of the permanent road system already exists. Cooperation with other landowners is an
integral part of road development planning and the development of transportation management objectives.

COMMENT: Clarify how administrative road closure and obliterating them relate to specific issues and
objectives. Address maintenance of roads administratively closed. Also address road maintenance priorities if
funding is not adequate.
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RESPONSE: Road closures are driven by issues and objectives for protection of other resources, such as
wildlife. If roads are to be retained for future management but closed to public use, most closures would be
accomplished by gates, allowing access for maintenance. Transportation management objectives in transporta-
tion management plans will address maintenance priorities.

COMMENT: Explain how the proposed road density objective will be achieved in light of the contention that
partial cut systems often require greater road densities than clear-cut systems.

RESPONSE: Some additional roads will be temporary and will be revegetated. Some existing local and
collector roads will also be closed to help meet this objective and use of aerial logging systems will increase.

COMMENT: Develop a methodology for prioritizing those roads BLM is planning to build, as well as for
prioritizing road closure and restoration.

RESPONSE: Transportation management objectives will address such prioritization.

Fire
COMMENT: Consider letting naturally caused fires burn, while protecting life and property.

RESPONSE: Most naturally caused fires in the District occur during times when the fire risk (thus, danger to
life and property) is high. Among the "property" at stake are timber and residences on intermingled private land.
Therefore, it would rarely be appropriate to let a fire burn, except where prescribed fire and vegetation manage-
ment objectives would be met.

Socioeconomic Conditions
COMMENT: Assess the forest-wide economic efficiency of the new plans.

RESPONSE: Assessing such efficiency would require placing dollar values on a variety of ecosystem manage-
ment benefits which we do not believe can be effectively quantified on an equal economic standard with commer-
cial product (e.g., timber) benefits. Ecosystem considerations are more appropriately assessed on their qualita-
tive merits.

COMMENT: Assess the economic efficiency of stand management prescriptions, including a comprehensive
look at wood quality and value.

RESPONSE: Since stand management prescriptions are driven substantially by ecosystem management
concerns, we do not consider economic efficiency analysis very relevant.

COMMENT: Update economic data to reflect more current information.

RESPONSE: Additional and more recent employment, personal income, and county revenue information has
been added to the final EIS. Although the official baseline (1984-1988) remains unchanged, the added informa-
tion allows absolute and relative comparison of the alternatives and their impacts.

COMMENT: The BLM should include an analysis of statewide impacts of the alternatives and proposed action
in the final RMP/EIS.

RESPONSE: An additional layer of analysis has been added to analyze the western Oregon impacts of BLM
alternatives and the PRMP

COMMENT: BLM has not considered the impacts of Measure 5 in it's planning process.

RESPONSE: A discussion of Ballot Measure 5 and the constraints it places on local government revenues has
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been added. This discussion recognizes that ballot Measure 5 is part of the economic environment in which BLM
decisions are made.

COMMENT: BLM has failed to identify viable mitigation measures for the "very real and severe" social and
economic impacts associated with the ahernatives. Consider compensating adversely impacted citizens, main-
taining/increasing county revenues, and provision of social and economic development programs that tap the
spirit of rural people, to mitigate social and economic impacts.

RESPONSE: The BLM has neither the authority nor ability to provide compensation, social seivices, or other
economic assistance to impacted counties, businesses, or individuals. Such proposals are beyond the scope of
the RMP, but they are addressed/n Chapter 7 of the FEMAT report, and the Economic and Community Assis-
tance Program discussion in Chapter 4 of the SEIS.

COMMENT: Since 1953 the O&C counties have relinquished one third of their statutory entitlement. These
foregone county monies were "invested" by the counties with the expectation they would receive a "return" on
their investment through increased harvest levels in future decades. Nearly one billion of otherwise county
revenue has been so appropriated since 1953.

RESPONSE: The 25 percent plowback by the O&C counties between 1953 and 1981 was used to increase
management intensity of the O&C lands. Although many expenditures, such as road building and reforestation,
were made with additional future use and haivest in mind, these activities also enabled immediate access to and
harvest of timber otherwise inaccessible. This resulted in increasing levels of sustainable harvest being identified
throughout this period, as we!! as increasing timber receipt collections.

COMMENT: School programs will be cut as revenue declines from diminished O&C receipts.

RESPONSE: Unlike county revenues from the national forests which must be used to fund schools (25%) and
roads (75%) O&C payments enter directly into the county general fund. Distribution of these general fund monies
is discretionary. All counties in western Oregon have at some time transferred monies from the general fund to
the local school districts or Educational Service District (ESD). Most counties continue to make these transfers
annually. It is through these transfers that changing O&C payments to the counties could impact school funding.
An analysis conducted in 1988 concluded that O&C funds appear to contribute between 0 and 2. 75 percent of
school funds. (Hackworth,Kevin. 1988. "Importance of Timber-Related Revenues to Local Governments in
Oregon and the Effects of Forests in Oregon on Property Tax Rates". Masters thesis submitted to Oregon State
University).

Distribution of county general fund monies to the schools could change dramatically from past distribution
patterns due to reductions in national forest payments to counties and the implementation of Ballot Measure 5.

COMMENT: BLM should "support"/"endorse" federal and state loans and grants to encourage local busi-
nesses to invest in the equipment for milling smaller logs.

RESPONSE: Discussion of potential legislative agendas is beyond the scope of the RMP/EIS.

COMMENT: Re-evaluate the impacts to total employment of harvest reductions.

RESPONSE: Different models representing different employment and income multipliers were used to assess
BLM and cumulative impacts. Although this appears inconsistent, we felt the different type of analysis conducted
required the use of different models, thus multipliers. The analysis of BLM actions was conducted as a marginal
analysis, examining only the actions of BLM. For these analyses BLMPACT was used. The western Oregon
cumulative effects analysis examined BLM actions together with assumed management actions of the USFS,
State and private forests. For this analysis the subregion multipliers cited in the SEIS were used. Unlike the
multipliers used in the DRMP/EIS these multipliers only examine impacts within the timber industry, including
self-employment.
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COMMENT: An alternative which emphasized recreation opportunities could have servedas a benchmark
from which to compare jobs gained from the various alternatives presented in the plans.

RESPONSE: Using in formation available in Hospodarsky (1989) the BLM projected future recreation demands
(year 2000) expected on BLM-admin!stered lands. This identified demand was assumed to represent the maxi-
mum recreation potential of these lands. No alternative was developed specifically to address meeting the
maximum recreation potential of BLM-administered lands. However, based on the expected provision of recre-
ation opportunities under each alternative, we determined what level of potential demand could be met. See
Table 4-19. Designing and analyzing specific plan alternatives merely to provide benchmarks for comparative
analysis would make the RMPIEIS unwieldy.

COMMENT: Provide the analytical ground work for an effective policy response to the fundamental social and
economic changes which would follow the implementation of the preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: This is outside the reach of BLM's statutory mission and beyond the scope of the RMP/EIS.
Chapter 4o1 the SE/S has addressed this however in its Economic and Community Assistance Program discus-
sion.

COMMENT: Promote restorative work for ex-loggers.

RESPONSE: Labor intensive management activities, including restorative work, that have been incorporated
into the PRMP will provide additional employment opportunities in the local economy. The level of employment
identified cannot fully replace employment losses caused by reduced harvest levels. In addition, BLM has no
authority to assure that those employed in such work are ex-loggers or former workers of a specific industry.

COMMENT: BLM has not examined the national and international impacts of reduced lumber and wood
products production in the Pacific Northwest. Identified areas of impact include:

Economic and environmental impacts of using substitute building materials.
Housing cost impacts.

Changing import/export flows (especially from developing countries).

Economic and environmental impacts of harvesting timber elsewhere in the world.

RESPONSE: A generalized discussion of the national and international impacts of using substitute building
materials and fiber sources has been added using information from recent publications. These studies examine
the range of resource substitution impacts individually. The extent and rate at which these effects will combinein
response to reduce Pacific Northwest timber harvests is unknown.

COMMENT: Add export base analysis.

RESPONSE: Attempting to do an export base analysis for western Oregon communities would entail making
substantial assumptions about the "export" content of incomes in many sectors of the economy of each commu-
nity The results would not contribute substantial new knowledge about which communities are sensitive to
"export" markets. Sensitivity of communities to changes in "exports" has been identified throughnumerous
sources including: (1) Oregon Legislature, Joint Legislative Committee on Land Use, Dependent Communities
Desktop Analysis (1990); and Oregon Economic Development Department, Oregon's Coordinated Timber
Response Program (Updated 1993).

COMMENT: BLM failed to identify the importance of changes in the natural environment and amenity values
(scenic beauty, clean water and air, recreation resources) in attracting businesses and retireesto western
Oregon.

RESPONSE: Those changes would be long term, not within the 10-year time frame ofour socioeconomic
analysis. Additional discussion has been added, however, to Chapter 4, Socioeconomic Conditions. Quantitative
analysis and comparisons were not made for these amenity values.
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COMMENT: An economic analysis of the benefits and costs of a "Holistic Natural Watershed Management
Plan" alternative, compared to the alternatives, should be made. Include greatly increased commercial and sport
fishery benefits.

RESPONSE: The SEIS addressed such an alternative in its Alternative 1. The comparative economic benefits
of such an alternative would occur many decades in the future. Full recovery of fish habitat, for example, is not
expected for 200 years under any alternative. The cost of heavily protective alternatWes, however, in lost reve-
nues, employment and local income, would be immediate. Economic analysis, with traditional discount rates for
future benefits, would attach little current value to any such long-term benefits.

COMMENT: Identify other forest industries which are becoming significant contributors to the local economy,
such as special forest products. Identify industry potential.

RESPONSE: The types and value of special forest products sold from BLM-administered lands have been
identified. See chapter 3. The economic impacts of the these sales have not been examined due to lack of
information on which to base estimates or projections of employment and personal income.

COMMENT: Projected high stumpage prices will increase substantially more.

RESPONSE: Less federal timber will be available in the future compared to the 1984-1988 baseline period,
thus higher prices can reasonably be expected (see appendix CC).

COMMENT: Use appropriate models to measure social impacts and systematically analyze them.

RESPONSE: No models were used to measure or analyze social impacts in the PRMP/FEIS. However,
several recent publications, not available at the time of the Draft, were used to enhance the discussion to social
impacts. These publications generally relied on surveys, focus groups, and interviews to assess impacts. No
models were developed or used.

COMMENT: Add demographic and occupational profiles of communities.

RESPONSE: This type of data is not readily available for all communities potentially impacted by BLM man-
agement alternatives. A profile of "at risk" communities was developed by the FEMAT and is discussed. This
profile contains demographic, occupational, and other characteristics.

COMMENT: Add an occupational profile of displaced workers.

RESPONSE: This information was provided by the Oregon Employment Division. Because of the wealth of
information and length of the report only a few points could be highlighted in our PRMP/FEIS. A full reference
was provided for those wishing to request the information from the Oregon Employment Division.

COMMENT: Describe the linkage and dependency (social, economic, spiritual) of local and regional commu-
nities, groups, industries, etc. on ecosystems within each land allocation.

RESPONSE: Social and economic analyses were conducted for each alternative, representing a complete set
of allocations. Individual allocations were not examined. Spiritual dependency and linkages to BLM lands are,
with the exception of traditional tribal use areas, individual in nature. The RMP/EIS was unable to comprehen-
sively address these linkages to ecosystems due to the lack of information.

COMMENT: Disclose the economic impacts of ground-disturbing activities on the mushroom harvesting
industry.

RESPONSE: Although qualitative information regarding the ecological impacts of ground disturbing activities
exists for most plant species (see revised Chapter 4, Vegetation), quantitative information for many is not avail-
able. The economic impacts of ground disturbing activities for any given mushroom species could only be
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defined on a site and time-specific basis. Therefore, it is not possible to identify any general economic impacts at
this time.

Rural Interface Areas
COMMENT: BLM's strategy of buffering rural interlace areas adjacent to federal lands will do little to alleviate
new inappropriate developments in rural interlace areas.

RESPONSE: The PRMP strategy is intended only to address the relationship to existing and planned develop-
ment. Development of private lands will be guided by local comprehensive plans in conformity with statewide
planning goal 4. The BLM has no direct authority to limit or constrain development on private lands.

COMMENT: Increase BLM's participation in Oregon's statewide land use planning program.

RESPONSE: When the RMP is approved for implementation we expect to participate in statewide and local
planning whenever proposed adjacent land uses are perceived to be inconsistent with RMP goals and objectives.

COMMENT: The BLM should have clear policy guidance for addressing rural interlace issues.

RESPONSE: The RMP will define the objectives against which we will measure the significance of future rural
interface land use issues.

COMMENT: In cooperation with the State, establish and apply a revised definition of rural interface areas
which takes into account existing uses; current federal, state, and local plans; and other land use factors.

RESPONSE: After the RMPs are complete, such a comprehensive effort can be considered. Such an effort
would be dependent on the availability of local, State and BLM staffing to participate, consistent with manage-
ment prioritization of workloads.

Consistency with Other Agency Plans and Programs

COMMENT: Document how the selected alternative complies with the statutory authorities and regulations of
the Oregon Coastal Management Program.

RESPONSE: This documentation is provided in appendix HH.

COMMENT: Acknowledge that preservation of BLM wetlands contributes to attainment of the Oregon Bench-
mark goals on wetlands.

RESPONSE: A statement has been added.

COMMENT: The RMP/EIS should better outline how the alternatives compare to the following: Recovery
Plan for the Northern Spotted Owl, the Forest Service EIS on Management for the Northern Spotted Owl, the
Endangered Species Committee Record of Decision, Alternatives for Management of Late-Successional Forests
of the Pacific Northwest, and A Conservation Strategy for the Northern Spotted Owl.

RESPONSE: The first of these is only a final draft agency document, but a discussion has been added to the
Consistency with OtherAgency Plans and Programs section of Chapter 4. The second has been rendered moot
by court ruling and superseded by the SEIS and its record of decision. The third merely required that BLM
consult with the Fish and Wildlife Service before proceeding with certain timber sales, and such consultation is
embedded in the process for completing and implementing this RMP The last two are considered ad-hoc reports.
The first of these two makes no single set of recommendations. The last makes a single set of recommendations
which are specifically followed in alternative D only.
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COMMENT: The Draft RMP fails to comply with the USFWS Spotted Owl Recovery Plan.

RESPONSE: The Fish and Wildlife Service's Biological Opinion on the SEIS says that the SEIS plan, which is
incorporated into the Proposed RMP, provides protection for more known spotted owl sites and currently suitable
habitat than does the Final Draft Recovery Plan (FDRP), and that the number of acres subject to matrix manage-
ment is less than under the FDRP. This we believe it meets the objectives of the FDRP.

Requirement for Further Environmental Analysis
COMMENT: The RMP/EIS should identify criteria for determining what sort of NEPA documentation will be
required for future projects. In addition, it should provide guidance for the scope of analyses expected in these
tiered documents, to clarify what analyses and issues are considered fully addressed in the RMP/EIS and what
analyses and issues should be further considered based on site-specific resources and conditions.

RESPONSE: The BLM National Environmental Policy Act Handbook provides some guidance on this topic.
Supplementation of that guidance, with specific reference to the western Oregon RMPs seems premature until
we gain experience relating to the ecosystem management concept and its many new management approaches.

COMMENT: The "Further Analysis" section should clearly disclose the cumulative watershed effects analysis
procedure to be used for site specific projects during RMP implementation. At present it appears undirected, fails
to consider fish and fish habitat and is simplistic. To be credible, the process must be peer reviewed and deemed
acceptable.

RESPONSE: The discussion has been strengthened to address the relationship to the watershed analysis
process and how that process will enhance cumulative impact analysis. The watershed analysis process is still
evolving as the BLM and the Forest Seivice conduct pilot analyses.

COMMENT: Describe how cumulative watershed effects analysis will be coordinated among adjacent land-
owners.

RESPONSE: Information available from private landowners will be gathered and considered. Most private
management plans, however, are subject to change due to changing economic conditions, so we will make some
assumptions about probable private management.

Use of the Completed Plan
COMMENT: Detail how BLM intends to integrate management, monitoring and research to continually apply
adaptive management and improve the scientific basis for ecosystem management.

RESPONSE: The discussion in chapter 2 has been expanded. Further elaboration is contained in the SEIS
ROD and its Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.

COMMENT: Clarify how timber sale volumes and associated programs will be reduced if annual funding is not
sufficient to support monitoring.

RESPONSE: The discussion in chapter 2 has been expanded.

COMMENT: Do not plan any timber sales until there is an approved RMP and all court injunctions are lifted.

RESPONSE: Since planning of individual timber sales usually takes a year or more, it would be irresponsible
for BLM to defer all such planning until final RMP approvaL Tentative site-specific plans based on unapproved
versions of the RMP can be adjusted as needed to conform to the RMP as approved.

COMMENT: Individual forest project plans should evaluate protection needs for intermittent order 1 and 2
streams, and apply protection as needed to protect channel integrity and identified beneficial uses. Project
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planning should also evaluate potential cumulative effects on beneficial uses outside the project area sub-basin.

RESPONSE: The Aquatic Conservation Strategy which is part of the record of decision for the SE/S addresses
this concern and is incorporated in our PRMP. Watershed analysis will address it at the sub-basin leveL

COMMENT: Is a threshold level plus/minus 10 percent appropriate for changes in all resource outputs or
impacts to resources.

RESPONSE: Explicit thresholds have been dropped, pending completion of the SE/S monitoring p/an.

Monitoring
COMMENT: Detailed monitoring plans should be developed within one year after final plan completion. They
should contain procedures which have undergone appropriate peer review. They should also identify thresholds
which trigger changes in practices or procedures or result in plan changes.

RESPONSE: Further detail in the monitoring plan awaits refinement of the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for
the SE/S.

COMMENT: The monitoring plan should include written standards for sampling design, monitoring parame-
ters, analytical techniques, statistical methods, reporting units, location of sampling, indicator species, budget,
and procedures for using data or results in plan implementation; and availability of results to interested and
affected groups. It should also have a clear feedback mechanism which enables the use of monitoring results to
adjust standards and guidelines, BMPs, standard operating procedures, monitoring intensity, and project imple-
mentation.

RESPONSE: We believe some of these details belong in technical handbooks. Others will be developed after
the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan is refined or within the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation P/an.

COMMENT: Why aren't monitoring standards presented for each land allocation (old growth emphasis areas,
connectivity ares, general forest management areas)?

RESPONSE: This kind of stratification is included in the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the alloca-
tions made in the SE/S Record of Decision. The proposed RMP Monitoring Plan parallels the SE/S Monitoring
and Evaluation P/an.

COMMENT: Why haven't monitoring questions been tied to measurable standards?

RESPONSE: For most topics, this tie awaits completion of the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.

COMMENT: Is there a tie between implementation and effectiveness which is necessary for meeting the
expected future condition (ecosystem management)? Does BLM have a long-range monitoring framework which
will direct the agency over the next 100 years in order to meet these expected future conditions?

RESPONSE: The Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the SE/S is expected to provide both the tie and the
framework.

COMMENT: The extent of cumulative watershed effects analysis validation should be described.

RESPONSE: This description awaits refinement of the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.

COMMENT: Consider on-site inspection to monitor BMP implementation.

RESPONSE: This will be part of contract administration.
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COMMENT: Consider RMA monitoring to assess long-term organic debris contribution to stream systems.

RESPONSE: The SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan calls for this in Key Watersheds. It is also incorporated
in our monitoring plan.

COMMENT: Consider a research/monitoring program to determine the effects of spatiaL'temporal segregation
of timber harvests on sediment and hydrology.

RESPONSE: Consideration of this awaits refinement of the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.

COMMENT: To obtain more specific data from evaluation and monitoring, subdivide analytical watersheds
greater than 10,000 acres into smaller units.

RESPONSE: Much of the aquatic systems monitoring will focus on watersheds smaller than 10,000 acres.

COMMENT: Monitor activities in each watershed to determine cumulative effects on water, soil, fish and other
resources.

RESPONSE: The SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan will be based on a determination of the level of such
monitoring that would be cost effective.

COMMENT: Mining activities in or adjacent to streams should be monitored to determine if they are adversely
affecting riparian area vegetation.

RESPONSE: Such effectiveness monitoring may be included in the SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.
Activities in approved plans of operations would be monitored for conformity to RMP direction (implementation
monitoring).

COMMENT: Give more attention to monitoring the population and geographic distribution of special status
plant species.

RESPONSE: Conseivation of the special status plant species will include preparation of management plans
considering the geographic distribution of these species and the role of BLM populations in the survival of the
species. As needed to conserve the species, these plans will direct: determination of species requirements
where BLM can act to enhance survival or recover1'; implementation of BLM actions in recovering or enhancing
the species; and assessment of the effectiveness of those actions. Sampling of population trends will be a
means of assessing what needs to be done as well as effectiveness and appropriateness of these actions in
recovery of the species.

COMMENT: Use recent advances in technology to monitor special status plants, especially listed plants.

RESPONSE: Monitoring guidelines in the RMP must be general in nature. There is too much variation be-
tween populations and site-specific management objectives to provide more detail More detail will be developed
during activity planning following the completion of the RMP and refinement of the SEIS Monitoring and Evalua-
tion Plan. The most cost-effective technology will be used.

COMMENT: Monitor to assess impacts on Oregon sensitive species.

RESPONSE: The SEIS monitoring plan will define the extent of special status species monitoring for those
species which occur in special habitats. Species in the FEMAT matrix or those not in special habitats will be
monitored if monitoring is prescribed as an environmental assessment for a proposed action.

COMMENT: Monitor to ensure target levels of dead-and-downed wood are attained.

RESPONSE: The SE/S Monitoring and Evaluation Plan addresses this.
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COMMENT: RMA monitoring should focus partly on amphibians or other key dependent species.

RESPONSE: The extent of such vaildation monitoring in Riparian Reserves will be defined by the SE/S
Monitoring and Evaluation Plan.

COMMENT: Monitoring fish and fish habitat in one stream per resource area seems insufficient.

RESPONSE: All key watersheds will be monitored.

COMMENT: Previously logged areas should be selected for study and monitoring of experimental efforts to
restore old-growth conditions.

RESPONSE: Such studies are ongoing in existing monitoring and research programs by other agencies. Some
areas have been identified where past logging on lands BLM administers appears to be leading to early develop-
ment of old-growth conditions, and these are being monitored.

COMMENT: A monitoring program should be established to identify noxious weeds before they become a
problem.

RESPONSE: As part of the Cooperative Agreement between the BLM and the Oregon Department of Agricul-
ture (ODA), ODA conducts noxious weed field surveys; collects and redistributes biological control agents; and
monitors results and efficiency of bio-control sites. Noxious weed infestations have already been identified. We
continue to locate problem areas during proposed project planning when sites are surveyed.

COMMENT: Incorporate the rural interface issue into BLM's agreement for monitoring implementation of BLM
plans.

RESPONSE: Rural interface area monitoring is included in the PRMP Monitoring Plan.
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General
COMMENT: With much of the BLM land likely to remain in areas of mixed ownership, it is important that the
differing objectives of private landowners be respected. Some of the suggestions for "cooperative" management
fail to recognize marketing and antitrust concerns, which are very real for private landowners.

RESPONSE: The emphasis in these suggestions is on the word "cooperative. "BLM would contact private
landowners and ask for their cooperation in meeting objectives such as those for ecosystem management. BLM
has no authority and no intention of forcing private landowners to cooperate in any resource management
program.

COMMENT: You have overlooked one alternative plan - the no logging, no mining, no grazing plan.

RESPONSE: This is a radical departure from statutory mandates and sustained yield management principles
and clearly outside the range of reasonable alternatives. The National Environmental Policy Act does not require
consideration of unreasonable alternatives. The existing range of alternatives is balanced and reasonable.

COMMENT: None of the seven alternatives have included a selective cut format with which to make a compari-
son on how this would affect the competing interests on forested lands.

RESPONSE: Alternative C proposes partial cutting on most BLM-administered land (see chapter 2-26 in the
draft resource management plan).
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COMMENT: The two sides of the map showing the preferred alternative for the district and for all west side
districts conflict, and nowhere in the document is it clear how that conflict would be resolved. The map of the
west side shows large blocks in Connectivity Areas in the Mt. Hood corridor. The map of the district shows these
same areas with a whole bunch of designations overlaid on top of each other, but it is not clear if any of them are
in Connectivity Areas. How can the viewer sort out these conflicts?

RESPONSE: See map 2-2a, District Planning Strategy and map 2-2b, District Planning Strategy (Reserves).

COMMENT: The management of O&C lands and Public Domain lands should be delineated separately, with
each land category managed to recognize the differing statutory mandates.

RESPONSE: The land use planning process considered all BLM-administered lands as a single entity without
regard to underlying land status. This was a multiple-use process which did not rule out consideration of any
resource or value. This process is reflected in the ecosystem management aspects of the preferred alternative
and the proposed resource management plan. Also alternative B does propose some differences in O&C and
Public Domain management.

COMMENT: The approach to soliciting public input on the draft resource management plan was very poor. No
article about the Corvallis meeting was published in the Gazette Times and no announcements were posted
publicly in Corvallis. Most of the people on your mailing list (apparently the only way people were notified) are
members of the timber industry.

RESPONSE: Sixteen meetings were held throughout the district to explain the draft resource management
plan and to answer questions. Meeting notices were sent to local newspapers, including the Gazette Times.
Apparently, some newspaper staffs chose not to publish these notices.

Some 670 draft resource management plans and summaries with information about the meetings were mailed to
people on the district resource management plan mailing list. A Planning Update listing the meetings was also
sent to those on the mailing list. This list was developed over a six-year period. Anyone who expressed an
interest in BLM planning was placed on the mailing list. The list is by no means dominated by timber interests.

COMMENT: The BLM has assumed in part that the resource management plan is the result of changing public
values. Supposedly, the shift in values is toward less timber harvesting. This assumption should not be used as
the basis for such a drastic change in management philosophy. Many public opinion polls indicate that retention
of jobs is favored over endangered species protection.

RESPONSE: The shift in public values is toward ecosystem management on public lands. Many sources,
including professional resource management literature, indicate the national scope of this shift. In response, BLM
has developed a plan which proposes maintenance of the essential components of western Oregon forested
ecosystems, including threatened and endangered species habitat. Traditional timber harvesting (i.e., clearcut-
ting) and other management activities will be modified under this plan to achieve ecosystem management
objectives.

COMMENT: In several instances, both wording and numbers fail to indicate the connection between the pre-
ferred alternative and other alternatives. For example, alternatives A through E "protect" special status species
while the preferred alternative "manages" them. What is the difference in management if one term is used
versus the other?

RESPONSE: Alternatives A through E and the proposed resource management plan cover a wide range of
options for management. These include conserve, protect, letting nature take its course, and manage (actively
working to ensure the survival of the special status species).
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Soils
COMMENT: We also note similarly phrased subcategories in both the Fragile Nonsuitable and Fragile suitable-
Restricted categories, e.g., slope gradient, soil moisture, mass wasting potential, etc. We are curious how you
separated these similar concerns into these two different categories.

RESPONSE: See appendix G for description and concerns for the varying categories of Fragile Timber Produc-
tion Capability Classification codes.

COMMENT: Also regarding harvesting fragile land, given that no mitigation measures exist to ensure these
lands are not damaged during harvest (or they would not be classified as fragile restricted), some percentage of
these lands, once harvested, will experience a loss of both biological and timber production potential. We advise
taking all fragile restricted lands out of the base and allowing a case-by-case exception for very small patches
which occur in General Forest areas proposed for harvest.

RESPONSE: Fragile Restricted Timber Production Capability Classification categories are defined and mapped
as those lands that are fully capable of being managed for timber management without adverse effects to site
productivity when best management practices are used (see appendix C for a llst of best management practic-
es).

COMMENT: Site-specific analysis as per the Timber Production Capability Classification was not utilized to
determine suitable base in allocations for the Mt. Hood Corridor.

Regeneration of harvested stands has not been successful on some sites. Slopes, soils, and aspects of some
parcels are not suitable yet are allocated either visual resource management class II or Connectivity Area and
still remain in the timber base.

RESPONSE: All BLM-administered lands with the exception of the ThbIe Rock Wilderness area were classified
through the mapping of the Timber Production Capability Classification (TPCC) on the Salem District. This
includes all of the BLM lands in the Mount Hood Corridor. The TPCC identified all areas that were incapable of
intensive timber management and those areas which would need more than minimal attention for successful
harvesting and reforestation. Allocation as visual resource management class II or Connectivity Areas are
management allocations and have no relationship with land capability identified through the TPCC.

COMMENT: Including fragile nonsuitable woodland areas in timber harvest unit boundaries would NOT be an
"unavoidable" effect on soils (p. 4-7). Rather, it would be an effect that the BLM chose not to avoid. All fragile soil
areas should be avoided, even if they must be just left as untouched islands inside harvest unit boundaries.

RESPONSE: The term "unavoidable" has been dropped.

Water
COMMENT: A definitive designation of what a perennial stream is and how exactly these streams will be treated
should be included in the resource management plan.

RESPONSE: See the Glossary for description of a perennial stream. See best management practices in
appendix G and the description of the proposed resource management plan for proposed management in
riparian reserves.

COMMENT: The resource management plan is fixated on woody debris and ignores the effect that intact riparian
and upland areas have on stabilizing stream flow and reducing siltation.

Woody debris from the called for 94-foot width riparian management area will have minimal benefits to fish if the
riverbed is silted-in and endures extreme flow fluctuations.

RESPONSE: Riparian reserves are designated under the proposed resource management plan on all streams
and wetlands. This, combined with the large number of leave trees proposed to be maintained in the upland
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areas would provide protection to maintain water quality. See the description of the proposed resource manage-
ment plan in chapter 2 and best management practices in appendix G for more details.

COMMENT: It is disturbing to note that water quality conditions are predicted to decline in eighteen of Salem's
analytical watersheds during the next decade. Why is this so? This contention inappropriately ignores the water
quality protection mechanisms in the Oregon Forest Practices Act as well as the BLM's own best management
practices.

RESPONSE: The overall watershed condition includes and is driven by activities and assumptions of manage-
ment on private lands. This to a high degree, has resulted in reduced projected watershed conditions.

COMMENT: The hyporheic zone, absolutely vital to riverine ecological functioning is not mentioned or planned
for in the resource management plan.

RESPONSE: The hyporheic zone is addressed in chapters 3 and 4 of the proposed resource management plan'
final environmental impact statement.

Biological Diversity
COMMENT: The Mr. Hood Corridor is currently very fragmented. The oldest stands are located on BLM
parcels. There is no empirical evidence which proves that the BLM plan for the Mt. Hood Corridor can improve or
accelerate old-growth habitat.

RESPONSE: BLM-administered lands in the Mt. Hood Corridor will be managed as visual resource manage-
ment class I which prohibits scheduled timber harvest or as connectivityldWersity blocks managed on a 150-year
rotation. Twenty-five to thirty percent of the latter areas would be maintained in late-successional condition.

COMMENT: The resource management plan also has determined it will only measure biodiversity in relation to
mature forests and forests that meet old-growth conditions. These vegetative types, or successional stages are
not the only lands capable of providing diverse habitat. Existing data clearly shows that younger-age classes are
capable of supplying a variety of habitat conditions. By only selecting the old-age classes to measure diversity,
the resource management plan has biased its own management. Without discussing the younger-age classes
found on BLM ownership the Salem District is selling its management short of measured diversity.

RESPONSE: BLM recognizes that younger-seral stages provide a variety of habitat conditions. However, these
stages currently dominate BLM-administered lands in the Salem District and adjacent private lands. Old growth
is rare in the Salem District (less than ten percent of the land base) and on adjacent private lands.

COMMENT: We see two possible negative long-term effects of BLM's biodiversity proposal. First, is that BLM's
proposal will increase diversity above that which existed in natural systems. Second, the proposal is setting the
Bureau up for major unplanned and uncontrollable natural catastrophic events. Monitoring is essential as you
move through time with your proposal, as it will identify these and other possible negative effects.

RESPONSE: The current age structure in the Salem District is out of balance with younger-age classes domi-
nating the current age structure. BLM'S proposal aims to increase the amount of older-forest stages to correct
this current imbalance.

The point that the BLM proposal is setting up major unplanned and uncontrollable natural catastrophic events is
unsubstantiated. Although it is true that slash removal by controlled burns will not be as major an activity as in the
past, it is difficult to predict future fire-return intervals. Modern fire control methods and an extensive road net-
work will aid in the prevention of wildfires.

BLM agrees that monitoring is essential. The draft monitoring plan has been revised in the proposed resource
management plan.
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COMMENT: Ratings provided by the resource management plan for each alternative have no real bearing to
biodiversity. Surely, BLM understands the high degree of variance in younger stands, and should consequently
display this rating. Without this approach, the Salem District ignores positive elements of diversity found in non-
mature and old-growth forests.

RESPONSE: BLM recognized the importance of early seral stages to biological diversity by rating the expected
changes in the amount of this habitat under the various alternatives. Although younger seral stages provide a
variety of habitat conditions, these stages are currently the dominant age classes in the Salem District.

COMMENT: Chapter 3 does not give sufficiently detailed information about the impact of the plan upon diversi-
ties, with the exception of the pacific yew, the spotted owl and the marbled murrelet. It is simply not clear whether
these diversities will still exist if the proposed plan is implemented; in fact, it appears that they will not.

RESPONSE: Chapter 4 assesses the impacts of alternatives on components of biological diversity and other
resources. BLM has expanded this section in the proposed resource management plan compared to the draft.
Implementation of the proposed resource management plan, which tiers to management direction established in
the record of decision for the SEIS, is expected tO enhance biological diversity on BLM-administered lands over
time. Protection of threatened and endangered species such as the spotted ow/and marbled murrelet is required
under the Endangered Species Act.

COMMENT: The Salem District must clearly understand its role in providing biodiversity at all measurable
levels. Clearly, 329,000 acres of forest land is a substantial acreage. However, the physical layout of this acreage
and intermingled ownership may prevent the BLM from developing landscape level objectives beyond 640 acres
in many cases.

RESPONSE: BLM agrees that landscape level objectives, in some cases, will have to be applied to small
blocks (e.g., less than or equal to 640 acres) because of ownership patterns. However, some larger blocks are
also available to meet these objectives.

COMMENT: The resource management plan seems to insinuate that mature and old-growth forests are the only
source of "biodiversity" on the landscape.

The greatest diversity of plant and animal species, and the greatest population densities of plant and animal
species occurs in the younger-seral stage forests under 120 years of age.

RESPONSE: Several components of biological diversity were considered in the proposed resource manage-
ment plan in addition to mature and old-growth forest.

Plant and animal species diversity is comparable in younger and older stages. However, much of the plant
diversity in younger seral stages is due to prolific, weedy invader species with simple life cycles and short life
spans. These pioneer species can successfully exploit disturbed ecosystems. Species associated with older
forests have more complicated life cycles, are not very successful in exploiting disturbed ecosystems, and thus
are more restricted to their natural habitat.

Animal species that prefer early successional habitats are generalists. They have evolved characteristics which
enable them to survive in these environments. These characteristics include: rapid population growth, wide
dispersal capacity, and relative flexibility in habitat requirements. Old-growth related species, adapted to a more
stable habitat, tend to be specialists that often have slow population growth rates and poor dispersal capabilities.

COMMENT: We support the inclusion of Rock Creek in the Prairie Mt. OGEA-1, but question the exclusion of
the west half of the Tobe Creek drainage.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the management direction in the record of
decision for the SE/S. As a result, Late-Successional Reserves have been added to the proposed resource
management plan while old growth emphasis areas have been dropped. In the proposed resource management
plan, Rock Creek and the Tobe Creek drainage (including the west half) are included in the Late-Successional
Reserve system.
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COMMENT: The old growth emphasis areas will be deferred for 80 years which is a good start, but they are
subject to density management during that time. I feel that at least 1/2 of these areas should be in no cut, no
management classification permanently. The part open to logging should be done on a minimum of a 300-year
replacement cycle using gentle, uneven-age management methods.

I also suggest that the connectivity areas be managed the same as I recommended for the old growth emphasis
areas.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the management direction in the record of
decision for the SEIS. As a result, Late-Successional Reserves have replaced old growth emphasis areas in the
proposed resource management plan. Standards and guidelines for Late-Successional Reserves allow no
harvest in stands over 80 years old (110 years in northern coast range adaptive management areas). Thinning
may occur in stands up to 80 years old but they must be beneficial to the creation and maintenance of late-
successional forest conditions.

The connectivity areas will be managed differently from the Late-Successional Reserves based on varying
management objectives. Management emphasis for Connectivity/Diversity Blocks will be to maintain ecotypic
richness and diversity in the forest matrix as well as to contribute to the movement, dispersal, and connectivity of
plant and animal species.

Vegetation
COMMENT: I have a concern about the proposed use of herbicides on "competing vegetation." What plants are
considered "competing vegetation?" Are, for example, blueberries and rhododendrons considered "competing
vegetation?"

RESPONSE: Competing vegetation is considered any plant species which competes with other species for
essential growth requirements (e.g., nutrients, space, etc.). In some cases, blueberries and rhododendrons may
be considered competing vegetation, but the usual major competitors include such species as salal, salmon-
berry, vine maple, and big-leaf maple.

COMMENT: Fungi concentrate chemicals in their metabolic processes, and areas where collection of mush-
rooms occurs should not be sprayed at all with the long-lasting herbicides listed in the plan. Does the district
know where these are?

RESPONSE: Most commercial fungi (e.g. , chantarelles) are collected in forested stands where herbicides
would not normally be applied.

COMMENT: Nowhere does the BLM plan address the threat to wet meadows from forest accretion brought
about by European management systems.

RESPONSE: BLM has not collected any data on wetland loss due to forest accretion, but is unaware of any law
that mandates protection of wetlands from successional processes whether caused by European management
systems or not.

COMMENT: We note that only about 36 acres of oak woodland occur on the Salem District. These acres should
be preserved and protected.

RESPONSE: Oak woodland would not be normally harvested since Douglas-fir is the primary commercial
species in the Salem District.

COMMENT: Commercially valuable mushrooms are principally associated with mature and ancient forest
habitats. What consideration was given to protecting the habitat of so valuable a crop?

RESPONSE: Under the proposed resource management plan, a network of reserves has been established to
maintain and develop late successional and old-growth forests and associated species such as mushrooms. It is
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important to note, however, that some of the economically important species, such as the chantarelle, grow well
in younger forests.

Riparian Zones
COMMENT: Much more information on biological and in-stream variables for riparian zones is needed. Timber
management data alone is not enough to assess riparian habitat condition.

RESPONSE: The BLM has conducted extensive habitat inventories throughout western Oregon. Analysis of the
in formation obtained indicates a general relationship between the age and composition of the riparian community
and the instream woody structure that creates fish habitat. The relationship is far from absolute, as BLM is
aware, but the vegetation is a good general indicator of the overall health of a system. In the absence of detailed
data on all streams, BLM elected to use vegetation in formation as the best method for approximating stream
health. However, this in formation was not the only information used to establish condition ratings. An equally
important component of the methodology was the related factor analysis. This analysis adjusted the condition
arrived at using the vegetation in formation to account for such related factors as the amount of new and existing
roads, soil stability, and adjacent land management practices to name a few.

COMMENT: It is uncertain whether a no-harvest prescription in the riparian management areas will necessarily
improve riparian conditions in all situations. A "no touch" approach will not consistently maintain or generate
quality riparian areas.

If a riparian area is brush dominated, one cannot expect successful natural conifer regeneration. Thus, these
streams will likely remain shade deficient. Nor in a hardwood-dominated riparian area can one expect natural
conifer succession. Thus, these streams will likely become deficient in large woody debris.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the Aquatic Conservation Strategy
presented in the record of decision for the SE/S. One of the standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves
under this strategy states, "Apply silvicultural practices for Riparian Reserves to control stocking, reestablish and
manage stands, and acquire desired vegetation characteristics needed to attain Aquatic Conservation Strategy
objectives. " Thus the proposed resource management plan does not propose a "no touch" condition. Activities
which would enhance the development of conifers within riparian management areas would be encouraged.

COMMENT: I hate to see buffer strips on creeks blow down and change the channel resulting in more silt
reaching the creek than if they were logged. Cut some footage every year or so in each creek.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the Aquatic Conservation Strategy
presented in the record of decision for the SE/S. One of the standards and guidelines for Riparian Reserves
under this strategy states, "Remove salvage trees only when watershed analysis determines that present and
future woody debris needs are met and otherAquatic Conservation Strategy objectives are not adversely affect-
ed."

COMMENT: The riparian buffer strips which you propose are commendable in preserving water quality and fish
habitat, but what about other wildlife?

RESPONSE: Riparian Reserves established in the proposed resource management plan are expected to
benefit riparian habitat conditions for wildlife in addition to water quality, fish habitat, and the ecological and
functional processes of riparian zones.

COMMENT: Retaining 50 to 240-foot no harvest buffers on each side of forest streams is excessive. Of what
value is 200-300 percent of full protection, especially in areas where timber production is a management goal?

RESPONSE: In the proposed resource management plan, Riparian Reserves reflect widths established in the
Aquatic Conservation Strategy of the record of decision for the SE/S. Widths for non-fish bearing streams are
less than for fish-bearing streams, and they may be further modified after watershed analysis. Wider buffers are
important in watersheds with degraded fish habitat, deteriorating watershed conditions and where wildlife goals
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dictate wider buffers. They also reduce the potential effects of blowdown. Wider buffers also enhance biological
diversity in watersheds that have received intensive forest management in the past.

COMMENT: While sound reason exists for keeping streams cool, solar radiation also stimulates the primary
aquatic production cycle. Fish are dependent upon this cycle. Most likely there will be a balancing point where
the benefits of providing shade will have a diminishing return to fish and stimulating primary production will have
an increasingly positive effect. This important relationship is ignored in the BLM's documentation and must be
recognized during the Agency's consideration of how streamside vegetation shall be managed.

RESPONSE: Solar radiation stimulates primary aquatic production but this must be balanced with the harmful
effects associated with high stream temperatures. BLM lands are checkerboarded and intervening private lands
often have less functional stream buffers than found on federal lands. Thus, the importance of maintaining
adequate buffers on BLM-administered lands is magnified.

Wildlife
COMMENT: Appendix 3-I (wildlife data) needs corrections. Distinctions between different forest successional
stages are not defined, and it appears to be quite random as to which stages are assigned as primary habitat for
many species. If Early Seral means natural stands with abundant snags and logs, the assignments would be
quite different from those if this stage meant recent clearcut with few or no snags and logs.

RESPONSE: Appendix 3-I has been corrected and is available in the Salem District office files.

COMMENT: If the green tree leave system is used extensively, what effect will show up in subsequent stands
with regard to species composition? Said another way, will subsequent stands tend more and more to shade
tolerant species?

If more shade tolerant species begin to dominate the stands, have you taken into account their generally less
useful and less valuable characteristics in your economic calculations? If yes, how?

RESPONSE: BLM agrees that the green tree leave system will likely produce subsequent stands with more
shade tolerant species such as western hemlock and western redcedar. However, active management would
substantially aid the regeneration of Douglas-fir saplings assuming funding levels are adequate.

While the economic value of western hemlock and western redcedar is currently less than Douglas-fir, it is
difficult to predict the value of timber by species in future years.

COMMENT: We note that some residual trees will be left after regeneration. This makes the system sound like
a coppice with standards system. Yet, thinning, fertilization and use of genetically improved planting stock are
referred to. Where is the experimental evidence available that shows that such a system will work?

RESPONSE: Shelterwood harvesting has been conducted to a minor degree in the Salem District so some data
is available. Oregon State University and the National Biological Survey are conducting tests to evaluate harvest
and silvicultural methods and their impacts on forest regeneration.

COMMENT: The proposed six to eight standing trees per logged acre is practically useless under the proposed
preferred alternative. It is doubtful that many of the trees would still be standing in 80 years to provide a multi-
layered canopy.

RESPONSE: BLM agrees that blowdown is an ever present threat to trees standing in logged areas. BLM will
attempt to locate these trees in the best possible position to avoid the effects of windstorms. The use of groups
of trees and the positioning of trees in draws and lower parts of harvest areas are expected to reduce this threat.

COMMENT: The General Forest Management Area tree retention requirements will create more complex
structural values on BLM lands, but at levels which are not consistent with reasonably expected use by wildlife
species. A Forest Service publication states that snag densities less than one tree per acre would meet 100
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percent of maximum populations for many bird populations including the BLM's selected indicator species.

RESPONSE: BLM is not aware of the Forest Service publication of which you refer. Observations of clearcut
harvest units in the Salem District during the past decade indicate that very little bird use is present in clear cuts
with less than one snag per acre. Many of the snags retained in the past are soft snags which will not be avail-
able in the long term.

COMMENT: The Oregon State Forest Practices Act regulations now call for leaving two snags or two green
trees per acre during harvesting. The BLM plans call for six to eight green trees per acre to be left in most cases
and 12 to 16 green trees per acre to be left in others. This is far more trees than are necessary to meet the
needs of cavity dwelling birds and will likely provide more potential future nesting trees for spotted owls than they
could ever use.

RESPONSE: Green trees will be left fora variety of purposes including: 1) retention of legacy trees in subse-
quent rotations, 2) future standing dead tree recruitment, and 3) future downed woody material recruitment. Thus
goals are not just for cavity dwelling birds or as future nesting trees for spotted owl.

COMMENT: The BLM states that alternatives with higher timber harvest levels also negatively impact elk
populations because of a higher road density network. It is not the existence of roads that influence elk, but the
timing and amount of vehicular traffic BLM allows on the roads. It is our view that the higher forage levels pro-
duced under alternatives A and B, aided by forage enhancement programs (seeding and fertilization) and an
effective road closure program will produce healthy elk populations when compared to the preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: BLM believes that a higher road density network does negatively impact elk in western Oregon.
The state of Oregon in their overall response to draft BLM plans agreed with this assessment. Due to the
checkerboarded nature of BLM lands, control of access on BLM-administered roads has been a fairly limfted
program. Closures affecting multiple land owners have been found to be difficult to implement (refer to Coos Bay
District-BLM for their experience in attempting to draft a road closure plan for the district.) The few historic
closures in the Salem District have usually been in association with the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife
to control hunting pressure. As such, they were enforced for only a brief period each year. This is not to say that
road closure plans can not be effective given changing circumstances and political support. In fact, BLM is
proposing to develop a comprehensive road management plan for its lands.

COMMENT: Seeding nonnative species to provide elk forage is destructive to native species of plants, and an
outdated way to provide marginal forage. Far better would be to seed with native plants, using local genotypes.

RESPONSE: BLM would like to seed with native species of plants but there are few or no reliable seed sources
at this time.

COMMENT: I disagree with your figures on your ability to increase elk "habitat" by decreasing your timber
harvesting and doing supplemental forage seeding. Elk populations have been on the increase in the Coast
Range in recent history, and the increase in population is directly correlated with forest management activities,
i.e., timber harvesting.

RESPONSE: BLM believes that implementation of the proposed resource management plan may result in an
increase in elk populations. Old-growth forests are rare on the Salem District (less than 10 percent of land base).
Old-growth forests have the advantage of providing cover and forage in close proximity enabling elk to better
survive under inclement weather conditions and to forage without undue harassment and poaching. Forage in old
growth is produced in canopy openings created by tree mortality. Private lands managed under short harvest
rotations will likely produce adequate forage for elk in the Coast Range in the near and long term.

COMMENT: If the private lands in the vicinity truly have "marginal" cover and forage conditions, as described in
the plan, why are elk populations growing and flourishing on our lands? It seems ironic that Oregon Department
of Fish and Wildlife-recommended hunting areas coincide so well with Weyerhaeuser and other intensively
managed forests.
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RESPONSE: It is true that elk are apparently doing well on private lands. However, old growth is a limited
resource throughout western Oregon. This is the over-riding concern. Elk will use old growth as they did histori-
cally. Conversion of younger-seral stages to older forests on federal lands is not expected to be deleterious for
elk considering forage production on adjacent private lands and historic use of old growth by elk.

COMMENT: The BLM has not discussed how its management actions will impact the decline of neotropical bird
migrants.

RESPONSE: This section has been included in the proposed resource management plan. It should be noted,
however, that data on these species is very limited and firm conclusions can probably not be made at this time.

Fish
COMMENT: The resource management plan reflects a lack of objectivity. Nowhere, for example, was it found
that the BLM discussed and addressed the species-specific requirements for rearing and spawning habitat.

RESPONSE: BLM did not discuss species-specific requirements for rearing and spawning habitat in the draft
resource management plan/environmental impact statement or in the proposed resource management plan. This
in formation was presented in the Analysis of Management Situation which is a planning document that summa-
rized basic management information used in development of the draft draft resource management plan/environ-
mental impact statement and subsequent proposed resource management plan.

COMMENT: Map #9 in the draft resource management plan doesn't appear to show anadromous fish in the
South Fork of the Alsea, Lobster Creek, or any of their tributaries. This is an error as the District knows that there
are anadromous fish populations in these basins.

RESPONSE: BLM acknowledges the fish distribution error. This map was dropped in the proposed resource
management plan due to problems with the Geographic In formation System fish data base.

COMMENT: The BLM relies on arguments purportedly based on scientific knowledge. However, this is not
necessarily true.

For instance, the Salem District Draft Plan states: Based on research findings and district stream monitoring,
alternatives no action and A would likely fall short of potential large woody debris by around 50 percent in the
long term.

There is no indication of what research is being referenced here. Nor is there any presentation and discussion of
the monitoring to which the statement refers.

RESPONSE: The lack of research documentation in the draft resource management plan is acknowledged.
This is corrected in the proposed resource management plan by tiering to the extensive research summary in the
SE/S.

COMMENT: The Salem District's evaluation of fish, fish habitat, and production is totally based on incomplete or
outright false assumptions.

The method to rate streams for instance, and subsequent attempt to assess fish population lack any credible
discussion of science or appropriate reference to science. There are many factors beyond the control of BLM
resource management plans that have much greater impacts to fish populations than singling out a ridiculous
rating of riparian conditions or stream conditions.

Factors such as other human development, urbanization, urban industrialization as well as direct impacts such
as fishing levels or ocean conditions have been shown to significantly affect population levels of fisheries.

RESPONSE: The method to rate stream habitat and fish populations is outlined in Appendix 4-G of the draft
resource management plan. Assumptions used in developing these ratings are provided, p/us sources of the data
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used in the analysis. BLM recognizes there are many factors, most beyond BLM's ability to influence, which
affect the population of anadromous fish. However, c/pa nan habitat condition is one factor that BLM can controL

COMMENT: The estimates of long-term increases of coho and steelhead (86 and 81 percent, respectively) are
entirely unsubstantiated and overly optimistic. Considering the resource management plan is not recognizing the
degraded and non-recovering condition of riparian areas on adjacent lands, and that the riparian management
areas are too small to adequately protect and restore sensitive fish populations, there is no valid basis for these
estimates.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan tiers to the Aquatic Conservation Strategy presented in
the record of decision for the SE/S. This strategy is described in appendix 86 of the SE/S. The proposed re-
source management plan is expected to benefit aquatic and riparian habitats more than other alternatives
because it applies Riparian Reseive Scenario 1 to intermittent streams and provides the largest amount of lands
in Late-Successional Reserves.

COMMENT: Though the resource management plan recognizes the existence of 33 critical stocks on the
district, it does not identify critical habitat for these declining salmonid stocks.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the Aquatic Conservation Strategypre-
sented in the record of decision of the SEIS which is expected to benefit these species. The National Marine
Fisheries Service is reviewing the status of certain fish stocks which may result in the identification of critical
habitat in the future. The drainages used by Salem District critical stocks are listed in the proposed resource
management p/an.

COMMENT: The information presented in the fish populations and habitat section is very incomplete. Data and
mention of sea-run cutthroat is substantially lacking. Accurate data on critical stocks is lacking. The resource
management plan must be amended to reflect the best known science, principally the standards identified by the
Scientific Panel on Late-Successional Forest Ecosystems.

RESPONSE: Some of the requested information on fish populations and habitat is presented in the Analysis of
Management Situation which is available in the Salem District office. In addition, the proposed resource manage-
ment plan tiers to the Aquatic Conservation Strategy presented in the record of decision for the SEIS. The
Strategy incorporates the latest findings on habitat and fish populations including critical stocks. The strategy is
based on a numerous scientific studies including the report mentioned in the comment.

COMMENT: The data on population trends presented in table 3-19 of the draft resource management plan is
suspect due to the flawed methodology of Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife escapement estimates.

RESPONSE: The wild population trend is based on professional judgment after consideration of existing data
and knowledge on the condition of these populations. It is not dependent on any one specific estimate.

COMMENT: It is a faulty assumption that streams are fully seeded both in the short-term and the long-term.
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife's own data for coastal coho shows escapement levels have been below
the biological target for years. This means that current habitats already under utilized (i.e., not fully seeded) and
proposals aimed at providing even more habitat will not solve the problem.

RESPONSE: The assumption of fully seeded streams was used as a basis to enable BLM to rank the potential
fish production levels on a relative basis under the various alternatives. BLM'S responsibility is to manage
riparian habitat to benefit fish populations. Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife's data on population levels
does not change this responsibility.

COMMENT: It is a faulty assumption that "fish species distribution is accurate based on current Oregon Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife and BLM surveys." As recently as December 13, 1992, when an article appeared in The
Oregonian, the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife admits its survey methodology was seriously flawed. The
Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife now believes that the numbers of adult coastal coho returning to spawn
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have been overestimated. Regardless of habitat quality, adult spawners are not returning from the ocean at the
biological levels necessary to sustain the populations.

RESPONSE: Fish distribution refers to the occurrence or nonoccurrence of fish species in specific stream
reaches. It does not refer to the abundance of fish in those stream reaches. Oregon Department of Fish and
Wildlife's methodology pertained to the calculation of fish escapement levels.

COMMENT: Road construction is a major threat to fish habitat on public land, even with today's higher con-
struction standards. Given the at risk status of fish stocks within the planning area, increased road construction
poses various risks to different stocks, which need to be discussed explicitly by the BLM. The draft resource
management plan allows harvest on 10,670 acres of fragile restricted lands during the first decade, including
many which are too steep, have a high mass movement potential or a high surface erosion potential. The draft
plan recommends best management practices to reduce damage done to these lands during harvest, yet the
effectiveness of these mitigation measures is not proven. Harvesting of high risk lands in light of the condition of
fish habitat in the district's streams and the degraded fish habitat found throughout the region poses an unac-
ceptable risk to fish.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the Aquatic Conse,vation Strategy
presented in the record of decision for the SEIS (see appendix B6 of the SEIS). Standards and guidelines for
road management in Riparian Reserves (see p. B- 123 and B- 124) include among other things completing
watershed analyses prior to construction of new roads and determining the influence of each road on the Aquatic
Conservation Strategy objectives through watershed analysis.

Special Status Species
COMMENT: We are specifically concerned about the bald eagle roosting area in the Scappoose block which
has apparently received no special protection in the Salem draft resource management plan.

RESPONSE: This issue has been clarified in the proposed resource management plan. All BLM actions will be
consistent with the Pacific Bald Eagle Recovery Plan and implementation plan. The Raymond Creek site will be
protected by a Late-Successional Reserve.

COMMENT: I find on page 2-28 the following: "BLM and BLM-permitted activities would be constrained or
modified to the extent considered necessary. This would prevent federal listing of federal candidate (category 1
and 2) species known to occur only on BLM-administered lands." As I read it, no species occurring ONLY on
BLM-administered lands would be subject to federal listing. This proposed exemption is simply unacceptable. It is
really only on public lands that the Endangered Species Act can be enforced!

RESPONSE: BLM policy for special status species (BLM Manual 6840) varies according to the status of these
species as determined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and according to BLM's own sensitive and assess-
ment species lists.

COMMENT: The resource management plan should plan research into the habitat needs of the Haddock
caddisfly.

RESPONSE: BLM cooperates in research on special status species through challenge grants with other
agencies (e.g., The Nature Conservancy, Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife). Although Haddock's caddis fly
has not been prioritized for study by any of the above cooperators, research has been supported on other
invertebrate species.

COMMENT: Several sensitive plant species are listed in the plan, but no specific information is given for man-
agement of these species, some of which occur in areas of critical envrionmental concern.

There are three plant species in Tillamook and Lincoln counties that are listed in the resource management plartl
environmental impact statement that are of concern to our chapter: Erythronium elegans, Dodecatheon austro-
frigidum, and Fritillaria camschatcensis.
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The Erythronium and Dodecatheon are endemic to the north coast of Oregon. The Fritillaria is rarer on the r....
coast, but a more wide-ranging species. All three deserve the greatest protection due to limited populations and
distribution.

RESPONSE: Specific information on the management of sensitive plant species is provided in the proposed
resource management plan. The Salem District manages only one population of Dodecatheon austrofrigidum
which is being monitored. The district also manages several populations of Erythronium elegans, including a
population within an area of critical environmental concern. Other populations of Erythronium elegans are in
plant reserves. Fritillaria camschatcensis is known from one boggy area in the Coast Range which is included/n
an area of critical environmental concern.

COMMENT: We believe that the resource management plan should reflect, at least in chapter 2, more accu-
rately what the district is doing with its botany program.

RESPONSE: Additional information on the Salem District's botany program is provided in chapter 3 of the
proposed resource management plan.

COMMENT: We request the BLM to model or estimate the number of suitable murrelet nest trees expected to
exist under each alternative through time. Such an analysis is crucial information and should be divulged in the
proposed resource management plan.

RESPONSE: BLM is not aware of any models which would estimate the number of suitable murrelet nest trees
required over time. The proposed resource management plan tiers to the conservation strategy for the marbled
murrelet presented in the record of decision for the SEIS.

COMMENT: The conclusion that habitat of the marbled murrelet is expected to deOline in the short term under
the preferred alternative due to the already limited amount of suitable habitat available within 50 miles of the
coast is very misleading. Is this due to continued logging expected in suitable habitat?

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan tiers to the murrelet conservation strategy described in
the record of decision for the SEIS. Most of the suitable habitat within 35 miles of the coast would be protected
under that strategy.

Spotted Owl
COMMENT: In the old growth emphasis area-2 (Nestucca block), there is a concern that the management
scenario being proposed is untested and possibly too aggressive. Thus, it may not meet the intent of the spotted
owl recovery plan.

RESPONSE: The area referred to is now included in the Northern Coast Adaptive Management Area under the
proposed resource management plan as tiered to the record of decision for the SEIS. Much of this area is a Late-
Successional Reserve. Management emphasis is on restoration and maintenance of late-successional forest
habitat, consistent with standards and guidelines for the spotted owl.

COMMENT: There is great owl production in the Elliot State Forest, which has been very intensely managed for
more than 30 years. Why did the BLM not employ this data regarding suitable owl habitat?

RESPONSE: All relevant information was considered in adoption of the spotted ow/conservation strategy in the
proposed resource management plan which tiers to the record of decision for the SE/S.

COMMENT: The final plan should not just try to limit the decline of the spotted owl but help its recovery. Pres-
ently the only method to recover the spotted owl population is to increase the amount of old growth and mature
forest. The number of old growth and combined old growth and mature forest blocks of all sizes should be
increased not decreased.
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RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan incorporates the conseivation strategy for the northern
spotted owl in the record of decision for the SEIS which includes establishment of Late-Successional and Ripari-
an Reserves and protection of occupied spotted owl sites. This strategy is the federal contribution to the recovery
of the northern spotted ow!.

COMMENT: The BLM should also question the primary definitions of suitable habitat based on where owls have
been found on its land.

RESPONSE: Suitable habitat was defined by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service based on their understanding
of habitat requirements of the spotted owl. Based on the best scientific in formation to date, old growth is the
primary habitat for spotted owl nesting. Suitable habitat, as defined in scientific studies, was considered in
development of the conservation strategy for the northern spotted owl in the record of decision for the SE/S.

COMMENT: There are no long-term demographic studies of spotted owls in natural old growth and younger-age
forests. And yet old growth has been claimed as superior to younger forests for spotted owls.

RESPONSE: The SEIS includes the latest findings on spotted owl demographic studies throughout the range of
the northern spotted owl.

COMMENT: There is a more proactive and efficient approach (i.e., alternative B) to spotted owl habitat man-
agement which has the potential of providing for both timber harvest and home range habitat on the majority of
the land. Alternative B would provide for spotted owls on between 75-99 percent of the land (based on the
premise that a spotted owl pair's home range needs only to be comprised of 30-40 percent nesting, roosting, and
foraging habitat).

RESPONSE: In the Report of the Scientific Analysis Team (1993), the preferred alternative of the draft resource
management plan was compared to alternative D of the preferred alternative, which is equivalent to the strategy
recommended by the Interagency Scientific Committee. The SAT Report concluded that the preferred alternative
introduced significant additional risk to the viability of spotted owls compared to alternative D. Alternative B would
provide less suitable habitat for spotted owls in the short and long term than either alternative D or the preferred
alternative. The proposed resource management plan incorporates the conservation strategy for the northern
spotted ow/in the record of decision for the SEIS.

COMMENT: One assumption which will have a dramatic effect on any model of this sort is the time needed to
create "suitable" spotted owl habitat after treatment. It is our belief that stands will become functional foraging,
roosting and nesting habitat in much less time than assumed in the draft plans given the silvicultural prescriptions
used.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management p/an tiers to the analysis of effects of the northern spotted
owl in the SEIS. The spotted ow/habitat model in the draft resource management plan has been dropped.

COMMENT: The BLM documentation states that the high number of pairs is due to "packing." The packing
theory has never been scientifically tested nor proven. There is no discussion in the document to support the
validity of the packing theory. Studies in northern California are showing the highest reproductive rates are found
in those areas with the highest density of owls. It is theorized that the habitat in this area is superior and is
therefore attracting owls who are reproducing. Here is a situation where high numbers do not support the packing
theory but run counter to it.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management p/an tiers to the spotted owl conservation strategy in the
record of decision for the SE/S. The discussion on packing has been dropped from the proposed resource
management plan. However, observations in the Sa/em District do not seem to show the "packing" effects
purportedly occurring in the Elliot Forest. That is, habitat limitations in the Coast Range are so restrictive that
packing may not occur. Spotted owl populations are very/ow in the Coast Range.
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COMMENT: The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Recovery Plan, under Management Rules for designated
Conservation Areas, states as follows: "No timber harvest is allowed in habitat suitable for northern spotted
owls." Comparing your preferred alternative map with the FWS Recovery map, shows that you have designated
most of the habitat conservation areas as Old Growth Ecosystem Area "Deferred" or "Non-Deferred". Both of
these categories envision timber harvest sooner or later. How do you reconcile this with the Recovery Plan?

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan tiers to the spotted owl conservation strategy present-
odin the record of decision for the SE/S. This strategy provides for Late-Successional Reseives, Riparian
Reserves, and protection of occupied spotted owl sites as of Jan. 1, 1994. As such, old growth emphasis areas
were dropped between the draft and the finaL The strategy presented in the record of decision is expected to
provide the federal lands' contribution to spotted owl recovery Salem District-administered lands comprise part
of this contribution.

COMMENT: It appears that the BLM did not model owl populations over time for the actual landscapes that
would exist under the different alternatives but rather picked a hypothetical representative landscape for each.
Both of these conventions tend to underestimate the true capacity of the land to support spotted owls. The
underestimation occurs because the size of any vegetative management activity will average less than 20 acres,
the landscape is not homogeneous but is interspersed with riparian leave strips and unsuitable lands and the
overestimation of the time needed for stands to become suitable habitat.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan tiers to the analysis of impacts presented in the record
of decision for the SE/S. The analysis in the SE/S was based on acres of suitable habitat under the various
alternatives in the short and long term. In addition, updated demographic data were considered in the analysis.
The analysis of effects presented in the draft resource management plan has been dropped.

COMMENT: To develop the mathematical formula used in the owl habitat model in the draft resource manage-
ment plan, the developers of the model must make numerous assumptions about how the species in question
will react. The draft resource management plan does not reference the scientific research which validates the
crucial mathematical coefficients used in the model.

RESPONSE: The habitat model in the draft resource management plan was dropped between the draft and the
finaL The proposed resource management plan tiers to the analysis presented in the record of decision for the
SE/S. The latter analysis was based on acres of suitable habitat in reserves under the various alternatives both
in the short and long term.

COMMENT: The biological needs for dispersal of juvenile spotted owls are easily met without going to the
extremes of connectivity block management. Rotations of 150 years and retention of 12 to 16 green trees per
acre are simply not necessary. On most high site lands managed by the BLM dispersal objectives for owls can be
met within 30 years after timber harvest if a few green conifers, hardwoods and all down woody material is left on
site.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan tiers to the conservation strategy for spotted owls
presented in the record of decision for the SEIS. Under the proposed resource management plan, Riparian
Reserves, connectivity blocks, administrative withdrawals, etc. are expected to contribute to dispersal habitat
needed by juvenile spotted owls. Connectivity/diversity blocks were located to enhance biological diversity
opportunities and to provide some dispersal habitat.

COMMENT: Stating that only a percentage of the BLM's lands will be capable of supporting spotted owls is
misleading and underestimates the true potential. It is commonly known that a spotted owl pairs home range
needs only to be comprised of between 30-40 percent nesting, roosting, and foraging habitat. The preferred
alternative would contain 149,000 acres of suitable habitat after 10 years. This is enough suitable habitat to
provide between 335,250 and 447,000 home range acres, which could support 110 to 150 pairs.
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RESPONSE: BLM's Salem District has about 53,000 acres of habitat suitable for nesting by spotted owls. Of
this total, about 31,000 acres are considered as old growth. Spotted owl pairs in the Salem District are most
abundant in the Cascade Range where most of the existing old growth occurs (specifically the Santiam Resource
Area). Very few spotted owl pairs have been located in the Coast Range which has been listed as an Area of
Concern by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Se,vice. BLM's data provides support for the view that spotted owls are
suiviving best in areas with the greatest amounts of old-growth stands remaining. Given this background, a more
conservative view for owl protection may be appropriate.

Lands
COMMENT: How wdl the BLM handle requests for rights-of-way for private and other public landowners to
access their property? If the BLM denies access for one reason or another, will the landowners be compensated
for their loss?

RESPONSE: BLM is required by law to grant reasonable access to adjacent properties. This requirement has
been added to the proposed resource management plan.

COMMENT: Exchanges to enhance old growth enhancement areas and connectivity areas should not occur
until the proposed management strategies are tested and determined biologically sound and if the public accepts
the premise advanced in the preferred alternative. The plan should be changed to reflect this policy.

RESPONSE: The proposed management strategies will take many years to test to determine biological sound-
ness. Delaying exchanges until that time would be unreasonable. Blocking up lands as opportunities arise will
benefit BLM management regardless of the eventual management strategy.

COMMENT: From a conservation of timber supply standpoint, we understand the restriction that O&C lands
available for timber production would not be candidates for exchange. In reality however, this constraint would
stop many exchanges.

RESPONSE: The preferred alternative (see page 2-38 of the draft resource management plan) and the pro-
posed resource management plan do not prohibit exchanges involving O&C timber land. Management direction
is to consider exchange of O&C lands available for timber management for lands to be managed for multiple use
purposes.

Special Areas
COMMENT: The draft resource management plan states that some of Grass Mountain has "been disturbed by
off-road vehicle (ORV) use". The area has been closed to ORV use. In order to effectively close the area to
vehicle use the BLM needs to physically close roads. We propose blocking both of the access roads to the top of
the mountain via ditching or the placement of large boulders or wood in the roads.

RESPONSE: Although the area has been disturbed by off-highway vehicles in the past, very little disturbance
has occurred in the last ten years. Permanent road closures as suggested would restrict BLM resource manage-
ment activities and severely limit emergency access in case of fire. If off-highway vehicle disturbance is discov-
ered through future monitoring, the need for road closures will be reevaluated.

COMMENT: In appendix 4-J, Forest Peak was listed as only a potential area of critical environmental concern
when actually it is recommended as an area of critical environmental concern/research natural area by the
preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: This omission has been corrected.

COMMENT: The Nature Conservancy inventoried and recommended a site near Snow Peak in the Santiam
Resource Area for area of critical environmental concern nomination. We would like to encourage the District to
move forward with the area of critical environmental concern criteria screening for the site.
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RESPONSE: We were unable to screen this nomination due to the timing of the submission and other work
priorities. The nomination will be screened as soon as the proposed resource management plan record of
decision is signed. Site values will be protected until that time.

COMMENT: The preferred alternative removes Alsea Bay Island from proposed area of critical environmental
concern (ACEC) listing. ACEC status for this wetland is needed to support the plan's stated goal of biodiversity.
Lincoln County planning designations will not protect the area. There are reports of a rare Orthocarpus on the
island. A botanical survey is badly needed before its values as an ACEC can be properly appraised.

RESPONSE: The A/sea Bay island was evaluated for importance and relevance, as are all area of critical
environmental concern candidates. We felt the importance criterion was met, but the relevance criterion was nOt
met because the risk level to the natural values there is very low. The island will be managedas a Riparian
Reserve under the proposed resource management plan.

The area has had several botanical surveys in the past. In fact, Steiiaria hum ifusa (spreading starwort) which is
an Oregon Natural Heritage Program (ONHP) List 37 watch plant (BLM tracking species) has been identifiedon
the island. This island does provide "habitat" for a proposed ONHP List 4 watch plant /BLM tracking)
Orthocarpus castillejoides now called Castilleja ambigua, but this species has never been identified on the island.
The island will receive additional botanical clearances/surveys in accordance with the management framework
plan botany monitoring.

COMMENT: In spite of continued designation of Sheridan Peak as an area of critical environmental concern in
the preferred alternative, timber harvest is planned. The preferred alternative is unacceptable, because by
definition an area of critical environmental concern cannot be managed for multiple use. Timber harvest will have
an adverse affect on Poa marcida.

RESPONSE: Multiple use is allowed in areas of critical environmental concern as long as primary values can be
protected. Evidence suggests that Poa marcida will survive limited timber management. The limited timber
management that might occur in the area of critical environmental concern would be for habitat improvement,
including opening up the overstory and thinning the understory. A closed canopy is adversely affecting Poa
habitat. This disturbance is likely to promote Poa marcida and not have an adverse effect. If monitoring detects
adverse impacts on Poa from harvest activity, additional mitigation measures will be considered during future
site-specific planning.

COMMENT: Plant species of special interest in Grassy Overlook potential area of critical environmental con-
cern have not remained intact (page 3L-2), and reduction of the protected area will further degrade biodiversity in
this watershed.

RESPONSE: The plants of interest in the Grassy Overlook timber sale were addressed in an environmental
assessment. Special precautions and contract stipulations were developed to minimize negative impacts on the
population. Post project monitoring verified that the measures were adequate. Future management of this area
will be on an ecosystem management basis, which will consider all plants and which shouldassure future
biological diversity in the area.

COMMENT: My understanding is that Table Mountain was to be or has been designated as a national natural
landmark. I can find no discussion of this special federal status nor a specific plan for its management anywhere
in this volume. It deserves protection under the plan's goal of biological diversity.

RESPONSE: Table Mountain is addressed in appendix 3-M (page 3-M-3) and appendix 2-E (page appendix 2-
18) of the draft resource management plan. Although the area does not qualify as an area of critical environmen-
tal concern, it would be managed as a Late-Successional Reserve under the proposed resource management
plan. The national natural landmark designation was made by the National Park Service. The designation will
continue, but management will be dictated by the Late-Successional Reserve allocation.
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COMMENT: Big Canyon Area of Critical Environmental Concern should be retained as an ACEC. It has high
educational potential, and access through private property has not been a problem in the past.

RESPONSE: The educational value of the canyon is recognized by BLM. Late-Successional and Riparian
Reserve land allocations will protect the educational values. While access has been obtained by some visitors,
al/adjacent landowners have firmly rejected government efforts to purchase public access. In addition, some
landowners have expressed concern to BLM about the frequency of public requests to cross their property.

COMMENT: The preferred alternative deletes Yellowstone Creek from area of critical environmental concern
candidacy. Management has overridden the recommendation of its interdisciplinary team. That the preferred
alternative would have no impact is misinformation. This beautiful area should be protected from logging and
developed as a recreational resource for the public and conserved for its biological diversity.

RESPONSE: A/though the area has been removed from designation as an area of critical environmental
concern, it will be managed as a Late-Successional Reserve and Riparian Reserve.

COMMENT: The preferred alternative should include a goal of writing management plans for all designated
research natural areas within the next five years. The plan should designate buffer zones around the boundaries
of areas of critical environmental concern and research natural areas to ensure that resource management
actions do not threaten the continued maintenance of the features for which the areas of critical environmental
concern were designated.

RESPONSE: All of the currently designated research natural areas are included in an area of critical environ-
mental concern management p/an. Plans for the two new research natural areas will be developed as soon as
possible after the record of decision is signed.

Most of the areas recommended for area of critical environmental concern designation have built in buffers.
Some do not because they are isolated tracts of BLM-administered land. The impacts of adjacent land uses and
management activities are evaluated during monitoring. If boundaries are found insufficient to protect primary
values, adjustments on BLM-administered land may be made by area managers.

COMMENT: Chapter 2, p. 2-53, states that off-road vehicle use will be limited in High Peak/Moon Creek Re-
search Natural Area. Off-road vehicle use is not compatible with research natural area management and should
be prohibited within all research natural areas, on and off roads.

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan/final environmental impact statement has been correct-
ed to show High PeakiMoon Creek Research Natura/Area as closed to off-highway vehicles.

COMMENT: If you have no planned harvest in your designated special management areas, how do you pro-
pose to establish conifer trees in areas where they are needed?

RESPONSE: Most of the areas of critical environmental concern in the Salem District have special natural
values. The purpose of designating these areas is to allow natural processes to continue with minimal disruption.
Growing trees for harvest is not compatible with this purpose.

COMMENT: The document is unclear regarding mineral withdrawal for the two proposed research natural areas
and the existing research natural areas. Withdrawal is important for research natural areas in order to protect the
sites from existing and potential mineral development.

RESPONSE: As shown under the no action alternative (i.e., current management) table 2-3, all of the research
natural areas except Little Sink are open to locatable mineral entry, and all of the research natural areas are open
to mineral leasing. The table shows that proposed management under the proposed resource management plan
is to close all research natural areas to locatable mineral entry and to allow mineral leasing with no surface
occupancy.
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COMMENT: We strongly recommend closing all roads in and through research natural areas, either by putting
the road to bed (restoration) or by gating roads that are needed for long-term access. The Shafer Creek pro-
posed research natural area also has several small, old and relatively overgrown skid roads that could benefit by
having more substantial barriers to access.

RESPONSE: Road management will be addressed on a watershed basis considering such allocations as Late-
Successional Reseives, Riparian Reserves, research natural areas and areas of critical environmentalconcern.

Physical closure of roads in the Shafer CreekArea of Critical Environmental Concern/Research NaturalArea will
be considered during the area of critical environmental concern management plan process.

COMMENT: We feel that limited use of the Sheridan Peak Area of Critical Environmental Concern is compatible
with its protected status. This use would be compatible if motorcycles were limited to the existing motorcycle
road and jeep trail. As no Poa marcida lives on the road or trail, the plant would not be harmed by motorcycles.

RESPONSE: The management proposal in the proposed resource management plan is to allow limited off-
highway vehicle use. How much use and where will be determined when the current area of critical environmen-
ta/concern management plan is revised.

Cultural Resources
COMMENT: Mining activities seem to have been glossed over in the plan. Excavations, removal and associated
structures have economic value as well as possibly adverse environmental impact. The plan needs to address
these uses in more detail.

RESPONSE: Past, current, and future mining activities are described in chapters 2, 3, and 4 and appendix DD.
Mining activities on BLM-administered land in the district are very limited and not expected to occur to any great
extent in the future. As stated in the introduction to chapter 4, "The timing, duration and degree of [mineral]
development is speculative and cannot be estimated at reasonably accurate levels given current information."
Therefore, no estimates were made of possible economic contributions.

The only other possible economic value of mining is related to sightseeing at mining locations. Thereare no
mining sites with sightseeing value on BLM-administered land in the district (see chapter 3, Cultural Resources).

Visual Resources
COMMENT: Separating the parcels in the Mt. Hood Corridor conflicts with the very definition of visual resource
management classes VRM I and VRM II. All parcels within the viewshed should be allocated VRM I. BLM hold-
ings are fragmented in this corridor yet each remaining parcel has a significant effect on the scenic quality of the
entire area.

RESPONSE: Under the proposed resource management plan, all BLM-administered lands within the boundary
of the proposed Mt. Hood Corridor Special Recreation Management Area will be managed as VRM Class I.

Recreation
COMMENT: It is my understanding that much of Hunchback, as well as all other "viewable" BLM land will be
designated as "SRMA" under your draft plan. Management of our watersheds is becoming more and more
critical. Why not make the entire BLM boundary in that area a SRMA?

RESPONSE: Special recreation management area designation is a BLM-specific status given to an area where
recreation is a primary management objective. Such recognition applies only to the acreage logically tied to the
identified recreation values rather than applying across the general landscape/watershed. If other values present
are at issue in the broader landscape area, such as those related to watersheds, land-use allocations other than
special recreation management area would more logically apply. To carry the entire BLM-administered area as an
special recreation management area would simply be an inappropriate designation from a management stand-
point.
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COMMENT: Significant response for the proposed 2,600 acre Mt. Hood Corridor Special Recreation Manage-
ment Area was received by the BLM, with support directed specifically toward "no planned timber harvest" and
"remove special recreation management area from the base (allowable sale quantity)".

RESPONSE: Unlike wilderness designation, special recreation management area designation does not, by
definition, preclude activities related to forest management. So long as these activities, such as road construction
and timber harvest, are not inconsistent with management objectives related to recreation and visual resource
management, they would be allowed to occur within special recreation management area boundaries. Also refer
to the Mt. Hood Corridor response under Rural interface Areas.

COMMENT: We strongly oppose ORV use not only for the Marys Peak Area of Critical Environmental Concern/
Outstanding Natural Area but for the proposed 2,317-acre special recreation management area.

RESPONSE: Off-highway vehicle use is a recognized, legitimate activity on the public lands. Within the con-
fines of the law, and where there is adequate evidence that such activity is not inconsistent with other resource
management objectives, off-highway vehicle use will be allowed. President Richard Nixon's 1972 Executive
Order 11644 and President Jimmy Carter's 1977 Executive Order 11989 both support this position. There are
only three reasons where off-highway vehicle use on BLM-administered lands would be closed or limited includ-
ing: 1) to protect resources; 2) to promote visitor safety; and 3) to minimize conflicts among the various land
uses. Where one or more of these reasons justify regulation of off-highway vehicle use within either the Maiys
PeakArea of Critical Environmental Concern/Outstanding NaturalArea or the proposed special recreation
management area, a closed or limited off-highway vehicle designation will be implemented.

COMMENT: The proposed Marys Peak Special Recreation Management Area's planning should consider its
Native American history.

RESPONSE: We agree that this should be an important aspect of management planning for the special recre-
ation management area.

COMMENT: The BLM's draft resource management plan has deviated significantly from the Analysis of the
Management Situation proposal to designate a 2,600-acre Mt. Hood Corridor Special Recreation Management
Area, with no planned timber harvest, and has failed to provide quantitative data to support proposed land
allocations.

RESPONSE: BLM's Analysis of the Management Situation addressed possible management opportunities, not
proposals. While it is true that the draft resource management plan deviated significantly from this document,
BLM simply is not in a position to adopt, as proposals, eveiy possible opportunity associated with management
of the public lands.

COMMENT: Provide more emphasis for recreation opportunities in the Mt. Hood Valley Corridor. This draft plan
does not address potentials.

RESPONSE: We disagree that the draft resource management plan does not address recreation management
potentials in the Mt. Hood Corridor area. The BLM-managed Wildwood Recreation Site, historic Barlow Road,
Boulder Ridge Trailhead and Trail, Mcintyre Ridge Trailhead and Trail, congressionally designated Salmon Wild
and Scenic River, Mt. Hood Corridor Special Recreation ManagementArea, scenic values along State Highway
26, and the Sandy River segments eligible for inclusion as components of the National Wild and Scenic Rivers
System are all specifically addressed.

COMMENT: Develop a site-specific resource management plan for the Mt. Hood Corridor Special Recreation
Management Area.

RESPONSE: The Mt. Hood Corridor is, by definition, too small an area to justify the process necessary to
develop a resource management plan separate from the districtwide plan. Preparation of a site-specific, post-
record of decision recreation area management plan for the special recreation management area would be more
in line with the BLM land use-planning policy
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COMMENT: Table S-2 gives capability to meet 10-year demand in recreation. What about 20-year and 50-year
demand? The population of this area is mushrooming.

RESPONSE: The models used to derive the recreation demand data base were not capable of projecting 50-
year demand. While a recreation demand projection was available for the year 2010, the year 2000 projections
were selected because they more closely match the resource management plan's planning horizon.

COMMENT: Action for expanding recreational and educational opportunities must be taken now. Nearly all
areas of the Salem District will continue to experience increasing populations which will also create a demand for
more recreational facilities and opportunities.

RESPONSE: We agree, however implementation of proposed resource management plan recreation-related
decisions, particularly those involving facility construction projects, will be dependent on future funding.

COMMENT: In response to the growing demand for recreational opportunities by both Willamette Valley resi-
dents and tourists, the text of the draft plan should clearly state how new or improved recreational facilities (e.g.,
campsites, trails, interpretive kiosks) and the proposed multiple use area on Marys Peak will enhance public
recreation opportunities.

RESPONSE: The Effects on Recreation section in chapter 4 describes this in formation.

COMMENT: The text included under chapter 4-- Environmental Consequences (pp. 55-58) suggests that BLM
contemplates reductions in recreational facilities in the Alsea Resource Area. BLM and Forest Service camping
facilities are already at or near full capacity for much of the year. In order to be consistent with the Salem Dis-
trict's draft plan's goal of reducing detrimental impacts to communities arising from reductions in annual timber
harvest levels, enhancement of recreational opportunities and new facility construction should be made a high
priority in the Alsea Resource Area.

RESPONSE: Chapter 4 describes environmental consequences associated with a range of alternatives- each
of which considers varying management direction and resource allocations. While it is true that the consequence
of managing under some alternatives would lead to recreation facility/opportunity reductions, it is equally true that
projected recreation demands, including those dependent on developed facilities, would be fully met through
management under other alternatives. We agree that enhancement of recreation opportunities and development
of new recreation facilities will be a factor in the economic stability efforts of some communities.

COMMENT: The preferred alternative places too much emphasis on off-road vehicles. Instead of trying to
increase ORV opportunities, BLM should conduct a districtwide inventory of sensitive wildlife areas and areas
with currently high road densities or ORV use. BLM should then remove or close roads in these areas and
prohibit ORV use. In the meantime the Salem District should adopt the State of Oregon's recommendations on
road management and adopt closures to immediately benefit big game. Development of interpretive trails for
hiking, horseback riding and wildlife viewing should be given priority over off-road vehicle area development in
the district.

RESPONSE: See previous response related to off-highway vehicle use within the Marys Peak Area of Critical
Environmental Concern/Outstanding NaturalArea and Special Recreation Management Area. It applies equally
to all other BLM-administered lands.

COMMENT: The draft resource management plan contains no environmental analysis concerning the decision
to allow ORV use across 287,700 acres on the District. The use of ORVs over 287,700 acres could potentially
have significant environmental effects, which are never analyzed in the draft resource management plan. Any
ORV use which is currently occurring should cease until the environmental impacts of this activity are analyzed.

RESPONSE: See previous response related to off-highway vehicle use within the Mai-ys Peak Area of Critical
Environmental Concern/Outstanding NaturalArea and Special Recreation Management Area. It applies equally
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to all other BLM-administered lands. We disagree that the environmental effects of off-highway vehicle use have
not been analyzed. As already discussed, there are only three reasons where off-highway vehicle use on BLM-
administered lands would be closed or limited including: 1) to protect resources; 2) to promote visitor safety; and
3) to minimize conflicts among the various land uses. With these three guidelines considered, our analysis shows
that tens of thousands of acres under each of the management alternatives would be closed or limited to off-
highway vehicle use. In the absence of one or more of these reasons, our analysis concludes that the lands
should remain open to visitors using off-highway vehicles pending evidence that more restrictWe regulation
should instead be implemented.

COMMENT: We are also concerned about maintenance of parks and trails. It doesn't seem logical then to
create more.

RESPONSE: The need for the BLM to develop additional recreation sites and trails is based on recreation
activity demand projections for the region. Budgetaiy constraints notwithstanding, the Salem District is commit-
ted to meeting its role and responsibilities as a federal provider of developed facilities. Speculation about future
operation and maintenance funding should not constrain potential development projects at the land-use alloca-
tion phase of planning process.

COMMENT: We are adamantly opposed to a trail system which would negatively impact forest management on
public or private land but we are especially concerned about the proposed trail from Parker Creek to the North
Fork fish hatchery. We are concerned about fire and other hazards, but we are most concerned about the loss of
control of our own property by the establishment of any permanent uncontrolled public right-of-way.

RESPONSE: The potential trail within the North ForkAlsea RWer drainage is just that, a development potentiaL
The BLM recognizes that any linear trail route traversing public and prWate lands can only be accomplished
through cooperation/agreement with the private sector - and with public support. The resolution of specific
issues, such as fire hazards, would need to be cooperatWely addressed in the agreement negotiations. Concern-
ing this particular potential trail, forest management activities would not be affected on either public or private
land since the purpose of the trail would be to provide visitor access through a managed forest setting. Regard-
ing the loss of control of private lands, the federal government would not have any right of control over lands and
resources on privately owned property, and neither would the genera/public.

COMMENT: We want our 12 miles of motorcycle trails listed in the first paragraph of the "Recreation" section.

RESPONSE: This is not the appropriate location for this reference. It has been added to the table listing existing
trails as the Tillamook Off-Highway Vehicle Trait

COMMENT: Our existing motorcycle trails are not listed in Table S-i.

RESPONSE: Table S-i has been edited to reflect this trail and its total mileage.

Wild and Scenic Rivers
COMMENT: Do you recommend W&SR designations based on the criteria in the W&SR Act? If not, why not?

RESPONSE: The criteria set forth in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act are binding on all federal agencies involved
in planning for the use and development of water and related land resources, and the BLM follows these criteria
explicitly.

COMMENT: Criteria for wild and scenic designation and protection requires that the eligible system be clearly
superior. The plan does not document how the various criteria were applied to the rivers identified by the BLM.

.to de-facto listing. Since many of these rivers do not include a majority of the BLM-administered lands, we
question this management approach.
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RESPONSE: We agree that river segments determined to be eligible for inclusion as components of the
National Wild and Scenic Rivers System need to be clearly superior. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act mandates
that a river segment must meet only two criteria to be determined eligible; it must be a free-flowing segment, and
have at least one value determined to be outstandingly remarkable. All river segments determined eligible by the
BLM met these two criteria. We disagree that the plan does not document how the various criteria were applied
to identified river segments. District files document, on a river-segment by river-segment basis, the eligibility and
classification determination process. Appendix J of the proposed resource management plan/final environmental
impact statement summarizes the criteria used, and appendix I summarizes the results of the process as ap-
plied. Protection of the free-flowing character and outstandingly remarkable values of segments determined to be
eligible is BLM policy, and constitutes "de-facto listing" only to the extent required bylaw. Finally, regarding the
comment about many rivers not including a majority of BLM-administered lands, we point out again that land
ownership is not one of the criteria used to determine segment eligibility and classification. The land ownership
question is considered during the suitability portion of the overall river study process, and was a screen used to
decide which eligible river segments would be assessed for suitability in the resource management plan.

COMMENT: Why does the government want to take it away from the property owners who have had by rights
for over a hundred of years?

RESPONSE: Congressional designation of a river segment as a component of the National Wild and Scenic
RWers System does not automatically confer to the federal government any right of control over lands or resourc-
es on privately owned property. Regarding any right on private lands, the BLM does not want or desire to "take it
away from the property owners" as suggested by the comment.

COMMENT: Analysis of potential W&SR is severely flawed by finding that "outstandingly remarkable values"
shift or disappear according to management alternative chosen.

RESPONSE: The outstandingly remarkable values do not "shift or disappear" through the selected range of
reasonable management alternatives analyzed. What changed across the range of alternatives was the finding
of suitability for the eligible river segments studied, not the outstandingly remarkable values.

COMMENT: It appears the process used to determine W&SR Act suitability and recommendations was arbitrary
and did not comply with the spirit or the letter of the W&SR Act.

RESPONSE: The process used was neither arbitraiy nor blind to the mandates set forth in the Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act. The Act mandates are binding on all federal agencies involved in planning for the use and develop-
ment of water and related land resources, and the BLM follows them explicitly.

COMMENT: This plan fails to protect the "outstandingly remarkable values" which caused the W&SR to be
designated and which must be protected by terms of the W&SR Act.

RESPONSE: Outstandingly remarkable values within the administrative boundaries of designated wild and
scenic river segments will be protected by the land use allocations and wild and scenic river program manage-
ment actions/direction under the proposed resource management plan. Of particular significance will be the
revision of existing river management plans to address attainment of Aquatic Conseivation Strategy objectives.

limber
COMMENT: What is the approximate reduction in yield predicted by the Stand Projection System (SPS) due to
green tree retention? . . . is this reduction based on experimental evidence or is it a best estimate?

RESPONSE: Green tree retention reduces stand yields in two ways: (1) the yield at regeneration haivest
excludes the volume contained in the retained trees, and (2) the growth of the new stand is reduced by the
competition of the overstory trees. This reduction in growth varies in SPS according to the number of green trees
retained per acre. For the six to eight tree per acre retention in the General Forest Management Area under the
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proposed resource management plan, understory tree growth was reduced about 8 to 10 percent by overstoiy
competition. These reductions appear reasonable, but such a management regime is outside the range of
empiric data used to build the SPS model, so the results are somewhat speculative.

COMMENT: The sustained units as defined in the plan should be all of the district and not portions of the
district.

RESPONSE: The management team decided not to pursue this option because of the likelihood of creating
excessive cumulative impacts in specific watersheds.

COMMENT: The proposals do not clearly identify sustainability of harvest over extended periods--until 2020,
2050, and until 2090. The issue is not just volume of wood, but also quality of wood. Thus the proposal for early
harvest of a major proportion of the remaining old growth will severely restrict resources available in succeeding
decades.

RESPONSE: The Trim-Plus model is used by BLM to determine the maximum sustainable ha,vest level over a
400-year period within the constraints of the selected management regime. While the size or quality of harvested
timber would vaiy over time, the longer rotations planned for the Connectivity/Diversity Blocks under the pro-
posed resource management plan would result in harvest of larger, higher quality wood in the future compared to
forests managed on shorter rotations. Harvests from the Adaptive ManagementArea under the proposed re-
source management plan are also expected to include a significant portion of large, high quality logs. Under the
proposed resource management plan, less than 1.5 percent of the existing old-growth forest on the Salem
District is projected for harvest during the first decade of the plan.

COMMENT: Remove from the allowable sale quantity all parcels located within the valley to reduce undue
pressure on management objectives and to protect resources present.

RESPONSE: For the most part, BLM parcels scattered within the Willamette Valley have already been exclud-

ed from the probable sale quantity base because of a variety constraints relating to other resource values.

COMMENT: For the General Forest Management Area of the preferred alternative and its equivalent in the
other alternatives, widespread use of uneven-aged cutting with single-tree and small group selection (under three
acres) on a 200 to 300 year replacement cycle can result in a truly sustainable forest. The leaving of snags and
considerable large wood debris needs to be part of an uneven-age scheme. An alternative should be developed,
or at least one of the existing alternatives modified to make long cycle, uneven-aged management the silviculture
method for the General Forest Management Area of the preferred alternative or its equivalent in the other
alternatives. This alternative should be the final preferred alternative.

RESPONSE: Under the proposed resource management plan, longer rotations and uneven-aged or multistory
management regimes would be used in the Connectivity/Diversity Blocks and probably in the Adaptive Manage-
ment Area as well. Management within the General Forest Management Area, however, is intended to reflect an
emphasis on intensive timber production. Nevertheless, all harvest planning for General Forest Management
Area projects will include provisions for maintaining or improving the amount of snag and large woody debris
habitat, as well as retention of some large green trees on harvested areas.

COMMENT: The BLM should assist in the development and use of technologies appropriate for thinning, such
as smaller tractors and yarding systems, rubber tired skidders, horse logging, and helicopters.

RESPONSE: Under the proposed resource management plan, BLM expects to make increased use of logging
systems appropriate for thinning.

COMMENT: The small patch cuts proposed for old growth enhancement areas would adversely impact the
long-term productivity of the land. They also would not provide sufficient light for regeneration of Douglas-fir, and
would result in a shift to shade-tolerant species. In addition, logging costs would increase, animal damage would
be greater, and future stands may be more susceptible to health problems.
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RESPONSE: Recent studies indicate partial cuttings and patch cuts would be feasible in most western Oregon
forests. The impacts to long-term productivity would depend on the nature of the logging operation. An increase
in the percentage of shade-tolerant species in stands would be expected, and logging costs would certainly be
greater. However, a more diverse stand should be more resistant to insects and disease than single-storied
stands composed of only one or two species.

COMMENT: Acreage in commercial thinning seems excessive - are the harvest levels of the preferred alterna-
tive lower (in thousand cubic feet and thousand board feet) because smaller trees will be harvested?

RESPONSE: The acreage of commercial thinning is higher under the proposed resource management plan than
under the previous plan for several reasons: (1) The longer rotations planned for the Connectivity/Diversity
Blocks and probably the Ada ptive Management Area would allow more time for implementation of multiple
thinnings on an individual stand; (2) most thinnings in the Connectivity/Diversity Blocks and Adaptive Manage-
ment Area, and all thinnings in Late-Successional Reserves, would be designed to promote development of late-
successional forest conditions, often in stands which would not have been considered suitable for thinning for
timber production purposes; and (3) recent increases in timber stumpage values have greatly expanded the
range of stands which would be economically feasible to thin.

Under the proposed resource management plan, harvest levels are substantially lower than they would be under
any other alternative. This is a result of the greatly reduced acreage available for timber production. The size of
trees harvested would be equal to or greater than those harvested under the other alternatives.

COMMENT: We are concerned that the BLM may overly constrain harvesting operations on lands classified for
special visual management. We could not find disclosure in the draft environmental impact statement detailing
the expected impact on timber production from the various visual resource allocations.

RESPONSE: Only the visual resource management class II (VRM II) results in additional constraints on timber
management. On approximately 1,000 acres of BLM-administered lands classified as VRM II within the General
Forest Management Area, timber would be managed on a longer rotation similar to that of the Connect Mty/
Divers ity Blocks. Because of the small number of acres affected, no reduction in the probable sale quantity was
projected due to VRM II restrictions.

COMMENT: Live tree retention has some serious costs and consequences associated with it. These include
reduced yields, reforestation problems, wind firmness, and future stand health. With live tree retention on the
order of six to eight trees per acre, yields could be reduced anywhere from 5 to 10 percent. With higher retention
rates, e.g., 12 to 15 trees per acre, yields could decline as much as 20 percent.

RESPONSE: Green tree retention will indeed reduce yields and increase costs of logging. The yield reductions
stated in the comment are in agreement with BLM estimates. The benefits of green tree retention relate to
provision of snags for wildlife and to development of older-forest structure over time.

COMMENT: The BLM plan to defer regeneration harvesting for 80 years on the majority of the old growth
emphasis area acres has essentially the same impact on communities and county revenues during the next ten
years as a decision to permanently remove the acres from management. During the next eight to nine decades
of deferred management there will be huge losses in old growth enhancement areas to insects, diseases, fire,
and windstorms if an aggressive salvage program is not instituted.

RESPONSE: Under the proposed resource management plan, there are no harvest deferrals, except that
existing patches of older forest would be deferred from harvest in watersheds where little older forest remains.
The forest lands within the Late-Successional Reserves, however, would not be available for any scheduled
timber harvest. Some younger stands would be considered for density management thinnings, where the treat-
ment would be beneficial to the development of late-successional forest conditions. If large numbers of trees
within the Late-Successional Reserves are damaged or killed by insects, disease, fire, or wind, appropriate
salvage harvest would be considered.
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COMMENT: The BLM should make a clearer statement that it has not overcut its forestlands. The current
inventory tables show a significant increase in volume from the previous inventory completed in 1978. The higher
than expected growth rates are attributable to the intensive forest management practices employed on much of
the BLM lands and to use of conservative modeling estimates. Arguments are made that these lands are being
cut at levels which cannot be sustained. The fact is, as evidenced by the latest inventories, these lands were
actually capable of producing even higher levels on a sustainable basis.

RESPONSE: The inventory does show that BLM'S harvest level over the past decade íè sustainable, given the
land use allocations and management practices that were used. Reduced probable sale quantity levels in the
proposed resource management plan are a result of different land allocations and changed management re-
gimes.

COMMENT: Present Net Value (PNV) should not be used as a timber management tool for our public forests.
It puts too much emphasis on short rotation tree farming at the expense of maintaining a true forest.

RESPONSE: BLM economists have used PNV as a tool to compare the efficiency of various intensive
practices. However, the final selection of management regimes is based on a balanced consideration of many
factors.

COMMENT: It has been reported in the press that substantial portions of BLM acreages harvested have not
been replanted. Is such a situation actual in the Salem District? It would be useful to have a specific factual
summary of the actual number of acres within the area allocated for timber production which have not been
replanted after harvest, those replanted and considered fully stocked, those replanted with problems in achieving
stocking, those harvested before replanting was required with some breakdown of stocking status, and those
never harvested. It is important both for industry and for various elements of the public that rely on this important
resource to have a factual base.

RESPONSE: There has been considerable misinformation and misunderstanding of this question in the media.
In fact, it has been BLM policy for at least the last three decades to promptly reforest all harvested areas. This is
done in most cases by planting nursery-grown seedlings, but aerial seeding was common in the past. Where the
first planting attempts are not successful, areas are re-treated until desired stocking levels are achieved. Of the
forest land harvested in the last 20 years on Salem District, only about one percent currently has less than the
minimum acceptable stocking.

COMMENT: Precommercial thinning and commercial thinning can supplement timber supply and result in high
quality wood. Pruning should be utilized 10-20 years after partial cut thinning and 10-20 years before commercial
thinning to enhance wood quality. Utilization of material thinned, whether as chips or saw logs, would add to the
overall productivity of the site.

RESPONSE: BLM anticipates that all of these practices would be used, where appropriate, under the proposed
resource management plan.

COMMENT: For the old growth emphasis area, and for comparable productivity class land, what is the reduc-
tion in present net value of that management regime as compared to the General Forest Management Area,
again for comparable productivity class land?

RESPONSE: Economic analyses were done to estimate the present net value (PNV) effect of each of several
intensive forest management practices taken singly. PNV analysis was not undertaken on complete management
regimes, such as those proposed for the General Forest Management Area under the draft resource manage-
ment plan preferred alternative. Under the proposed resource management plan, the timber management
regimes for the Late-Successional Reserves or Connectivity/Diversity Blocks would certainly yield much lower
PNVs than those of the General Forest Management Area, if only timber harvest values are considered.
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COMMENT: While it may have been done, or is a part of Stand Projection System, it is not clear what, if any,
economic analyses and associated sensitivity tests have been done. For the General Forest Management Area,
do you know the most economically efficient management regime? That is, which regime yields the highest
present net value?

RESPONSE: Each of the intensive management practices considered for application in the General Forest
Management Area have been evaluated for their effect on present net value. These analyses were based on the
yield outputs of the Stand Projection System (SPS) model. Although SPS is useful for providing estimates of
future stand growth and yield under a selected management regime, it cannot reliably be used to choose an
optimum regime.

Old Growth Forest
COMMENT: The preferred alternative should be evaluated in terms of the Congressional report on "Alternatives
for Management of Late-Successional Forests of the Pacific Northwest." Where does the preferred alternative
fall on the chart on pages 31-2, especially with regard to "retaining ecologically functional Late SuccessionaVOld
Growth forests and associated species for a century or longer?"

RESPONSE: The proposed resource management plan is based on management direction in the record of
decision for the SEIS. Management direction in the record of decision was developed based on many pre-
existing scientific documents including the report mentioned in this comment.

COMMENT: The age-based definition of old-growth forests is inadequate. They should instead be defined on
the basis of their ecological characteristics.

RESPONSE: Based on observations in the Salem District, BLM disagrees that an age-based definition is
inadequate. Stands aged 200 years and older appear to fit the current perception of what old growth is like.
There are some stands in the Salem District that have a sparse overstory of old-growth trees and a dominant
understory of younger trees. These stands were not included as old growth. They include approximately 12,000
acres of forest.

Socioeconomic
COMMENT: The Salem District has assumed worker migration, counseling, retraining and other social pro-
grams will mitigate employment and income losses expected under several alternatives. There is no information
to support such claims.

RESPONSE: The draft resource management plan states that "Incentives or economic assistance could be
provided by federal, state, or local governments to partially mitigate these impacts" (see chapter 4-74). BLM has
not assumed total mitigation of these impacts. As stated in chapter 4, adverse social and economic impacts
would occur under some alternatives. The state of Oregon is anticipating such impacts and responding through a
Coordinated Timber Response Plan (see chapter 4-74). The Clinton Administration responded by proposing to
Congress an economic stimulus funding package for western Oregon. If this funding is approved, BLM will be
preparing resource development contracts to stimulate local business.

COMMENT: Most of the people that visit the Nestucca-Yamhill Riding Area stop for gas, snacks, and meals at
Willamina, Sheridan, and other local communities. The area also broadens recreation opportunities for nearby
communities. These opportunities, as well as the money brought into these towns, should be mentioned in your
"Community Stability" section.

RESPONSE: A statement to this effect for all communities in the district is included in the community stability
section. The actual extent to which specific communities would benefit is unknown.
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COMMENT: In your calculations of income to counties have you factored in the lower value of the timber to be
produced?

RESPONSE: We believe timber produced on BLM-administered lands will continue to be ofhigh value. In
estimating income to counties based on timber sales receipts, no adjustment was made for future differences in
type of wood harvested. As reported in the chapter 4 discussion of Socioeconomic Effects, in comparison to the
1984-1988 baseline period, higher prices for wood are expected due to the reduced supply from federal lands.

CqMMENT: The preferred alternative would result in harvests and revenues to the counties that are only slightly
more than1 half of the historical levels. This can hardly be viewed as a credible attempt to provide "a permanent
source of aw materials for the support of dependent communities and local industries of the region."

RESPONSE: One of the purposes of ecosystem management is to find a long-term solution to the western
Oregon forest management crisis. If the proposed resource management plan becomes the solution, a perma-
nent source of raw materials will be available to help mills continue producing or once again produce lumber.

COMMENT: The no action alternative shows a harvest of 239.2 million board feet as compared to the 136.5
million board feet for the preferred alternative. Yet in table 4-33, page 4-72, the payments to counties is essential-
ly equal under both. This is due to an assumed doubling or more of stumpage values. I realize that the U.S.
Forest Service has provided you with these numbers. What other estimates of stumpage value have you consid-
ered, along with historical evidence of changes in stumpage value?

RESPONSE: No other estimates of stumpage value were considered. The Timber Assessment Market Model is
based on historical evidence of changes in stumpage value. Additional discussion of timber pricing is found in
appendix CC.

Roads
COMMENT: Another issue concerning roads is the need to be consistent in information about public access. As
noted on page 3-6, only 50 percent of the existing road network is open to public use. Throughout the plan, there
are other comments which ignore this restriction. These include: "Some 287,700 acres would be open year-
round to motorized vehicle use (see table 2-1 )" (p. 2-37 and p. 2-48).

RESPONSE: Nearly 86 percent of the existing road network is open to public vehicular travel (2,143 miles
open; 360 miles closed). The 50 percent figure discussed on page 3-6 applies to the amount ofBLM-adminis-
tered land having legal public access. These are two distinctly different issues. With respect to off-highway
vehicle designations, the process does not consider availability ofpublic access. There are several reasons for
this: (1) users may obtain permission to cross private land to get to BLM-administered land; (2) many contiguous
parcels of BLM-administered are accessible by trail; and (3) future road building by BLM may provide access.

Rural Interface
COMMENT: It is disturbing to see the BLM opting for minimal management in rural interlace areas in an attempt
to avoid disagreements with adjacent landowners. We suggest site-specific adjustments to general forest man-
agement area prescriptions where necessary rather than imposing visual resource management classification
VRM II restrictions in all interlace areas.

RESPONSE: As stated in chapter 2 of the draft resource management plan (chapter 2-38), "Special manage-
ment practices would be considered on a case-by-case basis in [rural interface areas]". The visual resource
management classes selected by area managers would apply in these areas. They vary from class Ito class IV

COMMENT: Rural interlace areas - we concur with the preferred alternative in the plan. However, the plan
should be expanded to include the added cost of fire protection created by dwellings.
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RESPONSE: A statement about the added cost of fire suppression has been added to chapter 3, Rural Inter-
face Areas. Since the placement of dwellings on private land is not controlled by BLM, the added cost of fire
suppression due to dwellings is not an appropriate impact to address in the proposed resource management
plan/final environmental impact statement.

COMMENT: The significance and impact of management activities in rural interface areas was inadequately
addressed in the draft plan. The Mt. Hood Corridor as a rural interface area was not addressed at all.

RESPONSE: There are too many rural interface areas in the district to address them individually in this docu-
ment. Also, information regarding number of dwellings, attitudes of residents, etc., is generally not available.
Individual areas will be addressed in future watershed analysis site-specific plans and environmentalassess-
ments.

The impacts of future BLM management activities in the Mt. Hood Corridor were considered minimal in the draft
resource management plan analysis due to a combination of land use allocations, including visual resource
management classes I and II, special recreation management area, wild and scenic river corridor and Connectiv-
ity/Diversity Block(s) (i.e., 200-year timber harvest rotation). Impacts in the proposed resource management
plan will be further reduced by allocation of the ridge-to-ridge area along the Mt. Hood Highway as visual re-
source management class I. The visual resource management class I classification applies only to BLM-adminis-
tered lands.

Fire
COMMENT: How long can you cut off all vegetation--then burn the rest--and expect to continue growing trees
on such abused soil?

RESPONSE: The Salem District used the FORCYTE II model (see appendix T) to analyze the many varied
prescriptions that could be used under the proposed alternatives by three levels of broadcast burning. The
analysis determined the long-term productivity trend and site quality trend from the various prescriptions by the
various average sites identified on the district. Many of the management scenarios indicated that long-term
productivity and site quality could be maintained and or enhanced through management. This is increasingly the
case as we avoid or use light broadcast burns for site preparation, increase fertillzer use, increase rotation
lengths and leave a legacy of large wood on the site to provide for soil maintenance.

COMMENT: From a fire prevention and suppression aspect, will the BLM be responsible for the additional
hazard presented by retaining "biological legacies" on their lands? With the drop in timber receipts, where will the
additional monies come from to pay for the "insurance" for fire protection/suppression?

RESPONSE: Biological legacies will be similar to those that occur naturally. Their appearance will vary from site
to site. All activities which create forest fuels are analyzed in relation to fire hazard. The BLM has the responsibili-
ty to determine fire hazard and the obligation to mitigate any such hazards by appropriate fuels management
treatments. Consequently, we do not presume these legacies to be considered "additional hazard" under the
current Oregon fire law. The BLM works with the Oregon Department of Forestry to ensure management activi-
ties are consistent with state statutes.

Funding for fire protection does not come from timber receipts. Consequently, timber receipts do not directly
impact fire protection on BLM-administered lands. Fire protection funding is appropriated through Congress for
all BLM-administered lands including Western Oregon. This includes contributions to the Forest Land Protection
Fund for the suppression costs beyond what is included in the current contract. Wild!ires which are the responsi-
bility of the BLM are paid from the federal emergency fire account.

COMMENT: The comments concerning "conditional fire suppression" on page 2-20 should not apply in those
areas where fires on BLM property could spread to private land. It would be irresponsible for BLM personnel to
limit efforts in fire suppression, subjecting private lands to additional fire risk.
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RESPONSE: The BLM fire planning manual states that all suppression efforts will be intensive or conditionaL

Intensive suppression implies that no amount of resource loss is acceptable.

Conditional suppression implies the suppression act ivities (presuppression and suppression) will be commensu-
rate with the values at risk. It does not imply that the BLM has a choice or decision to make suppressing any fire
occurring on BLM-administered lands. All fires on BLM-administered lands will be aggressively suppressed. The
protection standard for BLM-administered lands is the same for private industrial and nonindustrial lands.

There is no impiled limitation on fire suppression strategy or tactics. The BLM will continue to work closely with all
landowners during suppression actions in accordance with protection contract with the Oregon Department of
Forestiy. Consequently, the adjacent private lands are not subject to additional fire risk.
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